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The separation and sorting of micro- and nano-sized particles is an important step in chemical,
biological, and medical analyses. In the past two decades, micro- and nanofluidic platforms have been
increasingly applied for the separation, fractionation, sorting, and purification of all classes of particles
based on their physical and chemical properties because of their advantages of minimal consumption of
sample and reagent, ease of use, and enabling of the integration of multicomponent for comprehensive
analysis. The separation techniques using micro- and nanofluidic devices are classified into passive
methods using geometries and hydrodynamic effects at micro/nanoscale, and active methods using
external fields such as electric, magnetic, optical, and acoustic forces.

This Special Issue collects some state-of-the-art developments in active and passive microfluidic
separation, isolation, and manipulation for a wide range of particles. In this Special Issue, 11 research
papers, and two review articles are published. Five papers [1–5] and a review article [6] present (1) passive
microfluidic techniques using inertial focusing [1,6], deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) [2,3],
and hydrodynamic methods [4,5]. The remaining papers [7–12] and a review article [13] cover (2) active
microfluidic techniques using electric [7–9], acoustic [10], magnetic [11,12], and optical forces [13].

(1) Passive microfluidic technique: Bogseth et al. proposed a co-flow inertial microfluidic device
that is tunable in multiple ways for adaptation to different application requirements [1]. They evaluated
flow rate, flow rate ratio, and output resistance ratio to flexibly tune the cutoff size of the device and
separation performance even after the devices are fabricated. Kottmeier et al. experimentally observed
an asymmetric flow field pattern caused by vortices behind DLD mircopost at high Reynolds number
(Re > 1) using microparticle image velocimetry and compared this experimental result with CFD
simulations [2]. Jiao et al. reported a numerical simulation of the motion of red blood cells (RBCs)
flowing through DLD devices with different pillar shapes and gap configurations [3]. Eluru et al.
proposed a microfluidic in-flow decantation technique that enables continuous separation of particles
from fluid [4]. They achieved clog-free separation during the operation for at least an hour and
could obtain purities close to 100% and yields as high as 14%. Yanai et al. demonstrated a new
hydrodynamic mechanism of microparticle separation using dual-depth, lattice-patterned asymmetric
microchannel networks [5]. By precisely observing the motion of model particles in the microchannel,
they revealed that the 3D laminar flow profile affects the size-selective particle separation. They also
demonstrated that the input position of particles in both x and z directions could improve the separation
performance significantly. In addition to these research articles for passive techniques, Volpe et al.
wrote a comprehensive review of microfluidic particles sorting using inertial focusing and laminar
vortex technology [6].

(2) Active microfluidic technique: Krishna et al. presented an experimentally validated mathematical
model of a microfluidic device with nozzle-shaped electrode configuration for dielectrophoretic
3D-focusing of particles [7]. They investigated the effect of operating/geometric parameters on the

Micromachines 2020, 11, 602; doi:10.3390/mi11060602 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines1
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3D-focusing efficiency of the device through the proposed mathematical model. Alnaimat et al.
conceptualized and mathematically modeled a dielectrophoretic microfluidic device with two sets
of interdigitated transducer vertical electrodes for separation of a binary heterogeneous mixture of
particles based on size [8]. The proposed model is used for a parametric study to investigate the effect of
parameters on the performance of the microfluidic device. Gudagunti et al. used negative dielectrophoresis
(DEP) spectroscopy as an effective transduction mechanism of a biosensor to accurately detect single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in a short DNA strand [9]. Clark et al. demonstrated real-time monitoring
of voltage measurements and immediate, corresponding adjustments to acoustic trapping frequency to
improve their acoustic differential extraction [10]. Kang et al. introduced positive and negative methods
for isolating circulating tumor cells (CTCs) by lateral magnetophoresis [11]. They compared the CTCs
recovery rates, WBC depletion rates, and CTC purities between the positive and negative methods to
discuss their strengths and weaknesses points for CTC-based diagnostics, prognostics, and therapeutics for
cancer. Sobecki et al. reported numerical simulation of the dynamics of a paramagnetic elliptical particle
in a low Reynolds number Poiseuille flow in a curved channel and under a uniform magnetic field [12].
In addition to these research articles for active techniques, Zhang et al. presented a comprehensive review
of the latest progress in fiber optofluidics (FOF) based on two major opto-physical effects, namely optical
force and the photothermal effect, in manipulation and sensing applications [13].

We would like to thank all authors for submitting their papers to this Special Issue. We would
also like to acknowledge all the reviewers for dedicating their time and timely reviews to improve the
quality of this Special Issue.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: This article conceptualizes and mathematically models a dielectrophoretic microfluidic
device with two sets of interdigitated transducer vertical electrodes for separation of a binary
heterogeneous mixture of particles based on size; each set of electrodes is located on the sidewalls
and independently controllable. To achieve separation in the proposed microfluidic device, the small
microparticles are subjected to positive dielectrophoresis and the big microparticles do not experience
dielectrophoresis. The mathematical model consists of equations describing the motion of each
microparticle, fluid flow profile, and electric voltage and field profiles, and they are solved
numerically. The equations of motion take into account the influence of phenomena, such as
inertia, drag, dielectrophoresis, gravity, and buoyancy. The model is used for a parametric study to
understand the influence of parameters on the performance of the microfluidic device. The parameters
studied include applied electric voltages, electrode dimensions, volumetric flow rate, and number of
electrodes. The separation efficiency of the big and small microparticles is found to be independent of
and dependent on all parameters, respectively. On the other hand, the separation purity of the big
and small microparticles is found to be dependent on and independent of all parameters, respectively.
The mathematical model is useful in designing the proposed microfluidic device with the desired
level of separation efficiency and separation purity.

Keywords: Interdigitated transducer electrodes; dielectrophoresis; microfluidics; microchannel;
separation

1. Introduction

Devices employing flow passages with hydraulic diameters smaller than 1 mm are referred to as
microfluidic devices [1]. There are several advantages in employing microfluidic devices; these include
low sample and reagent requirement, low power consumption, small footprint, and portability.
One of the applications for which microfluidic devices are commonly employed is the separation of a
heterogeneous sample into multiple homogeneous samples [2,3]; the basis of separation can be either
size or type. Separation of a binary heterogeneous mixture into two homogeneous samples based on
size requires every microparticle to be acted upon by an actuation force. There are several options for
actuation forces that can be employed in microfluidic devices. One of the most commonly used actuation
forces is that associated with dielectrophoresis (DEP) [4–8]. DEP is the phenomenon where in dielectric,
but polarizable, microparticles suspended in a dielectric medium undergo translation when subjected
to an electric field; the electric field needs to be non-uniform for DEP to exist [4–8]. DEP is specifically
termed as positive DEP (pDEP) and negative DEP (nDEP) when the translation of the microparticles is
towards the highest and lowest gradient of the electric field, respectively [4–8]. The force associated

Micromachines 2020, 11, 563; doi:10.3390/mi11060563 www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines5
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with DEP depends on several factors such as radius of the microparticles, permittivity of the medium,
Clausius–Mossotti factor (f CM), and the magnitude and degree of non-uniformity of the electric
field [4–8]. The f CM is dependent on the permittivity and conductivity of the microparticle and medium
as well as the operating frequency of the electric signal; microparticles experience pDEP and nDEP when
real part of Clausius–Mossotti factor, Re(f CM), is positive and negative, respectively. The magnitude
and degree of non-uniformity of the electric field depends on the dimensions and shape of the
microchannel and the electrodes as well as the electrode configuration. Researchers have proposed
electrode configurations for purposes of separation of microparticles based on size [4–8]. This article
proposes a microfluidic device (Figure 1) for the separation of microparticles based on size using
DEP. The device has one inlet and one outlet and consists of multiple interdigitated transducer (IDT)
electrodes located on either sides of the microchannel. The set of electrodes on each side is independently
controllable. In this device, separation is achieved by subjecting microparticles of a specific size to
pDEP while keeping the microparticles of the alternative size unaffected. The microparticles that
are subjected to pDEP will be attracted and captured on the electrodes while the microparticles that
are not influenced by DEP will pass through the region of the electrodes unaffected and this leads
to separation of microparticles based on size. The microparticles that are unaffected by DEP will
be collected at the outlet as the sample is being processed, Figure 1b1; however, the microparticles
captured by the electrodes will be collected from the same outlet, by switching off the electric power and
flushing the microfluidic device with buffer solution, once the entire sample is processed Figure 1b2.
The proposed device has the merit that it can handle high throughput in comparison with most
devices proposed in literature [4–8]; this is primarily because the electric field does not decay along the
height of the device. The proposed device also has the merit that it does not require focusing prior to
separation of the heterogeneous sample. Three-dimensional microfabrication techniques required for
realizing the conceptualized device are becoming common as can be observed from several articles
in literature [5,9–12].

 
(a) 

  
(b1) (b2) 

Figure 1. Schematic of the (a) proposed microfluidic device (perspective view) and (b) working of the
device; (b1) capture of small microparticles on electrodes and collection of big microparticles at device
exit during sample processing (top view) and (b2) collection of small microparticles at device exit after
their release from electrodes while flushing device with buffer solution (top view).
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Among all the different parameters influencing DEP force, the polarity of Re(f CM) can be easily
altered by varying the operating signal. Thus, the operating frequency of the proposed device should
be such that microparticles of a particular size will experience pDEP while microparticles of other size
will experience negligible DEP. Figure 2 shows the variation of Re(f CM) with operating frequency for
polystyrene (εps = 2.55 and Ks,ps = 2.85 nS) and silica microparticles (εs = 3.8 and Ks,s = 0.82 nS) [13].
It can be noticed that Re(f CM) is dependent on the operating frequency. It can be noticed that for both
types of microparticles, irrespective of their radii, the Re(f CM) is positive and negative at low and high
operating frequencies, respectively. Furthermore, it can be noticed from Figure 2 that there exists a
unique operating frequency, for a mixture of two different sized microparticles, at which the small
microparticle experiences pDEP while the big microparticle experiences zero DEP and the proposed
device should be operated at this frequency for achieving separation based on size. Frequency at
which a microparticle experiences zero DEP force is called cross-over frequency; thus, the proposed
device needs to be operated at the cross-over frequency of the big microparticle. Figure 2 has been
developed using Equations (1) and (2); cross-over frequency (Ncr) of a microparticle can be calculated
using Equation (3).

Re[ fCM] =
(εe + 2εm)(εe − εm) +

(σe+2σm)(σe−σm)

ω2

(εe + 2εm)
2 +

(σe+2σm)
2

ω2

(1)

σe = σbulk,e + 2
Ks,e

re
(2)

Ncr =
ω
2π

=
1

2π

√
(σe + 2σm)(σm − σe)

(εe + 2εm)(εe − εm)
(3)

 
Figure 2. Variation of Re(f CM) with operating frequency for 2.5 μm and 5 μm microparticles (�: 2.5 μm,
� 5 μm and σm = 0.0001 S/m).

Çetin et al. [14] modeled and constructed a DEP-based microfluidic device for separation of
microparticles based on size. The device employs a pair of opposing vertical electrodes; one of the
electrodes is finite sized while the other electrode is very long in comparison. The mixture with different
sized microparticles are focused near the sidewall with the small electrode using sheath flow. In the
vicinity of the small electrode, each microparticle is subjected to nDEP force and as it is proportional to
the size of the microparticle, the bigger microparticles are pushed further into the microchannel than
smaller microparticles. This splits the mixture into two samples with each having microparticles of
a particular size. Çetin et al. [14] modeled the trajectory of microparticles in the device; the model
consisted of Stokes equation, the equation of electric potential, and equations of motion that considered
the influence of forces such as inertia, drag, and DEP. The working of the device is demonstrated by
separation a mixture of 5 and 10 μm latex microparticles into homogeneous samples of 5 and 10 μm [14].
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Wang et al. [15] constructed and tested a DEP-based microfluidic device, with one set of vertical IDT
electrodes located on each of the sidewalls, for separation based on type. The voltage and frequency of
operation of one set of IDT electrodes is different from the other. In one instance, this caused one set of
IDT electrodes to simultaneously subject the first type of microparticle to weak nDEP and the second
type of microparticle to strong nDEP while the other set of IDT electrodes simultaneously subjected first
and second types of microparticles to strong nDEP and weak nDEP, respectively. This difference in DEP
forces experienced by microparticles allowed for separating a heterogeneous mixture of microparticles
and cells into two homogenous samples based on type. Çetin and Li [16] modeled a DEP-based
microfluidic device for separation of microparticles based on size. The device consists of two vertical
electrodes with one electrode placed upstream of a curved section, of the microchannel, while placing
the second electrode downstream of the same. All big microparticles are subjected to pDEP which
causes them to move towards the inner wall of the curved section while the small microparticles are
subjected to nDEP which causes them to move towards the outer wall of the same thereby leading
to desired separation based on size. Kang et al. [17] developed a microfluidic DEP-based device for
the separation of microparticles. The device uses a pair of vertical electrodes with one electrode
placed, on one of the sidewalls, upstream and the other electrode placed, on the opposing sidewall,
downstream of a constriction in the microchannel; moreover, the constriction is closer to the upstream
electrode. The incoming microparticles are focused using sheath flow prior to reaching the constriction
and as the microparticles pass through the constriction, they are pushed against one of its sidewalls by
nDEP force. Subsequently, streamlines passing through the center of the microparticle carry them out of
the constriction and as these streamlines are different, the desired separation based on size is achieved.
Faraghat et al. [18] developed a DEP-based filter for type-based separation of cells. The filter consists
of multiple layers of electrode sandwiched between insulating layers through which several through
holes are realized. An electric field is set up between two neighboring electrode layers. With this
device, it is possible to subject entities to either pDEP or nDEP; entities subjected to pDEP are attracted
and captured on the walls of the through holes while those entities experiencing nDEP are focused at
the center of the through holes thereby achieving he desired separation. Mathew et al. [19–21] and
Alazzam et al. [22] modeled several microfluidic devices employing spatially varying electric field for
realizing field flow fractionation to achieve type based separation of microparticles. In this device the
microparticles are subjected to nDEP and sedimentation forces in the vertical direction and this leads
to levitation of the microparticles. The levitation height is dependent on the permittivity and density
of the microparticle thereby allowing for separation of microparticles. Mathew et al. [19] employed
multiple finite sized IDT electrodes located on the bottom surface of the microchannel while Mathew
et al. [20] conceptualized a device with multiple finite sized and continuous electrodes on the bottom
and top surfaces, respectively. The microfluidic device of Mathew et al. [21] and Alazzam et al. [22]
consisted of multiple finite sized electrodes located on its top and bottom surfaces; in Mathew et al. [21],
the electrodes on both surfaces are aligned while in Alazzam et al. [22], the electrodes on one surface is
aligned with the electrode gap on the opposite surface. Alnaimat et al. [13] developed the mathematical
model of a microfluidic device, employing multiple finite sized planar IDT electrodes located on the
bottom surface, for separation of microparticles based on type. In this device, one type of microparticle
is subjected to pDEP while the other type of microparticle is subjected to nDEP; the microparticles
experiencing pDEP are attracted and captured on the electrodes while the microparticles subjected to
nDEP are levitated above the electrodes and this achieves separation based on type.

The microfluidic device conceptualized in this document can find application in the area of disease
diagnosis, especially that requiring investigation of blood [23,24]. Diagnosis of certain illness depends
on identifying foreign entities or rare cells in blood samples [23,24]. For these illnesses, the proposed
microfluidic device can be used for identifying foreign entities or rare cells as long as there sizes are
different from that of regular cells.

This work is the first to model the microfluidic device shown in Figure 1 while working under
the proposed scheme with the aim of separation of microparticles based on size. The model takes

8
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into account the influence of all forces associated with the movement of microparticles in microfluidic
devices; the forces include that associated with inertia, drag, gravity, buoyancy, and DEP. The inclusion
of forces associated with inertia and drag allows for determining the time and length required for
achieving a desired performance metric in the proposed device.

2. Mathematical Modeling

The mathematical model of the microfluidic device conceptualized in the previous section of this
document is detailed in this section. The mathematical model of the microfluidic device consists of
equations of motion, equation of fluid flow, equations of electric voltage, and field. In microfluidic
devices the flow is very small and one-dimensional, i.e., flow has velocity only in axial direction.
Equation (4) represents the equations of the motion while Equation (5) is the equation of fluid flow
(one dimensional). Equations (6) and (7) describe the electric voltage and electric field inside the
microchannel, respectively.

me
d

dt2
(xei + yej + zek) =

∑(
Fe,xi + Fe,yj + Fe,zk

)
(4)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ∂2

∂y2 +
∂2

∂z2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠um,x =
1
μm

d
dx

P (5)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 +
∂2

∂z2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠VRMS = 0 (6)

Exi + Eyj + Ezk = −
(
∂

∂x
i +
∂

∂y
j +
∂

∂z
k
)
VRMS (7)

The equation of motion, Equation (4), accounts for forces such as that associated with gravity, drag,
buoyancy, and DEP. The force associated with gravity and buoyancy are provided in Equations (8)
and (9), respectively. The force associated with gravity and buoyancy have only one component and
it is in the vertical direction. The force related to drag that is acting on the microparticle is shown
in Equation (10) while that related to DEP is presented in Equation (11). The solution of equation of
fluid flow, Equation (5), is required for determining drag which in turn is required for calculating the
trajectory of the microparticles and is provided in Equation (12) [7].

Fg,xi + Fg,yj + Fg,zk = −4
3
πr3

eρegk (8)

Fb,xi + Fb,yj + Fb,yk =
4
3
πr3

eρmgk (9)

Fdrag,zi + Fdrag,yj + Fdrag,zk = 6πμmre

[(
um|Xe −

d
dt

xe

)
i− d

dt
yej− d

dt
zek

]
(10)

FDEP,xi + FDEP,yj + FDEP,zk = 2πεmε0r3
e Re[ fCM]

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ∂E
2
RMS

∂x

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xe

i +
∂E2

RMS

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xe

j +
∂E2

RMS

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Xe

k

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (11)

um,x

∣∣∣
Xe

=

48Qm
∞∑

i=1,3,5

(
(−1)(

i−1
2 )

i3

)⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩1− cosh
[
i πWch

(
Hch

2 −ze

)]
cosh

(
iπ
2

Hch
Wch

)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ cos

[
i πWch

(Wch
2 − ye

)]

π3WchHch

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣1− 192 Wch
π5Hch

∞∑
i=1,3,5

tanh
(
i π2

Hch
Wch

)
i5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(12)

Equation (4) is solved using Finite Difference Method (FDM). For this, the differential terms are
replaced by difference terms. The second order differential terms are replaced by second order central
difference term. The time step is maintained at 10−5 s. A MATLAB program was developed for solving
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Equation (4). For solving Equation (4), there are two initial conditions as depicted in Equation (13) and
Equation (14). The initial displacements of the microparticle are presented in Equation (13) while the
initial velocities of the microparticle are shown in Equation (14). The microparticle can start from any
location across from the cross-section of the microchannel and this represents the initial displacement
of the microchannel. The initial velocities of the microparticle are same as that of the fluid at the initial
location of the microparticle.

[
xe|t=0, ye

∣∣∣t=0
, ze|t=0

]T
= [0, W0, H0]

T (13)

d
dt

[
xe|t=0, ye

∣∣∣t=0
, ze|t=0

]T
=

[
um,x

∣∣∣
Xe

, 0, 0
]T

(14)

The electric field required for solving Equation (4) is obtained by solving Equation (7). The electric
field depends on the electric potential and thus it needs to be determined throughout the microchannel
and for this Equation (6) needs to be solved. Equation (6) is solved using FDM as well after replacing
second order differential terms by second order central difference schemes; the boundary conditions
associated with Equation (6) include known voltages on the electrodes while the remaining boundaries
are assumed to be insulated. It needs to be stressed here that solving Equation (6) for the entire
microchannel will be computationally taxing and time consuming. To overcome this, Eqution (6) is
solved only in a repeating unit of the microchannel and later information on electric voltage inside the
repeating unit is mapped on the entire microchannel; similar apporach is taken with regards to the
electric field and DEP force. The repeating unit is schematically shown in Figure 3; each repeating unit
contains one electrode pair on either side of the microchannel.The internode distance for implementing
FDM is maintained at 1 μm. The several linear equations generated by application of FDM are solved
using Gauss-Seidel method. Electric field is calculated after replacing the first order differential terms
of Equation (7) by second order forward/central/backward difference schemes. A MATLAB program
was developed for solving Equation (6).

Figure 3. Schematic of the repeating unit of the proposed microfluidic device.

The performance of microfluidic devices employed for separation is quantified in terms of
separation efficiency (SE), Equation (15), and separation purity (SP), Equation (16) [13]. SE and SP are
quantified using the position of the microparticles at the exit of the microchannel. SE is the ratio of
the number of microparticles of a particular size at the outlet to the number of microparticles of the
same size at the inlet. SE represents the percentage of the total number of microparticles of a particular
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size separated using the device compared with the number of microparticles of the same size in the
heterogeneous sample. SP is the ratio of the number of microparticles of a particular size at the outlet
of the device to the total number of microparticles at the outlet.

SE(A) =
# o f microparticles o f size ′A′ at outlet
# o f microparticles o f size ′A′ at inlet

(15)

SP(A) =
# o f microparticles o f size ′A′ at outlet
# o f microparticles o f all sizes at outlet

(16)

All studies are done by uniformly releasing several microparticles from the inlet of the microchannel
and subsequently tracking their trajectories to determine SE and SP; this approach has been previously
adopted by researchers [13,25,26]. One of the assumptions of this model is that the microparticles
do not experience Brownian motion. This assumption is acceptable as long as the microparticles are
greater than 1 μm as established in literature [27–29]. Additionally, it is assumed that there is no
particle-to-particle interaction inside the microchannel and this is a reasonable assumption as long
as the sample handled in the microfluidic device is dilute and it is often the case when employing
microfluidic devices [30].

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 4 shows the trajectory of the microparticles as the sample is being processed inside the
microfluidic device. The sample introduced at the inlet of the microchannel consists of equal numbers
of 2.5 μm (radius) and 5 μm (radius) polystyrene microparticles. Figure 4a,b show the path of 2.5 μm
and 5 μm microparticles; two different figures are used so that the paths of each size of microparticles
are clearly visible. For this study, microparticles of a particular size are uniformly released from the inlet
of the microchannel; microparticles are released from 81 locations across the inlet of the microchannel.
It can be noticed that all 2.5 μm microparticles are attracted to and captured on the electrodes while the
5 μm polystyrene microparticles travel through the microchannel unaffected. This depicts the ability of
the microfluidic device to achieve separation based on size. The following parts of this section details
the study carried out to understand the influence of operating and geometric parameters on SE and SP.
The operating and geometric parameters considered include applied voltage, electrode dimensions,
volumetric flow rate, and number of electrodes.

 
(a) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 4. Top view of trajectory of microparticles (a) 2.5 μm and (b) 5 μm (V1 = 20 Vpp, V2 = 12.5 Vpp,
Qm = 200 μL/h, l = 120 μm, d = 30 μm, n = 30, N = Ncr,5 = 192.8 kHz).

Figure 5 shows the influence of electrode dimensions on SE and SP. It can be noticed that SE of 5 μm
microparticle is independent of electrode dimensions for all applied electric voltages. While inside the
microchannel, the 5 μm microparticles do not experience DEP as it needs to just remain suspended
in the medium thereby making the SE of the same independent of the dimensions of the electrodes.
On the other hand, SE of 2.5 μm microparticles depends on the electrode dimensions irrespective of the
applied voltages (except for certain electrode dimensions operating at Vpp1 = Vpp2). With the increase
in electrode dimensions, the SE of 2.5 μm microparticles increases for all applied electric voltages.
The residence time, of 2.5 μm microparticles, increases with the increase in electrode dimensions and
this leads to a greater number of microparticles being captured on the electrodes thereby leading to the
observed increase in SE, of 2.5 μm microparticles, for a specific applied electric voltage; residence time
is the time spent by a microparticle inside the microchannel. For certain cases of equal applied electric
voltages, all 2.5 μm microparticles released from the center of the inlet of the microchannel experience
same pDEP from both sets of IDT electrodes due to which they remain uncaptured. This coupled with
the fact that the number of 2.5 μm microparticle captured and subsequently released remain the same,
the SP of the same remains independent of the electrode dimensions.

 
(a) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 5. Influence of electrode dimensions on (a) SE and (b) SP for l = 40 μm and d = 10 μm (�: 2.5 μm,
� 5 μm), l = 80 μm and d = 20 μm (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm), l = 120 μm and d = 30 μm (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm),
and l = 160 μm and d = 40 μm (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm); n = 30, Qm = 200 μL/h, Wch = 100 μm, Hch = 100 μm,
Vpp1 = 20 Vpp, N = Ncr,5 = 192.8 kHz.

The SP of both 2.5 μm and 5 μm microparticles are shown in Figure 5a as well. It can be noticed that
changes in electrode dimensions do not influence the SP of 2.5 μm microparticles for all applied electric
voltages. SP of 2.5 μm microparticles is calculated only using the number of 2.5 μm microparticles
captured on the electrodes and as these are released for collection after processing of the sample, they
appear at the exit without the presence of 5 μm microparticles thereby achieving SP of 100%. On the
other hand, SP of 5 μm microparticles is influenced by electrode width and this is related to the number
of 2.5 μm microparticles captured on the electrodes. As the number of the 2.5 μm microparticles
captured on the electrodes increase due to increase in applied electric voltage or electrode width,
the number of 2.5 μm polystyrene microparticles collected along with 5 μm microparticles decreases
thereby leading to increase in the SP of the same.

Figure 6a provides the comparison between SE of 2.5 μm and 5 μm microparticles for different
volumetric flow rates. It can be noticed that increase in volumetric flow rate decreases the SE of
2.5 μm when all other parameters are held constant. On the other hand, changes in volumetric flow
rate, irrespective of the other parameters, does not influence SE of 5 μm microparticle. With the
increase in volumetric flow rate, the residence time of all microparticles in the microchannel decreases.
This reduction in residence time reduces the number of 2.5 μm microparticles captured on the electrodes
which in turn negatively affects the SE of the same. Regarding the SE of 5 μm microparticle, it is below
100% for low volumetric flow rates; the increased residence time, associated with low volumetric flow
rates, leads to the fall of several 5 μm microparticles to the bottom surface of the microchannel thereby
preventing all of them from reaching the exit of the microchannel. At high volumetric flow rates,
the residence time is low to prevent the fall of any 5 μm microparticles to the bottom surface of the
microchannel thereby allowing all to remain suspended in the medium and subsequently reach the exit
of the microchannel. Also, it can be noticed that increase in applied voltage increases the SE of 2.5 μm
microparticles for a particular flow rate. Increase in applied voltage increases the pDEP force acting
on the 2.5 μm microparticles and this leads to the observed increase in capture of the same with the
increase in applied electric voltages. Additionally, it can be observed that the increase in applied electric
voltages does not affect the SE of 5 μm microparticle since the separation of these microparticles is not
dependent on them being captured on the electrodes. The SE of 2.5 μm microparticle is independent
of the volumetric flow rate at applied electric voltages of 20 Vpp; this is because the microparticles
in the vertical plane through the center the microchannel experience equal pDEP from both sets of
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electrodes thereby preventing them from being attracted to the electrodes and subsequently captured
on the same.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Influence of volumetric flow rate on (a) SE and (b) SP for Qm = 50 μL/h (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm),
Qm = 100 μL/h (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm), Qm = 200 μL/h (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm), and Qm = 300 μL/h (�: 2.5 μm,
� 5 μm); n = 30, Wch = 100 μm, Hch = 100 μm, Vpp1 = 20 Vpp, N = Ncr,5 = 192.8 kHz.

The effect of volumetric flow rate on SP of 2.5 μm and 5 μm microparticles are shown in Figure 6b.
The SP of 2.5 μm microparticle is influenced by the volumetric flow rate at low and high volumetric
flow rates, respectively. At low volumetric flow rates, several 5 μm microparticles drop to the bottom
surface of the microchannel and these are collected along with the 2.5 μm microparticles captured on
the electrodes thereby causing the SP of 2.5 μm microparticles to be dependent on volumetric flow rate.
On the other hand, no 5 μm microparticles drop to the bottom surface of the microchannel at high
volumetric flow rates and this maintains the SP of 2.5 μm microparticles at 100%. Regarding the SP
of 5 μm microparticles, they are influenced by volumetric flow rate. With the increase in volumetric
flow rate, for a specific applied electric voltage, the number of 2.5 μm microparticles captured on the
electrodes decrease. The uncaptured 2.5 μm microparticles appear at the exit of the microchannel along
with 5 μm microparticles thereby affecting the SP of 5 μm microparticles. Applied electric voltage
also influences the SP of 5 μm microparticles; an increase in applied electric voltage increases the SP
of 5 μm microparticles. This is because with the increase in applied electric voltage the number of
2.5 μm microparticles captured on the electrodes increase there by reducing the number of 2.5 μm
microparticles appearing at the exit along with 5 μm microparticles and subsequently enhancing SP of
5 μm microparticles.
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The influence of number of electrodes on the SE of 2.5 μm and 5 μm microparticles is provided
in Figure 7a. It can be noticed that increase in the number of electrodes increases the SE of 2.5 μm
microparticle irrespective of the applied electric voltages. With the increase in the number of electrodes,
the length of the microchannel increases which increases the residence time of the microparticles
thereby leading to increase in the SE of 2.5 μm microparticles. It can also be noticed that an increase in
applied electric voltage, for a specific number of electrodes, increases the SE of 2.5 μm microparticle.
With the increase in applied electric voltages, the pDEP forces attracting the microparticles to the
electrodes increase and this is the reason for the observed increase in SE of 2.5 μm microparticle. SE of
2.5 μm microparticle is independent of the number of electrodes when the applied voltages are 20 Vpp.
At 20 Vpp, the microparticles in the vertical plane passing through the center of the microchannel
experience same pDEP force from both sets of electrodes due to which they remain uncaptured
and subsequently the associated SE lower than 100%. At equal applied electric voltages of 20 Vpp,
the pDEP force is strong to capture all but those microparticles in the vertical plane through the center
of the microchannel and thus, the SE is independent of the number of electrodes. On the other hand,
the SE of 5 μm microparticles is independent of the number of electrodes; to achieve separation of the
heterogeneous mixture, the 5 μm microparticles just need to remain suspended in the microchannel
and this is unaffected by the number of electrodes thereby maintaining the SE of the constant at 100%.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Influence of number of electrodes on (a) SE and (b) SP for n = 10 (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm), n = 20
(�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm), and n = 30 (�: 2.5 μm, � 5 μm); Qm = 200 μL/h, Wch = 100 μm, Hch = 100 μm,
Vpp1 = 20 Vpp, N = Ncr,5 = 192.8 kHz.
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Figure 7b also shows the variation of SP, of, 2.5 μm and 5 μm microparticles, with number of
electrodes. It is very clear from Figure 7b that SP of 2.5 μm microparticles are independent of the
number of electrodes and applied electric voltages. This is the result of the SE of 5 μm microparticle
being independent of the number of electrodes. As SE of 5 μm microparticle is 100% for all cases,
no 5 μm microparticles will be collected with the 2.5 μm microparticles thereby making the same
100%. On the other hand, the SP of 5 μm microparticle varies with number of electrodes and applied
electric voltages. In several instances, all 2.5 μm microparticles are not captured on the electrodes
due to which many are collected, at the outlet, along with 5 μm microparticles and this makes the SP
of 5 μm microparticles dependent on the number of number of electrodes and voltages. For equal
applied electric voltages of 20 Vpp, the SP of 5 μm microparticle is constant irrespective of the number
of electrodes. At equal electric voltages of 20 Vpp, none of the 2.5 μm microparticles in the vertical
plane passing through the center of the microchannel are captured on the electrodes and subsequently
they appear at the exit along with the 5 μm microparticles. As the number of 2.5 μm microparticles
appearing at the exit of microchannel, along with 5 μm microparticle, is always same, the SP of 5 μm
remains constant.

4. Device Limitations

For both equal and unequal applied electric voltages, there exists a vertical plane in the
microchannel in which the DEP force is zero. This implies that the small microparticles in this
vertical plane will not be attracted to the electrodes thereby influencing the SE of small microparticle
and the SP of the big microparticle. This is the limitation of the microfluidic device; nevertheless,
the device still exhibits good SE and SP as can be seen from the previous section.

5. Conclusions

This document presents a dielectrophoretic microfluidic device with multiple finite sized vertical
electrodes, arranged in interdigitated transducer configuration, for separation of microparticles based
of size. The electrodes on one side of the wall are controlled independently from the electrodes on the
other side of the wall. In this device, microparticles of a specific size are captured on the electrodes while
bigger microparticles pass through the microchannel unaffected to realize separation. The influence of
parameters (operating and geometric) on the performance metrics, separation efficiency and separation
purity, are quantified in this document. Separation efficiency of the small microparticles increase with
the increase in applied electric voltage, width of electrodes, and number of electrodes while it reduces
with the increase in the volumetric flow rate; the variation in separation efficiency can be attributed to
the residence of the microparticles in the device. The separation efficiency of the 5 μm microparticle is
always 100% as separation does not depend on the dielectrophoretic force. The separation purity of the
2.5 μm microparticles is independent of the applied electric voltage, electrode dimensions and the
number of electrodes; however, volumetric flow rate influences separation purity. Separation purity of
5 μm microparticles are influenced by applied electric voltages, width of electrodes, volumetric flow
rate, and number of electrodes and it is observed to increase with the increase in these parameters;
this improvement in separation purity of 5 μm microparticles is due to the increase in separation
efficiency of 2.5 μm microparticles with the increase in the parameters.
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Nomenclature

d: width of repeating unit (m or μm)
E: electric field
H0: initial displacement along microchannel height (m or μm)
H: height (m or μm)
g: acceleration due to weight (m/s2)
F: force (N)
Ks: surface conductance (S)
L: length of the electrode (m or μm)
N: number of microparticles for determining ΔW and ΔH (-)
n: number of electrodes (-)
Q: flow rate (m3/s or μL/h)
Re(f CM): Clausius–Mossotti factor (-)
r: radius (m or μm)
SE: separation efficiency
SP: separation purity
t: time (s)
u: velocity of medium (m/s)
V: voltage (V)
W0: initial displacement along microchannel width (m or μm)
W: width (m or μm)
X: displacement vector (m or μm)
x: displacement in the x-direction (m)
y: displacement in the y-direction (m)
z: displacement in the z-direction (m)
Greek alphabet

ε: permittivity (-)
εo: permittivity of free space (F/m)
σ: conductivity (S/m)
ρ: density (kg/m3)
ω: operating frequency (rad/s)
Subscripts

2.5: 2.5 μm microparticle
5: 5 μm microparticle
ch: microchannel
cr: cross-over
Drag: drag
DEP: dielectrophoresis
e: entity
RMS: root mean square
m: medium
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Abstract: Microfluidics has gained a lot of attention for biological sample separation and purification
methods over recent years. From many active and passive microfluidic techniques, inertial
microfluidics offers a simple and efficient method to demonstrate various biological applications.
One prevalent limitation of this method is its lack of tunability for different applications once
the microfluidic devices are fabricated. In this work, we develop and characterize a co-flow
inertial microfluidic device that is tunable in multiple ways for adaptation to different application
requirements. In particular, flow rate, flow rate ratio and output resistance ratio are systematically
evaluated for flexibility of the cutoff size of the device and modification of the separation performance
post-fabrication. Typically, a mixture of single size particles is used to determine cutoff sizes for the
outlets, yet this fails to provide accurate prediction for efficiency and purity for a more complex
biological sample. Thus, we use particles with continuous size distribution (2–32 μm) for separation
demonstration under conditions of various flow rates, flow rate ratios and resistance ratios. We also
use A549 cancer cell line with continuous size distribution (12–27 μm) as an added demonstration. Our
results indicate inertial microfluidic devices possess the tunability that offers multiple ways to improve
device performance for adaptation to different applications even after the devices are prototyped.

Keywords: microfluidics; particle separation

1. Introduction

Microfluidic systems have emerged as viable alternatives to the conventional benchtop methods
for separation and purification of cells [1–3]. Such systems are generally classified as either active,
those relying on electric, magnetic or acoustic forces or passive, those relying on hydrodynamic
forces. While active systems offer more accurate and selective manipulation of cells, their throughput
is inherently low. Thus, passive systems, such as deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) [4,5],
pinched flow fractionation (PFF) [6,7], hydrodynamic filtration [8,9] and inertial focusing [10–12], have
gained popularity. In particular, inertial focusing is especially attractive due to simpler device designs
since separation occurs by hydrodynamic forces only, while DLD and PFF require specific geometric
designs [3]. Inertial focusing also has relatively high throughputs as compared with hydrodynamic
filtration [9,13]. A number of recent reviews on inertial microfluidics have highlighted the underlying
physical principles and have described the promising applications from enrichment of particles to
medical diagnoses [3,14–16].

Development of microfluidic devices generally begins with validation and optimization using
microparticles. This is especially true in inertial microfluidics, where microparticles have been and
still are used to demonstrate new devices concepts, understand device performance and elucidate
device physics [3,17–29]. These experiments often determine the separation efficiency and the resulting
purity, allowing for optimization of flow conditions without wasting any of the biological sample.
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For biological applications, the size of the particles within the sample must be known so a device
can be made to fractionate the sample into groups with specific cutoff sizes. Additionally, depending
on the application, the samples may have a wide size range requiring multiple devices with various
channel lengths. To avoid designing multiple channels, an inertial microfluidic device can be ‘tuned’
to sort the sample with a specific cutoff size using output channel resistance. Wang and Papautsky [30]
demonstrated that output resistance and flow rate can be used to dynamically change the cutoff size of
the outlets in a vortex separator. Tu et al. [10] demonstrated that output resistance changes the quality
of concentrating a cell sample, as an alternative to centrifugation. These findings offer a simpler way to
process diverse samples within the same device.

In this paper, we develop and characterize a co-flow inertial microfluidic device which shows
tunability of separation by multiple parameters including flow rate, flow rate ratio and resistance
ratio. Low-cost commercial microbeads of a continuous diameter range (2–32 μm) were separated into
three outlets in the device (Figure 1a). The results show the possibility of separation refinement and
flexibility of cutoff size. The results also suggest constraints for the refinement of a continuous range of
particles because of the minimal size differences between particles near the cutoff size of an outlet. As
shown previously [9,29], changing the resistance ratio of the outputs had the largest effect on flexibility
of cutoff size, while flow rate and flow rate ratio had a smaller effect. Using these data, particles of sizes
7 μm, 15 μm and 26 μm were used to mimic biological sample and test the cutoff size requirements.
An optimized separation is illustrated in Figure 1b, with the smallest particles exiting through outlet 1,
the largest particles traveling to outlet 3, and those in between entering outlet 2. These experiments
led to higher efficiency than the continuous range of particles because the large diameter difference
between each particle led to specific equilibrium positions away from streamlines. These three-sized
particle analyses validated the data demonstrated by the continuous range of particles, suggesting
that the lower-cost alternative provides a better approximation of the device performance given that
biological components, like cells, come in a large distribution of sizes.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Illustrations of device setup and particle behaviors in device. (a) Schematic of device. The
buffer enters in the first inlet and the sample behind, resulting in the sample nearest the walls and the
buffer in the center. (b) Schematic of particle migration in an ideal situation with the smallest particles
exiting in outlet 1, the largest in outlet 3 and those in between in outlet 2.
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2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Microfabrication

Microfluidic devices were fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using the standard soft
lithography process with dry photoresist masters, as we detailed previously [31]. Briefly, 3′′ silicon
wafers were dehydrated for 15 min on a 225 ◦C hotplate, laminated with a 50 μm thick ADEX film
(DJ Microlaminates Inc., Sudbury, MA, USA) and baked for 5 min on a 65 ◦C hotplate. Next, the
wafers were exposed to UV light (I-line 365 nm, Optical Associates Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) for 33 s at
10 mW/cm2 through a mask plate in hard contact. The wafers were developed in cyclohexanone (98%,
Acros Organics, Pittsburg, PA, USA), washed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and deionized (DI) water,
air dried and baked for 90 min on a 170 ◦C hotplate. A mixture of a 10:1 ratio of PDMS (Sylgard 184,
Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA) and curing agent was cast on the master, degassed for 90 min in a
vacuum oven and cured for 120 min at 80 ◦C. Devices were cut out using a scalpel and inlet and outlet
ports were cored using a biopsy punch with a diameter of 1.5 mm. Finally, devices were bonded to
standard microscope glass slides using an oxygen plasma treatment at 10 W for 20 s (PE-50, Plasma
Etch Inc., Carson City, NV, USA), baked for 60 min at 80 ◦C and allowed to cool to room temperature
before use.

2.2. Sample Preparation

For experiments involving non-fluorescent polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) microparticles, a
saline buffer was first prepared by mixing 2 g of NaCl (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA) with 10 mL of DI water. The PMMA microparticles (Cospheric LLC, Santa Barbara, CA, USA)
with continuous size range 2–32 μm in diameter were then mixed with the prepared saline buffer at a
concentration of ~3 million particles/mL (0.134 g in 50 mL of saline buffer). Buffer solution was used
in preparing sample solution in order to match the particle density of 1.2 g/cm3 to achieve neutral
buoyancy and minimize particle sedimentation in the syringe during experiments.

For experiments involving fluorescent polystyrene microparticles, a saline buffer was first prepared
by mixing 1.6 g of NaCl (Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) with 10 mL of DI water to match
the particle’s density of 1.06 g/cm3. The polystyrene particles of diameter 7.32 μm and 15.45 μm (Bangs
Laboratories Inc., Fishers, IN, USA), 18.67 μm and 26.3 μm (Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA, USA)
were mixed with the prepared saline buffer at a concentration of ~5 million particles/mL. Tween 80
was added at 0.1% v/v (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to all particle solutions to minimize
aggregation and avoid clogging.

2.3. Flow Experiments

Syringes carrying sample and buffer solution was attached to the device using tubing of diameter
1.5 mm. Using syringe pumps, buffer solution was used to prime each channel before use. Particle
solution was then added into the channel at an appropriate flow rate (150–750 μL·min−1) for ~2 min to
allow stabilization of the flow before samples were collected. An inverted microscope (Olympus IX83
with Andor Zyla 5.5 camera, Andor Technology Ltd., Belfast, UK) was used to image samples in Bright
Field and Fluorescence. A high-speed camera (FASTCAM Mini AX 200, Photron USA Inc., San Diego,
CA, USA) at 1.05 μs exposure rate was used to capture bright-field images of the particles inside the
microchannel. Images were compiled and analyzed using ImageJ®. Particle sizes of obtained samples
were measured using software CellSens (Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) for n = 300 particles.
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2.4. Cell Culture

Human non-small cell lung cancer cell line A549 was cultured in 25 cm2 flasks in completed
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium (Corning, Corning, NY, USA) containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) (Gemini Bio, West Sacramento, CA, USA) and 1% antibiotic antimycotic solution
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in an incubator at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2. Cells were passaged once
70% confluency was reached to provide stable growing conditions. In preparation for experiments, the
cells were extracted from flasks using 2 mL of 0.25% trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
(Gibco, Waltham, MA, USA), incubated for 6 min and centrifuged for 5 min at 300 g. The cell pellet
was re-suspended in 0.1% phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 100,000 cells/mL to be separated in the
microfluidic device. After separation, cell sizes were measured using Cellsens software (Olympus Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan) and the viability of the cells were determined using Trypan Blue stain (ThermoFischer
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). After separation, cells were fixed using 80% ethanol for 30 min
at −20 ◦C and stained using Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) at a
concentration of 1:300 for cell cycle analysis using flow cytometry conducted on the Gallios Flow
Cytometer machine (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA). Gated data from the flow cytometer was
analyzed using the Kaluza software (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Inertial Focusing and Hydrodynamic Separation

As with other inertial microfluidic devices, the microfluidic chip we use in this work relies
on inertial migration to achieve size-based separation of particles [13,32]. Thus, particles flowing
downstream migrate across streamlines and order deterministically at equilibrium positions near
channel walls. This ordering is caused by the balance of lift forces arising from the curvature of the
velocity profile (the shear-induced lift Fs) and the interaction between microparticles and the channel
wall (the wall-induced lift Fw). Under influence of these forces, microparticles rapidly equilibrate
along each sidewall into bands where these two dominant lift forces balance each other. Once this
initial equilibrium is reached, microparticle motion near channel sidewalls is dominated by the
rotation-induced lift force FΩ, which drives them towards the center of channel sidewalls. In our
co-flow microfluidic system, this means that particles can migrate out of the sample flow and into
the central buffer flow. The size-selective aspect of the device arises from the inertial lift forces but
more specifically from the rotation induced lift force (FΩ ∝ a3) in our low aspect ratio channel [32].
Consequently, the larger particles migrate across the streamlines faster than the smaller particles.

Representative results illustrating device operation are presented in Figure 2. The randomly
distributed particles in a sample of continuous size range 2–32 μm, are initially confined to the
sidewalls. Under the influence of the shear-induced lift forces, as discussed above, the larger particles
rapidly migrate to the center, while the smaller particles remain within the sample flow near sidewalls
(Figure 2a). A symmetrical outlet system was used to remove the smallest particles, with diameter
smaller than the set cutoff size (a < ac1), leaving the larger ones in the buffer flow. Further downstream,
the largest particles which are focused near the channel centerline and have a larger diameter than the
second cutoff size (a > ac2), exit through outlet 3. The mid-sized particles with diameters between the
two cutoff sizes (ac1 < a < ac2) exit through outlet 2 (Figure 2b). Histograms in Figure 2c confirm the
cutoff sizes as ac1 = 12 μm and ac2 = 18 μm. The initial sample shows the visible size differences in the
particles, with majority being a larger size (Figure 2d). More importantly, these results illustrate that
particles with a size difference of ~2 μm can be separated with 70%–80% efficiency. With larger size
difference of ~3 μm, separation efficiency is even higher, >90%.
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Figure 2. Separation of a continuous particle sample sized 2–32 μm in diameter at 300 μL·min−1, 1:4
flow ratio and 0.59 resistance ratio. Scale bars indicate 100 μm. (a) Bright field images at input and
each outlet (1.05 μs exposure, stack n = 800). (b) Outlet samples. (c) The percentage of particles in each
outlet for each size. (d) Initial particle sample sizes and bright field image.

3.2. Analysis of Flow Rate

Flow rate affects throughput and viability of cells post-separation [10,33]. Thus, flow rate
optimization is a crucial step when developing a microfluidic device. Flow rates in the range
150–750 μL·min−1 (Re 40–200) were used to analyze the effect of flow speed on the flexibility of cutoff
size and separation quality. For a high throughput system, flow rates lower than 150 μL·min−1 would
not deliver sufficient throughput. Flow rates higher than 750 μL·min−1 would lead to deformation of
PDMS causing disruptions in the microchannel. It has also been previously reported that efficiencies
of separation at high flow rates are inadequate [34]. The separation quality was evaluated on the
bases of the refinement of the 30 μm range sample fractionated within the outlets. Under the optimal
300 μL·min−1 flow rate, the device was able to decrease the distributions of the initial 30 μm size range
to 20 μm, 17 μm and 21 μm size ranges at outlets 1, 2 and 3 respectively (Figure 3a).

In general, increase of the total flow rate leads to the slight elevation of both cutoff sizes (Figure 3b).
The cutoff size of outlet 1 changed only by ±1 μm. This negligible change is likely due to the inability of
inertial forces to influence smaller particles within the limited downstream length of the microchannel.
The cutoff size of outlet 2 increased from 19 μm to 23 μm as the flow rate increased, showing that
the flow rate had an impact on larger particle’s focusing positions. This is mainly a time-limited case
where increasing the flow rate resulted in less time for the particles to focus causing the larger particles
to enter into outlet 2. This increased the average particle sizes and cutoff size of outlet 2. These results
suggest that a microfluidic device’s cutoff sizes can only be changed with restriction to the size range
of the particles.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Sample flow rate impacts separation performance. (a) Fractionation of input sample into
3 outlets (300 μL·min−1, 1:2 ratio, 0.59 resistance ratio). The whiskers on the box plots show the full
range of particle sizes. (b) Cutoff size stays constant in outlet 1 but increases in outlet 2 with flow
rate. (c) Coefficient of variance is low at a low flow rate but increases with flow rate. (d) Efficiency of
separation is high at a low flow rate but decreases rapidly beyond 300 μL·min−1.

The coefficient of variation (CV) of particles at each outlet was reduced at the optimal 300 μL
min−1 flow rate (Figure 3c). Outlet 1 always had a higher CV than outlets 2 and 3 because the cutoff
size was ~15 μm, which was the middle of the initial particle distribution. This reduced the ability
to decrease the refinement of smaller particles because this device would always include half of the
sample in outlet 1. Furthermore, the CV of outlet 1 was the same or higher than the initial sample for
four of the data points. This is because the initial sample had a large standard deviation and a large
average, while outlet 1 had a large standard deviation and a small average. Consequently, the CV does
not give the correct impression when observing the refinement of the particles. The CV of the initial
sample was smaller than outlet 1 but the distributions of the initial sample and outlet 1 were different
size ranges. Therefore, the box plot is a better representation of refinement showing the outlet ranges
and establishing the quality of device performance. However, the CV is important because it is able to
compare the distributions of all three outlets relative to each other.

The separation efficiency of the device decreased with increased flow rate in all three outlets
(Figure 3d). This efficiency is defined as the percent fraction of target particles in their target outlets. At
higher flow rates, particles have less time to achieve full focusing, effectively increasing the cutoff size
(Figure 3b). Lower efficiency at higher flow rate is likely due to the increased sensitivity of performance
on particle’s initial lateral positions. Since the lateral migration velocity scales with the square of
downstream velocity (UL ∝ Uf

2) [32], slightly smaller particles initially located near the center might
achieve focusing and exit into outlet 3, leading to the contamination of the outlet and thus decreased
efficiency. Outlet 1 had the highest efficiency because it collected the smallest particles which were
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unable to cross the streamlines. The efficiency of outlet 2 was the lowest because the particle sizes
overlapped with outlets 1 and 3. As a result, a lower flow rate resulted in better separation in terms of
a high efficiency for all three outlets.

3.3. Analysis of Flow Rate Ratio

Flow rate ratio can impact the separation performance of a co-flow inertial system by controlling
initial lateral positions of the suspended particles [20]. In this co-flow system, we defined flow rate ratio
as the sample flow rate over the buffer flow rate. According to the size-dependent lateral migration
and similar migration time in a given channel, a smaller ratio would be preferred as it gives similar
initial lateral positions of particles regardless of size difference since all of them would be confined
near sidewalls in narrow sample streams [20]. Six ratios were chosen to analyze the impact of flow rate
ratio on separation quality and cutoff size flexibility (Figure 4a). The results confirm that a lower flow
rate ratio produced better refinement of particles (Figure 4b). The comparison of all outlets can be
found in Appendix A (Figure A1). As compared to the initial 30 μm range, outlets 1, 2 and 3 decreased
to a 15 μm, 11 μm and 17 μm range, respectively. These decreased ranges showed better refinement at
a 1:4 ratio compared to the 1:2 ratio above. While the 1:6 ratio also resulted in similar refinement and
efficiency, the processing throughput is significantly lower. Therefore, the 1:4 ratio was used as the
optimal condition for our co-flow channel.

 

(b) (c) 

 

 

(a) (d) (e) 

Figure 4. Influence of flow rate ratio on device performance. (a) Bright field images of flow show the
boundary lines gets closer to the center and the width of the initial particle positions increases as the
flow rate ratio increases. (b) The distribution of particles decreases from initial distribution in outlets
for a flow rate of 300 μL·min−1, at a 1:4 ratio and a 0.59 resistance ratio. (c) Cutoff size in outlets 1 and 2
change negligibly when flow rate ratio increases. (d) Coefficient of variance increases with increasing
flow rate ratio. (e) Efficiency of separation decreases when flow rate ratio increases.

Our results further show the flow rate ratio slightly affects the cutoff sizes (Figure 4c). The trends
that the cutoff sizes displayed were relevant to the conditions in the device. From the 1:4 to the 1:2
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ratio, the cut off size increased for both outlets. The 1:2 ratio had a larger initial width for the sample,
with random particle positions. As discussed above, the difference in particle initial lateral position
warrants varying lateral migration distance even for particles with identical sizes. This caused some
larger particles to go into outlet 1, increasing the cutoff size of the 1:2 ratio. Furthermore, as the flow
rate ratio increased from the 2:1 to 4:1 ratio the cutoff size decreased. In a 4:1 ratio the sample initially
filled up most of the channel (Figure 4a). With random initial positions of the particles, smaller particles
were near the channel center more than when there was a smaller flow rate ratio. This caused smaller
particles to enter into outlets 2 and 3 which decreased the cutoff size. Overall, our results suggest the
influence of flow rate ratios on cutoff sizes of the device is small.

The CV indicated improved results with a lower flow rate ratio (Figure 4d). The trend shows an
increase in CV as the flow rate ratio increased. Due to increased distributions at higher flow rate ratios,
the efficiency showed a decreasing trend as flow rate ratio increased (Figure 4e). At a high flow rate
ratio, the widely-distributed sample at the inlet yielded situations where particles near the channel
wall did not have sufficient downstream length to migrate to their focusing positions, causing them to
enter outlets prematurely. Additionally, some smaller particles would focus in the center and enter into
outlets further down the channel. This caused a low efficiency because both small and large particles
were entering into non-target outlets. Thus, these data suggest that a lower flow rate ratio results in
better separation in terms of high efficiency of all three outlets.

3.4. Analysis of Resistance Ratio

In addition to flow conditions, fluidic resistance of channels can be used to tune a microfluidic
device to optimize separation. Fluidic resistance can be manipulated in multiple ways, including
changing the external features of tubing and syringe pumps or internal features of aspect ratios or
adding vortices in the channel [10,30,35,36]. In this work, we define the resistance ratio, σ = r/R, as
the ratio of downstream lengths between outlets 1 and 2 (Figure 5a) [35]. We tested five different
resistance ratios to assess the impact on cutoff size flexibility and separation quality. The results show
that resistance ratio has a larger impact on cutoff size as compared to flow rate and flow rate ratio
(Figure 5b). As σ increases, streamlines separating flows between side outlets and the main channel
move closer to the sidewalls, resulting in a progressively smaller fraction of flow exiting through the
side outlets. Since the particles equilibrate with the larger ones closer to the center and the smaller
ones closer to the sidewalls, the shift in the separation streamline causes smaller diameter particles
to enter outlet 1, resulting in a decreased cutoff diameter as a function of resistance ratio. The same
occurs at outlet 2, with cutoff size also decreasing but by a smaller amount. In fact, the two outlets are
coupled, with their cutoff sizes changing in tandem. These results illustrate that changing the external
conditions offers more flexibility in tuning particle separation in the device.

The concept of modifying the external channel resistance to tune separation quality is not entirely
new, as it was previously demonstrated by us [29] and others [9]. It may be tempting to draw
comparisons with our previous work on tunable vortex separators, where resistance ratio was also
used for adjustments of the cutoff size. However, while the approach was the same, the results were
different. This is because the vortex separators rely on inertial focusing, which leads the larger particles
to focus closer to the sidewall and smaller particles closer to the channel centerline [29]. In this case,
increasing resistance ratio between side and main channels yields an increase in cutoff size. Herein, the
co-flow microfluidic system causes the larger particles to focus closer to the center and thus yields a
decrease in the cutoff size as a function of resistance ratio.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

       
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5. Influence of resistance ratio on device performance. (a) Schematic of resistance modification
in outlet 1. (b) Cutoff size rapidly decreases in outlets 1 and 2 when resistance decreases. (c) Coefficient
of variance (CV) decreases in outlet 1 and increases in outlets 2 and 3 as resistance ratio increases.
(d) Efficiency of separation is highest when resistance is at σ = 0.59.
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The CV decreased as σ increased in outlet 1 and increased as σ increased for outlets 2 and 3
(Figure 5c). The trend of the cutoff size explains this. As σ increased, the cutoff size decreased which
allowed a smaller range of particles to enter into outlets 1 and 2. Therefore, the particle sizes resulted
in smaller standard deviations and averages. This resulted in lower ratios and a smaller CV. For outlets
2 and 3, the CV increased early on and then saturated at ±4%. Looking at outlet 2, the cutoff size
decreased rapidly at first and then leveled off, so these curves match in describing the refinement of
particles. These CV results did change significantly for outlet 1, suggesting that changing the resistance
of the outlet did affect the refinement of separation.

The efficiency data suggests that a mid-σ is the best for the particles to focus efficiently. Insignificant
changes occurred for efficiency trend except for the peak in the middle at σ = 0.59 (Figure 5d). In these
experiments, the 1:4 flow rate ratio used gave each particle the same amount of length to focus. If the
efficiency was entirely based on the particle’s lateral distance, then it would be the same for each σ.
However, there was another mechanism that changed the efficiency which was the boundary line that
allowed particles into the outlets. This boundary line only changes with alterations of the channel
length. When σ was small, the boundary line moved closer to the channel center. This caused larger
particles to enter into outlet 1. When σ was high, the boundary line moved closer to the channel wall.
This caused only smaller particles to enter into outlet 1. When the resistance was in the middle of
the channel, we hypothesize that the boundary line was at a point where the large particles have all
focused and the small particles have not started focusing yet which caused the high efficiency. This is
further evidenced in the cutoff size data explained above.

3.5. Separation of a Complex Particle Mixture

Following the determination of cutoff size flexibility, we evaluated the cutoff size of the device by
flowing single sized particles individually through the channel to determine if they would separate as
predicted. Using σ = 0.59 with a cutoff size ac1 = 12 μm and ac2 = 18 μm, we expected that the 7.32 μm
particles would exit through outlet 1, the 15.45 μm particles would bimodally split into outlets 2 and 3
and the 18.67 μm and 26.3 μm particles would go into outlet 3. It is important to note the 15.45 μm
particles had an initial size range of 15–22 μm and an average of 16.5 μm. Therefore, these particles
would not exit in one outlet because their size range was in the middle of the cutoff size for outlet 2.
The 7.32 μm particles were in the range 6–11 μm with an average of 9 μm. The 18.67 μm particles had
a range of 16–21 μm and an average of 19.5 μm. The 26.3 μm particles had a range of 26–30 μm with an
average of 27.5 μm. The blockage ratios for each particle were 14%, 30%, 37% and 52% for 7.32 μm,
15.45 μm, 18.67 μm and 26.3 μm, respectively. The experiments resulted with the 7.32 μm, 18.67 μm
and 26.3 μm particles having an efficiency >95% (not shown) within their target outlets (Figure 6). The
15.45 μm particles split bimodally into outlets 2 and 3 with the cutoff size calculated as 18.32 μm, which
agreed with the cutoff size calculated in Figure 4c (Figure 6b).

We next challenged the device with a mixture of 7.32 μm, 15.45 μm and 26.3 μm diameter beads
with the resistance ratio of σ = 0.59. Mixtures of two or three particle sizes are typically used to define
cutoff sizes of a microfluidic device to prepare for biological sample [18,20,21,37]. Using a mixture
also allowed for considerations of particle-on-particle interactions because of higher concentrations
in the channel. For σ = 0.59, the results showed very high efficiency (>85%) for outlets 1 and 3 but
as discussed above, the 15.45 μm beads yielded low purities for outlets 2 and 3 and consequently
decreased the efficiency for outlet 2 (Figure 7a).
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Single sized particles individually run through the device at 300 μL·min−1, 1:4 ratio, 0.59
resistance ratio. (a) All 7.32 μm particles went into outlet 1. (b) The 15.45 μm particles split between
outlet 2 and outlet 3 with minimal overlap. (c) All 18.7 μm particles went into outlet 3. (d) All 26.3 μm
particles went into outlet 3.

3.6. Application to Cell Cycle Synchronization

The ability to study cells at a specific cell cycle phase is important for elucidating cellular
mechanisms. Cell activity leading up to cell division can be characterized in four phases: gap phase G1,
DNA synthesis phase S, gap phase G2 and mitosis phase M. Investigating the cell checkpoint at the G1
phase, which leads to cell proliferation or cell death, can allow for a better understanding of how a cell
becomes cancerous. It has previously been shown that cell size is correlated to cell phase [38]. Thus,
we used the microfluidic chip developed in this work to demonstrate enrichment of the G1 cell cycle
phase of the A549 non-small cell lung cancer cell line. The A549 cells are approximately 12–27 μm
in diameter and can be modeled with a continuous distribution of microparticles, as we have done
earlier in this work. The chip was operated at 600 μL·min−1, 1:4 ratio and σ = 0.21. Figure 8a shows
representative images of the microchannel with small cells exiting through outlet 1, larger cells exiting
through outlet 2 and the largest cells exiting through outlet 3. The analysis of the three outlets using
flow cytometry in Figure 8b clearly shows an enrichment of G1 phase from a 2.36 ratio in the control
sample to 6.30 and 3.37 ratios for outlets 1 and 2, respectively. Here, the enrichment ratio is defined as
percent fraction of gated G1/G2 cells. Outlet 3 collected both G1 and G2 phases, with an enrichment
ratio of 1.68. The viability of cells post-separation was > 90%, which is comparable to post-separation
viability reported by others [11,38], suggesting the microfluidic device can be used for separation of
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cells. In addition, the higher flow rate increased throughput, which is an added advantage of this
method compared to the standard drug-induced methods for cell cycle synchronization [38,39].

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Mixed particle experiment of 7 μm (red), 15 μm (green) and 26 μm (blue) at 300 μL min−1, 1:4
ratio, 0.59 resistance ratio to show device optimization. (a) Purity and efficiency of outlets. (b) Initial
particle sizes and particle sizes in outlets after experiments. (c) 10X images show the purity based on
the amount of colors in each outlet.

(a) 

Figure 8. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 8. Representative results of the cell cycle synchronization. Flow conditions were 600 μL·min−1,
1:4 ratio and σ = 0.21. (a) Bright field images show cells exiting through outlets 1 and 2. Scale bar is
100 μm. (b) 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) area analysis of cells shows increase of G1 phase in
outlets 1 and 2 and an increase in G2 phase in outlet 3 as compared to the control.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have comprehensively shown the impact of flow rate, flow rate ratio and
output resistance on the tunability of cutoff size and the separation quality of a continuous range of
microparticles in a co-flow device. Both flow rate and flow rate ratio offer convenient ways to fine tune
the cutoff size of a given co-flow channel for separation. The former is more effective in fine tuning
larger sized particles while better efficiency is achieved at lower flow rate. The latter is important for
tuning separation quality as smaller ratio giving more uniform initial particle positions. The resistance
ratio provides the most significant tunability in terms of cutoff size. Consequently, this also has a
large effect on the refinement of separation due to the large flexible range of cutoff sizes. Overall, our
results show that a lower flow rate, flow rate ratio and a mid-level resistance ratio provides the best
separation efficiency and quality of all three outlets. Testing the device with a typical mixture of single
sized particles validated the cutoff size showing that the continuous particles can be used to predict
performance of the device.
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Appendix A
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Figure A1. Distribution of particles within the outlets for various flow rate ratios. (a) 1:6 ratio had a
larger distribution in outlet 3 compared to the 1:4 ratio. (b) 1:4 ratio had the most optimal refinement of
the input distribution in all three outlets. (c) 1:2 ratio had a larger distribution in outlet 1 compared to
the 1:4 ratio. (d) 1:1 ratio had a larger distribution in outlet 1 compared to the 1:4 ratio. (e) All outlets
had larger distributions compared to the 1:4 ratio. (f) All outlets had larger distributions compared to
the 1:4 ratio.
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Abstract: We show that negative dielectrophoresis (DEP) spectroscopy is an effective transduction
mechanism of a biosensor for the detection of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in a short DNA
strand. We observed a frequency dependence of the negative DEP force applied by interdigitated
electrodes to polystyrene microspheres (PM) with respect to changes in both the last and the
second-to-last nucleotides of a single-strand DNA bound to the PM. The drift velocity of PM
functionalized to single-strand DNA, which is proportional to the DEP force, was measured at the
frequency range from 0.5 MHz to 2 MHz. The drift velocity was calculated using a custom-made
automated software using real time image processing technique. This technology for SNP genotyping
has the potential to be used in the diagnosis and the identification of genetic variants associated
with diseases.

Keywords: single nucleotide polymorphism; dielectrophoresis; spectroscopy; bioelectronics

1. Introduction

Genetic markers are used to follow the inheritance patterns of chromosomal regions from
generation to generation and are used in identifying the genetic variants associated with human
diseases [1]. The most common genetic variation is single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), which is
due to the differences of a single base substitution. In every DNA sequence, SNP represents a difference
in a single nucleotide [2]. SNP may replace a single nucleotide with another nucleotide [3]. Previous
research showed that SNP predicts an individual’s risk of developing certain diseases such as
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes mellitus [4], autoimmune disease, Alzheimer’s disease [5],
cancer, and an individual’s response to certain drugs [6–10]. These small differences can be used
to track an individual’s susceptibility to environmental factors such as toxins [11]. Since SNPs are
stable over generations, they are excellent genetic markers. It is important to explore the role of SNPs
in the genetic analysis of diseases, as they would enable the identification of complex diseases and
genetic disorders [12]. Even though SNPs have been shown to be an important factor in genetic
variation [13,14], detecting SNPs is still expensive and time-consuming with existing techniques.

SNP genotyping can be performed with DNA sequencing methods [15]. Mapping and assembly
with quality (MAQ) maps shotgun reads can build the assemblies by using value-based scores to
derive genotype calls of the consensus sequence of a diploid genome. This technique is based on
the Bayesian statistical model that includes error probability and mapping qualities from the quality
scores of the sequence. Although minimum order quality (MOQ) [16] is efficient and highly sensitive,
the high probability of sequencing errors in this method makes it less reliable than other methods.

The Short Oligonucleotide Analysis Program (SOAP) package is a resequencing tool that
compares raw sequencing reads with the reference genome to calculate the probability of each
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possible genotype [17]. This method incorporates data quality, alignment, and recurring experimental
errors, making this method complex with large acquisition time.

TaqMan PCR is a fast and reliable tool for genotyping. There are few applied biosystem
instruments such as real time PCR available for the processing of TaqMan SNP genotyping assays.
The endpoint read can be performed on applied biosystems such as real time PCR. The results from
this method are highly accurate and reproducible, although the biosystem involved is expensive and
time consuming. The amplification of the alleles is done using two pairs of primers. This process
involves overlapping of the primer pairs so that it matches the pairs but not to the alternative allele for
the SNP [15–18]. The conventional techniques for SNP detection rely on gel electrophoresis for the
fragment analysis [19–21]. Several techniques include oligonucleotide ligation [22–24], extension of
primers [25–27], allele-specific DNA hybridization [28], or electrochemical typing [29,30].

To address the need for newer technologies for SNP detection that could potentially simplify at
least one of the steps in the SNP detection, we developed a rapid SNP genotyping method based on
dielectrophoresis (DEP) spectroscopy that does not rely on fluorescence. DEP spectroscopy has the
potential to be a cost-effective transduction mechanism for SNP detection in short single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA), since it replaces the fluorescence tagging that is used in the last step of most of the
existing techniques. DEP has been widely used for manipulation, separation, and characterization
of cells, DNA, viruses, and colloid particles (at both micro and nano scales) in various microfluidic
platforms, since it has numerous unique advantages [31].

In a previous study, we showed that DEP spectroscopy was an effective method for the detection
of the pancreatic cancer biomarker CA 19-9 in serum [32,33]. In this study, we show that this method,
which does not rely on fluorescence labeling, can also be used in SNP genotyping in a short DNA
strand, and it also has the potential to be used in sequencing.

2. Theory

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) [34] is a physical phenomenon in which the coulomb force acts on
electrically polarized dielectric particles in a non-uniform electric field. Since the electric field is
non-uniform, the dielectric particles can experience translational force towards the region with higher
electric field if they are more polarizable than the medium. This phenomenon is denoted positive
DEP. If the medium is more polarizable than the dielectric particle, the dielectric particles suffer a net
force towards the region with lower electric field. This phenomenon is denoted negative DEP [34–37].
Since the DEP force is strongly dependent on the characteristics of the particles and the molecules
bound to their surfaces, DEP has been used to isolate, concentrate, or separate different types of target
particles [38–43]. However, the physics behind the frequency-dependence of the DEP force on the
molecular structures is still not well understood [40,44,45].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Sample Preparation

The sample preparation consisted of the following steps:
Step 1: Streptavidin attachment to biotinylated polystyrene microspheres (PM). Biotinylated PM

with 750 nm diameter were purchased from Spherotech Inc (Lake Forest, IL, USA). The first step in
the preparation of samples consisted of binding the biotinylated PM with the antigen Streptavidin
purchased from Vector Labs Inc. Biotin acted as a conjugate to the protein Streptavidin, and they
formed a strong bond with very high affinity. This process was done first by a 3 μL Streptavidin solution
into a 10 μL biotinylated PM solution at 70 ◦F in a centrifuge tube to have 100% binding [46], according
to the manufacturer’s recommendation. This procedure recommended by the manufacturer might
not produce 100% binding. However, inaccuracies in the protocol recommended by the manufacturer
should not have affected the fact that the DEP force depends on both the frequency and the nucleotides
near the end of a DNA sequence, since the same protocol was used in all the experiments with different
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DNA sequences, and four batches were prepared for each sequence to validate these results. The total
volume was set to 400 μL by adding 0.01× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with conductivity
0.01 S/m. Then, the sample was uniformly mixed using a vortex machine and left on a shaker for
20 min for the Streptavidin–biotin binding process. After 20 min, the tube was centrifuged at 5000 rpm
for 14 min to remove the unbound Streptavidin molecules and the buffer.

Step 2: Biotinylated DNA attachment to the biotinylated PM + Streptavidin. Each Streptavidin
molecule can bind up to 4 biotin molecules. One binding site of each Streptavidin molecule was used
to bind that Streptavidin molecule with the PM. The remaining three Streptavidin binding sites bound
with three biotinylated DNA. First, 3 μL of biotinylated DNA purchased from The Midland Certified
Reagent Company was added into 397 μL of 0.01× Tris-EDTA to have 100% binding of the biotinylated
DNA with all the Streptavidin molecule binding sites, according to the manufacturer’s requirement.
Then, this sample was added into the solution with Streptavidin–biotin PM and uniformly mixed using
a vortex machine. After that, the sample was kept on a shaker for 20 min at 70 ◦F for the biotinylated
DNA to bind with the Streptavidin molecules of the PM. After 20 min, the tube was centrifuged at
5000 rpm for 14 min to remove the unbound DNA antibody molecules and the buffer.

Step 3: Preparation of the solution for the experiments. First, 200 μL of 0.01× TE buffer was added
to the centrifuge tube and mixed uniformly. Then, 10 μL of this sample solution was pipetted on to the
microelectrodes and used for each experiment.

The ssDNA sequences with difference in last nucleotide were:

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGA-3′

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGT-3′

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGG-3′

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGC-3′

The ssDNA sequences with difference in the second-to-last nucleotide were:

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCAC-3′

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCTC-3′

5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCCC-3′

3.2. DEP Spectroscopy: Hardware and Software

To measure the DEP spectrum to characterize the nucleotide in ssDNA, we used the same
experimental setup that we used to measure the concentration of CA 19-9 in spiked serum [33].
We developed a software package using Microsoft foundation classes in visual C++ in the Windows
operating system. The software application controlled a USB video class (UVC) standard compliant
ProScope Digital Microscope 5 MP Camera (ProScope, Wilsonville, OR, USA) and a Tektronix AFG
series function generator (Tektronix Beaverton, Beaverton, OR, USA). With the application controlling
the function generator, the frequency was swept to measure the DEP force applied to functionalized PM
as a function of the frequency. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 1. The microscope camera
extracted the pixel information of the live video using a real-time image processing algorithm. The region
of interest to observe the DEP effect was set by placing rectangular boxes (as shown in Figure 1c) in
which the pixel and the color information were extracted, and with this data, the drift velocity due to
DEP force as a function of frequency of the electric field was calculated using the algorithm.

The direction of movement for the dielectric particle due to DEP depended upon the relative
polarizability of the particle and the medium as well as on the presence of a large gradient of the electric
field intensity produced by electrodes [47]. In the experiments, we used the interdigitated electrodes
shown in Figure 1b. The electrode was fabricated on a commercially available glass wafer with
standard fabrication procedures including photolithography, metal sputtering, and lift-off procedures
using 1000 Å thick gold film in the microfabrication facilities at North Dakota State University. Using
COMSOL, we verified the maximum electric field of the electrode was 1.8 × 104 V/m and the gradient
of the electric field intensity was as high as 3 × 1012 V2/m3.
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Figure 1. Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) sensor prototype: (a) experimental setup,
(b) interdigitated electrode used in the experiments. The electrode is visible as the darker region
in the picture. The yellow scale bar indicates 100 μm. Multi-colored hollow rectangles depict the
regions of interest for measurements and analysis. (c) Interface of Microsoft Windows application for
dielectrophoresis (DEP) spectroscopy. The red scale bar indicates 50 μm.

3.3. Spectrum Measurement

The drift velocity was measured from the point of application of positive DEP to the negative
DEP at the applied frequency. Positive DEP was used to attract the PM to the convex edge of the
electrodes. That was done through the application of a low frequency such as 10 kHz to the electrodes.
Negative DEP was used to repel the PM from the convex edge of the electrodes to enable drift
velocity measurements, which were produced with frequencies on the order of hundreds or thousands
of kHz. This process enabled an indirect measurement of the negative DEP force, since the DEP
force was proportional to the drift velocity due to the viscosity of the solution. The custom-made
software was programmed to sweep a set of alternating frequency generating positive and negative
DEP. The experiments were conducted with frequencies from 0.5 MHz to 2 MHz in linear steps with
10 V peak-to-peak.

A preliminary set of experiments were conducted to determine the choice of time intervals for
the application of negative and positive DEP. The software automatically switched the frequency to
a higher value after 1000 ms, producing negative DEP effect for 40 ms. The cycle is repeated with the
application of positive DEP and the following frequency that produced negative DEP until the stop
frequency is reached. The system acquired the frames at 0 ms and at 40 ms after the application of
a frequency that produced negative DEP to measure the average drift velocity of the PM. The function
generator used in the experiments was a Tektronix AFG series that was controlled by the computer via
USB port. The negative DEP spectrum was measured indirectly through the average drift velocity of
the PM as a function of the frequency, since the drift velocity is proportional to the negative DEP force.

4. Results

We validated our method to detect SNPs using DEP spectroscopy experiments with our
custom-made image processing software for observation and data acquisition. The principle of
operation of our method is shown in Figure 2. The initial frequency was set to 10 kHz to produce
positive DEP (< 50 kHz), and the sweeping frequency from 0.5 MHz to 2 MHz produced negative DEP
(> 250 kHz). Figure 2a clearly shows the application of positive DEP, which concentrates PMs on the
edge of the convex regions of the electrodes up to 0 ms, when negative DEP was applied. Figure 2b
shows the position of the PM band while it was being repelled away from the convex regions of the
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electrode due to negative DEP after 40 ms. We developed a system that can calculate the drift velocity
of the PM layer to indirectly measure the negative DEP force as a function of the applied frequency.

 
Figure 2. Experimental demonstration of negative DEP effect through time-lapse images captured
through DEP spectroscopy application. The electric field was changed from 10 kHz to 0.5 MHz with
10 V peak-to-peak at t = 0 ms. (a) t = 0 ms and (b) t = 40 ms. The ssDNA sequence used for this was
5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGA-3′. The interdigitated electrode is visible as the darker region in the picture.
The bright layer visible on the edge of the electrode is formed by the accumulation of PMs. The scale
bar indicates 25 μm. The rectangular box depicts the region of interest processed to extract the position
of the PM band as a function of the time.

The region of interest, which is depicted as the rectangular box in the Figure 1c, was processed
to extract the position of the PM band as a function of the time while a frequency that produced
negative DEP was applied. Figure 3 represents the light intensity of the images captured shortly after
the application of negative DEP and 40 ms later. The average location of the PM was the center of
mass xCM of the light intensity curves. The change in the center of mass of the curves resulted from
the movement of the PM band due to the application of a frequency that produced negative DEP.
The center of mass was an effective way to measure the location of the PM band to determine the
velocity of the PM band. The formula used to calculate the center of mass of the light intensity curve is
given by:

xCM =

∑N
i=1 Iixi∑N

i=1 Ii

where Ii is the value of the light intensity at the distance xi from the convex edge of the electrode. Only
the region whose intensity exceeded two-thirds of the peak intensity was included in the calculation of
the center of mass.
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Figure 3. Light intensity as a function of the pixel position at t = 0 ms, when negative DEP was applied,
and at t = 40 ms (a) for the ssDNA sequence 5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGG-3′, which corresponded to the
results shown in Figure 2, and (b) for the ssDNA sequence 5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGA-3′ in 10 μL at the
frequency 0.5 MHz. The convex edge of the electrode is located on the right side of the polystyrene
microspheres (PM) layer, as shown in Figure 2.

A relationship was observed between the drift velocity of the PM functionalized with ssDNA,
which was proportional to the negative DEP force, as a function of frequency and the type of nucleotide
in the last and in the second-to-last nucleotide. The ssDNA sequence considered in these experiments
was 5′-(biotin) TGTTGTGCGA-3′, and its variations in the last and in the second-to-last nucleotide
are listed in Section 3. A clear dependence was observed between the negative DEP spectrum and
the nucleotide sequence. The resulting DEP spectra are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for changes in the
last nucleotide and Figures 6 and 7 for changes in the second-to-last nucleotide. Each DEP spectrum
curve shown in these figures required only 68 s to be obtained during the experiments. Figure 5 shows
a higher resolution spectrum for change in last nucleotide, and Figure 7 shows the high-resolution
spectrum for change in the second-to-last nucleotide over the same frequency range shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Negative DEP spectra for different nucleotides at the end of ssDNA sequences averaged over
six measurements per frequency. All the other nucleotides were the same in the ssDNA sequences.
The error bars show the confidence interval of the average value.
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Figure 5. High resolution negative DEP spectra from 1120 kHz to 1380 kHz for the same ssDNA
sequences used in Figure 4.

The difference in the negative DEP spectra shown in Figures 4–7 resulted only from changes
in a single nucleotide of the ssDNA sequence. No other parameters and conditions were changed
throughout the experiments. The difference in the nucleotides near the end of the ssDNA bound to the
PM caused a sufficiently different polarizability of the PM to affect the real part of the Clausius–Mossotti
factor that determines the DEP force [35,36]. The narrow error bars shown with plus and minus one
standard deviation of the average of six measurements in Figures 4 and 6 are indications of the high
accuracy and the repeatability of the measurements. Since there was no overlap in the confidence
intervals of different curves in Figures 4 and 6, these results are sufficient to determine the type of the
last and the second-to-last nucleotide of these ssDNA sequences. Therefore, these results demonstrate
the potential use of this method as a novel transduction mechanism for SNP detection in the last and in
the second-to-last nucleotides in ssDNA sequences. The DEP spectra shown in Figures 4–7 can be used
as the calibration curve for the SNP detection in the sequences investigated. The results with guanine in
the second-to-last position of the ssDNA sequence were not shown in Figures 6 and 7 because they were
undermined by the hairpin effect that led to clustering of the PM, which is a limitation of this method.

Figure 6. Negative DEP spectra for different nucleotides adjacent to the last nucleotide of ssDNA
sequences averaged over six measurements per frequency. All the other nucleotides were the same in
the ssDNA sequences. The error bars show the confidence interval of the average value.
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Figure 7. High resolution negative DEP spectra from 1120 kHz to 1380 kHz for the same ssDNA
sequences used in Figure 6.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrated that the negative DEP spectroscopy method is an effective transduction method
to accurately detect SNPs in short DNA strands. The negative DEP spectrum was measured using
a custom-made real time image processing technique to detect the drift velocity of PM bound
to ssDNA in microstructured electrodes, since the drift velocity is proportional to the DEP force.
The frequency-dependent velocity of repulsion due to negative DEP on a set of PMs bound to ssDNA
that we measured using image processing had a strong dependence on the last and on the second-to-last
nucleotides in the ssDNA sequences that we investigated. This technique does not require the use
of fluorescent labels, which eliminates the washing step of unbound fluorescent molecules in the
preparation process and consequently does not require a careful calibration of the light source intensity
and the photodetector sensitivity. The shape of the negative DEP spectrum curve used in our method
for SNP genotyping is a measurement that does not depend on the light intensity, the number of PM,
or the sensitivity of the microscope camera. The DEP force on dielectric microspheres depends on the
polarizability of the microspheres, the polarizability of the ssDNA bound to the microspheres, and the
polarizability of the molecules in the solution. The polarization mechanism of DNA is still not fully
understood [36,48]. We are currently improving this method by designing a microstructured electrode
array that is optimized for negative DEP spectroscopy. We plan to investigate the practical application
of this method to detect SNPs by studying a large number of ssDNA with different nucleotide sequences
and different lengths to assess the effectiveness of this method in SNP genotyping and DNA sequencing
for clinical applications.
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Abstract: We numerically investigated the dynamics of a paramagnetic elliptical particle immersed
in a low Reynolds number Poiseuille flow in a curved channel and under a uniform magnetic field by
direct numerical simulation. A finite element method, based on an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
approach, analyzed how the channel geometry, the strength and direction of the magnetic field,
and the particle shape affected the rotation and radial migration of the particle. The net radial
migration of the particle was analyzed after executing a π rotation and at the exit of the curved channel
with and without a magnetic field. In the absence of a magnetic field, the rotation is symmetric,
but the particle-wall distance remains the same. When a magnetic field is applied, the rotation of
symmetry is broken, and the particle-wall distance increases as the magnetic field strength increases.
The causation of the radial migration is due to the magnetic angular velocity caused by the magnetic
torque that constantly changes directions during particle transportation. This research provides a
method of magnetically manipulating non-spherical particles on lab-on-a-chip devices for industrial
and biological applications.

Keywords: microparticles; paramagnetic; magnetic field; direct numerical simulation; curved
channel; low Reynolds number

1. Introduction

Applying magnetic fields to separate magnetic micro- and nanoparticles by shape immersed
in a fluid is a long searched for achievement in biomedical and industrial applications, such as cell
separation [1,2], drug deliverance [3,4], mining ores [5], and waste management [6]. The method of
magnetic separation in these industries stems from the use of magnetophoresis, i.e., magnetic forces.
The production of magnetic forces are due to the shape, size, and magnetic susceptibility of the particle
and the spatial non-uniform magnetic field [7].

In previous studies, passive methods to separate particles by shape and size have been studied
through inertial effects in curved channels by the primary flow (influenced by the Reynolds number)
and secondary flow (influenced by the Deans number). Some of the various curved channel
designs include single curved [8,9], serpentine [10–12], spiral [13–18], and wave channels [19,20].
The separation of particles by shape and size are caused by vortices due to the cross-sectional shape of
the channel including trapezoidal [13,15,16,18], or rectangular [8–12,14,17,19,20], and caused by the
magnitude of the Deans number, Reynolds number, and the hydraulic diameter. Additional strategies
include a more active approach on particle separation or particle movement in curved channels, such as
dielectrophorsis [21,22] and magnetophoresis [23].

Recent experimental [24,25], theoretical [26], and numerical [27–31] studies, however, have
validated a non-traditional strategy to manipulate the dynamics of non-spherical magnetic
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microparticles by coupling uniform magnetic fields and shear flows in straight channels. By applying
a uniform magnetic field, the magnetic force is zero, but there exists a magnetic torque. The lateral
migration of non-spherical particles relies on the coupling of the magnetic field, flow field, and
particle-wall hydrodynamic interactions. With the understanding of the physics involved, Zhou et al.
successfully separated ellipsoidal and spherical paramagnetic microparticles [24,25]. In the absence
of a magnetic field, the ellipsoidal particle oscillates towards and away from the wall but results
in a zero-net migration due to its symmetric rotation. In the presence of a magnetic field applied
at an arbitrary direction, the symmetry of rotation is broken and the ellipsoidal particle has a net
lateral migration towards or away from the wall. The migratory behavior is based on an oscillatory
motion (weak magnetic regime) or a non-oscillatory motion as the ellipsoidal particle is pinned at
a stable steady angle (strong magnetic regime). For a paramagnetic spherical particle, the magnetic
torque is zero and its rotation cannot be manipulated by the uniform magnetic field [26]. Therefore,
a spherical particle behaves the same with or without a magnetic field and its net migration remains
zero. Additionally, the Reynolds number is less than one, thus making the lateral migration of a
non-spherical particle highly dependent on its rotational behavior. As a result, when an ellipsoidal and
a spherical particle are immersed in a low Reynolds number fluid flow in a straight channel and under
a uniform magnetic field, it is feasible to separate particles by shape rather than relying on magnetic
forces (where the strength rapidly decreases further away from the magnetic source), and inertial
focusing (relies on the cross-sectional vortices and equilibrium positions for different shaped and sized
particles).

Although recent experimental studies provide a useful strategy to separate particles by shape,
it is still difficult to manage a well-controlled experiment, especially for curved channels. If we want to
conduct a particle-focused experiment, the difficulty of studying a single particle in a curved channel is
based on the many turns of a serpentine channel, gradual increasing radii of spiral channels, and large
radii of a single curved channel. Additionally, it is difficult to observe the particle position in the
cross-section of the channel. In other words, the difficulty of a curved channel experiment is based
on optics.

On the other hand, numerical simulations are used as powerful tools to observe the transportation,
rotation, and radial migration behavior of a particle. The particle dynamics are dependent on many
parameters including the size and shape of the particle, the height, width, and shape of the channel
cross-sections, low fluid velocities, radii of the curved channel, and the strength and direction of the
magnetic field. For example, Harding et al. conducted a numerical and experimental study on a
spherical particle transporting in a low Reynolds number flow in a curved channel by investigating the
size of the particle and the cross-sectional shape, radii, width, and height of the channel [32,33]. In the
experiments given, the larger particles migrated towards the inner channel wall and the results of the
numerical study, conducted by Harding and Betozzi, concurred with the experimental findings [32].
In their article, however, their Reynolds number is large (greater than 50), whereas our Reynolds
number in this paper is less than one and our particle is non-spherical.

Even though there are no published articles for non-spherical particles in curved channels and
under uniform magnetic fields, it is an important subject for science and engineering regarding
theoretical, experimental, and numerical analyses. The popular and revolutionary work of G.B. Jeffery
investigated the simple shear flow acting on the particle in the absence of a channel wall [34] and the
application of a uniform magnetic field, carried out by Zhou et al., has become recognizable for the
separation of particles. Today, there have been many advancements towards computer simulations
to study non-spherical particles in shear flows, Poiseuille flows, and under a uniform magnetic field.
Some of the recent and successful numerical simulations, to study particles in Poiseuille and Couette
flows and under a uniform magnetic field, were computed by Zhang et al. and Cao et al. by applying
the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) algorithm for the finite element methods (FEM) and by
using the direct numerical simulation (DNS) [27,30,31]. Further simulations from this method were
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successfully compared with the experimental and theoretical results of a neutrally buoyant particle
under a uniform magnetic field [25,26,30].

In this paper, we focus on a two-dimensional study for an elliptical particle in low Reynolds
number, Poiseuille flows in a curved channel, and under a uniform magnetic field. Therefore, the
elliptical particle becomes dependent on the wall lift and the shear lift forces (hydrodynamic force), and
the magnetic and hydrodynamic torques (to study its orientation). In the hydrodynamic section, we
analyze the dynamics of the particle in two ways: one for a π periodic rotation and the other discussing
the transportation throughout the upper half of the curved channel. Due to the hydrodynamic torque
and force, our numerical simulations demonstrate the rotation and migration behavior of the elliptical
particle. For its rotational behavior, we observe whether or not the particle executes a symmetric
rotation, and we study its angular velocity. By analyzing a single periodic rotation, we examine the
particle’s net radial migration and conclude the radial migration at the exit of the curved channel.
We also analyze how different parameters affect the particle dynamics including: the particle aspect
ratio, radii of the channel walls, and initial positions. Finally, we evaluate one of these parameters to
show how the uniform magnetic field strength and direction affect the particle dynamics along with
the aspect ratio of the particle, initial particle-wall distances, and the channel geometry. By applying a
uniform magnetic field, we can examine the symmetrical property of the particle’s angular velocity,
the oscillatory motion of the particle, and its average radial velocity. We apply a DNS by using a FEM,
based on an ALE approach to analyze the coupling of the magnetic and the flow field, and to solve the
dynamics and the transportation of the particle and the flow field (affected by the particle dynamics) in
a curved channel. The hydrodynamic force and the magnetic and hydrodynamic toques are computed
by a COMSOL FEM solver (5.2a, COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) to find the orientation and the
radial displacement motions by Newton’s second law of physics and Euler’s laws of motion.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Simulation Method and Mathematical Models

We place a neutrally buoyant prolate elliptical particle in a Poiseuille flow of an incompressible
Newtonian fluid, with density ρ f and dynamic viscosity η f , as observed in Figure 1. The computational
domain consists of a particle domain Γ and a fluid domain Ω enclosed by the boundary ABCD.
The computational domain is bounded in a curved channel with an average radius Ravg = Rin+Rout

2
where the inner and outer radii of the walls are Rin and Rout, respectively, and W is the width of the
channel. The particle has an aspect ratio AR = a/b where a and b are the major and minor semi-axes
lengths of the particle, respectively. A uniform magnetic field strength, H0, is applied at a direction α.
The particle-wall separation distance, rp, is defined as the difference between the resultant length of the
particle center of mass (xp, yp) from the origin, O, and Rin. The particle position in the curved channel,
θp, is defined as the arc-tangent of the particle center of mass from the origin. In this study, θp = 0◦

indicates that the particle’s center of mass is at −Rout < xp < −Rin and yp = 0 μm (the channel
entrance), θp = 90◦ indicates that Rin < yp < Rout and xp = 0 μm (halfway point), and θp = 180◦

indicates that Rin < xp < Rout and yp = 0 μm (the channel exit). The variable φ′
p, is defined as the lab

frame angle of the particle between its major axis and the positive y’-axis. The y’-axis is perpendicular
to the channel curve and is dependent on the particle θp position and the global frame of the particle
orientation φp (the angle between its major axis and the positive y-axis):

φ′
p = φp − θp + 90◦. (1)

The directions φ′
p = 0◦ and φ′

p = 90◦ indicate that the semi-major axis of the particle is
perpendicular and parallel to the channel wall, respectively. In this study, we define the change
in radial position as Δrpπ = rpπ − rp0 as the difference between the particle-wall distance after one
periodic rotation (φ′

p rotates from 0◦ to 180◦). The variable rpπ is the radial distance at the end of its
periodic rotation φ′

p = 180◦ and rp0 is the initial radial position at the beginning of the periodic rotation
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φ′
p = 0◦. We have another change in radial position as Δrpθ = rpθ − rp0 where rpθ is the radial position

at the exit of the curved channel θp = 180◦ and rp0 is the radial position at the entrance of the curved
channel θp = 0◦. Therefore, in our simulations the initial radial position rp0 happens at the orientation
φ′

p = 0◦ and at the position in the channel θp = 0◦. The particle either has a net radial migration
towards the channel center, Δrpπ > 0 μm (Δrpθ > 0 μm), towards the channel wall, Δrpπ < 0 μm
(Δrpθ < 0 μm), or neither, Δrpπ = 0 μm (Δrpθ = 0 μm).

W

y

x

ΩΓ
= 180= 0

= 90H

Figure 1. Schematic view of the numerical model of an elliptical particle that is neutrally buoyant
in a Poiseuille flow and under a uniform magnetic field with strength H0 and applied at direction α.
The fluid and particle domains are Ω and Γ, respectively. The orientation of the particle is denoted as
φ′

p = φp − θp + 90◦ such that the laboratory frame is the x′ − y′ axes, and y′ is perpendicular to the
channel wall, where φp is the global direction of the particle (x − y axes), and θp is the particle position
inside the channel with respect to the origin of both curves, O. The particle-wall separation distance is
denoted by rp, and the channel geometry of the curve is denoted by the average radius Ravg = Rin+Rout

2 ,
where Rin and Rout are the inner and outer radii, respectively, and W is the channel width.

The flow field, u, is governed by the continuity and the Navier–Stokes equations for an
incompressible Newtonian flow with a no-slip condition on the channel walls AD and CB. The inlet
of the channel is at AC and becomes a fully developed laminar flow, and BD is the outlet where the
normal pressure is zero:

∇ · u = 0, (2)

ρ f [
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u] = −∇p +∇ · ν f (∇u + (∇u)T), (3)

where p is the pressure and t is time.
Since there is also a no-slip condition on the surface of the elliptical particle, the fluid velocity on

the the particle surface is a function of the particle angular and translation velocities:

u = Up + ωp × (xs − xp), (4)

where Up and ωp are the translational and rotational velocities of the particle, respectively, and xs and
xp are the vector positions of the particle surface and center of mass.

The hydrodynamic force and torque acting on the particle are also given:

Fh =
∫
(τh · n)dS, (5)

Th =
∫
(τh × (xs − xp) · n)dS, (6)
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where τh = η f (∇u + (∇u)T) is the hydrodynamic stress tensor. The governing equations of the
magnetic field are given from Maxwell’s equations:

∇× H = 0, (7)

∇ · B = 0, (8)

where H and B are the magnetic field strength and flux density, respectively. It should be mentioned
that the fluid is non-magnetic and the channel walls, AD and CB, are magnetically insulated. When a
uniform magnetic field is applied onto a particle, the magnetic torque is non-zero but the magnetic
force is negligible. When calculating the magnetic torque, we assume that the paramagnetic particle is
homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly magnetizable:

Tm = μ0VpχpH− × H0, (9)

where μ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, χp is the paramagnetic particle magnetic
susceptibility, Vp is the particle volume, and the magnetic field strengths are inside, H−, and outside,
H0, of the particle.

For the hydrodynamic force and the hydrodynamic and magnetic torques acting on the particle,
we have a set of equations:

mp
dUp

dt
= Fh, (10)

Ip
dωp

dt
= Th + Tm, (11)

where mp and Ip are the mass and the moment of inertia of the particle. The time-dependent position
of the particle center of mass Cp(t) = (xp, yp) and orientation φp are calculated by:

Cp(t) = Cp(0) +
∫ t

0
Up(s)ds, (12)

φp(t) = φp(0) +
∫ t

0
ωp(s)ds, (13)

where Cp(0) and φp(0) are the initial position and orientation of the particle.
The rotation and radial migration of the paramagnetic particle are affected by the hydrodynamic

force and the coupling of hydrodynamic and magnetic torques. Likewise, every channel, radial,
and orientation positions of the particle will cause a change in the magnetic and hydrodynamic torques
and the fluid flow. Given the geometry of the channel and the calculations that include the radial
position and orientation of the particle, we use direct numerical simulation (DNS) from the finite
element method (FEM), and an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method for the coupling on the
particle, fluid flow, and the uniform magnetic field [27,30]. Our simulations were solved by numerical
modeling using a commercial FEM solver COMSOL Multiphysics. Similar to previous articles, we use
a stationary solver for parametric sweep analysis to simulate the magnetic field inside and outside of
the particle, and calculate the magnetic torque on the particle [27,30]. We then apply a time-dependent
solver for a particle-fluid interaction model, and we imported a variable that represents the magnetic
torque. We use a piecewise function to activate the uniform magnetic field and the magnetic torque on
the particle at a time, t, when θp ≈ 0◦. To estimate an accurate calculation on the particle surface by
the torques and the hydrodynamic force, we use a fine quadratic triangular mesh around the particle
and a finer quadratic triangular mesh at the tip of the particle.

The accuracy and convergence of our simulation is based on the number of elements in the
computational domain Ω, particle surface Γ, and the time step Δt. As part of our numerical simulation
setup in Figure 1, we use 18, 571 domain elements for Ω, and 152 boundary elements for Γ. The number
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of elements establishes time efficient calculations, while also ensuring accurate results of the particle
transportation and rotation. For the fluid mechanics acting on the particle surface, we use the time-step
function to have the Poiseuille flow to reach its average velocity and become fully developed before
the particle approaches θp = 0◦ with a time step Δt = 1 × 10−5 s. When the particle position is
θp ≈ 0◦, we set φ′

p0 ≈ 0◦ since the semi-major axis of the particle is almost perpendicular to the
channel wall. Additionally, we start our new initial radial position, rp0, and our initial time at t = 0
s. Comparisons between the computational meshes for time step Δt = 1 × 10−5 s and comparisons
between time steps for 18, 571 domain elements and 152 boundary elements can be seen in Appendix B.

2.2. Material Properties

In the following computed simulations, the fluid property is a water-based material with a density
of 1000 kg/m3 and the dynamic viscosity is 1.002× 10−3 Pa·s, the width of the channel is kept at 50 μm,

and the inlet flow velocity is Uavg = 2.5 mm/s. The Reynolds number is defined as Re =
ρ f UavgW

η f
,

and the value in the simulation setup is Re = 0.125, thus placing the elliptical particle in a laminar
flow where the fluid and particle inertia are small. Due to the low Reynolds number, we assume
that any secondary flow is neglected for a two-dimensional study on a particle. The particle is a
magnetic-doped polystyrene particle with a magnetic susceptibility of χp = 0.26, and the fluid is
non-magnetic. For some parts of our analysis, we will analyze elliptical particles with various aspect
ratios, but they will have the same volume as a 7 μm-diameter circular particle.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Particle Dynamics in a Uniform Magnetic Field

In this section, we investigate the transportation and rotation of an elliptical particle in the
presence of a uniform magnetic field near the inner wall whereas an elliptical particle near the outer
wall is discussed in Appendix A. We keep AR = 4, rp0 = 12 μm, Ravg = 175 μm, and the magnetic
field is applied at either α = 0◦ or α = 90◦. In our numerical simulation, we activate the magnetic field
by using a piecewise function at a time when θp ≈ 0◦. At this point, we establish our new initials (φ′

p0
and rp0) and set t = 0 s. We have compared some of our results to an elliptical particle in the absence
of a magnetic field observed in Appendix C.

3.1.1. Magnetic Field at α = 0◦

In this section, we apply different magnetic field strengths at α = 0◦ to study the particle rotation
and the particle-wall distance as the particle is transporting in a curved channel. Figure 2a,b, each
exhibiting the particle’s rotation and radial migration, respectively, as a function of θp, shows the
comparison between them and H0 = 0 A/m and H0 = 3000 A/m. For both magnetic field strengths,
we observe where in the channel the particle completes the first half of its rotation. At H0 = 0 A/m,
the first half rotation of a particle (φ′

p = 90◦) occurs in the first half of the curved channel (θp = 74◦).
On the other hand, when α = 0◦ and H0 = 3000 A/m, the particle approaches the first half of its
rotation in the second half of the curve (θp = 122◦), indicating that the magnetic field affects the
orientation of the particle during its transportation. We reintroduce the dimensionless variable τ as a
function of the particle aspect ratio, radii and shape of the curve geometry, initial particle-wall distance,
direction of the particle, and the direction and strength of the magnetic field. We see that in Figure 2d,
a particle in the absence of a magnetic field executes symmetric rotations (τ = 0.50), while a particle in
a magnetic field experiences an asymmetric rotation (τ = 0.76). We use the rotation of the particle to
analyze the net radial migration of the particle. Due to the asymmetric rotation, the particle radially
migrates toward the channel center after one periodic rotation (Δrpπ > 0 μm), seen in Figure 2e, and
at the channel exit (Δrpθ > 0 μm), seen in Figure 2b, for the magnetic field strength H0 = 3000 A/m
applied at α = 0◦.
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Figure 2. Particle dynamic and transportation comparison between H0 = 0 A/m (solid black line),
and H0 = 3000 A/m applied at α = 0◦ (dot-dash red line) for (a) the particle’s rotation, (b) the radial
migration, and (c) the angular velocity in terms of θp; (d) the particle’s rotation, (e) the radial migration,
(f) the angular velocity in terms of time t, and (g) comparison between the particle-wall distances in a
straight channel (dot black line) and in a curved channel (dot-dash red line).

The observation of an elliptical particle’s dynamics under a magnetic field applied at α = 0◦ can
thus be explained. In the absence of a magnetic field, the particle rotates due to the hydrodynamic
torque. The particle, however, has a net zero migration after one periodic rotation, but migrates
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towards the channel wall at θp = 180◦, as shown in Appendix C. In Figure 2a, we see that the applied
magnetic field strength and direction rotates the particle backwards towards φ′

p = 0◦ due to the
direction and magnitude of the shear rate at the particle position inside the channel and its distance
from the wall. In the range 31◦ ≤ θp ≤ 78◦, the particle exposed to H0 = 3000 A/m rotates toward
φ′

p = 0◦ because the magnetic torque is stronger than the hydrodynamic torque (i.e., the particle is in a
strong field regime) and the orientation of the particle at that θp range approaches towards its stable
steady angle [25–27,30]. The rotation of the particle over time is thus caused by the hydrodynamic
and magnetic angular velocities, shown in Figure 2c,f. The magnetic angular velocity, ωm, is in the
opposite direction of the hydrodynamic angular velocity, ωh, in the first half of the particle orientation
0◦ < φ′

p < 90◦ and is in the same direction for 90◦ < φ′
p < 180◦. As a result, the particle will spend a

longer time in the first half of its rotation compared to its second half (i.e., the particle rotation becomes
more asymmetric). Thus, at a certain position θp, the particle orientation allows the particle to radially
migrate away from the wall faster due to the rotational dynamics affected by the magnetic field and the
wall lift force caused by the hydrodynamic interaction. Otherwise, the particle continues its periodic
rotation in other parts of the channel since the magnetic field is either considered weak compared to
the hydrodynamic angular velocity or both angular velocities are in the same direction.

The result of the particle net radial migration after one periodic rotation and at the exit of the
curved channel can be seen in Figure 2b,e. Compared to a particle in the absence of a magnetic field,
the particle exposed to a magnetic field strength H0 = 3000 A/m migrates toward the channel center,
Δrpπ > 0 μm. In this case, the oscillatory migration is positive for both ranges 0◦ < φ′

p < 90◦ and
90◦ < φ′

p < 180◦. For the particle transportation throughout the channel curve under a uniform
magnetic field, the net radial migration results in Δrpθ > 0 μm compared to a particle in the absence of
a magnetic field in Appendix C, Figure A5.

To further understand the particle angular velocity and its net radial migration, we must also
understand its time-dependent periodic rotation and its rotation during the transportation throughout
the curved channel. Figure 2d,e shows the particle rotation and radial migration with respect to
dimensionless and dimensional time, respectively. In Figure 2d, when H0 = 0 A/m, τ = 0.50
(T0 = 0.15 s) and is almost symmetric, whereas the magnetic field strength H0 = 3000 A/m allows
τ = 0.76 (T0 = 0.16 s), thus making the particle rotation more asymmetric. In Figure 2e, we see that
increasing τ will also increase the net radial migration towards the channel center due to the magnetic
field and the magnitude of the shear rate at the particle-wall distance. Since the shear rate decreases
closer to the channel center, and the oscillatory motion is caused by the coupling between the magnetic
field and the shear rate, a greater asymmetric rotation causes the particle to radially migrate further.
Therefore, by adding the magnetic field at α = 0◦, the rotation affected by T0, and τ results in an
increase in the particle-wall distance.

The magnetic field’s influence on the particle’s rotation and radial migration is based on the
magnetic and hydrodynamic torques, and consequentially, their angular velocities. We see in Figure 2f
that the total particle angular velocity ωp = ωh + ωm is a function of the particle direction φ′

p for one
periodic rotation in the curved channel. When the magnetic field is applied at α = 0◦, there exists
a ’loop’ for the orientation 70◦ < φ′

p < 76◦ in the range 31◦ ≤ θp ≤ 78◦. In this case, the particle
rotates backward because the magnetic torque is changing directions, as well as the hydrodynamic
torque. By considering the particle channel position θp, its radial position rp, and its orientation φ′

p, the
magnetic angular velocity is greater than the hydrodynamic angular velocity. In Figure 2c, we compare
the angular velocities between a particle with and without a magnetic field during its transportation.
While a particle is executing is periodic rotation, the angular velocity profile is symmetric in the
absence of a magnetic field. After the periodic rotation, the particle will continue to execute symmetric
rotations due to the shear rate at the particle-wall distance. In the presence of a magnetic field, however,
the angular velocity is largely asymmetric and the angular velocity at θp = 162.2◦ (when φ′

p = 180◦)
has increased. Thus, the disproportionate angular velocity and the asymmetric periodic rotation
contributes to the particle net radial migration.
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We finally compare the particle-wall distances between a particle in a straight channel and a
particle in a curved channel, as seen in Figure 2g. In both simulations, all conditions are the same except
one channel is curved, while the other channel is straight. As we can see, we expect different results
between a particle in a straight channel and a particle in a curved channel because θp is considered
constant for a straight channel (θp = 90◦), whereas θp constantly changes throughout the curved
channel. Therefore, since the magnetic torque constantly changes directions in a curved channel, the
particle’s rotational dynamics will be affected and, consequentially, so will its particle-wall distance.
We notice that after one periodic rotate, both particles will migrate away from the wall, but a particle
in a straight channel will migrate faster from the wall than a particle in a curved channel.

Now that we have established how the particle rotation and migration is affected by applying a
magnetic field, we analyze how increasing the magnetic field strength affects the orientation and radial
migration of an elliptical particle. Figure 3a,d shows the orientation of the particle, φ′

p, with respect to
θp and time t, respectively. In Figure 3a, as the magnetic field strength increases from H0 = 1000 A/m
to H0 = 4000 A/m, the rotation of the particle becomes more asymmetric, and the magnetic torque
and angular velocity becomes more dominant for a wider range of θp. For a magnetic field strength
H0 = 2000 A/m, a backward orientation occurs in the range 52◦ ≤ θp ≤ 61◦, 31◦ ≤ θp ≤ 78◦ for
H0 = 3000 A/m, and 24◦ ≤ θp ≤ 88◦ for H0 = 4000 A/m. The particle is therefore exposed to a
strong field regime for a larger portion of the curved channel. In Figure 3d, the periodic rotation time,
T0, increases. For an increasing magnetic field strength, the periodic rotation times are T0 = 0.147 s
for H0 = 0 A/m, T0 = 0.154 s for H0 = 1000 A/m, T0 = 0.157 s for H0 = 2000 A/m, T0 = 0.156 s
for H0 = 3000 A/m, T0 = 0.160 s for H0 = 4000 A/m. Consequentially, τ increases in (f) where the
orientation becomes more asymmetrical. As a result, for an increasing magnetic field strength, both
Δrpπ and Δrpθ increase as seen in Figure 3b,d, respectively. Similar to previous studies, we study the
particle net radial migration by calculating the average radial migration velocities, Urpπ = Δrpπ/t and
Urpθ

= Δrpθ/t, where t is replaced with T0 or the time that it takes for the particle to transport through
the channel [27,30]. The average radial velocities for different magnetic fields strengths are shown
in Figure 3c for Urpπ (triangle symbol) and Urpθ

(square symbol). We see that both radial velocities
increase as the magnetic field strength increases, suggesting that the particle migrates faster from the
inner wall due to the angular oscillatory motion in lower shear rates.

The rotation and migration behavior of an elliptical particle exposed to a magnetic field applied
at α = 0◦ can be explained as follows. While a particle is traveling in the curved channel, the
shear rate is constantly changing directions at every θp. Therefore, if we apply a magnetic field
at α = 0◦, the magnetic torque acting on the particle also changes its direction and the particle
has a different rotation and migration experience during its transportation. For example, when the
position of the particle is at θp = 90◦, it experiences a magnetic torque where the magnetic field is
applied at α = 0◦ because the magnetic torque is perpendicular to the shear flow. On the other hand,
a particle at θp = 0◦ experiences a magnetic torque similar to the magnetic field applied at α = 90◦

because the magnetic torque is parallel to the shear flow. Therefore, in some ranges of θp, the particle
experiences a backwards orientation because the particle is considered to be inside a strong magnetic
field regime [25–27,30]. In all other regions, however, the particle is either in a weak field regime
or the magnetic and hydrodynamic angular velocities are in the same direction. Thus, the effect on
the particle orientation depends on the direction of the hydrodynamic and magnetic torques and the
strength and direction of the magnetic field. It should also be mentioned that the particle orientation
is influenced by its radial position; its orientation can be easily influenced if the radial position of
the particle is in a low shear rate (closer to the channel center) versus a high shear rate (closer to
the channel wall). After a full periodic rotation, some magnetic field strengths allows the particle
to oscillate away from the wall due the channel geometry, the orientation of the particle, and the
shear flow direction. Thus, by controlling the orientation of the particle, we also control its net radial
migration and Δrpθ > 0 μm.
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Figure 3. Effect of the magnetic field strength when it is applied at α = 0◦. The particle (AR = 4)
is affected by the magnetic field when its center of mass is approximately at θp = 0◦ in (a,d)
when its rotation is with respect to θp and time, respectively, for, H0 = 0 A/m (solid black line),
H0 = 1000 A/m (triangle symbol), H0 = 2000 A/m (square symbol), H0 = 3000 A/m (circular
symbol), and H0 = 4000 A/m (diamond symbol). The radial particle-wall distance change of the
particle with respect to (b) θp, and (e) time. (c) The radial velocities of the particle Urp (triangle symbol)
and Urθ (square symbol) as functions of H0. (f) The dimensionless parameter τ as a function of H0.
We see that as τ increases, the net migration of the particle increases.

3.1.2. Magnetic Field at α = 90◦

In this section, we apply a magnetic field at α = 90◦ to study the particle dynamics in a curved
channel. Figure 4a,b, showing the particle orientation and radial migration, respectively, as a function
of θp, compares them with the magnetic field strengths H0 = 0 A/m and H0 = 3000 A/m. The first
half rotation of the particle, φ′

p = 90◦, occurs at θp = 74◦ for H0 = 0 A/m and at θp = 42◦ for
H0 = 3000 A/m. One periodic rotation of the particle results in a positive net radial migration,
as shown in Figure 4e. Similar to the magnetic field at α = 0◦, Figure 4d shows that, in the absence
of a magnetic field, a particle executes a symmetric rotation (τ = 0.50), while a particle exposed to
a magnetic field strength of H0 = 3000 A/m experiences a slight asymmetric rotation (τ = 0.53).
The reason for the particle periodic rotation and radial migration can be explained in a way similar to
our analysis of α = 0◦. We see that in Figure 4f, for a range of θp, the magnetic angular velocity, ωm,
and the hydrodynamic angular velocity, ωh, are in an opposite direction in the first half of the particle
orientation and performs in the same direction in the second half of its orientation. We also notice that
unlike α = 0◦, there does not exist a ’loop’ during its periodic rotation even though the orientation is
asymmetric with respect to φp = 90◦. For this range of θp, the particle will be considered to be in a
weak field regime, but the particle spends more time in the first half of its rotation and therefore results
in a positive radial migration.
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Figure 4. Particle dynamic and transportation comparison between H0 = 0 A/m (solid black line), and
H0 = 3000 A/m applied at α = 90◦ (dot-dash blue line) for (a) the particle’s rotation, (b) the radial
migration, and (c) the angular velocity in terms of θp; (d) the particle’s rotation, (e) the radial migration,
(f) the angular velocity in terms of time t, and (g) comparison between the particle-wall distances in a
straight channel (dot black line) and in a curved channel (dot-dash blue line).

The large net radial migration towards the channel center as the particle exits the curved channel,
Δrpθ > 0 μm, can be explained by the particle transportation. Even though Δrpπ = 0 μm and
Δrpθ < 0 μm in the absence of the magnetic field, we observe that the particle in a magnetic field
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strength of H0 = 3000 A/m and at a direction of 90◦ behaves similarly as a particle exposed to a
magnetic field strength of H0 = 3000 A/m applied at α = 0◦. In Figure 4a, we see that the magnetic
field strength of H0 = 3000 A/m applied at α = 90◦ does not result in a backwards orientation in the
same region as α = 0◦ due to the direction and magnitude of the shear rate in the range 31◦ < θp < 78◦,
rp, and the strength and direction of the magnetic field. The particle, however, rotates backwards in the
range 113◦ < θp < 168◦ in Figure 4a,c. Compared to α = 0◦, the region where the particle ends up in a
backwards orientation increases by 81◦ < θp < 91◦. In Figure 4c, we compare the angular velocities
between a particle with and without a magnetic field as it is transporting inside the curved channel.
The angular velocity profile is symmetric in the absence of a magnetic field, whereas a magnetic field
causes the angular velocity to become asymmetric in a magnetic field strength of H0 = 3000 A/m
applied at α = 90◦. For a certain position θp, the particle orientation φ′

p allows a positive net radial
migration away from the wall faster due to the rotational dynamics affected by the magnetic field and
the wall lift force. The particle is able to execute a periodic rotation in most parts of the channel given
that either the magnetic torque is considered to be weak compared to the hydrodynamic torque or the
magnetic and hydrodynamic torque are in the same direction. The result of the net radial migration
throughout the curved channel can be seen in Figure 4b. Compared to a particle in the absence of a
magnetic field, the particle exposed to a magnetic field strength of H0 = 3000 A/m will result in a
positive radial migration away from the inner channel wall, Δrpθ > 0 μm.

Similar to what we did in Section 3.1.1, we compare the particle-wall distance between a particle
in a straight channel and a particle in a curved channel as seen in Figure 4g. We again see that since the
magnetic torque constantly changes directions in a curved channel, the particle’s rotational dynamics
will be affected and consequentially, so will its particle-wall distance. We see that after one periodic
rotate, a particle in a straight channel will migrate towards the wall, whereas a particle in a curved
channel will radially migrate away from the wall. Therefore, we can conclude that the particle-wall
distance will be greatly affected not only by different magnetic field strengths and directions, but also
in a different channel geometry. Additionally, for magnetic field directions α = 0◦ and α = 90◦, and for
the magnetic field strength H0 = 3000 A/m, a particle in a curved channel will complete its periodic
rotation faster than in a straight channel, resulting in a short particle-wall distance change in a curved
channel than in a straight channel.

Now that we have analyzed how a magnetic field applied at α = 90◦ affects the particle orientation
and migration, we evaluate how increasing the magnetic field strength affects the orientation and net
radial migration of the particle. Figure 5a,d shows the orientation of the particle, φ′

p, with respect to θp

and time t, respectively. In Figure 5a, as the magnetic field strength increases from H0 = 1000 A/m
to H0 = 4000 A/m the particle orientation becomes more asymmetric and the magnetic torque and
angular velocity become more dominant for a wider range of θp near the channel exit. The particle is
therefore exposed to a strong field regime for a large portion of the second half of the curved channel.
In Figure 5d, the periodic rotation time T0 decreases and, consequentially, τ increases in Figure 5f.
The particle-wall distance also increases after one periodic rotation and upon exiting the channel curve
in Figure 5b,e as a result of increasing H0. In Figure 5c, the average radial velocities, Urpπ (triangle
symbol) and Urpθ

(square symbol), increase as the magnetic field strength increases, resulting in a fast
radial migration away from the wall.
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Figure 5. Effect of the magnetic field strength when it is applied at α = 90◦. The particle (AR = 4) is
affected by the magnetic field when its center of mass is approximately at θp = 0◦ in (a,d) when its
rotation is with respect to θp and time, respectively, for, H0 = 0 A/m (solid black line), H0 = 1000 A/m
(triangle symbol), H0 = 2000 A/m (square symbol), H0 = 3000 A/m (circular symbol), H0 = 4000 A/m
(diamond symbol). The radial particle-wall distance change of the particle with respect to (b) θp, and (e)
time. (c) The radial velocities of the particle Urp (triangle symbol) and Urθ (square symbol) as functions
of H0. (f) The dimensionless parameter τ as a function of H0. We see that as τ increases, the net
migration of the particle increases.

3.2. Effect Due to Changes in Parameters

By changing the aspect ratio, average radius, and/or initial position, the elliptical particle
experiences a different orientation and net radial migration, as shown in Appendix C. For these
parameters, we can explain what can occur in the presence of a magnetic field based on our observations
for AR = 4, Ravg = 175 μm, and rp0 = 12 μm in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

In the absence of a magnetic field, for larger aspect ratios, T0 increases and the particle results in a
zero net migration for all aspect ratios. Based on past analyses, for a magnetic field strength applied at
α = 0◦ and α = 90◦, the smaller aspect ratio particles are more susceptible to the magnetic field for
the same shear rate [25–27,30]. Therefore, if the magnetic torque and angular velocity influences on a
similar particle is greater than the hydrodynamic torque and angular velocity (for a large range of θp),
then T0 decreases and τ increases [25–27,30]. As a result, the particles radially migrates toward the
channel center.

Next, when the aspect ratio is the same but the average radius increases, T0 decreases, but Δrpθ

increases. When we apply a magnetic field, the value of τ results either in a net positive or negative
radial migration and can change, depending on the average radius of the channel. Therefore, for an
increasing Ravg, a particle with an aspect ratio AR = 4 is more susceptible to the magnetic field and
has a larger net migration. For smaller Ravg, the particle transportation is faster and T0 increases and
thus does not react to a uniform magnetic field. For a larger Ravg, the particle is more susceptible to
the magnetic field because the particle spends more time in the curved channel and T0 decreases. Even
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though T0 decreased for an increasing Ravg, a magnetic field can manipulate the orientation of the
particle and its net migration efficiently by increasing the magnetic field strength and τ.

Finally, as rp0 increases, T0 increases since the shear rate is lower towards the channel center.
Therefore, it is obvious that since the magnetic field breaks the rotation of symmetry and increases
T0 and τ, the particle orientation is easily manipulated for a larger range of θp. By controlling the
orientation in the range 0◦ < φ′

p < 90◦, the particle migrates toward the channel center or toward the
inner channel wall in the range 90◦ < φ′

p < 180◦.

4. Conclusions

We numerically investigated the orientation and radial migration of a paramagnetic elliptical
particle in a Poiseuille flow in a curved channel and under a uniform magnetic field. We accomplished
our numerical computations by using a multi-physics numerical model based on a direct numerical
simulation and a finite element method that uses an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach.
Simulations were used to analyze how the geometry of the channel, particle-wall distance, shear
rate, the shape of the particle, and the strength and direction of the magnetic field affect the orientation
and net radial migration of the particle. The physics in this paper involve the hydrodynamic force
(including wall lift and shear lift forces) and the coupling of the hydrodynamic and magnetic torques.

In the absence of a magnetic field, the particle executes symmetric periodic rotations and results
in a zero net migration. The particle dynamics were analyzed by varying three parameters: particle
aspect ratio, average channel radius, and initial position. We concluded that the elliptical particle
rotates and radially oscillates toward and away from the wall but at different rates.

In the presence of a uniform magnetic field, the periodic rotation of the particle becomes
asymmetric, and its angular velocity is modified due to the magnetic torque acting on the particle.
As a result, the particle radially migrates toward the channel center since the particle rotates backward
in different parts of the channel where the magnetic field is stronger. The particle rotates backward in
the first half of the curved channel when the magnetic field is applied at the direction α = 0◦, whereas
a magnetic field applied at α = 90◦ results in a backward orientation in the second half of the channel.
Furthermore, for an increasing magnetic field strength, the magnetic manipulation on an elliptical
particle becomes more prominent for a larger range inside the curved channel, resulting in larger
positive radial migrations and velocities.

Different from the analyses of a spherical particle in a low Reynolds number flow in a curved
channel by Harding et al. [32,33], a spherical particle, in this case, results in a zero net migration.
Therefore, a shape-based separation is feasible by applying a uniform magnetic field. Additionally,
we can use previous studies on particle separation in straight channels under uniform magnetic fields,
in order to combine both channel geometries for a lab-on-a-chip design. This investigation gives
researchers another method for an effective particle shape separation technique for industrial and
biological applications.
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Appendix A. Particle in Upper Curve of the Channel

Additional simulations were computed for a particle transporting near the outer curve of the
channel (Ravg < ‖(xp, yp)‖ < Rout). In Figure A1, the effects on the particle dynamics in the absence of
a magnetic field and under a uniform magnetic field applied at α = 0◦ can be seen, whereas Figure A2
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shows a magnetic field applied at α = 90◦. In both figures, we investigate the radial migrations, Δrpπ

and Δrpθ , in terms of (a) θp, (c) t, and the (b) radial velocities, Urπ and Urθ , and (d) τ in terms of H0.
We see in Figures A1a,c and A2a,c that, in the absence of a magnetic field, there is no radial migration
for Δrpπ = 0 μm but Δrpθ > 0 μm, with radial velocities close to zero and τ = 0.5. Similar to a particle
near the inner curve, even though we see a different velocity profile for a fluid in a curved channel than
in a straight channel, as seen in Figure A5e, the particle results in a zero net migration after one periodic
rotation. From our data, when τ = 0.5, a particle transporting near the lower curve will experience
Δrpπ = 0 μm and Δrpθ < 0 μm, Δrpπ = 0 μm and Δrpθ = 0 μm for a particle transporting in a straight
channel, and Δrpπ = 0 μm and Δrpθ > 0 μm for a particle transporting near the upper curve.

The effects on a particle radial migration by a magnetic field applied at α = 0◦ can be seen
in Figure A1. In some cases, the particles complete more than one periodic rotation but their net radial
migrations, τ values, and radial velocities are different. As an example, we look at the periodic rotations
of the particle for the magnetic field strength H0 = 4000 A/m (diamond symbol) in Figure A1a,c.
We see that the first periodic rotation results in a radial migration towards the channel wall but then
migrates toward the channel center in the second periodic rotation. The triangle symbol in Figure A1b,d
only shows the first periodic rotation but the second periodic rotation can be explained as follows.
Since τ needs to be equal to 0.5 for a zero net migration (near the value with the magnetic field strength
at 2000 A/m [τ = 0.49]), the first periodic rotation for the magnetic field strengths H0 = 3000 A/m
and H0 = 4000 A/m are at τ = 0.47 and τ = 0.42, respectively. The τ values will thus result in
Δrpπ < 0 μm. Therefore, after the second periodic rotation, the τ values are such that Δrpπ < 0 μm or
Δrpπ > 0 μm. A similar conclusion can be made in Figure A1b where the radial velocities for strengths
H0 = 3000 A/m and H0 = 4000 A/m are negative. Thus, Urpπ > 0 μm/s after the second periodic
rotation for H0 = 3000 A/m, but Urpπ < 0 μm/s for H0 = 4000 A/m.

For the overall transportation of the particle in Figure A1b (square symbol) as the magnetic field
increases, Urθ increases and Δrpθ > 0 μm. An additional observation can be made that the particle
near the upper curve radially migrates faster towards the channel center than a particle initially near
the lower curve.

The effects on particle net radial migration by a magnetic field applied at α = 90◦ can be seen
in Figure A2. We notice that in Figure A2a,c the particle radial migration towards the channel center is
greater when a particle is near the upper curve than near the lower curve. The radial velocity, for a
particle near the outer wall under all magnetic field strengths at the channel curve exit (square symbol),
is thus positive and greater than the radial velocity of a particle near the inner wall. Additionally,
we see that, for all magnetic field strengths, the particles radially oscillate towards the channel center
since τ > 0.5 for all magnetic field strengths, as shown in Figure A2d, and the radial velocities are
positive and increasing for Urπ (triangle symbol) and Urθ (square symbol) in Figure A2b.
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Figure A1. Effect of the magnetic field strength when it is applied at α = 0◦ on an elliptical particle
(AR = 4) that is in the upper curve of the channel. The particle is affected by the magnetic field when
its center of mass is approximately at θp = 0. The radial particle-wall distance change of the particle
with respect to (a) θp, and (c) time for, H0 = 0 A/m (solid black line), H0 = 1000 A/m (triangle symbol),
H0 = 2000 A/m (square symbol), H0 = 3000 A/m (circular symbol), H0 = 4000 A/m (diamond
symbol). (b) The radial velocities Urp (triangle symbol) and Urθ (square symbol) are functions of H0.
(d) The dimensionless parameter τ as a function of H0. We see that as τ decreases, the net migration of
the particle decreases.
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Figure A2. Effect of the magnetic field strength when it is applied at α = 90◦ on an elliptical particle
(AR = 4) that is in the upper curve of the channel. The particle is affected by the magnetic field when
its center of mass is approximately at θp = 0. The radial particle-wall distance change of the particle
with respect to (a) θp, and (c) time for, H0 = 0 A/m (solid black line), H0 = 1000 A/m (triangle symbol),
H0 = 2000 A/m (square symbol), H0 = 3000 A/m (circular symbol), H0 = 4000 A/m (diamond
symbol). (b) The radial velocities Urp (triangle symbol) and Urθ (square symbol) are functions of H0.
(d) The dimensionless parameter τ as a function of H0. We see that as τ increases, the net migration of
the particle increases.

Appendix B. Mesh and Time Step Comparison

The accuracy, convergence, and time efficient calculation of our simulation is based on the time
step, number of elements in the computational domain Ω, and the particle surface Γ. To ensure that
the time step and the number of elements are efficient for this paper, we compare them by establishing
a time and grid independent analysis.

The time independence of an elliptical particle in a curved channel was studied for 18, 571 domain
elements and 152 elements on the particle boundary as seen in Table A1 and Figure A3. As shown in
the plot, the numerical results for the time step Δt = 2 × 10−5 s appears to have a large net migration
after one periodic rotation. The time step Δt = 1 × 10−5 s results in a smaller error. The time steps
Δt = 5 × 10−6 s and Δt = 2.5 × 10−6 s have very similar results and have a very small error, therefore
showing that an elliptical particle results in a zero net migration after one periodic rotation, similar
to an elliptical particle in a straight channel. However, the computational time for the latter time
steps are longer than for Δt = 1 × 10−5 s. Thus for accuracy and for computational time for all of our
simulations, we use the time step Δt = 1 × 10−5 s.

With a time step of Δt = 1 × 10−5 s, we compared the simulation results of four different mesh
sizes, in the channel domain and around the particle boundary in a Poiseuille flow and in the absence
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of a uniform magnetic field are shown in Table A2 and Figure A4. As shown in the plot, the numerical
results are efficient enough when the channel domain has 18, 571 elements and when there are 152
elements on the particle surface, compared to the lower elements studied. If we increased the number
of elements, then there would not be too much difference in the accuracy of the calculations in the
simulations. Therefore, in this article, we used 18, 571 elements in the computational domain and
152 elements on the the particle surface, thus giving acceptable accurate results for the particle’s
transportation and rotation.

Table A1. Four time independence analysis for 18, 571 computational domain elements and 152 particle
surface elements.

Time Step for Time Independence Analysis Time Step Δt

Time 1 2 × 10−5 s
Time 2 1 × 10−5 s
Time 3 5 × 10−6 s
Time 4 2.5 × 10−6 s

Figure A3. Time independence analysis for a particle’s radial migration as a function of time for
AR = 4, rp0 = 12 μm, 18, 571 Domain Elements, and 152 Particle Surface Elements. The lines for Time
2, Time 3, and Time 4 are very close, which shows that Time 2 still has a reasonable accuracy and a time
efficient computation compared to Time 3 and Time 4.

Figure A4. Grid independence analysis for a particle’s radial migration as a function of time for AR = 4,
rp0 = 12 μm, and a time step Δt = 1 × 10−5 s. The lines for Mesh 3 and Mesh 4 are very close, which
demonstrates that Mesh 3 still has a reasonable accuracy and a more efficient computational time.
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Table A2. Four meshes for grid independence analysis and for Δt = 1 × 10−5 s.

Mesh for Grid Independence Analysis Domain Elements Particle Surface Elements

Mesh 1 11, 321 56
Mesh 2 14, 020 72
Mesh 3 18, 571 152
Mesh 4 24, 208 256

Appendix C. Particle Dynamics Without a Magnetic Field

In this section, we examine the effect of the particle aspect ratio, AR, average radius of the
channel, Ravg, and initial particle-wall separation distance, rp0, on the particle dynamics in the absence
of a magnetic field. For an elliptical particle in a low Reynolds number and in the presence of a
channel wall, a particle will oscillate towards and away from the wall according to a non-zero lift
velocity perpendicular to the wall as mentioned by Gavze et al. [35]. These oscillatory motions are
caused by some of the forces involved as mentioned by Zhou et al. and the inertia mentioned by
Zhang et al. [25,27]. We define the wall lift force as a consequence of the coupling of the rotation and
translation dynamics of the particle and the particle-wall hydrodynamic interaction. Consequentially,
this force pushes the particle towards the channel center. Conversely, the shear gradient lift force,
mentioned in this paper, is due to the non-linearity of the fluid velocity profile and its interaction with
the particle. As a result this force pushes the particle towards the wall.

For an elliptical particle in a curved channel and in the absence of a magnetic field, whether or not
a particle executes a complete periodic rotation and its net radial migration still needs to be analyzed.
The main difference between a particle in a straight channel and in a curved channel is based on the
velocity profile and the shear rate due to the channel geometries. The shear rate in a straight channel is
applied at the same direction, and its magnitude remains the same so long as the channel width and
geometry are constant. As shown in previous studies, an elliptical particle in a straight channel spends
an equal amount of time in the first half rotation versus the second half rotation, resulting in a zero
net migration [25–27,30]. In a curved channel, the shear rate changes directions with respect to the
curvature of the channel but the particle net migration still needs to be verified.

Figure A5 shows the dynamics of an elliptical particle with AR = 4 initially positioned at
rp0 = 12 μm and φp0 = 43◦ and placed in a channel where the average radius is Ravg = 175 μm.
As seen in Figure A5a, the particle transportation throughout the curved channel results in a radial
migration towards the inner wall, Δrpθ < 0 μm. Similar to previous research articles, we see that,
in Figure A5b, the particle oscillates away from the wall in the first half of its periodic rotation
(0◦ < φ′

p < 90◦) and towards the wall in the second half (90◦ < φ′
p < 180◦), thus keeping the

particle from radially migrating toward the inner channel wall. In Figure A5c, the orientation of the
particle, φ′

p, is a function of the dimensionless time, t/T0, where T0 is the total time for one periodic
rotation. The periodic rotation and the angular velocity, seen in Figure A5d, are symmetric with
respect to φ′

p = 90◦ due to the shear rate. However, even though we have a different channel geometry,
the elliptical particle has a net-zero radial migration. In previous works, τ was defined as the ratio
between the amount of time the particle spends in the first half of its rotation to its second half
[25–27,30]. Thus, a particle with AR = 4 transporting in a channel with Ravg = 175 μm results in
τ = 0.50, and the shear gradient lift force acting on the elliptical particle is equal to the second half
of its rotation as the wall lift force in the first half, resulting in a zero net radial migration. The radial
velocity is also zero, even if we have two different velocity profiles for the curved channel (dashed
line) and straight channels (dotted line), as seen in Figure A5e. The wall distance is described as from
the inner radius to the outer radius for a curved channel and from the bottom wall to the top wall for a
straight channel. We notice that for a straight channel, the velocity profile is symmetric with respect to
the channel center (at 25 μm). For the curved channel, however, the velocity profile is asymmetric and
the maximum velocity of the flow is between the inner wall and the channel center. However, due
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to the low inertia acting on the particle, the fluid velocity profile will continue to result in a zero net
radial migration.
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Figure A5. Translation and rotation of an elliptical particle in the absence of a magnetic field.
The particle has an aspect ratio AR = 4 and the initial radial position is rp0 = 12 μm, whereas
the initial particle direction is φp0 = 43◦ in the beginning of the simulation. The channel’s average
radius is Ravg = 175 μm. The particle-wall distance is studied with respect to its (a) θp position; (b) time,
t, in the curved channel; (c) the evolution of the orientation angle φ′

p with respect to dimensionless time
t/T0; (d) the rotational velocity ωp versus φ′

p; and (e) the velocity profiles for a curved channel (dashed
line) and straight channel (dotted line).

The net migration of an elliptical particle is shown in Figure A6 for particle aspect ratio, AR,
average curve radius, Ravg, and initial radial particle-wall distance rp0. With these different parameters,
we can establish an outcome for the radial migration of an elliptical particle after one periodic rotation
and upon exiting the curved channel.

In Figure A6a,d, we study how the aspect ratio affects the particle dynamics in a curved channel
when rp0 = 12 μm and Ravg = 175 μm. In Figure A6d, as AR increases from 2 to 4, the particle executes
fewer periodic rotations in the curved channel because T0 increases. Consequentially, for all aspect
ratios, Δrpπ = 0 μm, but they radially migrate towards and away from the inner wall at different rates
and the particle completes its π-rotation at different positions inside the curved channel, θp, even
though rp0 is the same for all cases. For example, for AR = 2, the total time for one periodic rotation is
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T0 = 0.064 s, T0 = 0.096 s for AR = 3, and T0 = 0.15s for AR = 4. Likewise, the periodic rotation is
executed earlier in the channel as seen in Figure A6a where θp = 64◦ for AR = 2, θp = 97◦ for AR = 3,
and θp = 149◦ for AR = 4. Upon exiting the curve, Δrpθ = −0.09 μm for AR = 2, Δrpθ = −0.16 μm
for AR = 3, and Δrpθ = −0.023 μm for AR = 4. The particle radial migration velocity throughout the
channel can be observed where a particle with AR = 4 will oscillate towards the wall but its overall
net migration is less than all the other aspect ratios.

In Figure A6b,e, we increase the average radius Ravg, while keeping AR = 4 and rp0 = 12 μm.
For a larger average radius, the particle will complete more periodic rotations since the arc length
has increased. The rotational time, T0, decreases and the net radial migration after one periodic
rotation, Δrpπ , is zero for Ravg = 175 μm and Ravg = 225 μm. We see that in Figure A6e, the particle
cannot execute a full periodic rotation for Ravg = 125 μm (dash line). In Figure A6b, however, as the
particle is exiting the channel curve, Δrpθ increases where Δrpθ = −0.042 μm for Ravg = 125 μm,
Δrpθ = −0.023 μm for Ravg = 175 μm, and Δrpθ = 0.21 μm for Ravg = 225 μm. As the average radius
increases from Ravg = 175 μm to Ravg = 225 μm, T0 decreases, as well as the θp position at the end of
the particle periodic rotation, where θp = 149◦ for Ravg = 175 μm and θp = 109◦ for Ravg = 225 μm.

In Figure A6c,f, rp0 increases from 10 μm to 16 μm, while keeping AR = 4 and Ravg = 175 μm.
We see in Figure A6c that as rp0 increases, T0 also increases since the shear rate is smaller towards
the channel center. The radial migration of the particle, however, will experience a zero net radial
migration when the particle is placed further away. In Figure A6f, as rp0 increases, the particle will
less likely perform a periodic rotation and θp increases at φ′

p = 90◦. For particles initially further
away from the wall, they spend a shorter time in the channel than all other initial positions shown,
but the initial particle-wall distance affects the radial migration of the particle. For all initial positions,
the wall lift force is stronger than the shear lift force; thus, Δrpπ > 0 μm at φ′

p = 90◦ and increases
when rp0 decreases. For rp0 = 12 μm and rp0 = 10 μm, the particle can execute a periodic rotation
due to the larger shear rate. For rp0 = 12 μm, T0 = 0.15s and θp = 149◦ and T0 = 0.14s and θp = 132◦

for rp0 = 10 μm for one periodic rotation. At the exit of the channel curve in Figure A6c, the particle
will most likely radially migrate towards or away from the inner channel wall but at different rates
with Δrpθ = 0.25 μm for rp0 = 10 μm, Δrpθ = −0.023 μm for rp0 = 12 μm, Δrpθ = −0.095 μm for
rp0 = 14 μm, and Δrpθ = 0 μm for rp0 = 16 μm. Therefore, in most cases (except at the channel center),
the particle experiences a net radial migration towards the inner wall.

The behavior of an elliptical particle migration in a curved channel based on AR, Ravg, and rp0 on
Δrpθ , and T0 can thus be explained as follows. When the particle is in an unbounded fluid domain, the
particle freely rotates because there is no inertia acting on the particle [34]. Thus, there is no net lateral
migration. When the channel wall is present, there is a particle-wall hydrodynamic interaction that
increases the resistance on the particle’s rotation [35]. As the particle aspect ratio increases, the periodic
rotation of the particle increases because the particle-wall hydrodynamic interaction is more significant
for larger aspect ratios than for smaller aspect ratios. Therefore, even if the shear lift force is greater
than the wall lift force, a particle with a smaller aspect ratio radially migrates towards and away from
the wall faster than particles with a larger aspect ratio. Next, as the average radius increases, the
particle completes a periodic rotation faster and at a shorter θp. For the first half of its rotation, Δrpπ

from φ′
p = 0◦ to φ′

p = 90◦ increases, indicating that the channel geometry affects the particle dynamics
during its transportation throughout the channel curve. Finally, as rp0 decreases, the wall lift force on
the particle becomes more prominent since the shear rate is also larger near the channel wall. When a
particle is initially placed further away from the inner wall, the shear lift force has a larger impact on
the radial migration except at rp0 = 25 μm. Even though the last two parameters have been studied
for AR = 4, we can make a similar conclusion for AR = 2 and AR = 3.

We can, therefore, make a few conclusions and predictions for an elliptical particle transporting
in a curved channel in the absence of a magnetic field. First, the channel geometry, the particle-wall
separation distance, and the particle aspect ratio are important factors that ultimately affect the rotation,
the radial oscillatory motion, and the overall channel transportation of the particle in a curved channel.
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Second, for a radial oscillatory motion after one periodic rotation, Δrpπ = 0 μm at φ′
p = 180◦, but the

particle-wall distance is positive, Δrpπ > 0 μm, at φ′
p = 90◦. The transportation of the particle

throughout the curved channel is affected since the particle continues to radially oscillate, but the
particle migrates either toward or away from the inner wall. In these cases, the shear lift force may be
equal to the wall lift force and the radial migration depends on the rotational dynamics of the particle.
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Figure A6. Effects of particle aspect ratio, AR, average radii, Ravg, and initial radial position, rp0, values
on the radial particle-wall separation, Δrpπ and Δrpθ , of elliptical particles for the range 0◦ ≤ θp ≤ 180◦

in the absence of a magnetic field. The (a) θp and (d) time dependency on the aspect ratio effect on
the particle’s radial position (rp − rp0): AR = 2 (dash line), AR = 3 (solid line), AR = 4 (dot line).
The initial position is rp0 = 12 μm and the average channel radius is Ravg = 175 μm. The (b) θp and (e)
time dependency on the average radius effect on rp − rp0: Ravg = 125 μm (dash line), Ravg = 175 μm
(solid line), Ravg = 225 μm (dot line). The particle’s aspect ratio and position are AR = 4, rp0 = 12 μm,
and respectively. The (c) θp and (f) time dependency of the particle’s initial radial positions on the
effect on the radial position rp − rp0: rp0 = 10 μm (dash line), rp0 = 12 μm (solid line), rp0 = 14 μm
(dot line), rp0 = 16 μm (dash-dot line). The particle’s aspect ratio and the average channel radius are
AR = 4 and Ravg = 175 μm, respectively. The black dots in (d,e,f) represent the end of the particles’
π rotation.
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Abstract: A pressure resistant and optically accessible deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) device
was designed and microfabricated from silicon and glass for high-throughput fractionation of particles
between 3.0 and 7.0 μm comprising array segments of varying tilt angles with a post size of 5 μm.
The design was supported by computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations using OpenFOAM
software. Simulations indicated a change in the critical particle diameter for fractionation at higher
Reynolds numbers. This was experimentally confirmed by microparticle image velocimetry (μPIV) in
the DLD device with tracer particles of 0.86 μm. At Reynolds numbers above 8 an asymmetric flow
field pattern between posts could be observed. Furthermore, the new DLD device allowed successful
fractionation of 2 μm and 5 μm fluorescent polystyrene particles at Re = 0.5–25.

Keywords: microfluidics; deterministic lateral displacement; Reynolds number; particle image
velocimetry; size-dependent fractionation

1. Introduction

Pharmaceutical drugs with poor water solubility exhibit a size dependent resorption. Therefore,
only a small range of particle sizes is suitable to ensure maximal efficacy of a specific particulate
pharmaceutical drug. During the process of formulation, a uniform size within a narrow size
distribution is sought [1]. Another application of high-throughput microfluidic systems is the
size dependent up-concentration of biological materials that behave as particles [2]. To address
these tasks, different methods have been implemented in microfluidics, such as fractionation in a
spiral microchannel, multi-orifice flow fractionation (MOFF) and deterministic lateral displacement
(DLD) [3,4]. In contrast to spiral channels and MOFF devices, DLD arrays allow separating particles
of small size differences down to 0.3 μm, in specially designed arrays even down to 10 nm, within a
dynamic range of particle sizes around five inside a single array [5,6]. A DLD fractionation device
array consists of an array of tilted microposts with a gap between posts (g), post diameter (d) and
period (N) as illustrated in Figure 1. The period (N), tilt angle (θ) and row shift fraction (ε) are related
as described in Equation (1) [2]. The flow between two posts is divided into a number of streamlines
given by the array period each carrying the same volumetric flow rate. Due to the no slip condition at
the walls and posts, the streamlines next to the posts are wider compared to the streamlines in the
middle between two posts [5]. As long as the particles are smaller than the first streamline (in other
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words: Are below the critical diameter), they will follow this streamline through the array and will
therefore not be displaced. Particles with a diameter higher than this streamline will bump against the
posts, thereby the hydrodynamic center of the particles will change the streamline and the particle
will move in the so-called displacement mode through the array. The critical diameter (Dc) can be
calculated for lower Re using Equation (2) as an empirically founded relation [2]. In standard lower
throughput operation (Re ≤ 1), using spherical particles and cylindrical posts, Dc is only based on the
array geometry such as tilt angle and gap between posts [2,5]. To increase the range of particle sizes
fractionated inside one array, it can be segmented changing either the gap between posts (g) or the tilt
angle (θ) [2,5]. At high throughput (Re > 9) stationary vortices form behind the posts resulting from
inertial forces, which change the fractionation properties [5,7–9].

ε = 1/N = tan (θ) (1)

Dc = 1.4·g·ε 0.48 (2)

 

Figure 1. Illustration of the design parameters for a deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) array,
with gap between posts (g), diameter of posts (d), row shift angle (θ) defining the period and the row
shift fraction, as well as the horizontal and vertical center-to-center distance (Ih and Iv).

In addition to using geometry or flow control, the critical size for fractionation can also be adjusted
by electrokinetic effects such as electrophoresis, electro-osmosis or electrostatic effects based on the ion
concentration of the buffer solution [10,11]. In addition, a stretchable array was fabricated to alter Dc

by mechanical stress applied to the array [12].
High-throughput applications of DLD arrays include the up-concentration of cycling tumor

cells from blood samples whilst removing the blood plasma. For this purpose, stacked arrays of
triangular posts were operated at a flow rate up to 10 ml/min (Re > 40) [13]. In this case, a stable
separation was observed up to higher Reynolds numbers (Re = 40) [13]. Furthermore, the fractionation
characteristics and visualization of flows at higher Reynolds numbers was investigated using 70×
up-scaled arrays with circular posts with a diameter of 0.675 mm [7,8,14]. The flow around the posts
was visualized using 100 μm particles in a range of 2 ≤ Re ≤ 30. With high-speed particle trajectory
recording, stationary vortices behind posts have been observed for Re > 16 [8]. More recently, a study
about miniaturized arrays with a gap between posts (g) of 50 μm and 30 μm, operated up to Re = 50
(g = 50 μm) and Re = 35 (g = 30 μm) has been reported [9]. By means of high-speed trajectory recording
in the smaller array, a shift of the particle positions at the outlets was observed for particles at a
diameter around half of the gap (g = 30 μm, d = 15 μm) explained by emerging vortices behind
the microposts which could not be directly visualized [9]. To minimize the vortices behind posts,
also airfoil shaped posts were investigated [15]. The experimental results using airfoil shaped posts
and circular posts at higher Re were compared to COMSOL multiphysics simulations [9,15]. Up to
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now, all published experimental works in the field of high-throughput DLDs rely on high-speed
particle trajectory recording at the end of the array and observation of the fractionation at the outlets.
The fractionation results are typically compared with simulations using computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) simulations with ANSYS FLUID and STAR-CCM+, based on the Lattice Boltzmann method;
either as a standalone to solve the velocity field or coupled with FEM using the immersed boundary
method to account for fluid–particle interactions [5,14,16–19]. However, up to now, there is no direct
experimental evidence of the asymmetry of the flow velocity distribution induced by vortices behind
the microposts, which would require microparticle image velocimetry (μPIV) inside a DLD array at Re
> 1. μPIV is based on picture evaluation using two frames at a time difference adjusted to the particle
velocity [20]. The flow field results from cross-correlation of consecutive interrogation windows
at identical positions. The amount of details that can be resolved depends on the particle seeding
density [20]. To enable such experiments, we fabricated a pressure stable Si/glass DLD system, with a
transparent lid allowing μPIV and other optical measurements. The array was segmented to allow
fractionation with multiple sizes by changing the tilt angle. Tracer particles must provide sufficient
fluorescent signal for μPIV but must be small enough to follow the flow in vortices forming behind the
posts. For the first time, μPIV measurements in DLD devices at elevated Re with seed particles smaller
than 1 μm could be directly compared with CFD simulations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Segmented DLD Design

To allow a wider range of particle sizes to be fractionated, a segmented array was designed.
Either the gap between posts or the tilt angle can be altered between segments to stepwise increase Dc.
In this work, we focus on the latter, because changing the gap between posts will lead to a non-uniform
fluidic resistance and the segments with a smaller gap could easily clog. We implemented seven
segments each with posts of a constant size d = 5 μm (defined in the lithographic mask as 10 μm)
positioned with a pitch of lH = lV = 20 μm as illustrated in Figure 2. The tilt angle was changed between
the segments according to Table 1 from 1.0◦ up to 6.7◦ to increase Dc in steps of 0.8 μm from 3.0 to
7.5 μm. Each segment is designed to displace the particles by 80 μm. The two buffer inlets in Figure 2
are included to provide a focusing of the inlet sample to a defined start position. The widths of the
inlet channels (wi) are different and the individual flow rates of the syringe pumps have to be adjusted
to achieve uniform lateral flow. Starting from the desired velocity v inside the array in relation to
the simulations, the sum of the flow rates for all three inlet channels Qtot was calculated according to
Equation (3). For the calculation, the height (h) and width of the complete array, which is not covered
by posts (warr), is taken into account. Therefore, the ratio of the horizontal center-to-center distance (lh)
and the gap between posts (g) was used to define the free width of the complete array (w = 730 μm).
The individual volume flow rate for the individual inlet channel Qi results from the sum of all inlet
channel widths and the individual width wi according to Equation (4) for uniform lateral flow without
secondary flows perpendicular to the main flow.

Qtot = v·A = v·warr·h = v·730 μm· g
lh
·h (3)

Qi =
Qtot·wi∑

wi, j
(4)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the segmented array. The sketch is not to scale and in the real device, there is
no gap between segments. The expected particle sizes in each outlet are as follows. Out 1: 0 μm
(non-displaced) to 3 μm, Out 2: 3.8–5.3 μm, Out 3: > 6.0 μm.

Table 1. Variables within each segment to allow 80 μm displacement, tilt angle, length of each segment
and resulting critical particle size for fractionation.

Segment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tilt Angle [◦] 1 1.6 2.3 3.2 4.2 5.4 6.7
Length [mm] 4.62 2.90 1.98 1.44 1.08 0.86 0.68

Dc 3.0 3.8 4.5 5.3 6.0 6.8 7.5

2.2. Fabrication of the DLD Devices

In order to allow for high throughput, the arrays were made of silicon and glass, sealed by
anodic bonding as described earlier [21] to resist high pressures. The microfabrication steps for high
pressure DLD devices are illustrated in Figure 3. The microstructures for the post arrays and fluidic
channels are transferred into photoresist by photolithography before dry etching the silicon in a Bosch
process (using STS Multiplex ICP, Surface Technology Systems, Newport, UK) to a depth of 20 μm.
Figure 4a shows the scanning electron micrograph of a single post. The fluidic vias in silicon for fluidic
connections were fabricated using a fs-laser induced plasma cutting process that can produce almost
perpendicular via sidewalls [22]. The wafer was placed inside a holder and immersed in a constant
water flow to generate a moving thin water film on top of the surface to facilitate plasma agitation and
heat transport. Before cutting, the arrays were covered with a photoresist to prevent destruction of
the microposts and uptake of particles generated by laser cutting. A scanning electron micrograph
(Figure 4b) shows a fluidic via with a sidewall angle of 88◦. To lower agglomeration around posts
and improve the filling of the device, a 200 nm PECVD (plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
using STS 310 PC from STS instruments) oxide layer was applied which lowers the surface tension.
The arrays were finally sealed using anodic bonding at increased voltage (700 V instead of the typically
used 400 V) to allow a strong bond even in the presence of the insulating oxide layer.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the microfabrication steps for a Si/glass DLD array. The steps are:
1. Photolithographic structuring of the resist for micropost arrays and connection channels; 2. Dry
etching of silicon (Bosch Process); 3. Stripping of the resist; 4. Filling of the arrays with resist,
structuring the resist for fluidic vias; 5. Fs-laser cutting of the vias; 6. Stripping the resist; 7. Deposition
of 200 nm oxide layer; 8. Anodic bonding of glass and silicon.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs showing the post arrays and fluidic connections. (a) Detailed
view of the micropost array showing the tapered profile. (b) Via for fluidic connections created by
fs-laser induced plasma cutting.

To further analyze the dimensions of an array used in μPIV measurements in detail, we broke
one of the used arrays with a diamond pen to define the breaking point. A SEM micrograph of two
posts is depicted in Figure 4a and shows the tapered shape of a single post (dmin = 3.59 ± 0.33 μm;
dmax = 6.56 ± 0.43 μm; davg = 5.08 ± 1.54 μm and h = 19 μm). In the further considerations, we therefore
assumed an averaged post diameter of d = 5 μm, which leads to a gap of g = 15 μm and a height
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of h = 19 μm. Figure 4b shows defects at the bottom of the vias after laser induced plasma cutting.
These are a result of the non-uniform resist coating caused by the hydrophobic nature of the photoresist.

2.3. Flow Control Setup

As described in Section 2.1, the array is fed using three inlet channels, which were connected
to three NEMESYS syringe pumps. Inlet 1 was connected to a mid-pressure pump equipped with a
10 mL stainless steel syringe. The two low-pressure modules for inlets 2 and 3 feeding the sample and
smaller buffer channels were each equipped with a 2.5 mL glass syringe. The DLD chip was placed
between an aluminum plate (for fixation) and a PMMA holder (with fluidic inlets) to connect the array
using standard high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) connectors.

Table 2 shows the flow rates in the experiments (Q1, . . . , Q3) and the resulting average velocities
in the inlets (vin) which are equal for all inlets thus avoiding secondary flows perpendicular to main
flow direction. Furthermore, in Table 2 the average velocity inside the array (varr) as well as the
estimated Reynolds number (Re) is shown. The inlet velocity inside the inlet channels was calculated
according to Equation (5) using Qtot, the height of the array (h) and the sum of the widths of the inlet
channels (wi,1 + wi,2 + wi,3) as described in Section 2.1. varr was calculated according to Equation (6).
The effective width of the array not covered by posts is given as warr. Therefore, the designed width
of the complete array (w = 730 μm) was multiplied with the ratio of the horizontal center-to-center
distance of the posts (Ih) and the gap between the posts (g). The Reynolds number was calculated,
using varr and standard values for water at 25 ◦C for the density (ρ = 1000 kg/m3) and viscosity
(η = 10−3 Pa·s) according to Equation (7). The hydrodynamic length was taken as the gap between
the posts.

For particle fractionation experiments at different Reynolds numbers, 2 μm and 4 μm fluorescent
green labeled polystyrene particles (exc. 470 nm, emm. 505 nm, FluoroGreen Thermo Scientific,
bought via Distrilab Particle Technology, Leusden, The Netherlands) were suspended in a 1% (w/v)
Pluronic F-127 solution and injected through the sample inlet.

vin =
Qtot

h·win
=

Q1 + Q2 + Q3

h·(wi,1 + wi,2 + wi,3)
(5)

varr =
Qtot

h·warr
=

Qtot

h·730 μm·g/Ih
(6)

Re =
ρ·varr·g
η

(7)

Table 2. Input flow rates and velocities in the inlet channels and between the post and Reynolds number.

Q1: Buffer 1 Q2: Sample 1 Q3: Buffer 1 Vin
2 Vpost

2 Re

20.01 8.30 146.89 0.194 0.25 3.87
40.02 16.59 293.79 0.387 0.51 7.62
100.04 41.48 734.47 0.968 1.27 19.05
160.07 66.37 1175.16 1.549 2.03 30.48

1 All Flow rates in μL/min. 2 All velocities in m/s.

2.4. μPIV Setup

μPIV measurements were performed utilizing an upright EPI-fluorescence microscope
(Nikon Eclipse LV100) with an objective lens of M = 50 magnification and a numerical aperture
of NA = 0.6 (50× Nikon CFI60 TU Plan Epi ELWD, Nikon, Düsseldorf, Germany) leading to a
correlation depth of 7.03 μm according to the calculation described by Olsen and Adrian [23].
Since μPIV measurements utilize volume illumination, the fluorescence signal of defocused particles
has a contribution to the cross-correlation result. The correlation depth indicates the distance relative
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to the focal plane at which this contribution occurs and is therefore a measure for the spatial averaging
of the velocity field along the channel height [20,23]. Images are recorded with a double-frame
CCD camera (LaVision Imager pro SX, LaVision GmbH, Göttingen, Germany). Laser and camera
are triggered and monitored with the commercial software DaVis 8.4 (LaVision GmbH, Göttingen,
Germany). The camera has a resolution of 2058 pixel (px) × 2456 px, which results in a field of view of
0.227 mm × 0.190 mm. The minimal size of tracer particles for PIV measurements is limited because
sufficient light from the particle has to reach the camera. Fluorescent (emm. 532 nm, exc. 605 nm)
polystyrene particles of 0.86 μm ± 0.04 μm in diameter (Fluoro-Max R900 from Thermo Scientific) were
still providing sufficient light. Prior to injecting, particles were suspended in the carrier fluid, which is
a mixture of water and 1% (w/v) Pluronic F-127. Before injecting particle suspensions, the array was
flushed for 30 min with the carrier fluid. Tracer particles are excited by the beam of a double-pulsed,
dual-cavity Nd:YAG laser (Litron Nano S 65-15 PIV, Litron Lasers, Rugby, UK, emm. 532 nm), which is
coupled into the microscope. Images for μPIV measurements were taken using the double frame
exposure mode with a short time interval (dt) between dt = 0.6 μs and 50 μs depending on the flow
rate. The time interval was manually set to ensure a particle shift between the double frames of
~10 px. Double frame images ware taken at a rate of 6.5 fps. Image processing steps applied to the
raw fluorescence image are depicted in Figure 5. Image processing (tools provided by DaVis 8.4) is
used to isolate the particle fluorescence from background noise of the camera. Furthermore, stationary
agglomerations around posts were removed before vector evaluation. Background noise was further
reduced by subtracting the sliding Gaussian average of 19 frames. Second, the salt and pepper noise
was reduced using a band pass filter removing everything below 5 px and above 12 px isolating the
particle size signal which is in the range of 7 to 11 px. To completely isolate the particle signal, it was
necessary to set all intensities below a defined value (3 counts) as provided by the software, to zero,
as illustrated in Figure 5b. In a next step, the areas with posts obtained from white light images were
manually masked out.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Illustration of the image processing steps (example image taken for Re = 7.62): (a) The
raw camera fluorescence image. In the center of the image, the brightness level slightly but abruptly
changes, which is an artifact induced by the camera technology and does not cause problems with
the image correlation procedures. (b) Image after post processing. (c) Image with post areas masked.
(d) The final μPIV result of the measurement set consisting of 1500 frames. All Images show precisely
the same area.
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Vector calculation is achieved using the shift of a correlation peak inside interrogation windows
in two subsequent images, as described elsewhere [20]. In this work, we chose a so-called multi-pass
procedure with calculation passes using each a different interrogation window size and start position.
For the first pass, the interrogation window (96 px × 96 px) covered the size of a micropost to get
a first fast overview. The interrogation windows of the second and third pass was chosen to be at
32 px, to resolve details around the posts. Between the second and third pass, the start position of the
interrogation windows was changed. Each measurement contained 1500 images and was evaluated
using the sequential sum of correlation, as provided by the software, which summarizes the average
of all cross-correlation results in the correlation plane to compensate for the relatively low particle
seeding density.

2.5. Simulation

Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations were performed using the open-source software
package OpenFOAM. The simulations were carried out in a three-dimensional fragment of the
microsystem, consisting of seven post rows with three posts per row at a height of 21 μm (Figure 6).
The microposts have a conical shape with a diameter of 6.5 μm at the top and 3.5 μm at the bottom.
Density (ρ) and kinematic viscosity (ν) of the Newtonian fluid were assumed as ρ = 1 g/cm3 and
ν = 0.01 cm2/s respectively. Fluid flow is achieved by defining an inlet velocity and a pressure drop
in the x-axis direction. The inlet velocities vinlet (free approaching flow) were calculated according
to Equation (8) by multiplying the average velocity v between posts by the ratio of the gap g to the
center-to-center distance Ih.

vinlet = v· g
Ih

(8)

Inlet velocities are listed with their corresponding Reynolds numbers in Table 3. In order to
obtain uniform velocity profiles normal to the flow direction (y-axis), cyclic boundary conditions were
assigned to the upper and lower patches. Because of the pressure drop it was not possible to define
cyclic boundary conditions in x-axis direction. This problem was solved by using a function that
maps the fully developed velocity profile, which is generated at the outlet, to the inlet patch. In z
direction, no-slip boundary conditions were assumed. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved using
the PISO algorithm which has the ability to solve transient, incompressible flows. The reason for using
this transient solver is that it is also used in the CFD-DEM (computational fluid dynamics-discrete
element method) coupling, in order not to get differences in the flow field due to a solver change when
introducing particles into the system. The flow field was discretized using Finite Volume Discretization.
A laminar flow was assumed. The time step was chosen small enough that a Courant number of 0.5
was not exceeded. The calculation period was sufficient for the flow to fully develop and not change
over time. At the velocities given here, the state of the flow field remains in the stationary range.

As a post-processing step, velocity and vector fields at the middle-z-position of the channel were
visualized using the software ParaView. Since the correlation depth in the μPIV measurements was
7.03 μm, a layer of the simulation domain with a thickness of 7 μm with layer center at z = 0 (being the
middle position in the channel) was cut and averaged over the layer thickness to enable a comparison
to experimental results. For Re = 1.52 this process was repeated for different z-positions in 2.5 μm steps
in order to compare the flow profile over the height of the microsystem. For getting the maximum
velocities, the global maximum of these averaged layers was determined. For the average velocities
between the posts, the mean value of the velocity profile between two adjacent posts was taken.
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Figure 6. Simulation domain with tapered microposts (dimensions in 10−2 m).

Table 3. Inlet velocities at different Reynolds numbers.

Vin (cm/s) 3.8 7.6 19.0 38.1 57.1 76.2 95.2 114.3 133.3 152.4 175.0 200.0 225.0 250.0

Re 0.76 1.52 3.81 7.62 11.43 15.24 19.05 22.86 26.67 30.48 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulations

The wake behind the posts observed in the simulations was compared for different Reynolds
numbers. The flow around the DLD microposts can be compared to the flow around a cylinder,
which has often been investigated in the literature [24,25]. However, adjacent microposts can also
influence the flow. In literature, attached flow behind a cylinder was proven for Re < 5, while for
larger Re up to 40 a fixed pair of vortices was detected [24]. With further increase in Reynolds number,
it was found that the vortices became unstable and began to detach alternately (Karman vortex street).
The transition range to turbulence is 150 ≤ Re < 300 [24]. Considering the flow around the posts in the
microsystem, a similar behavior can be observed. Whilst at Reynolds number up to Re = 1 the wake
behind the posts is nearly symmetrical to the stagnation point flow in front of the posts, with growing
Reynolds numbers the wake elongates which is expressed in a growing asymmetry (when mirrored
with the flow in front of the posts) as shown in Figure 7. The relative velocities in different z-planes
did not change during the simulation of tapered posts and are therefore not displayed. At Reynolds
numbers of about 50 the wake of the trailing edge passes almost directly into the leading edge flow of
the following post. This means that the microsystem is continuously traversed along the direction of
flow by lines in which the fluid and thus the particle velocity is strongly decelerated. Vector fields
show that at Reynolds numbers up to around 1 the fluid stream splits up in front of the posts and
flows back together directly behind the posts (Figure 8a). At Reynolds numbers around 20, a static
vortex begins to form behind the posts, which grows with the Reynolds number and causes a stall
(Figure 8b–d). The flow remains stationary at Re ≤ 50 and no vortex shedding was observed.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Simulations show emerging asymmetric flow between posts at different Reynolds numbers.
The direction of flow is from left to right. Color scales refer to the velocity magnitude. (a) Re = 0.76,
(b) Re = 7.63, (c) Re = 22.86, (d) Re = 50.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Simulated vector fields between posts at different Reynolds numbers. Static vortices begin to
arise with a growing Reynolds number. Color scales refer to the velocity magnitude. The direction of
flow is from left to right. (a) Re = 0.76, (b) Re = 26.67, (c) Re = 35, (d) Re = 50.

3.2. Comparison between Simulations and μPIV Results

The simulation results for different Reynolds numbers were compared to the μPIV results
at position z = 0 (Figures 9–13). For each μPIV measurement, a white light image was taken to
obtain the position of the microposts. Therefore, the posts were manually marked and masked out.
Asymmetries between the area in front of the post and behind the post appear in the simulations as well
as in the experiments at Re > 1. These asymmetries grow with increasing Reynolds number, which is
especially visible in the simulations. At Reynolds numbers up to around 10, the simulation velocity
fields resemble the μPIV results. At higher Reynolds numbers, a difference is notable between μPIV and
simulations (see the color code in Figures 11–13). The μPIV velocities are slightly lower when compared
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to the ones obtained in the simulations. In addition, the flow asymmetries in Figures 12 and 13 are
difficult to detect. Therefore, we have highlighted the differences before and after the posts. It is
possible that vortices form also in z-direction, but our measurement equipment is not capable to
detect vorticities along the channel height. The maximum and average velocities in flow direction
at the median z layer between posts that are direct neighbors in y direction (perpendicular to the
flow direction) as obtained from μPIV experiments and from CFD simulations are shown in Figure 14.
The velocities obtained in the simulations linearly increase with the Reynolds number but the velocities
from μPIV are slightly lower at Reynolds numbers higher than 15. We assume that the major reasons
for the deviations are agglomerations of particles around posts in sections of the array located outside
the field of view, which could not be monitored simultaneously. Other sources of deviation could be
slight variations in the masking during post-processing of μPIV measurements that affect the average
velocities between posts. Furthermore, the average velocity from the simulation is obtained inside a
7.03 μm thick layer at the median z-position, in which posts are assumed with perpendicular sidewalls
and gaps are therefore constant. The layer thickness was adjusted to the experimental correlation
length of 7.03 μm. The real silicon microposts are tapered, as could be seen in the SEM micrographs,
we expect a varying gap and flow velocities changing with depth.

 

Figure 9. Microparticle image velocimetry (μPIV) measurements (left) compared to simulations (right)
showing the velocity field around posts at Re = 7.62. The direction of flow is from left to right, the pitch
between the posts is 20 μm at a time difference between double frames of dt = 3 μs.

Figure 10. μPIV measurements (left) compared to simulations (right) showing the velocity field around
posts at Re = 11.43. The direction of flow is from left to right, the pitch between the posts is 20 μm and
the time difference between double frames is dt = 1 μs.
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Figure 11. μPIV measurements (left) compared to simulations (right) showing the velocity field around
posts at Re = 15.24. The direction of flow is from left to right, the pitch between the posts is 20 μm
and the time difference between double frames is dt = 1 μs. The μPIV measurements do not attain the
maximum velocities achieved by the simulations.

 

Figure 12. μPIV measurements (left) compared to simulations (right) showing the velocity field around
posts at Re = 19.05. The direction of flow is from left to right and the pitch between the posts is 20 μm
and the time difference between double frames is dt = 0.8 μs. For a better highlighting of the asymmetry,
two arrows are inserted into the picture. The velocity before the post is higher (arrow 1) than the
velocity after the post (arrow 2). Furthermore, the μPIV measurements do not attain the maximum
velocities achieved by the simulations.
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Figure 13. μPIV measurements (left) compared to simulations (right) showing the velocity field around
posts at Re = 30.48. The direction of flow is from left to right and the pitch between the posts is 20 μm
and the time difference between double frames is Δt = 0.6 μs. For a better highlighting of the asymmetry,
two arrows are inserted into the picture. The velocity before the post is higher (arrow 1) than the
velocity after the post (arrow 2). Furthermore, the μPIV measurements do not attain the maximum
velocities achieved by the simulations.

To gain information about the flow profile along the z-direction, we conductedμPIV measurements
at different z-positions in the area between neighboring posts. Five areas between posts were manually
selected in which the average and maximum velocities were calculated for different z-heights and
compared to the simulation of tapered posts. The resulting parabolic flow profiles at Re = 1.52 are
depicted in Figure 15. It is notable that the velocity maximum in the μPIV experiments is shifted
2.5–5 μm in direction of the top cover of the microsystem. Since the posts are tapered as shown
in Figure 4a, deviations of the velocity maximum value and the maximum position between μPIV
and simulation scan be explained by the height dependent gap between the posts. The channel
bottom position (z = −10) was obtained by focusing particles after allowing them to settle for 30 min
(density particles 1.05 g/cm3, density water 1 g/cm3). We believe that the velocity shift and higher
values of maximal velocities are caused by the tapered profile of the posts, which leads to a changed
partial pressure along the z-direction of the array. The flow counteracts the pressure and thereby the
velocity is modified in comparison to the simulation.

Figure 14. Velocities (maximum and average between posts) depending on Reynolds number at
median z layer. The simulation data shows a linear correlation between Reynolds number and both
maximum and average velocity. The μPIV data, however, show that velocities do not continue to grow
in proportion at Reynolds numbers higher than 15.
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Figure 15. Maximum and averaged velocities at Re = 1.52 between neighboring posts obtained by μPIV
and simulations for varied focal depth (z-axis within the array). For this evaluation, for every layer,
four rectangle areas between posts were chosen out of the μPIV velocity fields and the velocity maxima
and mean values of these four areas were averaged.

3.3. Fractionation Results

Due to the emerging and growing wake behind the microposts at higher Re, the fractionation
behavior of an array will change compared to an operation at lower Re. Therefore, particles at a size of
2 μm and 4.8 μm were fed through the sample inlet channel of the array. The fractionation behavior
was observed at different Re (Re = 0.5–25). Due to the design of the array (see also Table 1), we expect
the 2 μm particles not to be displaced and therefore remain at the inlet position. Whereas the 4.8 μm
particles would be displaced until Section 3 (120 μm wider compared to 2 μm particles) and reach a
position at the end of outlet 1 and the beginning of outlet 2. At higher Reynolds numbers, we expect
an increase in particle size for each segment caused by the asymmetric flow behind the posts as shown
by our PIV measurement and by Dincau et al. [8]. Therefore, the 4.8 μm particles should be displaced
further at higher Re until they reach outlet 3. Figure 16 shows the sum of 200 consecutive video frames
at different Reynolds numbers overlaid with the white light background. The images were taken at 20×
magnification. The white dots around the posts in Figure 16 are caused by spontaneous agglomeration
around the microposts in individual frames. The probability of bigger particles agglomerating around
microposts is lower, therefore posts appear less decorated by particle agglomeration in the fluorescence
image. The smaller particles were not visibly affected by the increase of Reynolds numbers and thus
remained in Outlet 1. Due to the fluorescence label of the particles, a DLS (Dynamic Light Scattering)
measurement of the different outlets was not possible. However, it is visible that the 4.8 μm particles
were strongly affected for Re > 10, increasing the displacement until they reach outlet 3 at Re = 25.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 16. Overlay of 200 video frames with the white light image of the DLD chip areas showing the
fractionation position at the end of the array as obtained with fluorescent particles at a size of 2 μm and
4.8 μm for different velocities (Reynolds numbers). (a) Re = 0.5; (b) Re = 10; (c) Re = 15; (d) Re = 25.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, we successfully designed and fabricated a DLD array consisting of 7 segments to
allow fractionation of particles in sub-micrometer steps by changing the tilt angle with a constant gap
between the posts. In order to enable operation at higher Re, pressure stable systems were realized
using processes of dry etching and anodic silicon to glass bonding. CFD simulations predicted growing
wakes behind microposts (asymmetric flow) at Re > 1. The flow field asymmetry was confirmed for
the first time with μPIV measurements using 0.86 μm fluorescent polystyrene particles. The influence
of the wakes on particle fractionation was demonstrated using particles at a size of 2 μm and 4.8 μm,
which were displaced to slightly different positions at higher Re. This confirms that Dc is not only based
on array geometry, but can also be influenced by flow velocity The obtained results will be important to
understand and optimize high-throughput fractionation using pressure stable DLD devices, which may
find interesting applications in post processing of pharmaceutical particulate formulations.
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Abstract: An experimentally validated mathematical model of a microfluidic device with
nozzle-shaped electrode configuration for realizing dielectrophoresis based 3D-focusing is presented
in the article. Two right-triangle shaped electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces make up the
nozzle-shaped electrode configuration. The mathematical model consists of equations describing
the motion of microparticles as well as profiles of electric potential, electric field, and fluid flow
inside the microchannel. The influence of forces associated with inertia, gravity, drag, virtual
mass, dielectrophoresis, and buoyancy are taken into account in the model. The performance
of the microfluidic device is quantified in terms of horizontal and vertical focusing parameters.
The influence of operating parameters, such as applied electric potential and volumetric flow rate,
as well as geometric parameters, such as electrode dimensions and microchannel dimensions,
are analyzed using the model. The performance of the microfluidic device enhances with an increase
in applied electric potential and reduction in volumetric flow rate. Additionally, the performance of
the microfluidic device improves with reduction in microchannel height and increase in microparticle
radius while degrading with increase in reduction in electrode length and width. The model is of
great benefit as it allows for generating working designs of the proposed microfluidic device with the
desired performance metrics.

Keywords: dielectrophoresis; focusing; microchannel; microfluidics; microparticles; modeling

1. Introduction

Microfluidic devices employ channels with hydraulic diameters smaller than 1 mm and this brings
about certain advantages such as low sample and reagent requirement, small footprint, portability,
and low power consumption [1,2]. Microfluidic devices are used for several applications including
type- and size-based separation of microparticles [3]. For achieving separation, it is important to
investigate the characteristics of each microparticle and subsequently move it to the appropriate
group. This requires arranging randomly dispersed microparticles in an orderly fashion. Conventional
biomedical devices such as flow cytometers (separating and counting of cells) and Coulter counters
(counting of cells) are being miniaturized to avail several of the aforementioned benefits [4,5]. For these
devices to function efficiently, it is important that cells pass through the sensing zone of the same
individually, i.e., arrangement of randomly dispersed cells in an orderly fashion. Arranging of
randomly dispersed microparticles is referred to as focusing [6]. Three-dimensional (3D) focusing
refers to arranging randomly ordered microparticles in a single file. Several non-invasive actuation
forces, including dielectrophoresis (DEP), are employed in microfluidic devices for 3D-focusing [6].
DEP refers to the movement of dielectric microparticles, suspended in an electrically conductive
medium when subjected to a non-uniform electric field [7]. When the movement of the microparticle is
towards the maxima of the electric field then, DEP is referred to as a positive-DEP (pDEP). On the
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other hand, DEP is referred to as negative-DEP (nDEP) when the movement of the microparticles is
towards the minima of the electric field [7]. Employing DEP in microfluidic devices requires neither
sheath flow nor specialized wafers and these represent the merits of DEP over other types of actuation
forces. Additionally, DEP scales well with miniaturization, i.e., the electric field required for realizing
DEP can be achieved with low voltages. The time averaged magnitude of the force associated with
DEP is provided in Equation (1) [7].

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
FDEP,x

FDEP,y

FDEP,z

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = 2πεmr3
pRe[ fCM]
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∂
∂x
∂
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∂
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The real part of the Clausius–Mossotti factor (f CM) is dependent on the permittivity and
conductivity of the medium and microparticle as shown in Equation (2); Equation (3) presents
the relationship of conductivity of microparticle to its bulk and surface conductivities [8]. The polarity
of Re[fCM] determines whether a microparticle will experience pDEP or nDEP; when Re[fCM] is positive,
then the microparticle will experience pDEP and if Re[fCM] is negative, then the microparticle will
experience nDEP.
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ω2(
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)2
+
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(3)

It can be noticed from Equation (2) that as ω→ 0, εm and εp do not influence Re[fCM]. On the other
hand, the influence of σm and σp on Re[f CM] is non-existent as ω→∞. Re[fCM] of microparticles such as
polystyrene, latex, and silica microparticles is positive and negative as ω→0 and ω→∞, respectively.
In most microfluidic devices, the electrodes are located near the sidewalls and it is desired to 3D focus
microparticles at the center of the microchannel; for this, it is necessary to subject microparticles to
nDEP which in turn requires operating the microfluidic device at high operating frequency. Figure 1
provides the variation of Re[fCM] with operating frequency with respect to the radius and conductivity
of the medium for polystyrene (εp = 2.55εo F/m, ρp = 1055 kg/m3, σbulk,p = 0, and Ks,p = 2.85 × 10−9

S) and silica microparticles (εp = 3.8εo F/m, ρp = 2000 kg/m3, σbulk,p = 0, and Ks,p = 0.82 × 10−9 S) [8].
Figure 1 reveals that these microparticles experience nDEP at high operating frequencies as mentioned
earlier. Additionally, it can be noticed that these microparticles experience nDEP at high operating
frequencies irrespective of the conductivity of the medium; this implies that the performance of any
microfluidic device that employs nDEP for purposes of focusing is independent of the conductivity of
the medium.

Figure 2 shows the microfluidic device analyzed in this article. The electrode configuration
consists of two electrodes on the top surface and two electrodes on the bottom surface; all electrodes
are right-triangle shaped and each electrode on the top surface aligns with a similar electrode on
the bottom surface. For this electrode configuration, the minima of the gradient of the electric field
is located at the center of the microchannel. Thus, any microparticle subjected to nDEP using the
electrode configuration shown in Figure 2 will be pushed towards the center of the microchannel
thereby achieving 3D-focusing of microparticles; the electrode configuration functions like a nozzle
with regard to the movement of microparticles.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Variation of Re[fCM] with frequency for (a) polystyrene and (b) silica microparticles.

   
(a) (b) (b) 

Figure 2. Schematic of the electrode configuration for dielectrophoresis (DEP)-based three dimensional
(3D) focusing analyzed in this article (a) perspective view, (b) top view, and (c) side view.

Figure 3 depicts the top view of the trajectory of a typical microparticle along with the prominent
forces acting on it inside the microfluidic device. In the regions away from the electrodes, the prominent
force acting on the microparticle is that due to drag while in the regions near the electrodes, the prominent
forces acting on the microparticle are those associated with drag and nDEP. In the presence of all forces,
it is important that the microparticle is subjected to nDEP force for sufficient duration to be deflected
along the desired path.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the top-view of the trajectory of microparticle.

Regarding the electrode configuration shown in Figure 2, the starting width of the electrodes is
zero and this allows for focusing microparticles that are originally located very close to the sidewalls;
this is the primary merit of the proposed electrode configuration. Holmes et al. [9] previously
showed that microfluidic device employing electrodes with non-zero starting width might not always
focus microparticles that start from regions close to the sidewalls. Moreover, the chip-to-world
electrical connection is easier for this electrode configuration compared with the electrode configuration
consisting of multiple finite-sized interdigitated transducer (IDT) electrode pairs [10]. Additionally it
is possible to apply nDEP over a greater length with the electrode configuration in Figure 1 compared
with finite-sized IDT electrodes pairs. The ability to apply nDEP over a greater length allows for either
handling greater throughput for a specific applied electric potential or reducing the applied electric
potential for a specific throughput [10]. The proposed electrode configuration can be incorporated
along with other phenomena, such as acoustophoresis, magnetophoresis, and inertial microfluidics,
as required in the same microfluidic device [11–13].

Researchers have developed DEP based microfluidic devices for 3D-focusing of microparticles.
Morgan et al. [14] modeled and built a microfluidic device, with two planar electrodes each on the
top and bottom surfaces of the microchannel, for purposes of 3D-focusing. Each planar electrode
has an upstream curved section and a downstream rectangular section. The four curved sections
function together to direct all microparticles, by subjecting them to nDEP, to the central region of
the microfluidic device between the four rectangular sections. Subsequently, the microparticles are
subjected to nDEP by the rectangular section of the electrodes to 3D-focus them at the center of
the microchannel. Yu et al. [15] created a microfluidic device with interdigitated transducer (IDT)
electrodes, running over the entire circumference of a circular microchannel, for 3D-focusing of a
microparticle. In this microfluidic device, an electric field is established between every electrode
and its two neighboring electrodes. The minima of the gradient of the electric field is at the center
of the microchannel due to which microparticles subjected to nDEP are focused at the center of the
microchannel. Holmes et al. [9] constructed a microfluidic device with two pairs of trapezoid-shaped
electrodes. Electrodes of each pair protrude into the microchannel from the sides; one electrode of a
pair is located on the top surface and aligns with the other electrode, of the same pair, located on the
bottom surface. In this device, microparticles experience nDEP in the vertical and horizontal directions
to focus the same at the center of the microchannel. Alnaimat et al. [10] developed the mathematical
model of a microfluidic device with multiple pairs of IDT electrodes on both sides of the bottom surface
of the microchannel for DEP-based 3D-focusing. The analyzed microfluidic device can 3D-focus
microparticles at any lateral location along the width of the microchannel; for equal applied voltages,
the microparticle is focused at the center of the microchannel and for unequal applied voltages the
microparticle is focused at locations other than the center of the microchannel. Alnaimat et al. [16] also
modeled a microfluidic device with two continuous electrodes each on the top and bottom surfaces
of the microchannel; the electrodes on each side formed a pair. The minima of the gradient of the
electric field is located at the center of the microchannel when both pairs of electrodes have equal
applied voltages, thereby allowing for 3D-focusing of microparticles at the same. On the other hand,
for unequal applied voltages the minima of the gradient of the electric field is located away from the
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center of the microchannel thereby allowing 3D-focusing microparticles at locations other than the
center of the microchannel, specifically at the location of the minimum gradient of electric field.

Several electrode configurations have been developed in the past for DEP-based focusing [4];
however, most do not work well for microparticles very close to the sidewalls and can handle only low
throughout. As already detailed, the electrode configuration presented in this article can overcome
these drawbacks. Regarding the model developed in this article, it is a dynamic model, thereby
allowing for determining the axial distance as well as duration required for reaching steady state
conditions unlike static models. Knowledge of the axial distance required for reaching steady state
dictates the actual size of the microfluidic device.

2. Theoretical Model

The model corresponding to the microfluidic device shown in Figure 2 is developed in this
section. The purpose of the model is to calculate the trajectory of the microparticle in the microfluidic
device and in turn determine the vertical and horizontal focusing parameters. The trajectory of the
microparticle is described by Equation (4); it is based on Newton’s 2nd law and relates the acceleration
of the microparticle to the net external force acting on the microparticle. External forces acting on the
microparticle are drag, gravity, virtual mass, buoyancy, and DEP [10,16,17].
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The initial conditions associated with the Equation (4) include the initial displacements and
velocities as represented in Equations (5) and (6), respectively [10,16,17]. The microparticle can occupy
any location along the cross-section of the microchannel at the start of the electrode configuration and
this is presented in Equation (5). Moreover, it is medium that is dragging the microparticle to the start
of the electrode configuration due to which the velocity of the microparticle at the start of the electrode
configuration is same as that of the medium as shown in Equation (6).
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From Equation (4) it is evident that information on the electric field and velocity of the medium are
required for solving the same. The information on electric field can be determined only if information
on electric potential inside the microchannel is available. Information on electric potential inside
the microchannel will be available upon solving Equation (7). Afterwards, solving Equation (8) will
provide information on electric field inside the microchannel [10,16,17].(

∂2

∂x2 +
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)
V = 0 (7)
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The boundary conditions associated with Equation (7) include applied electric potential on the
electrodes and electrical insulation elsewhere. All governing equations, i.e., Equations (4), (7) and
(8), are numerically solved. The finite difference method (FDM) is used for solving Equations (4)
and (7). For implementing FDM, second order central difference scheme replaces the first order
differential term of Equation (4) while the second order central difference scheme of Equations (4)
and (7) replaces second order central differential term. In order to evaluate the electric field, the first
order differential terms of Equation (8) are replaced by second order difference schemes. The time
step for Equation (4) is held at 0.00001 s. The node-to-node distance in the x-and z-directions are set at
25 μm and 1 μm, respectively. The node-to-node distance in the y-direction is determined based on
the node-to-node in the x-direction and the electrode dimensions; this approach allows for having a
structured grid inside the computational domain even though the electrode has a triangular shape.
The details of implementing FDM to solve Equations (7) and (8) can be found in Alnaimat et al. [10,16]
and Mathew et al. [17]. The implementation of FDM in Equation (4) and its subsequent rearrangement
results in Equation (9) which can be used for finding displacements at the next time step. Equation
(9) is evaluated until the axial displacement of the microparticle becomes equal to the length of the
microfluidic device.⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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The velocity of the medium is dictated by the Navier–Stokes equations and the continuity equation.
Additionally, the flow is usually fully developed at the start of the electrode configuration and this
allows for reducing the governing equations to a simplified version of one of the components of the
Navier–Stokes equation. The velocity of flow under these conditions is provided in Equation (10) [7].
Since the flow is fully developed, the medium has velocity only in the axial direction as stated in
Equation (10).
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The performance of the microfluidic device used for 3D-focusing is quantified in terms of
Equations (11) and (12). Equations (11) and (12) represent the degree of 3D-focusing of microparticles.
Mathematically, Equations (11) and (12) represent the standard deviation associated with the final
position of the microparticle from the ideal 3D-focused position of the microparticle; performance of the
microfluidic device studied by Morgan et al. [14] for 3D-focusing was quantified in a similar manner.
Based on the working of the microfluidic device detailed above, the ideal 3D-focused position of the
microparticle is the center of the microparticle. Reduction in magnitude of the vertical and horizontal
focusing parameters indicates the closeness of the microparticles to the horizontal and vertical planes
passing through the center of the microchannel, respectively. It is stressed here that smaller the focusing
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parameters, better the performance of the microfluidic device in achieving 3D-focusing. Both focusing
parameters need to be small for the proposed device to realize 3D-focusing.
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3. Model Validation

Holmes et al. [9] developed a microfluidic device with two trapezoid shaped electrodes located on
the top and bottom surfaces of the microchannel; the device is schematically shown in Figure 4. It can
be noticed that the electrode configuration of Holmes et al. [9] is similar to that considered in this article;
the difference being the non-zero starting width for the electrode configuration of Holmes et al. [9].
Holmes et al. [9] provided trajectories of microparticles in their device and this information is used
for validating the model developed in this article. The width and height of the microchannel of the
microfluidic device constructed by Holmes et al. [9] is 250 and 40 μm, respectively; the electrode length
is 500 μm with the starting and ending widths of the electrodes being 55 and 105 μm, respectively.
Holmes et al. [9] conducted tests for different applied electric potentials (0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Vpp) and
documented the trajectories for all electric potentials. Holmes et al. [9] conducted tests using 6 μm
(diameter) latex beads suspended in water. Information on volumetric flow rate (s) is not available in
Holmes et al. [9]; however, they mention that for applied electric potential of 20 Vpp the axial velocity
of microparticles is 1.05 mm/s after achieving cent percent 3D-focusing. For applied electric potential
of 20 Vpp, the microparticles are 3D-focused near the center of the microchannel and this coupled with
the fact the microparticles are transported axially by the medium allows for assuming the centerline
velocity of the medium to be same as the velocity of the microparticles. Based on the assumption that
the centerline velocity of the medium to be 1.05 mm/s, the volumetric flow rate is determined and
employed in the model. Figure 4 compares the trajectories of Holmes et al. [9] and the model; Holmes
et al. [9] provided information on the trajectories at the end of the electrodes as shown in Figure 4.
The model is used to calculate the trajectory of microparticles starting from several locations along
the width of the microchannel as depicted in Figure 4. Upon comparison of the trajectories, it can be
noticed that there is good match between the two and this validates the model.

The model detailed here is based on several assumptions all of which are detailed in Mathew
et al. [18] and includes negligible interaction between microparticles as well as between the microparticle
and medium. These assumptions are satisfactorily achieved in all microfluidic devices handling
dilute samples. On the other hand, when handling dense suspensions these assumptions do not hold
leading to the need for modifying the coefficient associated with the drag equation. Knoerzer et al. [19]
developed an algorithm, called dynamic drag force based on iterative density mapping, for determining
the trajectory of microparticles while including the effect of these interactions; their model has been
experimentally validated.
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Figure 4. (a) Microfluidic device of Holmes et al. [9], (b) trajectories in the microfluidic device of
Holmes et al. [9], and (c) trajectories based on the model (rp = 6 μm, Wch = 250 μm, Hch = 40 μm,
Le = 500 μm, Lch = 700 μm, We,1 = 55 μm, We,2 = 105 μm). Figure 4b is reproduced with permission
from Elsevier, Copyright (2006) from Holmes et al. [9].

4. Results and Discussions

The ability of the microfluidic device in achieving 3D-focusing is investigated in this section. Studies
are carried out using polystyrene microparticles suspended in water (εm = 78.5εo, ρm = 998 kg/m3,
μm = 10−3 Pa·s) [8]. The trajectories of 81 microparticles (uniformly distributed) originating from the
inlet of the microchannel are shown in Figure 5 along with projections of each trajectory on to vertical
and horizontal planes; similar simulations with 100 microparticles were carried out by Morgan et al. [9].
It can be noticed that the proposed microfluidic device can achieve 3D-focusing at the center of the
microchannel irrespective of the initial position of the microparticle. For this electrode configuration,
the horizontal DEP force in the vertical plane passing through the center of the microchannel is
zero and this leads to all microparticles being horizontally pushed to this vertical plane. Similarly,
the vertical component of the nDEP force is zero in the horizontal plane passing through the center of
the microchannel which causes all microparticles to experience vertical motion towards this horizontal
plane. The vertical and horizontal motions of the microparticles happen simultaneously, thereby
leading them to be almost 3D-focused at the center of the microchannel.
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Figure 5. Trajectories of microparticles in the microfluidic device subjected to negative-DEP (nDEP)
force (rp = 2 μm, V1 = V2 = 20 Vpp, Le = 2000 μm, Lch = 2200 μm, We = 80 μm, Qm = 100 μL/h,
Wch = 200 μm, Hch = 50 μm).

From the equations presented in the previous section of the article it is evident that the performance
of the microfluidic device depends on parameters such as microchannel height, electrode width and
length, volumetric flow rate, and applied electric potential. In the following part of this article,
the influence of these parameters are investigated.

Figure 6 presents the variation of horizontal and vertical focusing parameters with respect to
the applied electric potential. It can be noticed that with increase in applied electric potential the
focusing parameters decrease indicating the enhancement in performance of the microfluidic device in
achieving 3D-focusing. An increase in applied electric potential increases the electric potential inside
the microchannel which in turn increases all components of the nDEP force inside the microchannel.
This increase in components of the nDEP force causes the microparticles to move closer to the horizontal
and vertical planes passing through the center of the microchannel, while passing through the region
of the electrodes, thereby leading to the observed increase in performance of the microfluidic device.
At low values of applied electric potential, the focusing parameters is almost equal to the focusing
parameters in the absence of applied electric potential. The horizontal and vertical focusing parameters
in the absence of applied electric potential are ca. 52 and ca. 13 μm, respectively. This indicates that
there exists a threshold applied electric potential below which no appreciable degree of focusing can
be expected when all other parameters are maintained constant.

Figure 6. Variation of Δw (�) and Δd (�) with applied voltage (rp = 2 μm, Le = 2000 μm, Lch = 2200 μm,
We = 80 μm, Qm = 100 μl/h, Wch = 200 μm, Hch = 50 μm).
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Additionally, it can also be noticed from Figure 6 that the vertical focusing parameter is significantly
smaller than the horizontal focusing parameter for low applied electric potentials. The width of the
microchannel is much greater than the height of the microchannel; the small height implies that the
electric field, and subsequently the nDEP force, is stronger along the height than along the width. This,
coupled with the fact that the average displacement required to reach the horizontal plane passing
through the center of the microchannel is smaller than the average displacement required to reach the
vertical plane passing through the center of the microchannel, leads to vertical focusing parameter
being smaller than horizontal focusing parameter. At high applied voltages, the electric field and the
nDEP forces are strong in both directions to realize excellent degree of focusing in the vertical and
horizontal directions thereby leading to both focusing parameters assuming low values.

Figure 7 shows the influence of volumetric flow rate on the horizontal and vertical focusing
parameters. Increase in volumetric flow rate increases the horizontal focusing parameter indicating
degradation in the ability of the microfluidic device to achieve 3D-focuisng. Increase in volumetric
flow rate increases the x-component of the force associated with drag at every location inside the
microchannel while maintaining the x-component of the nDEP force constant. Thus, with an increase
in volumetric flow rate, the velocity of the microparticle in the axial direction increases. An increase in
velocity of the microparticle in the axial direction reduces the duration for which the same is subjected
to y-component of nDEP force. This reduction in duration leads to deterioration of the degree of
deflection of the microparticle towards the interior of the microchannel which ultimately causes the
microparticle to move into the region between the top and bottom electrodes. Once the microparticle
moves into this space, between the electrodes, it experiences weakening nDEP force due to which
there is no further chance of being focused in the horizontal direction. Increase in volumetric flow rate
increases the vertical focusing parameter as well for the same reason, i.e. reduction in residence time
for which the z-component of nDEP force acts on the microparticle. It can be noticed form Figure 7 that
the variation of the vertical focusing parameter with volumetric flow rate is much smaller than that of
horizontal focusing parameter with respect to volumetric flow rate and it is due to the fact that the
width of the microchannel is much greater than the height of the microchannel. Additionally, it can be
concluded from Figure 7 that an increase in volumetric flow rate will cause the focusing parameters to
increase till they become equal to the focusing parameters of a device without any focusing ability, i.e.,
horizontal and vertical focusing parameters of ca. 52 μm and ca. 13 μm, respectively. This indicates
that there is an upper limit for volumetric flow rate beyond which no focusing is possible when all
other parameters are maintained constant.

Figure 7. Variation of Δw (�) and Δd (�) with flow rare (rp = 2 μm, Le = 2000 μm, Lch = 2200 μm,
We = 80 μm, V1 = V2 = 12 Vpp, Wch = 200 μm, Hch = 50 μm).
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Figure 8 represents the influence of electrode length on the vertical and horizontal focusing
parameters. It can be noticed that with an increase in electrode length the horizontal focusing
parameter reduces which in turn depict enhancement in performance of the microfluidic device in
achieving 3D-focusing. An increase in length of the electrodes reduces the orientation of the electrodes,
with respect to the sidewalls, which in turn enhances the y-component of the nDEP force acting on the
microparticle. Additionally, an increase in electrode length reduces the x-component of the nDEP force
which along with the x-component of the drag remaining constant leads to an increase in velocity of
the microparticle. The increase in the y-component of the nDEP force with the increase in electrode
length is greater than the increase in velocity of the microparticle, in the axial direction, under the same
conditions and these lead to the reduction in horizontal focusing parameter as observed in Figure 7.
Regarding the vertical focusing parameter, it reduces with the increase in electrode length as well and
this can be attributed to the increase in the residence time for which the microparticles are subjected to
the nDEP force in the vertical direction. Additionally, it can be noticed that the variation of the vertical
focusing parameter with electrode length is smaller than that associated with horizontal focusing
parameter and it is due to the microchannel height being smaller than the microchannel width.

 
Figure 8. Variation of Δw (�) and Δd (�) with electrode length (rp = 2μm, We = 80μm, Lch = Le + 200 μm,
V1 = V2 = 12 Vpp, Wch = 200 μm, Hch = 50 μm).

The influence of the electrode width on the vertical and horizontal focusing parameters is analyzed
in Figure 9; focusing parameters decrease with the increase in electrode width, which is indicative of
the improvement in the performance of the microfluidic device in achieving 3D-focusing. Increase
in electrode width increases the lateral displacement of the microparticle towards the center of the
microchannel which in turn leads to it ending up closer to the center of the microchannel after
passing over the length of the electrodes. With an increase in electrode width, the orientation of the
electrode with respect to the sidewall increases, thereby leading to increase and decrease in the x- and
y-components of the nDEP force, respectively. The increase in the x-component of the nDEP forces
leads to reduction in the velocity of the microparticles in the axial direction. The reduction in the
y-component of the nDEP force, with change in electrode width, is smaller than the reduction in the
axial velocity, with change in electrode width, and this allows for the microparticle to be subjected to
nDEP force for duration required to achieve the desired deflection.

Regarding the vertical focusing parameter, it remains almost constant with an increase in electrode
width before significantly reducing at high electrode width; the vertical focusing parameters at low
electrode widths is almost equal to the vertical focusing parameter in the absence of nDEP forces, i.e.,
ca. 13 μm. With an increase in electrode width the number of microparticles occupying the space
between the top and bottom electrodes increase along with the increase in degree of non-uniformity
of the electric field. These are the reasons for the observed trend in the variation of vertical focusing
parameter with electrode width. Since microparticles are uniformly distributed over the cross-section
of the microchannel, the distance between each sidewall and the nearest column of microparticles is
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30 μm, while that between each sidewall and the nearest second and third columns of microparticles
are 60 μm and 90 μm, respectively. Thus, for electrode width of 25 μm no microparticles are present in
the space between the top and bottom electrodes while for electrode widths of 50 μm and 75 μm the
number of columns of microparticles present in the space between the electrodes are one and two,
respectively. For an electrode width of 125 μm, the first four columns of microparticles from each
sidewall occupy the space between the electrodes and this coupled with enhancement z-component
of nDEP force, associated with the increase in electrode width, leads to strong vertical focusing as
depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Variation of Δw (�) and Δd (�) with electrode width (rp = 2 μm, Le = 2000 μm, Lch = 2200 μm,
V1 = V2 = 12 Vpp, Wch = 200 μm, Hch = 50 μm).

Figure 10 shows the variation of focusing parameters with respect to microchannel height. It can
be noticed that an increase in microchannel height initially decreases the focusing parameters before
increasing them. This indicates the existence of an optimal microchannel height for purposes of
3D-focusing using the electrode configuration shown in Figure 2. The initial increase in microchannel
height leads to an increase in non-uniformity of the electric field inside the microchannel and this
leads to an increase in the nDEP force in all directions thereby leading to the decrease in focusing
parameters. On the other hand, with a further increase in microchannel height the electric field inside
the microchannel decreases leading to the reduction of the nDEP force in all directions which in
turn leads to the degradation in performance of the microfluidic device, i.e., increase in focusing
parameters. It can also be noticed that as the microchannel height becomes equal to the microchannel
width, the focusing parameters become comparable; this is due to the nDEP forces in both directions
becoming comparable.

 
Figure 10. Variation of Δw (�) and Δd (�) with electrode height (rp = 2 μm, Le = 2000 μm, Lch = 2200 μm,
We = 80 μm, V1 = V2 = 12 Vpp, Wch = 200 μm).
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Figure 11 depicts the influence of microparticle radius on the vertical and horizontal focusing
parameters associated with the microfluidic device. It can be noticed that increase in microparticle
radius reduces the focusing parameters which in turn indicates that enhancement in performancve
of the microfluidic device. This is because the nDEP force depends on the cubic power of the radius,
as can be observed from Equation (1).

Figure 11. Variation of Δw (�) and Δd (�) with microparticle radius (We = 80 μm, Le = 2000 μm,
Lch = 2200 μm, V1 = V2 = 12 Vpp, Wch = 200 μm, Hch = 50 μm).

5. Conclusions

This article presents a nozzle-shaped electrode configuration for dielectrophoresis-based
3D-focusing of microparticles. A mathematical model of this microfluidic device is developed
and used for studying its feasibility in achieving 3D-focusing. Additionally, the mathematical model
is used for parametric study to understand the influence of operating/geometric parameters on the
3D-focusing efficiency of the device. The parameters analyzed include applied electric potential,
volumetric flow rate, electrode width and length, and microchannel height. The performance of
the microfluidic device is quantified in terms of horizontal and vertical focusing parameters which
are mathematically equivalent to the standard deviation of the horizontal and vertical positions of
the microparticle evaluated at the exit section on the microfluidic device. The focusing parameters
decrease with an increase in applied electric potential, thereby indicating enhancement in performance
of the microfluidic device. The focusing parameters increase with an increase in volumetric flow
rate, which is indicative of the degradation in performance of the microfluidic device. An increase in
electrode width and length improves the focusing parameters, thereby indicating the enhancement
in performance of the microfluidic device. An increase in microchannel height generally increases
the focusing parameters, thereby leading to degradation in performance of the microfluidic device.
The focusing parameters are influenced by the radius of the microparticle such that an increase in radius
of microparticle reduces the focusing parameters, thereby indicating improvement in the performance
of the microfluidic device. The model is particularly useful in selecting the geometric and operating
parameters of the proposed microfluidic device so as to operate it at the desired performance metrics,
i.e., focusing parameters.
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Nomenclature

Δd horizontal focusing parameter (m or μm)
E electric field (V/m)
F force (N)
H height (m or μm)
Ks surface conductance (S)
N number of microparticles considered for determining focusing parameters
Re[fCM] real part of Clausius–Mossotti factor
r radius (m or μm)
u velocity (m/s)
V applied electric voltage (V)
W width (m or μm)
Δw vertical focusing parameter (m or μm)
x displacement in the x-direction (m or μm)
Y initial position of microparticles along the width of the microchannel (m or μm)
y displacement in the y-direction (m or μm)
Z initial positon of microparticle along the height of the microchannel (m or μm)
z displacement in the z-direction (m or μm)
Greek alphabet

E permittivity (F/m)
εo permittivity of free space (F/m)
Σ conductivity (S/m)
P density (kg/m3)
Ω operating frequency (rad/s)
Subscripts

1 electrode pair on the right-hand side with respect to the flow direction
2 electrode pair on the left-hand side with respect to the flow direction
bulk bulk
DEP dielectrophoresis
m medium
p microparticle
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Abstract: Acoustic differential extraction has been previously reported as a viable alternative
to the repetitive manual pipetting and centrifugation steps for isolating sperm cells from
female epithelial cells in sexual assault sample evidence. However, the efficiency of sperm cell
isolation can be compromised in samples containing an extremely large number of epithelial cells.
When highly concentrated samples are lysed, changes to the physicochemical nature of the medium
surrounding the cells impacts the acoustic frequency needed for optimal trapping. Previous work
has demonstrated successful, automated adjustment of acoustic frequency to account for changes in
temperature and buffer properties in various samples. Here we show that, during acoustic trapping,
real-time monitoring of voltage measurements across the piezoelectric transducer correlates with
sample-dependent changes in the medium. This is achieved with a wideband peak detector circuit,
which identifies the resonant frequency with minimal disruption to the applied voltage. We further
demonstrate that immediate, corresponding adjustments to acoustic trapping frequency provides
retention of sperm cells from high epithelial cell-containing mock sexual assault samples.

Keywords: acoustic differential extraction; feedback; frequency

1. Introduction

The forensic community is hampered by a significant backlog of evidence that requires DNA
analysis, with a sizable subset of this consisting of sexual assault samples [1–3]. This stockpile of
evidence awaiting testing exceeds 100,000 samples in the United States, with many laboratories
requiring a minimum of four months for analysis of each sample [4,5]. A contributing factor to this
backlog is the current methodology used for obtaining DNA identification from sexual assault evidence.
DNA analysis to generate a short tandem repeat (STR) profile from the sperm cells in sexual assault
evidence involves sample extraction, amplification of target DNA, and electrophoretic separation
of DNA fragments to conclusively identify an individual. However, before DNA analysis can be
completed, sperm cells must be isolated from the rest of the genetic material in the sample. To achieve
this, each sample undergoes differential extraction, a technique that relies on multiple centrifugation
and washing steps to pellet sperm cells after female epithelial cells (E-cells) are lysed, allowing for
extraction of only male DNA [6]. This widely accepted approach is effective, but is labor-intensive,
requires a highly trained analyst and can take multiple hours per sample [7]. Hence, there is a
significant need for a faster, more automated technique to isolate sperm cells from sexual assault
samples. By removing the need for a skilled analyst to perform manual separation steps, cell loss is
circumvented, more efficient processing of samples results, which ultimately leads to faster resolution
of investigations.
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Acoustic differential extraction (ADE) is an attractive alternative to conventional differential
extraction for sexual assault samples. As described in our previous work [8–10], ADE offers an
automated approach for separating sperm cells from the E-cell lysate and other cellular debris, and can
be incorporated with existing chemical protocols in forensic laboratories. The ADE approach generates
a standing acoustic wave within a microfluidic chamber, using sound waves to capture and purify
sperm cells. This is made possible by performing a differential lysis, which ruptures all non-sperm
cells in a sexual assault sample, leaving sperm as the largest (and only intact) particles in solution.
When subjected to a standing acoustic wave, those intact sperm cells will experience an acoustic
radiation force, and can be held in place under moderate flow conditions while all other cellular
debris and free DNA is washed away. The ADE technique works effectively with mock sexual assault
samples [10], and compares favorably to conventional DE for authentic sexual assault samples [11].
The crucial component of ADE is the acoustic radiation force, which causes particles to aggregate at
low-pressure nodes due to their acoustic contrast with the surrounding medium, with larger particles
experiencing a stronger primary acoustic radiation force [12]. As shown in Equation (1), the primary
radiation force (Fr) is dependent on the acoustic pressure amplitude (p0), the volume of the particle
(Vc), the compressibility of the fluid (βw), the wavelength of applied sound (λ), the wavenumber (k),
the distance from a pressure node (x), and the acoustic contrast factor (φ). The acoustic contrast factor
itself can be expanded (Equation (2)) and is a function of the compressibility and density of both the
particle (ρc and βc) and the surrounding fluid (ρw and βw).

Fr = −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝πp2

0Vcβw

2λ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠·φ(β,ρ) sin(2kx) (1)

φ(β,ρ) =
5ρc − 2ρw

2ρc + ρw
− βc

βw
(2)

A factor that is not included in these equations, but which is crucial for understanding the effect
described, is the sound velocity. Changes to density and compressibility of a fluid will alter the speed
of sound in that liquid, as shown in Equation (3) (v = speed of sound, K = compressibility, ρ = density).
Changes to sound velocity, in turn, will alter the wavelength generated by an applied frequency, as seen
in Equation (4) (c = speed of sound, λ = wavelength, f = frequency). Thus, shifts in fluid density
or compressibility, which impact sound velocity, will necessitate a corresponding shift in applied
frequency to generate a resonant acoustic wave.

v = (Kρ)1/2 (3)

λ =
c
f

(4)

In theory, this suggests that significant changes to the compressibility or density of the liquid
medium would result in a similar shift in the required frequency, essentially changing the resonance
condition. What makes these parameters crucial for changing the resonance condition is that they
are variable with each sample, unlike the particle volume, compressibility, or density, which remain
roughly constant for sperm cells across human males [13]. The fluid density and compressibility may
be altered by drastic changes in cell concentration before and after lysis, in turn causing a shift in
the frequency of sound required to generate a resonant acoustic wave. The resonance condition of
an acoustic oscillator is dependent on the sound velocity, frequency, and wavelength, as well as the
cavity dimensions. Changes to any of these parameters will impact the resonance condition, which
in turn affects the pressure amplitude of the standing wave. The degree of change to the pressure
amplitude depends on the Q-factor of the resonator, a measure of a system’s oscillation at resonance
compared to its bandwidth [14]. For a high-Q material, like the glass resonator cavity in this application,
the amplitude–frequency relationship has a narrow range, where deviation from the resonant frequency
will result in drastic loss of acoustic pressure amplitude [15]. That loss manifests as weaker acoustic
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trapping, and failure to retain particles. Thus, changes in resonance condition due to alteration in fluid
compressibility or density, must be addressed by shifting the applied frequency.

The fluidic properties of each sample can vary with different pieces of sexual assault evidence,
which can subsequently impact acoustic trapping performance. This effect was made clear during
testing of the ADE prototype in an external forensic laboratory, where sperm cells were easily captured
in some cases, but acoustic trapping suffered with some other samples. Some sexual assault samples
will contain extremely high concentrations of E-cells (<50,000 cells), which upon differential lysis will
significantly change the physical properties of the sample media. We hypothesized that, with potentially
hundreds of thousands of E-cells present in a single sample, lysis alters the compressibility and density
of the sample, thereby impacting the resonance condition, which is to say the necessary wavelength
and frequency of sound required will shift. This phenomenon has been described more generally in
the literature, with multiple studies showing that when lysis occurs, the cellular content perfuses into
the surrounding liquid and causes an increase in viscosity [16–19]. There is an empirical dependence
between viscosity, density, and compressibility of a liquid [20,21], and more specifically to acoustic
trapping applications, groups have shown that changes in viscosity of the surrounding fluid impacts
the acoustic radiation force experienced by particles in a standing wave [22,23]. With a proper
understanding of the relationship between these parameters, and the knowledge that cellular lysis and
variation among samples will impact fluid properties, we assume that significant changes in density
and compressibility due to sample characteristics will adversely affect the ability to trap sperm cells
due to a shift in optimal resonant frequency.

Sexual assault samples can vary dramatically in their makeup, containing anywhere from
thousands to hundreds of thousands of cells. This wide range of possible samples means that the
optimal acoustic trapping frequency will change on a sample-to-sample basis, which could have a
devastating impact: It has been shown that a deviation of as little as 0.05 MHz from the ideal trapping
frequency can result in a 10-fold loss of trapping efficiency [24]. In terms of our application, which
uses between 7–8 MHz, this change is only a shift of less than 1% of the applied frequency. As it
impacts ADE, this would mean that if the applied acoustic frequency is not precisely regulated for
each sample, loss of trapping efficiency would occur and the majority of the sperm cells could be lost.
An elegant solution is required to accommodate the bandwidth of samples encountered, specifically,
adjust the acoustic trapping parameters to the character of each sample. Inspired by pioneering
work from the Nilsson/Laurell group at Lund University [24], we are developing a feedback system
that can automatically adjust the applied acoustic frequency through rapid electronic measurements.
Previous literature suggested that impedance can be used to predict the optimal trapping frequency
by monitoring output voltage [25–27], and a similar approach was adapted by the Lund group.
Their work showed that, by calculating a root mean square power spectrum from the measured
impedance and output impedance of their function generator, the optimal trapping frequency could
be updated continuously during acoustic trapping. This allowed for automated adjustment of the
trapping frequency as the surrounding medium was alternated between two very different solutions—a
wash buffer and human plasma. The change in media led to a shift of 0.03 MHz in optimal trapping
frequency, but the frequency tracking system successfully adjusted and continued to effectively trap
12 μm diameter particles. We postulated that this approach might be effective for acoustic differential
extraction. During the ADE protocol, a variety of solutions traverse the trap zone—water, sexual
assault sample cell lysate, bead solution, and wash buffer. Each of these constitutes a significant
change in the acoustic trapping environment. Hence, a feedback system for sensing those changes,
and subsequently adjusting the optimal trapping frequency, is needed to prevent unacceptable loss of
sperm cells during the trapping process.

The main aim of this work was to modify the hardware in the ADE prototype [10] to facilitate
real-time feedback that reflects a change in the medium conditions during trapping, ultimately enabling
efficient acoustic trapping of sperm cells from sexual assault samples. By measuring the voltage
drop across the piezoelectric transducer during the acoustic trapping event, we sought to identify
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reproducible trends that can inform real-time changes. From these relationships between output
voltage and optimal trapping frequency, applied parameters could be adjusted and improved during
the ADE process. The specific parameter, which is most crucial to precisely tune is the applied acoustic
frequency, which is unique for each test depending on both the microchannel height and the liquid
properties of that specific ample. Our hypothesis was that, by monitoring the voltage output from
the piezoelectric transducer, we would be able to rapidly identify the optimal trapping frequency
as it changes during sample trapping due to differences in liquid properties between each solution.
This information could then be used to adjust the applied frequency to avoid suboptimal trapping and,
hence, prevent loss of sperm cells. To summarize the big picture, our previous work implemented
visual measurements of bead trapping to account for chip-to-chip variation and tune the applied
frequency. This work seeks to account for sample-to-sample variation, and adjust in real-time based on
rapid voltage output measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Instrumentation for Real Time Electronic Feedback

The acoustic differential extraction prototype has been described in depth by our previous
publications [9,10]. Precise fluidic control is achieved via two solenoid valves (LabSmith AV201,
LabSmith Inc. Livermore, CA, USA) and three syringe pumps (LabSmith SPS01, LabSmith Inc.
Livermore, CA, USA), which interface with the microchip pneumatically, preventing any liquid contact
or contamination of the hardware. The electronic components of the instrument include a waveform
generator (Hantek DDS-3X25, Hantek, Shandong, China), oscilloscope (Hantek 6052BE, Hantek,
Shandong, China), and home-built amplifier, which provide control over the applied acoustic frequency.
The same previously reported instrument was used for this study, however there were significant
additions to the electronic domain, namely the incorporation of a custom printed circuit board (PCB)
that measured the voltage output of the piezoelectric transducer during an acoustic trapping test.

In the classic peak detector, used in previous works (24, ESI), the holding capacitor is charged
with a current (Ic), which is highly dependent of capacitor voltage (Vc). This current decreases as
the capacitor voltage increases. The capacitor voltage should ideally become equal to Va that is the
amplitude of attenuated signal after the voltage divider unit. However, when the capacitor is charging
toward the desired level of Va, the charging current is not high like when the capacitor is empty.
This reduced current in higher frequencies may be unable to completely charge the capacitor, therefore
the amount of error (relative difference between Vc and Va) may increase accordingly. The trapping
frequency of biological samples in our experiments is around 7–8 MHz where the classic peak detector
does not provide the sufficient accuracy (>5% error) that is required for discerning subtle variations of
signal around resonant frequency.

As a solution to this limitation, we used an upgraded design for the classic peak detector, called the
wideband peak detector. The details of operation have been fully explained in an online publication [28],
and a simplified schematic of the wideband peak detector is included below. Figure 1 shows the
simplified schematics of the circuit used for precise measurement of the AC voltage amplitude across
the piezo transducer. The incoming voltage (Vp ≈ 18 Vpp) was attenuated by the factor of three through
the voltage divider unit. The maximum amplitude at the output of this unit (Va) was around 6 Vpp
that lies within the allowable input range of the peak detector unit. The DC voltage corresponding to
the peak amplitude (Vc) was stored in the holding capacitor (C). A fast comparator (Ad8561, Analog
Devices, MA) continuously compared the already held value of the peak with the input AC voltage
(Va). Whenever the present value of input on the positive input of the comparator went higher than
the DC voltage on its negative input (Vc), the comparator output swung high (+5V). It gave rise to a
charging current (Ic) through R3 and the diode (D) increases the capacitor voltage. When the input
AC voltage (Va) went below the capacitor voltage (Vc), the comparator output went down (≈ 0 V)
and the capacitor retained its voltage due to the unidirectional behavior of diode. In steady state,
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the capacitor holds the peak level of the input signal. The red-colored circuitry in Figure 1 was added
to convert the classic peak detector to the wideband peak detector. In short, the amplifier (Gain = G)
acts as an additional current source (I2) for the capacitor in a way that the sum of I1 and I2 is relatively
a constant value equal to Ic, independent of the capacitor voltage (Vc) as confirmed by Equation (5).
By choosing appropriate values for R3, R5, and G, the second term in Equation (5) becomes zero and Ic

can be expressed as Equation (6), independent of Vc.

Ic = I1 + I2 =

(
5− 2VD

R3
+
−2VD

R5

)
+ Vc

(−1
R3

+
G− 1

R5

)
(5)

Ic =
5− 4VD

R3
(6)

Figure 1. The simplified schematics of the wideband peak detector and the key voltage points.

The peak detector should be able to track the variation of input amplitude with an acceptable time
lag (<0.1 s), therefore the resistor R4 was added to deplete the capacitor in case the input voltage drops
to lower values. However, R4 should be large enough to avoid voltage ripple on Vc. The DC voltage
buffers in the peak detector unit were implemented with very high input impedance operational
amplifiers (OPA4170, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA) to minimize the charge loss in the capacitor.
However, a wide bandwidth operational amplifier (LM6171, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA) used
for the voltage buffer in the voltage divider unit to preserve the signal amplitude at frequencies around
8 MHz. The wideband peak detector collected voltage data and transfers it via a data acquisition card
(National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) to an external laptop. The voltage data was plotted in real time
through LabView software, which displays the output voltage as a function of time. This information
was then used by the operator to select a new acoustic frequency during sample trapping.

2.2. Chemical Protocol for Cellular Lysis and Mock Samples

Buccal swabs were collected from healthy donors to be used in this study. The cotton swabs
were reconstituted in 600 μL H2O and agitated for 60 s to remove cells from the substrate. Cellular
concentration was determined via hemocytometry with the green fluorescent nucleic acid stain
SYTO-11. Sperm cells were collected from anonymous healthy donors, and cell concentration also
determined via hemocytometry. E-cells were lysed using the prepGEM reagent (ZyGEM NZ Ltd,
Hamilton, New Zealand) and incubated according to manufacturer instructions.

3. Results

3.1. Microchip Design for Acoustic Capture of Sperm Cells

A glass-PDMS-glass microchip was used for the resonator domain, with a poly(methyl)methacrylate
(PMMA) layer affixed for sample reservoirs and downstream collection chambers. Microfluidic
architecture was designed in computer-assisted drawing software, and features ablated using CO2

laser-etching. Layers were adhered through solvent bonding, plasma oxidation, and pressure-sensitive
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adhesive. In the schematic shown in Figure 2, reservoirs 1, 2, and 3 were filled with fluorescent
beads, the sexual assault sample lysate, and a wash buffer, respectively. The first step for sample
processing is to flow fluorescent beads from reservoir 1 through the trap site, while scanning through
eight different frequencies covering 0.14 MHz. By using both electronic measurements and visual
camera-based monitoring of the trap site, the optimal trapping frequency can be determined for that
specific microchip. The optimal trapping frequency is specific to the height of the resonant chamber
and, thus, will shift slightly due to variation in material thickness between each microchip. Samples
containing lysed E-cells and intact sperm cells were mobilized (pneumatically) from reservoir 2 through
the trap site, while the previously defined optimal trapping frequency was applied. During the
trapping process, the applied frequency was shifted up by 0.01 MHz every 2 s, and real-time voltage
data from the piezoelectric transducer used to maintain the optimal trapping frequency regardless
of any shift in sample composition. Finally, the piezo frequency was maintained at the previously
determined optimal frequency (typically between 7.4–7.8 MHz) to retain all trapped cells in the trap
zone, while wash buffer flowed from reservoir 3 to remove any residual free DNA or cellular debris
from the pellet.

Figure 2. Acoustic differential extraction (ADE) microchip and workflow. (A) The multilayer chip
composed of glass, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and poly(methyl)methacrylate (PMMA) contains
six reservoirs and one acoustic trapping site. (B) Workflow for the trapping, washing, and capture of
sperm cells from a sexual assault sample. The “upstream” reservoirs 1, 2, and 3 contain fluorescent
beads, sample, and wash buffer, respectively. The “downstream” reservoirs 4, 5, and 6 are for the
collection of the sperm fraction, non-sperm fraction, and waste fraction, respectively.

3.2. Effect of Increased E-cell Concentration on Acoustic Trapping Efficiency

In order to experimentally confirm our observed (during prototype development) and anecdotal
(from forensic labs who evaluated the prototype) findings, a study was conducted to measure the
impact of lysed E-cell concentration on acoustic trapping frequency. By trapping fluorescent beads in
solutions of varying E-cell concentration, using the same microfluidic chip and hardware, any change in
the optimal trapping frequency should theoretically be attributed to the E-cell concentration. Figure 3
shows the visual aggregation of fluorescent beads in the acoustic trap site, which is used to determine
optimal trapping frequency. Solutions were tested with beads suspended either in water, lysate from
75,000 cells, lysate from 100,000 cells, or lysate from 150,000 female epithelial cells. Each solution was
exposed to six different applied frequencies. Optimal trapping frequency was determined by visual
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identification of the largest single aggregate of fluorescent particles, as determined by an algorithm
that measured the number of yellow pixels in each frame. The data shows that this optimal frequency
is 7.76 MHz for beads in water, but shifts to 7.78 MHz for 75,000 and 100,000 cells, and up to 7.80 MHz
for 150,000 cells. This may seem like a miniscule change in frequency, but note that if 7.76 MHz was
used, the vast majority of the cells would fail to trap and, hence, be lost from 100,000 and 150,000 cell
samples. This simple experiment clearly demonstrates that the sample E-cell concentration dramatically
influences the optimal trapping frequency, and that when an overwhelming number of E-cells are
present, trapping could be obliterated. Given the sample-to-sample differences common in forensic
evidence, it became clear that a feedback system was required, one that could adjust the applied
frequency in real-time to match the sample constituency in terms of E-cell concentration. This forces
a new standard, one that uses beads in water to define the chip-specific frequency (correlating to
chamber height [9]), but in addition, uses a sample-specific adjustment in real-time to assure that
optimal sperm cell capture ensues. Stated differently, the bead-determined initial trapping frequency
defines the general frequency region for trapping under ideal conditions, while sample-specific voltage
measurements determine the real-time trapping frequency for optimal sperm cell retention.

Figure 3. Shift in optimal trapping frequency with increasing epithelial cell concentration. Over a
range of six applied frequencies (y-axis) different acoustic trapping was achieved, visualized by the
aggregation of yellow fluorescent beads. In samples with increasing concentration of lysed epithelial
cells (x-axis) there was a clear increase in the optimal trapping frequency.

3.3. Output Voltage Measurements Can Identify Optimal Trapping Frequency

During acoustic trapping, the resonance frequency occurs when the piezoelectric transducer most
efficiently converts input electrical energy into mechanical energy [29]. As the piezo approaches its
resonant frequency there was less resistance to vibration, meaning that electrical impedance would
be at a minimum when resonance was achieved. This relationship is how Nilsson et al. successfully
determined the optimal frequency for their acoustic trapping system, using impedance measurements
to identify when resistance to vibration was at a minimum. Our approach uses this same principle,
seeking to identify the piezo’s resonance by determining at what frequency the minimum opposition
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to vibration occurs. However, instead of using an impedance analyzer, we directly measure the
‘output voltage’ of the piezoelectric transducer. Impedance itself is defined as the opposition a circuit
presents to a current when voltage is applied, and Ohm’s Law (for AC) states that V = IZ (V = voltage,
I = current, Z = impedance) [30,31]. Therefore, by monitoring the output voltage of our acoustic
trapping circuit, any changes in the output voltage represents a change in impedance and, thus, changes
in the resistance to vibration of the piezo. Although the piezo is bonded to a glass coupling layer,
the high-Q value of glass allows for efficient accumulation of acoustic energy [32], so any detectable
changes in output voltage can be accurately attributed to piezo resonance rather than thermal effects or
energy loss from the glass layer.

This principle was demonstrated by trapping fluorescent beads in a glass microchip at eight
different acoustic frequencies. By simultaneously monitoring the voltage output of the piezo at each
frequency, and visually monitoring aggregation of the beads, we can determine when optimal trapping
occurs and decipher whether there is any concurrent trend in voltage out. Figure 4 shows the results of
this experiment, plotting the output voltage (y-axis) against the applied frequency (x-axis), overlayed
with still frames from video monitoring of the trapping at each frequency. Two conclusions can be
drawn from this data; first, a clear minimum in the output voltage can be identified at 7.54 MHz.
Second, this correlates with the strongest aggregation of fluorescent beads (identified as a single, dense
aggregate in the middle of the channel) at 7.54 MHz. This suggests that the optimal trapping frequency
can be determined from measuring the output voltage, rather than relying on visual monitoring of
the bead aggregate size. The implication of this result is that rapid voltage measurements carried out
during sample testing should be effective in identifying the optimal trapping frequency. Given this
correlation between these two parameters, it is reasonable to expect that real-time adjustments could
be made to the applied frequency to retain the maximum number of sperm cells despite changes in the
medium (liquid) environment.

Figure 4. Voltage response to acoustic trapping. Electronic measurements of the piezo during acoustic
trapping can be matched to visual data gathered via video monitoring of the trapping event. The lowest
voltage output occurred at an applied frequency of 7.54 MHz, matching the frequency at which the
optimal visual trapping of fluorescent beads was observed.
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3.4. Shift in Optimal Trapping Frequency with Changes to Fluidic Properties

If the problem at the core of ADE inefficiency with a broad range of sexual assault samples was
differences in liquid properties as the number of epithelial cells varies, it was imperative to understand
the relationship between those differences and output voltage. The use of a pristine solution of glycerol
varying in concentration to alter viscosity was the simplest approach that evaluates changes in output
voltage during rapidly changing fluidic conditions. An ADE microchip was loaded with three solutions:
(A) Fluorescent beads in water (reservoir 1), (B) fluorescent beads in 5% glycerol (reservoir 2), and (C)
fluorescent beads in 10% glycerol (reservoir 3). By first conducting a frequency scan from 7.52 MHz to
7.76 MHz with the water solution, then rapidly switching flow to the 5% and 10% glycerol solutions,
respectively, abrupt changes in optimal trapping frequency were measured solely via voltage output
from the piezo. Figure 5A shows the voltage output data during a frequency scan of fluorescent
beads in water where a clear minimum was observed at 7.58 MHz, indicative of the optimal trapping
frequency. However, when a 5% glycerol solution flows through the trapping zone, the minimum
output voltage shifts to 7.64 MHz (Figure 5B). Similarly, when this is followed by trapping beads
in 10% glycerol, the minimum output voltage (indicating optimal trapping frequency) increased to
7.68 MHz (Figure 5C). This confirms the hypothesis that changing viscosity of the sample will directly
impact acoustic trapping ability. Samples with higher percent glycerol were tested, further shifting the
minimum output voltage. At a 20% glycerol solution some focusing of particles was observed, and at
30% glycerol the limit of acoustic trapping was reached, with no particle aggregation.

  

Figure 5. Shift in voltage minimum with changing viscosity. (A) A clear minimum in voltage output
was observed at 7.58 MHz, indicating the optimal trapping frequency. (B) When flow was switched to
5% glycerol, the optimal trapping frequency shifted up to 7.64 MHz. (C) In 10% glycerol, the optimal
trapping frequency shifted to 7.68 MHz. (D) In human serum, the minimum output voltage was 7.70,
most similar to 10% glycerol.
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3.5. Application of Real Time Feedback to a Mock Sexual Assault Sample

Having demonstrated the relationship between voltage output of the piezo and optimal trapping
frequency, mock sexual assault samples were prepared to test the feedback system. A sample containing
290,000 total cells, with a cell ratio of 5:1 female E-cells:male sperm cells, was prepared with a standard
differential lysis procedure [6], and the resultant cell lysate exposed to acoustic differential extraction.
Using the previously described feedback system deemed “ResFinder” a rapid scan of eight different
frequencies was conducted using a ‘scanning solution’ consisting of fluorescent beads suspended in
water. With the purpose of identifying the optimal trapping frequency for this specific microchip,
the scanning process was executed in <20 s, and the data shown in Figure 6Ai clearly indicates that
a minimum in voltage output occurred at 7.59 MHz—the optimal trapping frequency for that ADE
chip. With a frequency ‘starting point’ of 7.59 MHz, the mock sample was then flowed through
the trapping site and with the piezo activated. Figure 6Aii shows the data collected during sample
trapping, where the applied frequency was increased by 0.01 MHz while monitoring the voltage
output of the piezo. When a minimum voltage output was identified as 7.61 MHz, scanning was
terminated and 7.61 MHz was utilized for the remainder of the sample trapping. This resulted in
the capture of a large aggregate of sperm cells over the 30 s trapping event, which can be visualized
by the increasing size of the sperm cell clump seen in Figure 6, panels B and C. Panel B shows the
brightfield microscopic view of the trapping site, as sperm cells are collected in a flow stream over a
period of 30 s. The part of the trap site highlighted by the red ellipse shows no cells in Figure 6Bi while
the ‘blurred’ area in Figure 6Bii–iv represents the growing aggregate of cells. While a trained eye can
easily discern the cell aggregate in Panel B, Panel C shows the same images after ‘color adjustment’.
Color manipulation and image analysis are increasingly commonplace, and can be driven by simple
smartphone ‘apps’ or by open source image processing software [33,34]. RGB is a common color space
for image capture and for reporting image analysis results [35,36]. HSB (hue/saturation/brightness)
color space transforms raw RGB values into a more perceptual color space, and has been routinely
employed in our lab for qualitative and quantitative purposes; this is particularly useful for the
investigation of colorimetric chemical reactions [37,38]. However, manipulation of color in RGB and
HSB color spaces can be cumbersome and unintuitive. Here we exploit L*a*b* color space, which
more closely approximates human vision and, as such, can be more intuitive, thus, easing the color
manipulation process. In fact, L*a*b* is one of the more powerful and instinctive photo editing color
modes used, for example, in Adobe Photoshop. Briefly, two key color adjustments were applied in
L*a*b* color space using the ImageJ/Fiji 3D Color Inspector plugin (v2) [39–42]. Color contrast was
boosted x14.09 and the color was rotated −90◦. This color manipulation approach permits better
visualization of the shadow associated with the trapped cell aggregate, which grows over time as more
cells are acoustically-trapped, and this is easily identified as the black region identified by the white
ellipse in Figure 6Cii–iv. The color adjustment is essentially pulling out the shadow of the sperm pellet,
and contrasting it to the background of the channel. This effect is illustrated by Panel Di,ii where
two trapping events, beads, and sperm cells with beads, each generate a clearly visible shadow on
the bottom of the channel. Following this demonstration of real-time feedback with a mock sexual
assault sample, the pellet of sperm was successfully mobilized from the trapping site and captured
from the microchip.
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Figure 6. Real-time feedback during mock sample trapping. (Ai) Trapping fluorescent beads in water
across eight frequencies shows a clear voltage minimum at 7.59 MHz. (Aii) While trapping the mock
sexual assault sample, the applied frequency was adjusted by 0.01 MHz each step. A local minimum in
average voltage was observed at 7.61 MHz, so that frequency was applied for the remainder of the
trapping. (Bi–iv) Visual monitoring of the trap site over 30 s. At the conclusion of the trapping event,
a large aggregate of sperm cells was captured. (Ci–iv) Color adjusted images from trapping site. Image
processing allows for sperm aggregate to be clearly identified. (D) Images of beads (i) and beads with
sperm cells (ii) being trapped. The shadow above and behind the aggregate is clearly visible due to the
angle of lighting above the microchip.

4. Discussion

The incorporation of this feedback process into the acoustic differential extraction prototype
is a significant step towards a more automated, robust system that can handle any type of sexual
assault sample. The proof-of-concept data shown in Figures 4–6 demonstrate that not only is there
a predictable shift in voltage output in response to altering the applied frequency, but also that the
optimal trapping frequency will correlate with the lowest voltage output of the piezo. More generally,
it is also clear that increasing the viscosity of the solution will cause a shift in the optimal trapping
frequency, which can be identified solely by monitoring changes in the minimum output voltage.
This shift occurs in controlled samples of glycerol and water, as well as more realistic biofluids like
serum and epithelial cell lysate. Figure 6 specifically shows that an initial test with a ‘scanning solution’
is necessary to determine the optimal frequency for each specific chip, but it also shows that the
optimal frequency can change based on each specific sample. Most importantly, it shows that by
monitoring the output voltage from the piezo, that shift in optimal frequency can be accounted for
during the sample trapping, keeping the piezo at its resonant frequency regardless of changes in the
liquid environment. This important demonstration has several implications. First, it indicates that
the scanning process covering a range of frequencies can be conducted much more rapidly. This is
enabled by the ability to measure piezo output voltage during trapping on the millisecond timescale,
as opposed to the optical/visual image capture system requiring several seconds with the trapping of
fluorescent beads and measure their aggregation. Second, the automated determination of the optimal
trapping frequency can be conducted during a trapping of an unknown sample. There is no longer the
need to acquire images from each trapping event and quantitate the bead aggregate size at multiple
frequencies; in contrast, the local minimum in voltage output can be determined before the scan is
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even complete. This indicates that if, for example, the optimal trapping frequency is defined early in
the frequency scan, a subsequent rise in voltage output solidifies the minimum (optimal frequency)
as the previous scan step. At that point the system can abandon the scan and adopt the defined
optimal frequency for the remainder of sample trapping. Third, and most important, these findings
illustrate that acoustic trapping can be adjusted in real-time to prevent loss of sperm cells during a
test. The initial frequency scan provides a starting point for sample trapping, but the ability to scan
frequencies during trapping means that no matter what sample is being analyzed, the optimal trapping
frequency will be found and implemented every time. In its future automated format, the rapidity of
the frequency scan (~100 ms per frequency) combined with the flow rate of the system (45 μL/min)
will result in less than 1 nL of sample traversing the trap site during each tested frequency, and the
potential for sample loss during the scan is negligible.

In its current form, this feedback system requires manual manipulation and data analysis during
acoustic trapping. This approach does effectively trap sperm cells from high E-cell samples, which was
formerly problematic [11], but does not yet fully address the overarching problem of the sexual assault
backlog. Namely, this technique must be faster and more automated than the current differential
extraction protocols. The clear extension of this work is to incorporate automated feedback into the
ADE system, by writing a program that will detect the minimum voltage output of the piezo and adjust
the optimal trapping frequency independent of any operator. This will provide a form of ‘cruise control’
as the system will be able to adapt to any sample type in real time. Furthermore, the current manual
feedback system is limited in terms of speed by the ability of the user to process information and enters
in new frequencies at which to trap. When the automated cruise control system is applied, computer
processing will conduct an entire scan in hundreds of milliseconds, meaning that near-constant analysis
can take place through the sample trapping, ensuring that the optimal trapping frequency is always
applied. As a more general future application, it may be feasible to use this technology for the express
purpose of sensing material properties in real time. For example, a monitoring rate of cellular lysis
via rapid voltage measurements could give precise information about the kinetics of certain reactions,
or indicate the degree of cellular rupture.

5. Conclusions

Expanding upon excellent work from the Nilsson group, we have applied real time electronic
feedback to our novel acoustic differential extraction prototype. By rapidly measuring the voltage
output of a piezoelectric transducer and adjusting the applied frequency of sound during acoustic
trapping, subtle variations in sample composition can be accounted for to prevent the loss of sperm
cells. The novel aspect of this work stems from using different electronic measurements (i.e., voltage
instead of impedance), as well as applying the described principles and methods to a range of mock
samples and standards. This exciting development means that a broader range of samples will be
able to be tested with ADE, and once the feedback system is made automated, no user input will
be required.
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Abstract: Separating the particles from the liquid component of sample solutions is important for
several microfluidic-based sample preparations and/or sample handling techniques, such as plasma
separation from whole blood, sheath-free flow focusing, particle enrichment etc. This paper presents a
microfluidic in-flow decantation technique that provides the separation of particles from particle-free
fluid while in-flow. The design involves the expansion of sample fluid channel in lateral and depth
directions, thereby producing a particle-free layer towards the walls of the channel, followed by
gradual extraction of this particle-free fluid through a series of tiny openings located towards
one-end of the depth-direction. The latter part of this design is quite crucial in the functionality
of this decantation technique and is based on the principle called wee-extraction. The design,
theory, and simulations were presented to explain the principle-of-operation. To demonstrate
the proof-of-principle, the experimental characterization was performed on beads, platelets, and
blood samples at various hematocrits (2.5%–45%). The experiments revealed clog-free separation of
particle-free fluid for at least an hour of operation of the device and demonstrated purities close to
100% and yields as high as 14%. The avenues to improve the yield are discussed along with several
potential applications.

Keywords: in-flow decantation; self-sheath generation; microfluidics; sheath-free flow focusing;
plasma separation; particle enrichment

1. Introduction

Microfluidics, in its immense potential to offer miniaturization, cost-effectiveness, precision,
automation, and the use of ultra-small quantities of samples, is rapidly expanding into areas of
health-care, water treatment, soil testing, biomedical research, chemical and biological sciences.
In several applications involved in these areas, separation of suspended particles from the sample
fluid is a must as a pre-preparatory step for further investigation/research. As most of the research in
microfluidics is oriented towards health-care, the foregoing discussion presents the importance and
latest developments of separation process in this area. In health-care, the majority of diagnostic tests
are performed on body fluids such as blood, as the biomarkers associated with most of the body’s
medical conditions can be found in them.

Blood is an important body fluid, that is responsible for the delivery of nutrients, oxygen to
the cells and takes away metabolic waste from the cells. Its main constituents are plasma (≈55% by
volume) and blood cells (≈45% by volume). Approximately 92% by volume of plasma is water and
contains dissipated proteins, glucose, mineral ions, carbon dioxide etc. The blood cells are majorly red
blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells, and platelets. Many markers associated with changes in health
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reflect as either a change in the composition of plasma or blood cells. Blood-based tests can be broadly
categorized into plasma/serum-based tests and blood cell-based tests.

The majority of plasma/serum-based tests require the separation/removal of blood cells from the
whole blood as the cellular debris interferes with most of plasma/serum-based tests. The standard
laboratory technique of cell separation from whole blood is based on centrifugation, which is very
cumbersome, time consuming (about 30 min) and requires skilled personnel to operate. Microfluidics
based devices for plasma separation can be majorly classified into active and passive. The devices
based on active techniques use some form of forces such as dielectrophoretic, electrohydrodynamic,
electro-osmotic, centrifugal, and acoustic to achieve the desired cellular separation [1–7]. The major
disadvantages associated with these techniques are the inability to provide high quality plasma at
higher hematocrits, complexity in fabrication and integration, and the typical dependence on bulky
external power supplies.

Passive techniques take leverage on one or a combination of the parameters, such as the use of
filters, device geometry, inertial or Dean’s effects, gravity, and biophysical effects which include the
Fahraeus effect and the Zweifach-Fung bifurcation law to achieve the desired separation. The techniques
of plasma separation based on filtration suffer with major problems of clogging due to the very small
pore size of filters [8]. Plasma separation designs based on geometrical and biophysical effects [9–13]
do not cause clogging problems in general, however, they provide high purity plasma only at lower
hematocrits and/or smaller flow rates, thereby limiting their use for rapid diagnosis of majority of
biochemical tests [14]. Inertial and Dean’s effects were utilized to separate plasma by pumping the
blood at higher flow rates and were demonstrated to produce high purity plasma only at lower
hematocrits [15]. Several other passive variant techniques that demonstrated plasma separation have
been extensively reviewed by Han et al. and Siddhartha et al. [16,17]. However, the production of
high purity plasma at larger hematocrits (from whole blood) at optimum flow rates (without causing
hemolysis) in higher yields, in a simple to fabricated device, is still a challenge.

Most of the blood-cell based tests using microfluidics to analyze blood cells in flow on the flow
cytometric principles of imaging or scattering. One of the crucial requirements of these microfluidic
devices is flow focusing of the cells into a plane or a line for interrogation widely known as flow
focusing. Most of the flow focusing techniques employ external sheath fluid to focus these cells.
The efforts to generate sheath-free flow focusing have led to the development of both passive and active
techniques. Due to the conventional drawbacks associated with active techniques, such as complexity
in fabrication and integration, bio-cellular incompatibility and the requirement of bulky and expensive
power supplies, passive techniques remained as an attractive choice for microfluidic based diagnostics.

Most of the passive techniques operate at high flow rates by utilizing either Dean’s effects or inertial
effects and are not suitable for imaging based applications [18–20]. One of the passive techniques
that operate at low flow rates uses pillars to achieve the separation of particle-free fluid from the
particles and reuse them to accomplish sheath-free flow focusing [21]. The proposed pillar-based
design works well for rigid particles of larger size than the spacing between the pillars, but is not
suitable for separating deformable particles, such as red blood cells from the fluid. To use such a device
for blood cell (particle size ranges from 2 μm to 30 μm) separation and focusing requires fabricating
the pillars with a spacing smaller than 2 μm while keeping the height of the pillar (and channel) large
enough to accommodate the largest particle (30 μm), which is highly difficult to achieve using regular
techniques of photolithography and soft lithography. This pillar design limits its applicability to
only rigid particles and could not answer the problem of clogging due to the uncontrolled fluid flow
through the pillar gaps. This leaves the problem of providing a clog-free passive separation design
that is simple to fabricate, that can work for a wide range of particle ranges and flow rates, as open
ended and demand solutions.

This paper presents a technique that provides solutions to the aforementioned problems in a
single device. The presented design can separate the particles from the fluid for a wide range of flow
rates, particle sizes and concentrations in very high purity and yield, in a single polydimethylsiloxane
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(PDMS) layer device, through the use of the principle termed as wee-extraction. The device consists
of stepped pillar arrays (different from the regular pillar arrays due to their size and placement)
and hydraulic resistance tuners in a unique combination to control the fluid flow through the pillar
gaps in the stepped pillar array. This unique combination offers the proposed technique needed
that has advantages over the other techniques to accomplish decantation in high purity and yield.
The applicability of this technique for low flow rates as well as high flow rates and for wide variety
of particle sizes without clogging was demonstrated. The high purity (100%) and yield (14%) of
the particle-free fluid separated, and the applicability, efficient working of the technique even at
higher particle concentrations (45%) demonstrates the potential of the proposed technique and its
practical utility. The principle of operation of this technique was demonstrated using beads (5 μm),
platelets, and blood of various particle concentrations (hematocrits). This novel proposed technique in
combination with any simple technique to fabricate a 3D flow focusing device that uses external-sheath
fluid [22] can be used to develop a sheath-free flow cytometer that meets the needs of blood-cell based
tests. Another important feature of this design is simplicity in fabrication, as it involves fabricating a
master mold only once and the subsequent device fabrication can be done in a single step without
the requirement of complicated alignment procedures, although the design involves multiple heights.
The following sections present the theory and principle of operation, simulation and experimental
results along with their consequent implications.

2. Theory, Simulations and Experiments

2.1. Theory and Principle of Operation

The device design and its operation can be well understood by artificially dividing the whole
design into three sections namely Section I, Section II and Section III as shown in Figure 1a. Section
I consists of the sample input and channel of depth D1 for the sample inflow. Section II is further
subdivided into central channel C and side channels S1 and S2, each having depths D2 and D3,
respectively. The meeting point of Section I with Section II has a transition of depth from D1 to D2 and
width W1 to W2. The side channels S1 and S2 are identical and are placed symmetrically on either side
of central channel C. These side channels consist of series of pillars with spacing between them as Wps.
This configuration of pillar array with height (D3) different from that of channel C (D2) and placed
towards one end of the channel (in the height direction) is termed the stepped pillar array. A schematic
better illustrating the stepped pillar arrays is shown Figure 1b. The central channel depth D2 and width
W2 are chosen larger than the sample channel depth D1 and width W1, to facilitate the redistribution
of sample particles present inside the sample solution along the depth and width directions. For a
dilute suspension of particles, as the sample passes from the sample channel to the central channel, the
average separation of particles and the average distance of the particles from the top, bottom and side
walls increases due to the expansion of the channel in the depth and width directions. Schematics
illustrating the same are shown in Figure 2a,b. This increment in the distance of the particles from the
walls leaves the room for a large quantity of particle-free fluid to be closer to the walls. This is the first
essential accomplishment of the proposed design. The separation of this particle-free fluid, stepped
pillar array design along with hydraulic resistance tuners is proposed.
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Figure 1. Schematics representing the proposed decantation device. (a) Schematic of the proposed
microfluidic device. (b) An isometric view of the device schematic to better visualize the features. (i),
(ii), and (iii) represent the representative schematic images at the appropriate locations.

Figure 2. Schematics illustrating the movement of particle due to the expansion of the channel
(Fahraeus effect) and a hydraulic resistance model of the device. (a,b) represent the schematics
illustrating the movement of the particle due to the expansion of the channel. Motion of the particle
which was originally moving at 5 μm away from the top and side walls prior to expansion of the
channel is shown in (a,b), as seen in side and top views, respectively. The numbers shown in the figure
were obtained from simulation results. (c) Schematic representing the hydraulic resistance model of
the device. Rsi, Rsz, Rc and 2Rs are the hydraulic resistances of the appropriate sections/channels of
the device shown in Figure 1. New symbols were used to represent the phenomena happening on the
particles due to Fahraeus effect and wee-extraction.

The stepped pillar array consists of pillars of size Lp, Wp and D3 as shown in Figure 1. The width
of the pillars (Wp), the spacing between them (Wps), and the number of pillars (N) in each side channel
decide the overall size of the device. The side channels lateral spacing Wsl was continuously increasing
from the start of the pillars until the end in steps of Stl per period. The purpose of using the pillars
with constant spacing Wps between them and a variable lateral spacing Wsl is to extract a small and
controllable quantity of fluid through the pillar gaps continuously. If there is a zero step increment Stl,
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it is expected to have no further accumulation of fluid through the side channels, due to the pressure of
the already existing fluid in that region, except towards the end of Section II. Hence, to have a larger
quantity of fluid to accumulate in the side channels, there is a need to have some nonzero Stl.

The spacing between the pillars Wps and the height of the pillar D3 define the cross-section for
the fluid flow through the pillar gaps, hence providing a measure for fluid extraction through them.
The smaller the pillar gap cross-section, the better the control is over the quantity of fluid drawn
through the pillar gaps, for a given Section III design. Designing this volume of extraction through
each of these gaps smaller than the volume of the critical particle to be separated, ensures the particles
are completely separated out of the fluid. The volume of the fluid drawn through pillar gaps (Vpg)
depends on the cross-sectional area of the pillar gap (Wps × D3), the average velocity of flow across
the pillar gaps (v), and the average velocity of flow near the pillars in the direction of overall fluid
flow (u) and is given by Vpg =Wps × D3 × v × (Wps/u). Smaller Vpg can be obtained by making the
terms Wps

2 × D3 and v/u smaller. The ratio v/u is coupled to the cross-section of pillar gaps and Section
III of the design. To obtain a smaller Vpg, in principle, Wps or D3 or v/u or any combination of them
can be chosen arbitrarily small. Regarding the fabrication difficulties, Wps and D3 can be made small
enough to conveniently fabricate and v/u can be manipulated by controlling the Section III design.
This ensures a smaller quantity of fluid withdrawal through the pillar gaps. This process of extracting
smaller quantities of fluids through the pillar gaps is defined as the principle of wee-extraction.

Section III consists of a central channel C’ and the side channels S1’ and S2’ with hydraulic
resistance Rc and Rs, respectively. These side channels S1’ and S2’ are the hydraulic resistance tuners
of the proposed device, which can be changed by changing the length or cross-sectional parameters
of these side channels. Rs is the hydraulic resistance of the two side channels S1′ and S2′ combined.
As these two side channels are identical, the hydraulic resistance of each side channel can be 2 × Rs.
The main function of this Section III design is to control the ratio of the fluid that gets drawn through the
side channels with respect to the central channel, which in turn is controlled by the ratio of hydraulic
resistances of the central and side channels C’, S1’, and S2’. The flow rate ratio of side channels S1’
and S2’ (combined total flow rate = Qs) and that of central channel C’ (Qc) is given by Qs/Qc = Rc/Rs.
The side channel flow rate Qs in terms of the sample flow rate Q is given by Qs = (Q × Rc)/(Rc + Rs).
The above analysis is approximate and can be used to get only a qualitative understanding of the
separation process. In the above analysis, it is presumed that the Section II device parameters do
not have any significant effect on the flow rates Qs and Qc, except for the distribution of flow inside
Section II. This was proven to be true through both simulations and experiments as presented in
subsequent sections.

The summary of the whole functionality of the device is depicted in the hydraulic resistance
model of the device as shown in Figure 2c. The hydraulic resistances of various sections and channels
of the devices are modelled as resistors and the effect of phenomena, such as Fahraeus effect and
wee-extraction through stepped pillar array, are represented with symbols. The transition from Section I
of the design to Section II of the design leading to a depth and width increment has resulted in bringing
more quantity of particle-free fluid towards the walls of the channel (Fahraeus effect). Sections II and
III of the design together bring out the wee-extraction of the fluid through the stepped pillar array from
the suspension. This latter process of wee-extraction first involves extracting the particle-free fluid into
the side channel that was made available due to the Fahraeus effect, and subsequent extraction of the
particle-free fluid that is present in the suspension, but was not made available as particle-free layers
due to Fahraeus effect. This extraction of particle-free fluid through the stepped pillar array happens
in Section II, but being controlled by the hydraulic resistances of Section III.

For scenarios that involve lower concentration of sample particles, the former process
(Fahraeus effect) creates larger quantities of particle-free fluid near the walls. A suitable choice
of parameters for the latter process can facilitate the extraction of this fluid into the side channels.
This use of the Fahraeus effect helps in having a much greater yield of separation of particle-free fluid,
when used with dilute suspension of particles, which in turn can be used for sheath-free flow focusing
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of particles. However, as the particle concentration increases, the Fahraeus effect may not be able to
generate large quantities of particle-free fluid near the walls. This leaves the technique to solely depend
upon the latter process to separate the particle-free fluid from the suspension. This can be accomplished
by choosing the wee-extraction volume across the pillar gaps to be smaller than the critical particle
volume to be separated. This process of extracting the particle-free fluid (wee-extraction) facilitates a
possibility of extracting the particle-free fluid in very high purity and in modest yields. This technique
offers a scope for further enhancing the yield through cascading as discussed in subsequent sections.

2.2. Device Fabrication

The design of the device is such that the three different depths required can be obtained into a
single layer of PDMS, and hence is very simple to fabricate. The three heights on the Master were
prepared by the usual process of multi-step variable height optical lithography using three SU-8
photoresists 2005, 2015 and 2100 as illustrated in Figure 3a. The first layer was fabricated by spin
coating SU-8 2005 photoresist and exposing it to ultraviolet (UV) light using a mask design that contains
the stepped pillar arrays (Mask-1 Supplementary Information Figure S1). This layer is developed
using the developer solution and contains the stepped pillar arrays and the hydraulic resistance tuners.
The second layer was fabricated on top of the first layer by spin coating SU-8 2015 and exposing
it to UV light using the mask design-2 (Supplementary Information Figure S2). The second layer
ensures the inlet channel is of desired height to intake the particles without clogging. The third layer
is further fabricated by spin coating SU-8 2100 and exposing it to UV light using the mask design-3
(Supplementary Information Figure S3). This ensures the central channel height is much larger than
inlet channel to facilitate the Fahraeus effect. The resulting depths D1, D2, and D3 were measured using
the Dektak surface profiler and were found to be 20 μm, 74 μm, and 4.5 μm respectively. PDMS devices
were further fabricated from the Master using the standard process of soft lithography. The micrograph
of the fabricated device that was taken towards the end of Section II that depicts the stepped pillar
arrays, central and side channels is shown in Figure 3b.

 
Figure 3. Schematics illustrating the multi-step variable height lithography and a micrograph of the
fabricated device. (a) Schematic represents the various steps involved in achieving the 3 different
heights into the Master mold and then transferring them into the PDMS device in a single shot. (b)
Micrograph of the PDMS device that was fabricated and shows the image of the device towards the
end of Section II.

2.3. Sample Preparation

Fresh venous blood was collected from healthy subjects in vacutainers containing EDTA
(Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) anticoagulant. The blood was diluted with phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) (135 mMNaCl, 2.7 mM KCL, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4 and pH adjusted to 7.4)
accordingly as per the needed hematocrit. For experiments with platelets, the undiluted blood was
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 20 min and the resulting supernatant was diluted by a factor of 2 by adding
PBS. Further, 5 μm polystyrene bead solution was prepared by diluting the 10 μL of the raw suspension
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich in 1ml of water.
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2.4. Simulations

As the exact design that was used for the experiments is complex and computationally intensive,
the simulations were performed on a simpler model that captured the essence and provides insights
into the behavior of particle separation. This design consists of Section I of the model discussed above,
but of smaller length. The Section II consists of a smaller number of pillars than the actual device
ranging from 50 to 200, but similar other parameters. The parameters used for the simulations are D1
= 20 μm, D2 = 100 μm, D3 = 5 μm, Wps = 10 μm, Wp = 20 μm, Lp = 40 μm. The Section III design has
kept the hydraulic resistance ratios of the side channel (S’) to the central channel (C’), abbreviated as
SCRR (side channel to central channel resistance ratio), fixed while performing the simulations with
respect to variations of other parameters. The schematic of the design that was used for simulations
is shown in Supplementary Information Figure S4. The fluid dynamic simulations were performed
on COMSOL multi physics software version 5.2 using the inbuilt laminar flow module. The fluid for
flow inside the design was chosen to be water and the mesh type was chosen to be tetrahedral and
extremely fine. The wide varieties of simulations were performed by changing relevant parameters
and the results have been presented in the results and discussion sections.

2.5. Experimental Procedure

Regarding the practical applicability of the proposed technique for biological applications,
experimental characterization was performed on the fabricated devices by pumping blood at different
hematocrit (hct) levels. The blood cells in flow were imaged using a Nikon microscope, 10× micro
objective and Pike camera as shown in Figure 4. The number of blood cells escaping through the side
channels were counted to quantify the purity of the side fluid collected. The purity of the side fluid is
defined as,

Purity =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
Nsampl − Ns

)
Nsampl

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × 100%,

where Nsampl is the total number of particles expected to enter the device per second and Ns is the
total number of particles entering the side channels S1 and S2 per second. Nsampl is computed based
on hematocrit, flow rate (Q) and is given by Nsampl = Q × hct, whereas Ns is computed based on the
images of the cells entering S1 and S2. The images that were acquired have been post processed using
morphological operations tool box available in MATLAB and a custom written code to obtain the
number of cells entering S1 and S2 (Supplemenatry Information).

For all the experiments, the fluid from the side channels and fluid from the central channel
were collected separately into vials using polyethylene tubing. The quantification of the volume of
the fluid extracted in side channels was performed by measuring the length changes of the fluid
inside the polyethylene tubing attached to side channels and multiplying with the inner area of the
cross-section of the tubing. The measurement has a precision of less than 5% in determining the volume
of fluid collected in side channels. This is because every measurement of the length change inside the
polyethylene tubing for volume estimation was larger than 2 cm and the error in measuring the length
change was less than 1 mm.

The above experimental procedure was carried out by varying a number of parameters to
understand their effects. The parameters include the side channel to the central channel resistance
ratio (SCRR), the hematocrit value (hct), the flow rate (Q) and time. Another study was carried out to
characterize the purity of sheath collected by varying the particle size. Platelets and 5 μm beads were
considered for these experiments in place of RBCs. Both these particle suspensions were then pumped
into the microfluidic device at 100 μlh−1 and imaged for estimating the purity of the particle-free
fluid collected.
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Figure 4. Experimental set-up that was used for the validation of proposed microfluidic technique.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulations

From the theory, it is expected that the successful development of a device should decant
particles below a critical particle volume, understand the flow across all the pillar gaps and know the
parameters that control the volume of the net fluid being drawn through the side channels S1′ and S2′.
The simulations were performed to understand the effect of various parameters of Sections II and III on
the net fluid being drawn through the side channels S1′ and S2′ and the effect of Section II parameters
on flow uniformity across the pillar gaps. The results of these simulations along with the respective
conclusions are presented below.

3.1.1. Effect of Section II Parameters [Height of Pillars (D3), Spacing between the Pillars (Wps), Number of
Pillars (N), Slope of the Side Channel (Sslp), and Flow Rate (Q)] and Section III Parameters [Side Channel
to Central Resistance Ratio (SCRR)] on Side Channel to Central Channel Flow Rate Ratio (SCF)

The simulations were performed on a device model that was presented in a simulations section
with parameters D1 = 20 μm, D2 = 80 μm, N = 50, and with all other parameters as specified in Figures 5
and 6a accordingly.

The side channel slope Sslp, the side channel to the central channel hydraulic resistance ratio
SCRR, and the side channel to the central channel flow rate ratio SCF are defined as Sslp = Stl/(Wp +

Wps), SCRR = Rs/ Rc, and SCF = Qs/Qc, respectively. The parameters Stl is the change in distance of
the side wall from the pillar array plane for a length change of a pillar array period (Wp +Wps) along
the pillar array direction as shown in Figure 1. Rc is the combined hydraulic resistance of the central
channels C and C’, and Rs is the hydraulic resistance of the all the side channels S1, S2, S1’, and S2’.
However, as the side channels S1 and S2 did not contribute significantly to the net hydraulic resistance
Rs due to their larger width, the effective side channel resistance was computed based on the side
channels S1’ and S2’ in this paper. Similarly, the net hydraulic resistance of the central channel Rc was
effectively due to C’ because of its small width and depth compared to C. SCF is computed based
on the total flow rate (Qs) of the side channels S1’ and S2’, and the flow rate (Qc) through the central
channel C’.
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Figure 5. Each panel reports the trend of SCF. The simulation results showing the effect of parameters
of Section II, namely (a) height of the pillar (D3), (b) spacing between the pillars (Wps), (c) number
of pillars (N), (d) slope of the side channel S (Sslp), and (e) the sample flow rate (Q) on the side to
central channel flow rate ratio (SCF), respectively. The results indicate there is no significant effect of
the parameters of Section II and the flow rate on SCF.

Figure 5 shows that there is no significant change in SCF with respect to changes in Section II
parameters D3, Wps, N, Sslp and Q whereas Figure 6a shows a clear variation of SCF with respect to the
Section III parameter SCRR. This concludes that Section III alone had influence on the net fluid flow
through the side channels S1′ and S2′. The reason for this can be understood from the perspective
that the fluid flow rate through a channel depends to a great deal on the hydraulic resistance offered
by the channel instead of the details of the various geometrical obstructions in the path. The latter
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observation was further demonstrated experimentally by measuring SCF with respect to variations in
SCRR and has been shown in Figure 6b. The device used for the experiments was chosen to have all
the parameters similar to that of the simulated device, except that the number of pillars were taken to
be 1000 for the reasons discussed in the next section.

 
Figure 6. The effect of the side to the central channel hydraulic resistance ratio (SCRR) on the side to
the central channel flow rate ratio (SCF). (a) The simulation results demonstrating the effect of SCRR on
SCF. (b) The experimental results showing the variation of SCF with respect to SCRR.

3.1.2. Effect of Section II Parameters [Number of Pillars (N) and Side Channel Slope (Sslp)] on the
Uniformity of the Flow Across the Pillar Gaps

The simulations were performed on the model described in the simulations section with
D1 = 20 μm, D2 = 80 μm, D3 = 5 μm, SCRR = 50, and pillar spacing cross-Section 10 μm (width) × 5
μm (depth) while varying the number of pillars (N) or the slope of the side channel (Sslp). SCRR was
kept fixed at a specific value to keep the SCF constant throughout the simulations. The choice of SCRR
to 50 during the simulations has no practical relevance and can be kept at any number to understand
the flow behavior. By keeping the number of pillars fixed to 50, the slope of the side channel wall
(Sslp) was varied from 0.015 to 0.065 by varying the Stl from 0.5 μm to 10 μm per pillar array period.
The resulting flow rate variation between the pillars as a function of pillar position in the model is
shown in Figure 7a.

One observation is that the flow rate distribution across each pillar gap was changing as a function
of the position of the pillar. More specifically, this variation is more pronounced towards the end
pillars. The flow rate rapidly shoots up towards the end pillars. This is an undesirable feature if this
section of the design is expected to extract fluid volumes smaller than the volume of the critical particle
across all pillar gaps. As Sslp is increased, a similar variation of the flow rate continued except for one
major change. That is, the peak of this flow rate has fallen by redistributing this growing flow rate
over larger number of pillars. This implies that the larger the slope of this wall, the more uniform the
distribution of the flow rate across the pillars.

Figure 7b shows the variation of the flow rate across the pillar gaps as a function of the number of
pillars, for Stl as 0.5 μm per pillar array period. As the number of pillars has been increased from 50 to
200, the decrease in the peak flow rate and the redistribution of this growing flow rate across the pillars
can be clearly seen. The number of pillars over which the variable flow rate is present is determined by
finding the pillar at which the flow rate drops to 1% of the peak flow rate and counting the pillars
backwards from the pillar at which peak flow rate was observed. These observations suggest that the
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choice of large values for Sslp and N seem to contribute to the increased uniformity of the flow rate
across the pillar gaps.

Figure 7. The variation of the flow rate across the pillar gaps, plotted as a function of the pillar number,
when the slope of the side channel Sslp (a) and number of pillars (N) (b) are varied.

3.2. Experimental

Having found relevant parameters that affect the performance of the device from the simulations,
the devices were fabricated with those optimum parameters. As the purity of the particle-free fluid was
not obtained from our simulations, the experiments were conducted to further probe the performance
of the device (purity of particle-free fluid) with respect to other relevant parameters, such as particle
size, time, the flow rate, hematocrit and SCRR.

Variation of Purity of Plasma Generated as a Function of Time, Flow Rate (Q), Hematocrit, and SCRR

The proposed microfluidic device was fabricated with parameters D1 = 20 μm, D2 = 74 μm,
D3 = 4.5 μm, Wps = 12 μm, Wp = 18 μm, Stl = 0.5 μm and with SCRR = 2.5, 10, 25, 50, and 100.
The experiments were performed on the fabricated device with respect to time, the flow rate, hematocrit,
and SCRR, and the purity of plasma collected was evaluated using image processing as discussed in
the section on the experimental procedure. Figure 8a shows the time independence of the purity of
plasma generated and to a value of close to 100% at a hematocrit of 15% and SCRR = 25. This infers
that the quality of plasma generated is very pure and is independent of time and can be used anytime
during chip analysis.

As can be observed from Figure 8b, plasma purity remains constant at approximately 99% with a
maximum variation of only up to 1% with respect to the variation in the flow rate to approximately
three orders of magnitude ranging from 10 μlh−1 to 1500 μlh−1 at a hematocrit of 25% and SCRR = 50.
This clearly demonstrates the flow rate independent performance of the proposed technique and can
be used for a wide range of applications.

Figure 8c shows the variation of plasma purity as a function of hematocrit and SCRR. A smaller
SCRR is expected to provide a larger side channel flow rate as it offers low resistance to the flow inside
the channels, however, it may compromise purity at higher hematocrits. Larger SCRR is expected to
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provide a smaller side channel flow rate while offering very high purity even at higher hematocrits.
Figure 8c shows experimental results that agree with the theory. The smaller SCRR of 2.5 offered
100% purity until 2.5% hematocrit and started dropping until 98.6% as the hematocrit reached 5%.
However, larger SCRR of 100 offered 100% purity until 28% hematocrit and the purity dropped by only
1% even at a hematocrit of 45%. Figure 9a–d show the images of RBCs at various hematocrit values
inside the central channel C and those that escaped into the side channels S1 and S2 at SCRR of 100.

Figure 8. The variation of plasma purity as a function of (a) duration of the experiment (time), (b) flow
rate (Q), (c) hematocrit (hct) and SCRR.

The yield of the device (Y) is the percentage fraction of the plasma that could be extracted into the
side channels from the available plasma in the injected sample and is defined as,

Y = Qs/ [Q × (1 − hct)] = SCF/[(1 + SCF) × (1− hct)],

as the true yield also depends on the quantity of the particle-free fluid available. The smaller SCRR
of 2.5 (at hct = 2.5%) has contributed to a plasma yield of approximately 14% and the larger SCRR
of 100 (at hct = 45%) contributed to a smaller plasma yield of approximately 4%. This lower yield
at higher hematocrits is not an upper limit to this proposed device, and it can be further increased
without compromising on purity, by multiplexing this design in stages and suitably adjusting the
side channel resistances as discussed in the subsequent section. Further, 5 μm beads and platelets
were pumped at 100 μlh−1 into a microfluidic device with SCRR = 50, and the purity of the recovered
particle-free fluid was close to 100%. Figure 9e,f show the representative images of the beads and
platelets inside the microfluidic device close to the end of Section II, respectively. It can be clearly seen
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that no platelets and beads were observed in the side channels S1 and S2 and the whole of the particles
were concentrated in the central channel.

Figure 9. Experimental images illustrating the functioning of the proposed device for various particle
concentrations and sizes. (a–d) represent the experimental images depicting the concentration of RBCs
in central channel C and those that escaped into the side channels S1 and S2 for different values of
hematocrit. (a) 2.5% hematocrit, (b) 14% hematocrit, (c) 25% hematocrit, and (d) 45% hematocrit.
(e,f) represent the experimental images depicting the localization of particles (5 μm beads and platelets)
to the central region C alone. The SCRR of the devices used in (a–d) is 100 and in (e,textbff) is 50.

3.3. Discussion on the Choice of Parameters for Wee-Extraction

Consider the case in which one value of SCRR gave a specific SCF. Hence, for a sample flow rate
of Q, the side channel total flow rate is Qs = (Q × SCF)/(1 + SCF). As the device has two side channels
S1 and S2, the flow rate through each is half of Qs. For N number of pillars on each side, the flow
rate averaged through each pillar gap is Qpg = Qs/(2 × N). For a particle of critical volume Vp not to
escape through the pillar gap, the volume being drawn through the pillar gaps should be smaller
than Vp. As the particle passes closely adjacent to the pillars, it has two components of velocity u
and v. u is along the direction of main sample flow and is responsible for the particles to retain in the
central channel, whereas v is perpendicular to the direction of main sample flow and into the pillar
gaps and is responsible for the particle escape into the side channels S1 and S2. Due to the motion of
the particle along main sample flow, each particle spends time duration of approximately tpg =Wps/u.
Within this duration, the volume of fluid that escapes into the pillar gaps is Wps × D3 × v × tpg = Qpg ×
tpg. When this volume is smaller than Vp, the particles do not escape into the side channels, thereby
holding a possibility to achieve 100% purity of the side channel fluid collected. The reduction in the
expected purity can arise when this criterion that has been derived for the uniform flow across the
pillars is not met.

From the devices used for the experiments, consideration is given to a device with SCRR = 100 for
analysis. For this SCRR, the SCF is 2%. For Q = 400 μlh−1, Wps = 12 μm, and N = 1000, Qpg will be
0.0039 μlh−1. The simulations have been done to estimate u at a distance close enough to the pillars
(2.5 μm away the center of the pillar and 2.5 μm away from the top of pillar) and was found to be
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0.24 mms−1. This gave rise to time duration of 50 ms, and the volume of suction as 54 fL per pillar gap.
In the case of plasma extraction using whole blood, the quantity of fluid being extracted is smaller than
the RBC particle size (100–120 fL), hence avoiding possibility of RBC escape through the pillar gaps.

However, certain considerations must be made in view of the observations from the simulations
as shown in Figure 7. The flow will not be uniform across the pillars as was presumed in the above
analysis. The flow rate across the pillars close to the end of the array in the direction of the flow can be
high compared to the pillars in the beginning of the array. This may lead to the particles not meeting
the desired criteria as the fluid volume escaping through the pillar gaps are smaller than the particle
volume to be separated towards the end pillars thereby leading to a drop in purity of the fluid collected
in the side channels. The fabricated device has 1000 pillars which is five times larger than the number
of pillars used in the simulation (200), hence, it is expected to have a better uniformity of the flow rate
across the pillar gaps than the simulated results show in Figure 7b. At higher hematocrits (45%) of
operation of the device, the purity has slightly come down to 99%. This may be an indicator that the
flow rate across the pillar gaps towards the end of the array is still larger than the volume of RBC.
Increasing the number of pillars and the slope Sslp should help bring down this peak volume that is
being extracted across the pillar gaps to smaller than the volume of RBC, thereby providing 100%
purity even at much larger hematocrits (> 45%).

From Figure 5e, it can be observed that SCF remains unchanged as the sample flow rate is increased,
indicating that the flow rate in the side channels and central channel proportionately increase. On an
average, this indicates how proportionately u and v change, thereby leading to almost similar flow
volumes across the pillar gaps that are independent of the sample flow rate. This also suggests
how the purity can remain almost constant even for a wide variation of flow rates. This behavior
can be observed experimentally as shown in Figure 8b. The above analysis is very general and can
be applied to separating particles of any size, volume and concentration at any desired flow rate.
Suitably choosing the large values for SCRR, number of pillars N (>1000), and the slope of the side
channels Sslp (Stl > 0.5 μm per period of the array), and smaller height D3 and spacing between the
pillars Wps as per the above guidelines. This assists in designing a device that can separate particles
smaller than platelets (<2 μm), without the need for complicated fabrication, and at dimensions that
can be easily fabricated using the conventional techniques of microfabrication. The yield of this
proposed device can be increased by multiple folds and a way of accomplishing this is presented in the
following section.

3.4. Enhancing the Yield through Multiplexing

Consider one of the proposed designs that have been discussed so far as stage 1 and for example,
it produces a yield of Y as shown in the resistance model of the device, Figure 10a. If this stage (stage 1)
is added to the end of a similar such stage (stage 2), it adds additional resistance to the central channel
of stage 2, thereby reducing the purity of the plasma collected. To ensure that the SCRR of the stage 2
of the newly formed combination device remains at its earlier value, an additional resistance X1 needs
to be added on either side of stage 2, as shown in Figure 10b. This process ensures the increment in
the yield by a factor of [2 − SCF/(1 + SCF)], as the two stages contribute to the plasma generation.
The inset in Figure 10 shows a representative schematic of the device with stages 1 and 2 as presented
in Figure 10b. Similarly, for a k-stage device, the yield is expected to be:

[
k +

−SCF
1 + SCF

+
( −SCF

1 + SCF

)2
+

( −SCF
1 + SCF

)3
+ . . . +

( −SCF
1 + SCF

)(k−1)]
×Y,

when ensured that the purity is unchanged by adding extra resistances to each stage of the device
(Figure 10c). As an example, the yield of the device with SCRR of 100 at hematocrit of 45% is 4% and
this can be increased to approximately 20% by suitably cascading five such stages, considering the
extra resistances that need to be incorporated during the design. In this analysis, it was presumed
that the yield of each stage cannot change substantially with respect to the addition of a greater
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number of stages. However, it is noted that in cases when the yield of each stage changes substantially,
which typically may happen at lower hct and higher SCF, the modified yield of each stage needs to be
considered to arrive at an accurate value of the total yield.

Figure 10. Schematic illustrating the strategies to enhance the yield. (a) Hydraulic resistance model
of the device along with the side and central channels C’, S1’ and S2’ and is depicted as Stage-I. (b)
Hydraulic resistance model when Stage-II being added to Stage-I and the representative schematic is
shown in the inset. (c) Hydraulic resistance model when k such stages are present in the device.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents a technique that can, in principle, separate the particles and the fluid in
100% purity and higher yields for a wide range of particle sizes, concentrations, and flow rates.
The principle of operation was studied through the theory and simulations, while the proof-of-principle
was demonstrated using 5 μm beads, platelets, and blood of ranging hematocrits (2.5%–45%).
Lower hematocrit (2.5%) blood was separated in 100% purity and high yields (14%), whereas the
high hematocrit blood (45%) was separated in purities ranging from 98% to 100% depending upon
the flow rate of operation (10 μlh−1–1500 μlh−1). The yield can be increased in approximately k-folds
without compromising purity by cascading the proposed design k-times appropriately. The purity
can be enhanced further for any size and the concentration of particles by suitably choosing optimum
values for the side channel to the central channel hydraulic resistance ratio (SCRR), the number of
pillars (N), the slope (Sslp), the pillar spacing (Wps), and the height of the pillars (D3).

Unique features of this technique are the stepped pillar arrays and the hydraulic resistance
tuners. Stepped pillar arrays play a unique and important role in extracting smaller quantities of
fluid through the pillar gaps by providing the smaller cross-section for the fluid flow into the side
channels. Another associated important feature of these stepped pillar arrays is that the pillar spacing
cross-section can be much larger than the size of the particle to be separated from the particle-free
fluid, thereby facilitating ease in fabrication even for separating submicron particles. This was very
well demonstrated by choosing the pillar gap cross-section as 12 μm × 4.5 μm and the particles to
be separated as platelets (2 μm–4 μm) with 100% purity. The hydraulic resistance tuners majorly
control the net yield and play a major role in deciding the critical particle volume to be decantated in
association with the stepped pillar arrays. The stepped pillar arrays along with hydraulic resistance
tuners facilitate the flow-rate-independent the fluid flow through the pillar gaps, thereby ensuring the
flow-rate-independent application of this technique. This was demonstrated for flow rates ranging
from 10 μlh−1–1500 μlh−1.

This novel technique offers several potential applications towards plasma separation from whole
blood for biochemical tests to achieve self-sheath flow by utilizing the particle-free fluid to surround
the central particle-rich sample, and the enrichment of rare cells such as circulating tumor cells (CTCs)
for cancer detection. As a summary, this paper offers the design, theory, and guidelines to achieve the
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decantation of the particles of any size and concentration at 100% purity and desired yield, while the
in-flow at any flow rate of operation concurrently provides great ease of fabrication.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/10/7/471/s1,
Figure S1: Mask design for layer-1 that was used to fabricate the Master. Figure S2: Mask design for layer-2 that
was used to fabricate the Master. Figure S3: Mask design for layer-3 that was used to fabricate the Master. Figure
S4: Schematic of the device design that was used for performing simulations.
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Abstract: We herein propose a new hydrodynamic mechanism of particle separation using dual-depth,
lattice-patterned asymmetric microchannel networks. This mechanism utilizes three-dimensional
(3D) laminar flow profiles formed at intersections of lattice channels. Large particles, primarily
flowing near the bottom surface, frequently enter the shallower channels (separation channels),
whereas smaller particles flowing near the microchannel ceiling primarily flow along the deeper
channels (main channels). Consequently, size-based continuous particle separation was achieved in
the lateral direction in the lattice area. We confirmed that the depth of the main channel was a critical
factor dominating the particle separation efficiencies, and the combination of 15-μm-deep separation
channels and 40-μm-deep main channels demonstrated the good separation ability for 3–10-μm
particles. We prepared several types of microchannels and successfully tuned the particle separation
size. Furthermore, the input position of the particle suspension was controlled by adjusting the input
flow rates and/or using a Y-shaped inlet connector that resulted in a significant improvement in the
separation precision. The presented concept is a good example of a new type of microfluidic particle
separation mechanism using 3D flows and may potentially be applicable to the sorting of various
types of micrometer-sized objects, including living cells and synthetic microparticles.

Keywords: microfluidic device; particle separation; hydrodymanics; microchannel; cell sorting

1. Introduction

The need to separate micrometer-sized particles precisely, especially mammalian cells of specific
phenotypes, is increasing with the recent progress in cell-based liquid biopsy technologies and stem
cell engineering [1–3]. In the industrial production of synthetic microparticles, monodispersity at
a particle size is a critical factor dominating the function and reliability of particle-based products,
as represented by particle-based separation matrices. In the last decade, microfluidic systems have
been recognized as a practical tool for precisely separating micrometer-sized cells and particles [4–6].
Several types of microfluidic cell separators are commercially available, most of which employ
laminar flow systems or inertial forces of particle movement in microchannels. Representative
examples of particle sorting mechanisms that do not necessitate the application of outer forces include
deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) [7–9], pinched-flow fractionation (PFF) [10,11], hydrodynamic
filtration [12–14], Dean-flow fractionation [15–17], hydrophoresis [18–20], inertial microfluidics [21,22],
and multi-orifice fractionation [23,24]. Most of these techniques utilize precisely controlled flow profiles
in a quasi-two-dimensional microchannel, i.e., laminar flow patterns in microchannels with a uniform
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depth, neglecting the flow rate distribution in the z (depth) direction. Meanwhile, recent studies have
demonstrated that three dimensionally fabricated microchannels effectively function as new particle
sorting/focusing devices [25,26]. Researchers have used secondary flows, Dean-flows, or microvortices
formed in the microchannel cross section (x-z plane) [27–30]. From these examples, we expect that
unprecedented but efficient microfluidic mechanisms for particle separation can be developed using
three-dimensional (3D) flow profiles in microfluidic channels with non-uniform depths.

In our recent study, we proposed the concept of a purely hydrodynamic particle separation
scheme using slanted, asymmetrically arranged, lattice-shaped microchannel networks [31]. The lattice
structure was composed two types of perpendicularly crossing microchannels (“main channels” and
“separation channels”) with a uniform depth. To split a small amount of fluid flow from the main
channel to the separation channel at each crossing point, the density of the separation channels was
30–100 times higher than that of the main channels. Using this microchannel configuration, large
particles flow along the main channel, whereas small particles enter the separation channels, resulting
in the size-dependent separation of particles in the lateral (x) direction. The lattice configuration of
the microchannel was advantageous because it is robust against microchannel clogging. Additionally,
the separation throughput can potentially be increased compared with single microchannels with
a depth/width of several tens of micrometers. However, one concern remains: the number of main
channels is limited, and only ~10 main channels can be placed in the lattice region with a width of
~10 mm. We pondered the outcome of placing multiple main channels more densely, instead of creating
a significant difference in the densities of the two types of perpendicularly crossing channels. This was
our primary motivation to test a new type of lattice microchannel-based particle separation technique.

Herein, we describe a new principle of size-based particle separation using asymmetric lattice
channel networks composed of two channel types that are more densely arranged and have different
depths. The schematic images exhibiting the particle separation behaviors are shown in Figure 1.
To create an anisotropic flow distribution at each crossing point, we fabricated dual-depth lattices; the
main channels, which were slanted to the lower right direction (+ x and + y directions), were made
deeper, whereas the separation channels, which were perpendicularly crossing the main channels,
were shallower. From the precise observation of the particle behaviors in the channels, we noticed
that complex 3D flows critically dominated the size-dependent difference in the particle behaviors,
thereby achieving particle separation in the lateral direction. Particularly, it was interesting that the
large particles frequently entered the shallower separation channels, whereas the small ones did not.
These separation behaviors were completely different from those observed in our previous study
using uniform-depth lattice channels [31], or the previously well-developed DLD techniques. In this
study, we investigated several factors affecting the separation performances of particles and conducted
several experiments to tune the separation size and improve the separation efficiencies.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic image illustrating particle separation behaviors using dual depth, lattice-shaped
channel networks. (b) Detailed behaviors of particles in the lattice region. (c,d) Illustrations showing
the particle movement in the depth (z) direction from the shallower separation channels into the main
channels. These images correspond to the cross sections shown in panel (b).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Separation Mechanism

The detailed separation mechanism is shown in Figure 1. We employed asymmetric lattice-channel
networks with three inlets and six outlets. The lattice structure was composed of deep main channels
and shallow separation channels (Figure 1b). We introduced a particle suspension from Inlet 2 and
buffer solution from Inlets 1 and 3. Because the main channels are slightly slanted against the flow
direction (y direction), and a small amount of the fluid flow is split from the main channel into the
separation channel at every crossing point, particles alternately flow through the main channel and
separation channels. At the moment when particles enter the main channel from the separation channel,
larger particles with sizes comparable to the depth of the separation channel cannot reach the ceiling of
the main channel, because of the hydrodynamic restriction effect in the widening region, as in the case
of the PFF scheme (Figure 1c). Therefore, these large particles frequently enter the separation channel.
Meanwhile, small particles can reach the ceiling of the main channel, and they are likely to flow along
the main channel and do not often enter the main channel (Figure 1d). Consequently, the difference in
the lateral positions (x position) of the particles is enhanced as the particles flow downstream, and
these particles are separated based on size. In the following experiments, we examined if this concept
explains the mechanism of particle separation using the presented microfluidic systems.

2.2. Fabrication and Design of Microfluidic Devices

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-glass microfluidic devices were fabricated using standard soft
lithography and replica molding techniques [32]. Briefly, we first prepared SU-8 molds on Si wafers. The
SU-8 spin-coating and ultraviolet light irradiation processes were repeated twice to obtain dual-depth
structures. A PDMS prepolymer (Silpot 184, Dow Corning Toray, Tokyo, Japan) was poured onto
the prepared mold, and subsequently cured at 85 ◦C for 30 min. After completing the crosslinking
reaction of PDMS, the PDMS plate with channel structures was peeled off from the mold; subsequently,
it was bonded against a flat glass slide (S1112, Matsunami Glass, Tokyo, Japan) after O2 plasma-based
surface activation. Finally, inlet/outlet silicone tubes were attached and subsequently glued to form the
inlet/outlet ports.

We prepared six types of microfluidic devices (Microdevices A-F) with different microchannel
geometries, as shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. Each inlet channel was branched into two channels to
uniformly introduce fluid samples into the lattice region. Prefilter structures were placed in the inlet
channels to avoid the introduction of large particulates into the lattice region. In the lattice region, two
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types of microchannels crossed perpendicularly. The deeper main channels (width of wmain, depth of
dmain) were slanted against the flow direction (y-direction) with a slant angle of 15◦, and they were
periodically placed with the interchannel distance of Dmain. The separation channels (width of wsep,
depth of dsep) were shallower and narrower than the main channels, which were also placed at the
interchannel distance of Dsep. Microdevices A–C were prepared to examine the effects of the main
channel depth. Microdevices D–F were used to tune the critical size of the particle separation of
Microdevice A; these channels exhibited a perfectly similar relationship, but with different sizes.

Figure 2. Microchannel design and photographs of the microfluidic devices. (a) Top view of
Microdevices A–C, (b) enlarged image of the lattice region, and (c) cross-sectional view of the lattice
region. wmain: width of the main channel; wsep: width of the separation channel; dmain: depth of the
main channel; dsep: depth of the separation channel; Dmain: interchannel distance of the neighboring
main channels; Dsep: interchannel distance of the neighboring separation channels. (d) Photograph of
the prepared Microdevice A and (e) microscopic images showing the inlet, lattice, and outlet regions of
Microdevice A.

Table 1. Parameters of six types of fabricated microfluidic devices. The parameters correspond to those
shown in Figure 2. The size ratio indicates the relative size ratios for Microdevices A, D, E, and F.

Microdevice
wmain

(μm)
wsep

(μm)
dmain

(μm)
dsep

(μm)
Dmain

(μm)
Dsep

(μm)
Lattice Size
(mm ×mm)

Size
Ratio

A 35 15 40 15 93 25 32 × 12 1
B 35 15 25 15 93 25 32 × 12 -
C 35 15 70 15 93 25 32 × 12 -
D 52 23 60 23 139 38 48 × 18 1.5
E 23 10 27 10 62 17 21.3 × 8 0.67
F 17 7 20 7 46 13 16 × 6 0.5

2.3. Particle Separation Experiments

We employed fluorescent/nonfluorescent standard polystyrene particles with different diameters.
Microparticles with the average diameters of 2.1 μm (B0200; blue fluorescent), 3.0 μm (R0300; red
fluorescent), 3.1 μm (G0300; green fluorescent), 4.8 μm (G0500; green fluorescent), 6.0 μm (4206A;
nonfluorescent), 9.9 μm (G1000; green fluorescent), and 15 μm (4215A; nonfluorescent) were obtained
from Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA. These particles were suspended in an aqueous solution of
18% sucrose and 0.5% tween 20 at concentrations of 5 × 106–3 × 107 particles per milliliter. This solution
prevents the precipitation of particles. The particle suspension was pumped from Inlet 2, whereas the
same solution without particles (the “buffer”) was introduced from Inlets 1 and 3 using syringe pumps
(KDS200, KD Scientific, MA, USA). The behaviors of the particles were observed using a fluorescence
microscope (IX71, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a charge-coupled device camera (DP80,
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The absolute numbers of particles, separated and recovered from each
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outlet, were evaluated by measuring the output volumes and analyzing the particle concentrations
using a hemocytometer. The recovery ratio of the particles was defined as the number of particles
recovered from an outlet divided by the total particle number recovered from all six outlets. On
average, ~200 particles were counted for each condition, and experiments were repeated at least thrice
using individual microdevices. To investigate the flow behaviors of microparticles in the x-y planes at
different depths (different z positions), a high-speed confocal microscope system (Confocal Scanning
Micro PIV System, Seika Corp., Tokyo, Japan) was used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Particle Separation Using Microdevice A

In the presented lattice-shaped microchannel networks, the flow rate distribution along the
streamline (y-axis) is not necessarily uniform because of the asymmetrically placed channels with
different depths. The values of the output volumes are key for evaluating the separation efficiency of
the target particles. Hence, we first measured the volumetric flow rates distributed to each outlet using
Microdevice A, by introducing distilled water from the inlets and measuring the output volumes by
weighing. The result is shown in Supplementary Figure S1. As expected, the flow rates through the six
outlets were not uniform and a distribution was shown; the flow rate to Outlet 1 was only ~10% of
the input flow, whereas that to Outlet 6 was higher (~28%). This non-uniformity is attributable to the
relatively wide and deep main channels slanted to the right direction (direction to Outlet 6). For the
following particle separation experiments, the absolute number of particles recovered from each outlet
was evaluated by multiplying the particle concentration and output volume.

Next, we observed the separation behaviors of fluorescent standard microparticles as a model.
Figure 3 shows 4.8- and 9.9-μm green particles flowing through Outlets 1 and 3 of Microdevice A,
when the input flow rates from Inlets 1, 2, and 3, denoted as Q1, Q2, and Q3, respectively, were 20, 20,
and 80 μL/min, respectively. Most of the large 9.9-μm particles flowed through Outlet 1, whereas small
4.8-μm particles were primarily distributed to Outlets 1, 2, and 3. This result clearly indicates that
the presented dual-depth lattice-channel network can function as a size-selective sieving matrix for
micrometer-sized particles. This separation result is similar to that reported in our previous study
using uniform-depth lattice channels [31] or in the DLD scheme [7–9], in that the differences in the
lateral positions (x positions) of particles are enlarged as the particles flow through the lattice region in
the y direction. However, interestingly, the particle behaviors differ completely from those observed in
our previous study because larger particles flow into the separation channels more frequently than the
smaller particles, thus resulting in a large degree of lateral displacement distance for the larger particles.

Figure 3. Behaviors of the fluorescent standard particles (4.8- and 9.9-μm green particles) flowing near
(a) Outlet 1 and (b) Outlet 3 of Microdevice A.

Several key operation parameters may affect the separation performances of the particles using
the presented concept. First, the ratio of the input flow rates was naturally regarded as a critical factor.
We therefore investigated the effect of the input flow-rate ratio, while maintaining the total flow rate
Qtotal (= Q1 + Q2 + Q3) at 120 μL/min. The result is shown in Figure 4. When the ratio of the input
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flow rates, Q1, Q2, and Q3 was 1:1:1, the input position of particles was relatively broad (~3.8 mm;
Figure 4a). The three types of different-sized particles introduced exhibited similar behaviors and
were not clearly separated, even though the 9.9-μm particles were not recovered from Outlets 5 and
6 (Figure 4c). Meanwhile, when the relative ratio of the particle suspension (Q2) was decreased, i.e.,
when the ratio was changed to 1:1:4 or 4:1:1, the input position was narrowed to ~1.6 mm (Figure 4b).
Especially in the 1:1:4 condition, where the particles were introduced from the left-side region of the
lattice, a good separation was obtained (Figures 3 and 4d). More than 90% of the 9.9-μm particles were
recovered from Outlet 1, whereas 3.0- and 4.8-μm particles were dispersed and primarily recovered
from Outlets 1 to 4. Although the separation efficiency was not sufficiently high in this condition, we
clarified that a pinching effect of the particle input position had occurred. When the ratio was changed
to 4:1:1, that is, the relative value of Q1 was increased, the introduction position was shifted to the right
side of the lattice. In this condition, most of the particles were recovered from Outlets 4 to 6, regardless
of the particle size, and particle separation was not achieved (Figure 4e). This result clarified that the
input position was a highly critical factor dominating the particle separation performances. A higher
separation precision may be expected when the relative value of Q2 is further lowered; however,
we performed particle separation experiments at the input flow rate ratio of 1:1:4 in the following
experiments, to ensure a relatively high throughput of particle separation.

Figure 4. (a,b) Fluorescence micrographs exhibiting the behaviors of green fluorescent particles flowing
into the lattice region of Microdevice A, when the ratios of the input flow rates were changed as
indicated. (c–e) Recovery ratios of three types of particles when the ratio of the input flow rates was
changed. The total flow rate Qtotal was constant at 120 μL/min for these experiments. Each set of data
represents the mean ± standard deviation (SD) from three individual experiments.

In most microfluidic schemes for particle separation using laminar flow systems, the particle
separation performances are not significantly affected by the absolute value of the flow rate, provided
that the particle inertia is negligible [33]. To examine if the particle separation performance of the
presented method is affected by the absolute value of the flow rate, we performed particle sorting
experiments under different flow-rate conditions using Microdevice A. The total flow rate Qtotal was
changed at 60 μL/min or 1200 μL/min, whereas the flow-rate ratio remained at 1:1:4. The result is shown
in Supplementary Figure S2. The ratio of the 9.9-μm particles recovered from Outlet 1 slightly decreased
when the total flow rate was increased to 1200 μL/min; the particle separation behaviors did not change
significantly compared with those at 60 and 120 μL/min (Figure 4d). This result clearly indicated that
the particle inertia did not dominate the separation mechanism of the presented method. Because a
relatively high separation throughput was demonstrated, we expect that a high-throughput processing
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would be possible using the presented concept by further optimizing the operating conditions and/or
microchannel geometries, including microchannel parallelization [34].

Additionally, we attempted to observe the flowing behaviors of mammalian cells to validate the
applicability of the presented method for cell sorting/manipulation applications. We introduced a
suspension of NIH-3T3 cells in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), whose nuclei were stained blue using
Hoechst 33342 dye, from Inlet 2, and PBS without cells from Inlets 1 and 3. The input flow rates Q1, Q2,
and Q3 were 20, 20, and 80 μL/min, respectively. The results indicate that these cells, with an average
diameter of ~12 μm, were mostly recovered from Outlet 1 (Supplementary Figure S3), as in the case of
the 9.9-μm particles. Although we did not perform size-based fractionation of cells with specific sizes,
the cell concentration was increased approximately twice after recovery from Outlet 1. This result
demonstrates applicability to cell separation in addition to cell concentration and carrier medium
exchange using the presented microfluidic device.

3.2. Observation of 3D Particle Behavior Using High-Speed Confocal Microscopy

To elucidate the separation mechanisms in detail and to strengthen our theory as depicted in
Figure 1, we observed the behaviors of green fluorescent 3.1- and 9.9-μm particles in the lattice region
using high-speed confocal microscopy. A buffer solution and the particle suspension were introduced
into Microdevice A at Q1, Q2, and Q3 of 2.0, 2.0, and 8.0 μL/min, respectively. Particles flowing near
the ceiling of the main channel and those near the bottom surface were individually observed. The
flows of the particles are shown in Figure 5 and Supplementary Video S1. Near the ceiling of the
microchannel, we primarily observed 3.1-μm particles flowing along the main channel, but the number
of large 9.9-μm particles was extremely small. It was assumed that the large particles could not reach
the ceiling of the microchannel when they were flowing from the shallower separation channel into the
deeper main channel, because of the hydrodynamic constriction effects for the large particles, as in the
case of PFF [10]. By contrast, 9.9- and 3.1-μm particles, flowing near the bottom surface, frequently
entered the separation channels (Figure 5b). Furthermore, we observed that 3.1-μm particles flowed in
the upper and/or lower direction (+z or -z direction) more frequently than the 9.9-μm particles. Once
the small particles reached the ceiling of the main channel, they flowed along the main channel. These
observations clarified that the separation mechanism of this scheme utilized 3D flows in the planar
lattice-shaped microchannel networks, as explained in Figure 1.

Figure 5. High-speed confocal microscopic images showing the flow behaviors of 3.1- and 9.9-μm
particles (a) in the upper region (near the main-channel ceiling) and (b) in the lower region (near
the channel bottom). Small circular dots indicate 3.1-μm particles, whereas the large circular objects
indicate 9.9-μm particles. The microchannel is visualized by the white lines.

3.3. Effect of the Main Channel Depth on Particle Separation

In addition to the operation parameters, various geometric parameters of the microchannels affect
the separation behaviors of the particles. Among various factors, we investigated the effect of the main
channel depth dmain on particle separation performances. In addition to Microdevice A with dmain

of 40 μm, we fabricated two microdevices, Microdevices B and C, with dmain values of 25 and 70 μm,
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respectively (Table 1). The results of particle separation are shown in Figure 6. In Microdevice B, the
three types of particles introduced were primarily recovered from Outlet 2, and significant differences
were not observed between these particles (Figure 6a). This result suggested that the particle migration
in the upper (z) direction was suppressed, because the particles, once introduced from the separation
channel into the main channel, could easily be reintroduced into the separation channel (Figure 6b). By
contrast, when Microdevice C was used, the particles were almost randomly distributed to Outlets 1–4
(Figure 6c). It was likely that the particles, once they had reached near the ceiling of the main channel,
flowed along the main channel and never flowed near the channel bottom, and were recovered from
Outlets 3–4. Meanwhile, particles flowing near the bottom surface would be frequently introduced
into the separation channels, regardless of the particle size (Figure 6d). Consequently, we confirmed
that Microdevice A with dmain of 40 μm was the optimal device among the three types of devices for
separating microparticles with this size range.

Figure 6. Recovery ratios of three types of microparticles and schematic images showing the particle
behaviors in the dual-depth lattice channels. (a,b) Microdevice B with the main channel depth of 25 μm
and (c,d) Microdevice C with the main channel depth of 70 μm. In (a,c), each set of data represents the
mean ± SD from three individual experiments.

3.4. Tuning of Separation Size

The ability to tune the separation size is significantly important for a microfluidic particle
separation scheme to widen its application range. It may be possible to alter one or more geometrical
parameters of Microdevice A to tune the separation size; however, we prepared three additional types
of microfluidic devices (Microdevices D, E, and F), all of which exhibited a perfectly similar relationship
with Microdevice A. The relative sizes of Microdevices D, E, and F to Microdevice A were 1.5, 0.67,
and 0.5, respectively. We performed particle separation experiments with the input flow rates Q1, Q2,
and Q3 of 20, 20, and 80 μL/min, respectively, for all the devices. To examine the controllability of
the separation size, we used several types of fluorescent and/or nonfluorescent model particles with
a diameter from 2.1 to 15 μm. The results are shown in Figure 7. For each microdevice, the largest
particles were primarily recovered from Outlet 1, whereas the smallest particles were distributed to
Outlets 1 to 4, as in the case of Microdevice A. For example, 4.8-μm particles were distributed to Outlets
1–4 of Microdevice D, but were mainly recovered from Outlet 1 of Microdevice F. These results clearly
suggest that the usage of different-sized microfluidic devices in a similar relationship is a reasonable
strategy to effectively tune the separation behaviors of the particles.
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Figure 7. Separation results of model particles with different similitude ratios; (a) similitude ratio
was 1.5 (microdevice D), (b) similitude ratio was 0.66 (microdevice E), and (c) similitude ratio was
0.5 (microdevice F). The Qtotal and Q1:Q2:Q3 were 120 μL/min and 1:1:4, respectively. Each dataset
presents the mean ± SD from three individual demonstrations.

3.5. Control of the Vertical Position of Particles

From the results on particle separation and observations, we assumed that the difference in
particle position in the z direction might be the primary reason for the insufficient separation efficiency.
This could be especially severe for the smaller particles introduced; large particles were primarily
collected from Outlet 1, but smaller particles were distributed to Outlets 1–4. To improve the precision
of particle separation, we employed a Y-shaped connector that was inserted into Inlet 2 of Microdevice
A (Figure 8a). The particle suspension was introduced from one of the two branch inlets, whose
position was close to the outlets (+y direction), whereas the buffer without particles was introduced
from another inlet, which was close to the inlets (−y direction). Using such a setup, almost all the
particles were pushed against the ceiling of the microchannel in the lattice region. The flow rates Q1,
Q2_particles, Q2_buffer, and Q3 were 20, 2, 18, and 80 μL/min, respectively.

Figure 8. (a) Schematic image showing Microdevice A with an attached Y-shaped connector. (b,c) 4.8-
and 9.9-μm particles flowing near Outlets 1 and 3. (d) Result of particle separation when Q1, Q2_particles,
Q2_buffer, and Q3 were 20, 2, 18, and 80 μL/min, respectively. Each set of data represents the mean ± SD
from three individual experiments. (e) Schematic image showing the particle behaviors in the lattice
channel, when the input position of the particles was restricted to the upper region.
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Figure 8b,c show the 4.8- and 9.9-μm particles flowing near Outlets 1 and 3, respectively. Compared
with the separation results without using the Y-shaped connector (Figure 3), the number of 4.8-μm
particles flowing through Outlet 1 decreased significantly. The separation results of the three types of
particles are shown in Figure 8d. The introduced 3.0-, 4.8-, and 9.9-μm particles were mainly recovered
from Outlets 1, 3, and 4, respectively. The 3.0- and 4.8-μm particles were separated, indicating that
the separation resolution had improved. This result indicated that the small particles were likely
to selectively flow near the ceiling of the main channel, whereas the large particles, flowing near
the bottom, frequently entered the separation channels (Figure 8e). The separation resolution of the
3.0- and 4.8-μm particles was not high in these experiments, possibly because these particles are
relatively small compared to the critical separation size of the presented microfluidic device. A possible
strategy to improve the separation resolution of these particles is to sequentially employ several
types of microfluidic devices with different separation sizes. From these results, we confirmed that
the introduction of particles from the limited area in the x-z plane of the lattice region was a highly
effective strategy to improve the separation precision of dual-depth, asymmetric microchannel systems.
Although the throughput of separated particles decreased compared with the result shown in Figure 3,
the presented approach could offer useful insights into microfluidic particle/cell sorting using 3D flow
profiles in stereoscopic microchannel structures.

4. Conclusions

We have successfully demonstrated a new concept of a microfluidic particle separation scheme
using dual-depth, asymmetric microfluidic lattice structures. By precisely observing the separation
behaviors of model particles, we revealed that the 3D laminar flow profile was utilized for the
size-selective differences in particle behaviors. Additionally, the control of the input position in both
x and z directions was significantly effective in improving the separation performances. The lattice
configuration was advantageous because it was robust against microchannel clogging, as bypass flows
were generated even when microchannels were clogged at several points. With the recent progress in
3D fabrication techniques, including 3D printers, microfluidic channels with complex 3D structures
have recently been gaining increasing attention. The results obtained in this study would provide
useful insights into the utilization of 3D flows in microchannels for the separation and manipulation of
various types of micrometer-sized particles.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/10/6/425/s1:
Figure S1: The output volumes from the six outlets of Microdevice A; Figure S2: Results of particle separation
using Microdevice A when the total flow rate was changed; Figure S3: Fluorescence micrograph showing the
behaviors of mammalian cells in Microdevice A; Video S1: High-speed confocal microscopic movie showing the
flowing behaviors of 3.1- and 9.9-μm particles in Microdevice A, which correspond to those shown in Figure 5.
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Abstract: Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) technology has great potential for the separation,
enrichment, and sorting of red blood cells (RBCs). This paper presents a numerical simulation of the
motion of RBCs using DLD devices with different pillar shapes and gap configurations. We studied
the effect of the pillar shape, row shift, and pillar diameter on the performance of RBC separation. The
numerical results show that the RBCs enter “displacement mode” under conditions of low row-shift
(Δλ < 1.4 μm) and “zigzag mode” with large row shift (Δλ > 1.5 μm). RBCs can pass the pillar array
when the size of the pillar (d > 6 μm) is larger than the cell size. We show that these conclusions can
be helpful for the design of a reliable DLD microfluidic device for the separation of RBCs.

Keywords: red blood cells; deterministic lateral displacement; trajectories; row shift

1. Introduction

Human blood consists of plasma and mainly red and white blood cells and platelets [1]. Through
continuous circulation, blood provides oxygen and nutrients, removes metabolic waste from tissue,
regulates body pH and temperature, in addition to other biological functions. RBCs are the most
critical component, and have a direct impact on hemodynamics and hemorheology. RBCs are highly
deformable due to their biconcave, seedless, and highly flexible membrane [2]. Researchers has
recognized the deformability of RBCs as an inherent indicator of diseases such as diabetes and malaria.
The separation of deformable RBCs through Lab-on-a-chip techniques, which is based on the formers’
mechanical properties, is becoming an essential process for medical research and clinical disease
diagnosis [3–5]. Further understanding of the dynamic behavior of the RBCs in a microchannel,
and exploring new methods by which to efficiently separate RBCs from plasma, are urgent to the
development of biomedical engineering.

In medical research such as liquid biopsies and cytopathology, researchers have begun to focus
on the direct isolation of target cells from whole blood. In 2018, a new method for continuously
focusing and separating biological particles directly with shear-induced diffusion from whole blood
was successfully demonstrated; the method effectively combines the inherent complexity of blood with
the migration from the flow inertia while causing little pollution [6]. They also demonstrated a new
multi-flow micro-fluidic (MFM)system for unlabeled circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from the peripheral
blood of patients, and proposed a promising alternative method by which to realize CTC capture. Their
results show that the method will offer the possibility of achieving chemical individuality treatment [7].

Moreover, several techniques for cell separation have been proposed, such as label-free
discrimination and fractionation of cell populations [8], fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS),
magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS), and centrifugation separation. Fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) is an active sorting method in which tested cells are stained with a specific fluorescent
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dye to fluoresce the cells with a complementary fluorophore-conjugated antibody. The detected
fluorescence data can be used to characterize the immune situation, size, and cell type, providing rich
data support for analyses of gene expression. Magnetically-activated cell sorting (MACS) is a passive
separation technique. Magnetic particles are introduced to label cells to bind specific proteins on cells
and separate the sample from non-magnetic cells under the action of an external magnetic field [8,9].
Although FACS and MACS can provide rich data for high-throughput screening, these two methods are
not widely available due to the limitations of cost of their labeled antibody magnetic nanoparticles and
sheath fluids [10]. The macroscopic separation method consists of centrifugation, which uses different
concentrations of blood cell components and different centrifugal forces at different settling rates.
However, because of its reactivity to environmental changes, centrifugation may alter the immune
properties [11]. The phase separation method based on the hematocrit effect in a microchannel with
multiple outlets has also been adopted to separate RBCs. Yin et al. [2] investigated the separation
process of multiple RBC flows through a symmetric microvascular bifurcation model with different cell
deformability, aggregation, and hematocrit. Their symmetric bifurcation model is relatively simple,
given the limitations of the 2-D model.

With the development of microfabrication technology, the post arrays of the pillars in a
microchannel have been used for the selective delivery on the proteins [12] and drugs [13], and
to separate RBCs [3], known as “deterministic lateral displacement” (DLD) [14,15]. The method has
the advantages of requiring lower analytical reagent dosages, shorter detection periods, and yielding
higher levels of precision, and this technology opens up the possibility of experimental microchip
diagnostics replacing traditional blood tests. By collecting sample fractions to quantify the separation
efficiency at each outlet, Xavier et al. [16] found that the purities can reach 88.5% and 98.3% for large
and small beads, respectively. Their experimental results demonstrated that the DLD has outstanding
potential for high purity separation.

Zhang et al. [4] numerically studied the influences of the pillar shapes on the dynamic behavior
of the RBCs in the DLD devices, including cylindrical, diamond, and triangle. Sharp obstacles can
significantly enhance the deformability of cells; their sharper edges can cause more significant distortion
of RBCs. The cells around triangles bend more strongly than around diamonds, which may be related to
DLD-based deformable sorting. Li et al. [17] considered a cylindrical microfluidic bifurcation channel,
where three-dimensional fluid dynamics codes were used to simulate the trajectories of RBCs. Since
healthy RBCs have the characteristic of high deformability, and the distortions induced by bifurcation
are considerable, the healthy ones cannot uniformly distribute in bifurcated microchannels like rigid
RBCs. That means that the deformability of RBCs has a significant influence on blood separation, and
that healthy RBCs have an extremely high separation efficiency.

Fu et al. [18] combined the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM), the immersion boundary method
(IBM), and the discrete element method (DEM) to calculate the separation of particles of different sizes
and shapes (sphere, triangle, diamond, and pentagon) through square and round pillars. Kruger et
al. [19] investigated the shapes of RBCs between pillars using the capillary number Ca to indicate the
deformability. Ca-dependent trajectories have been observed, and the direct collision of RBCs with
the pillars may increase separation. Hou et al. [20] examined a continuous filtration method for the
separation of the infected red blood cells (iRBCs) in a microfluidic device. iRBCs behave like white
blood cells and move toward the side walls due to cell-cell interactions.

In this paper, we simulate the motions of RBCs in DLD devices by considering their deformability.
Firstly, we changed the pillar shapes (circular and triangular) and their arrangements to evaluate
the trajectories, surface stresses, and velocities of the rigid RBCs (regarding them as microspheres).
We then introduced capillary number Ca to represent the deformability of RBCs, and discussed the
variation of Ca under the configuration of the triangular pillars. Our work on the DLD device provides
underlying understanding for the efficient separation of the RBCs in the future.
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2. Simulation Methods and Models

We adopted the COMSOL® Multiphysics software as the computational tool, which is relatively
well-suited to the calculation of microspheres manipulation [21]. We optimized the simulation code
of [22], in which the separation trajectories in a DLD device are accurately predicted using the
finite element method. Furthermore, we studied the velocity field, surface stress, trajectories, and
velocity of red blood cell movement. During the simulation, it was shown that when the height
of the microspheres/cells is consistent with the thickness of the device, the geometric nature of the
microspheres/cells can be simplified to two-dimensions [20]. Also, compared to the 3-D model, the
2-D model can greatly reduce the number of calculations. Additionally, the friction between the
microspheres and the device wall can be neglected.

2.1. The DLD Model

Figure 1 shows a typical schematic of a DLD device. The microfluidic channel has one inlet on the
left and two outlets on the right; the separated particles/cells will flow out of one of the outlets. To
enhance the analysis, we chose two different pillar shapes (circle and the triangle) as the calculation
cases. The detailed dimensions of the pillar posts are shown in Figure 1.

 

(a) The circular DLD 

 

(b) The triangular DLD 

Figure 1. Schematic of a deterministic lateral displacement array device. The microfluidic channel has
an inlet on the left and two outlets on the right. The circular and triangular obstacles in the channel
are made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The obstacles are periodically arranged, and each row is
horizontal in terms of one row and offset. A liquid solution carrying rigid microspheres of different
sizes flows through the passage from the inlet. The pillar shape within the DLD device is (a) circular
and (b) triangular.

Table 1 lists the channel length, width, the pillar diameter, the height, and the obstacle spacing of
the DLD device. Table 2 lists the physical properties of the fluid and the RBCs. Two working fluids
were tested.

Table 1. The geometric parameters of the DLD array.

The Setting Parameters The Size (μm)

L (the channel length) 109
W (the channel width) 54

d (the round obstacle diameter) 5
h (the equilateral triangle obstacle) 5

S (the obstacle spacing) 3
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Table 2. The physical properties of the RBCs and working fluids.

The Working
Fluid

The Density
(kg/m3)

The Dynamic
Viscosity (Pa·s)

The Young’s
Modulus (Pa)

The Poisson’s
Ratio

Water 1000 0.001 2.16e9 0.414
RBCs 1090 - 2.5e2 0.3
PDMS 970 0.001 3e9 0.49

2.1.1. Governing Equations

In this two-dimensional simulation, we need to calculate an incompressible liquid flow by solving
the Navier-Stokes equations [23,24] and the continuity equation:

ρ
∂ufluid

∂t
= ∇

[
−pI + μ

(
∇ufluid +

(
∇ufluid

)T
)]
− 12
μufluid

d2
z

+ F (1)

ρ∇× ufluid = 0 (2)

where ρ
∂u f luid
∂t represents the unsteady inertia force (N/m3), 12

μu f luid

d2
z

represents the nonlinear inertia

force (N/m3), and F represents the volume force. ρ represents the fluid density (kg/m3), p is the pressure
(Pa), 
() represents the gradient operator, I is the unit diagonal matrix, μf is the dynamic fluid viscosity
(Pa·s), and dz represents the channel height (mm). When gravity or other volumetric forces are not
considered, F = 0. ufluid represents the fluid velocity field (m/s).

In a microfluidic system, the flow rate is small and the Reynolds number (Re << 100) is expressed as

Re =
lUρ
μ

, (3)

where l is the characteristic length of the rectangular channel (l = 109 μm), and U is the average velocity.

2.1.2. Boundary Conditions for Fluid-solid Interaction (FSI)

In a fluid-solid coupling boundary setting, the solid boundary is affected by the viscous force
and flow pressure. Therefore, the velocity of the fluid can be used to derive the displacement rate of
change of the solid microspheres.

ufluid = uw (4)

uw =
∂usolid
∂t

(5)

σ · n = Γ · n (6)

Γ =
[
−pI + μ

(
∇ufluid +

(
∇ufluid

)T
)]

(7)

where Γ is the force on the solid boundary, which includes the fluid pressure and viscous resistance, and
n denotes the outward normal bound. At the fluid-solid coupling boundary, the fluid velocity, ufluid, is
equal to the rate of change of the solid displacement, uw. usolid represents the solid displacement field
(m/s), uw represents the displacement rate of change of the solid microspheres and satisfies the no-slip
condition at the channel wall, and σ is the Cauchy stress.

2.1.3. Initial Conditions

The fluid flow in the channel is fully developed laminar flow, and is driven by the pressure
difference. To ensure that the nonlinear solver has the best possible convergence at the beginning, we
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set the inlet velocity to be non-constant. According to the parabolic characteristics of the laminar flow
velocity distribution, we used the following formula to calculate the normal inlet velocity:

U = 6u0(H −Y)Y/H2 (8)

where u0 is the average flow velocity at the inlet (m/s), H is the channel height (mm), and Y is the value
of the y-coordinate of the center of the microsphere/RBCs.

At the exit, a fixed boundary condition, also known as the Dirichlet boundary condition, was
used to determine the value of the pressure.[

−pI + μ
(
∇ufluid +

(
∇ufluid

)T
)]

n = −∧pn (9)

2.2. Red Blood Cell Model

Due to their non-expandable nature, RBCs can preserve their area and arc length in two dimensions.
The deformability of cells depends on the elasticity of the cell membrane, the viscosity of the cytoplasm,
and the applied flow rate [3,25]. Therefore, for the simulation of the cell screening process, it was
necessary to consider the deformability of RBCs. Young’s modulus, which is the modulus of elasticity
detected by atomic force microscopy, is a physical quantity used to characterize the surface properties
of cells in the biological field. It is determined only by the physical properties of the material itself; the
larger Young’s modulus, the greater the rigidity of the cells, and the more difficult it is to deform them.

2.2.1. Linear Elastic Material

If the rigid microspheres underwent small levels of deformation and were subjected to a low
load, their displacement and deformation satisfy the linear elastic momentum conservation (see the
Equation (11)) and the governing equilibrium equation [23,24]. In this simulation, the Young’s modulus
E = (0.25 ± 0.08) kPa, the Poisson’s ratio v = 0.3 for RBCs.

ρ
∂u2

solid

∂t2 −∇ · σ = Fυ (10)

σ = J−1FSFT (11)

F = (I + ∇usolid) (12)

J = det(F) (13)

ε =
1
2

[
(∇usolid)

T + ∇usolid + (∇usolid)
T∇usolid

]
(14)

S− S0 = C : (ε− ε0 − εinet) (15)

Equation (10) represents Newton’s equation of motion; Equation (11) is the linear elastic
stress-strain law, and Equation (14) represents the strain-displacement (compatibility) equation.
Fv is the boundary force and J as the stiffness matrix. ε is the infinitesimal strain tensor (we also use ε
to present the row shift fraction in the discussion section); finally, C is the stiffness matrix.

2.2.2. The Capillary Number

To consider the factors that affect cell deformation, such as cell membrane, cytoplasm, and the
flow rate of the surrounding fluid, we introduced a dimensionless number, capillary number Ca, by
combining the characteristics of these aspects [3].

The bending stiffness kb of a healthy RBC is 1 × 10−19 and the effective radius Reff is 2.5 μm [1,3].
The maximum flow velocity Umax between the pillars is from 10 μm/s to 10 mm/s, and the post-gap
G = 1 μm. For healthy RBCs, the capillary number Ca range is [0.0375, 375], while the Ca range of
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pathological RBCs will increase nearly 10 times due to their stiffness, which means that the value is
[0.0038, 37.5] [26]. Therefore, the deformation of RBCs can be judged by the capillary number Ca; the
larger the capillary number Ca, the more easily the RBCs are deformed.

2.3. The Mesh and Independence Verification

After creating a mesh of the domain and discretizing the equation, we use the Any
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method to describe the interface between the fluid and the RBCs. The
geometry of the domain can be defined by moving the mesh, and the deformation and movement of
the boundary are the same. COMSOL can calculate the new grid coordinates of the channel region
based on the moving boundary and mesh smoothing of the structure, and solve the Navier-Stokes
equations in the moving coordinate system in the mesh and fluid domain. The microsphere meshes in
the domain move and deform freely with the simulated motion, and are automatically divided.

Also, we need to conduct grid independence verification to select the appropriate mesh. The most
basic method to change the mesh size; we will choose this mesh scale when the difference between the
results of two consecutive mesh scales reaches a point at which it can be ignored. Table 3 gives the
corresponding degrees of freedom for solving the various equations at different grid scales.

Table 3. The grid division scales.

The Cell
Type

Maximum
Unit Size

(μm)

Minimum
Unit Size

(μm)

Maximum
Unit

Growth
Rate

Curvature
Factor

Narrow
Area

Resolution

Solving the
Degree of
Freedom

Conventional 2.67 0.119 1.15 0.30 1 11,161
Refine 2.08 0.0594 1.13 0.30 1 11,621

Refined 1.66 0.0238 1.10 0.25 1 16,132
Ultra-fine 0.772 0.00891 1.08 0.25 1 20,140
Extremely
detailed 0.398 0.00119 1.05 0.20 1 48,624

Figure 2a plots the rate of change of displacement in the X direction for circular microspheres with
t = 0 to t = 0.3 seconds at different grid scales. The grid is very close and the error is small in terms of
regularity, refinement, ultra-fineness and extreme refinement. To consider the computational efficiency
and the solver convergence, the ultra-thinning ratio is used for subsequent simulations. According to
the COMSOL mesh quality detection method, the meshing is consistent with the rule that the mesh
quality is close to 1, meaning that the mesh quality is good.

  

(a) The influence of grid scale (b) The meshing schematic diagram on 

velocity of the microspheres 
 

Figure 2. Grid-independent verification (a) describes the variation of the velocity of the microspheres
along the x-direction at five different grid scales, and (b) plots the ultra-fine grids used for the simulation
of this number of times.
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Figure 2b is a meshing diagram and shows enlarges the microsphere area. The mesh is divided
into free triangle meshes, and the ultra-fine meshing method is selected. Inside the obstacle, the moving
mesh will change with the deformation of the obstacle; in the outer boundary of the watershed, the
deformation in all directions is set to zero. Therefore, the initial mesh at t = 0 s is not evenly divided,
but it can be seen that the mesh is evenly distributed around the microspheres. The mesh is looser on
the fluid domain, while the fluid-solid boundary has a denser and smaller cell grid.

3. Results and Discussion

To simplify the simulation, we consider the RBCs to be microscopically deformed microspheres
by ignoring their deformability in order to study the deflection effect of DLD devices on different
sized microspheres. Three kinds of microspheres with different diameters were used for numerical
simulations; the trajectories of the microspheres flowing through the DLD microchannel were analyzed.

3.1. The Trajectories of Microspheres

In a DLD device, the microspheres will separate according to the arrangement of the pillars under
the laminar flow at low Reynolds number.

From the Figure 3, there are two main modes in which the rigid microspheres move between the
gaps of pillar arrays. It is interesting to note that the position of the pillars will change the trajectories
of the microspheres, leading their trajectories into a “zigzag mode”; however, the trajectories return to
the original state after three rows of obstacles. When the radius is greater than the width of the channel,
the microspheres adopt “displacement mode”, and may not be able to enter channel 1 of the fluid in
the gap, thus behaving differently in the pillar array [27].

  
(a) The “zigzag mode” (b) The “displacement mode” 

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of a human-defined barrier matrix with three fluid channels. (a) The
three microspheres in the channel (shown in purple, green, and red, respectively) are incompatible.
After three rows of obstacles, the trajectories of the microspheres return to the original channel position,
following a zigzag pattern. (b) The microspheres with a radius which is greater than the width of the
channel follow a displacement pattern, passing through the streamline at the center of the microspheres.
The arrow marks the trajectories of the microsphere.

Compared with the longitudinal rectangular microchannels described in reference [27], we used
horizontal microchannels in the numerical simulation to analyze the trajectories of the microspheres.
We studied the factors affecting the separation of microspheres in the DLD device, the row shifts
fraction ε, and the diameter of the microspheres D. The row-shift fraction ε is expressed as

ε =
Δλ
λ

, (16)

As shown in Figure 4, Δλ is row shift and λ is the center-to-center distance.
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There is a critical diameter Dc between the “displacement mode” and the “zigzag mode”. Based
on the gap size and microsphere diameters, the critical diameter of the microspheres is [28],

Dc = 1.4Gε0.48, (17)

where G is the post-gap, indicating the distance between the two pillars.
The result shows the occurrence of “displacement mode” at low row shifts (Δλ ≤ 2.5 μm) and

“zigzag mode” for larger row shifts (Δλ ≥ 3 μm). This means that the separation trajectories of the
microspheres is dependent on the row shifts in the presently-studied DLD device.

To investigate the effect of the complex pillar array on the separation of microspheres, we used
different arrangements of pillars, i.e., by varying the row shift, the post-gap and the center-to-center
distance between the two pillars. In Figure 4a, the flow pattern of microspheres 1.4 μm and 3 μm
in diameter demonstrates “displacement mode” when Δλ = 1.0 μm, Dc = 1.95 μm, G = 4 μm, and
ε = 0.1111. In Figure 4b, the trajectories of microspheres with the same diameter adopt “zigzag
mode” when Δλ = 4.0 μm, Dc = 3.79 μm, G=4 μm, and ε = 0.4444. This indicates that the trajectories
of the microspheres are related to the row shift, which is consistent with the conclusions found in
the literature.

  
(a)  = 1.0 μm and  = 0.1111  (b)  = 4.0 μm and  = 0.4444 

Figure 4. Two types of microspheres with diameters of 1.4 μm and 3.0 μm, marked in red and purple.
(a) The trajectories of the microspheres are “displacement mode” in a circular pillar; the different row
shift fraction is ε = 0.1111 and Δλ = 1.0 μm. (b) The trajectories of the microspheres are in “zigzag
mode” in a circular pillar; the row shift fraction is ε = 0.4444 and Δλ = 4.0 μm.

Compared to [20], we found that the diameter of the microspheres affects their trajectories; we also
selected different diameters of the microspheres in our simulation to verify this result. Three different
diameters of microspheres were released from the same position in order to analyze the trajectories
when staggered pillars were used. From top to bottom, the microspheres have diameters of 1.0 μm,
0.4 μm and 0.2 μm with the Δλ = 1.5 μm, Dc = 1.88 μm, G = 3 μm, and ε = 0.1875 respectively, and
the trajectories of the three microspheres is in “zigzag mode”. When Δλ = 3.5 μm, Dc = 2.82 μm, G
= 3 μm, and ε = 0.4375, it was found that microspheres with diameters of 0.1 μm, 0.2 μm, 0.4 μm,
1 μm and 2 μm have different displacement rates, but that the trajectories are the same in “zigzag
mode”. Therefore, in this arrangement of pillars in Figure 5, the diameter of the microspheres does not
change their trajectories; therefore, we suspect that this indicates a new law between “zigzag mode”
and “displacement mode” regarding row shifts in these pillar arrangements.

To explore the critical row shifts between the “displacement mode” and the “zigzag mode” in this
pillar arrangement, the same diameters, i.e., 1.0 μm, 0.4 μm and 0.2 μm, of the microspheres are in
Δλ = 1.0 μm, Dc = 1,55 μm, G = 3 μm, and ε = 0.125 and another in Δλ = 1.4, Dc = 1.82 μm, G = 3 μm,
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and ε = 0.175 again in Figure 6. The results show that they all lead to “displacement mode”, and that in
the arrangement of the pillars, the “displacement mode” shifts at the low row shifts (Δλ ≤ 1.4 μm), and
the “zigzag mode” shifts at the larger row shifts (Δλ ≥ 1.5 μm). With the trajectories of microspheres
changing from “zigzag mode” to “displacement mode”, the critical diameters become smaller, and the
row shift fraction becomes larger.

(a)  = 1.5 μm and  = 0.1875 (b)  = 3.5 μm and  = 0.4375 

Figure 5. The trajectories of microspheres in a circular pillar are in “zigzag mode”. (a) The row shift
is Δλ = 1.5 μm and ε = 0.1875. We indicate three microspheres in the channel (in purple, green, and
red) of different sizes. (b) The row shift is Δλ = 3.5 μm and ε = 0.4375. Five fluid channels and five
differently sized microspheres (shown in orange, green, blue, red, and purple, respectively) are labeled.

  
(a)  = 1.0 μm and  = 0.125 (b)  = 1.4 μm and  = 0.175 

Figure 6. The trajectories of microspheres in a circular pillar array are in “displacement mode”.
Marked with two fluid channels, the three microspheres in the channel (shown here in purple and red,
respectively) are different in size. (a) The row shift is Δλ = 1.0 μm and ε = 0.125. (b) The row shift is Δλ
= 1.4 μm and ε = 0.175.

The microspheres showed periodic variations in this DLD device. We mainly studied microsphere
separation in “zigzag mode” using staggered pillars. In this section, we considered RBCs as being
rigid, and simulated the microspheres with the same parameters as those of the RBCs. We believe that
this arrangement can effectively predict the trajectory of RBCs during separation. We analyzed the
velocity and surface stress of different microsphere shapes (circular, elliptical, triangular and diamond)
and the effect of the shape of the pillars.
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3.2. The Surface Stress on the Microsphere

The deformability of RBCs is mainly due to stress on the surface. Next, we will discuss the stress
induced by the flow. RBCs can be damaged or even rupture under complex loading forces, including
viscous resistance and the pressure of the fluid. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the surface stress
on the microspheres in order to determine whether the microspheres will remain intact in DLD devices
with a pillar structure [29].

The Young’s modulus causes elastic deformation by affecting the level of stress on the microspheres.
The surface stress of the microspheres is scalar, calculated from a stress tensor, and can be used to
determine whether the microspheres remain intact when subjected to the loading force. In Figure 7a,
when t = 0 s, at 0.126 s, 0.156 s, 0.171 s, and 0.19 s, the position of the microspheres of different shapes
is shown in different colors. The maximum and minimum stress points are also presented (Figure 7b,c).
When the microspheres are far from the pillars in the DLD device, the stress distribution is almost
constant and uniform. The surface stress increases with increasing pressure. Circular and triangular
microspheres are always symmetrical when they are in movement, so the maximum surface and
minimum surface stress values are close to each other. Because of their different long and short axes,
and the fact that microspheres collide with the pillars in the DLD device, the surface stress of elliptical
and rhomboid microspheres will change abruptly. Under the low elasticity of the microspheres, surface
stress is insufficient to cause apparent deformation.

 

(a) The positions of the microspheres 

 

(b) The minimum surface stress         (c) The maximum surface stress  

Figure 7. The surface stress on round, elliptical, triangular and rhomboid microspheres (at t =0 s,
0126 s, 0.156 s, 0.171 s, and 0.19 s). (a) The microspheres are in different positions at five moments. The
minimum and maximum stresses (von stress) are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.
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3.3. The Velocity of the Microspheres

According to the five moments shown in Figure 7 above, we found that the velocity of the
microspheres is only related to the viscous resistance at the entrance region. Since the viscous resistance
is negligible, we consider the initial velocity of the microspheres to be close to the inlet velocity of the
fluids (u0 = 12 μm/s).

Next, we observed the velocity of the liquid in the DLD device. High velocities were measured in
the gaps between the pillars. From the velocity of the microspheres, it was observed that the initial
velocity of the microspheres was close to the inlet flow velocity, and in the case of a low level of velocity
resistance, the shear stress of the fluid on the microspheres was negligible. This confirms that the
microspheres have excellent follow-up performance in DLD devices. The result shows that the pillar
structure can increase the velocity of the microspheres.

From Figure 8, we can see when the microspheres pass theough the DLD device, their velocity
increases, with the maximum velocity occuring in the gaps between the pillar posts. When flowing
between the pillars, the velocity was lower; this is caused by the immense surface stress required to
produce negative resistance. When the microspheres approach the outlet, the velocity will gradually
converge, eventually becoming zero.

Figure 8. The velocity of the microspheres changes over time. Four kinds of microspheres with circular,
elliptical, triangular, and diamond shapes were compared with the data of the reference [22], and a
series of time points were selected to analyze their velocity: t = 0 s, 0126 s, 0.156 s, 0.171 s, and 0.19 s.

3.4. The Effect of Pillar Shapes

We investigated the effect of circular and triangular pillar structures on the flow characteristics
in DLD devices. Figure 9 shows that there are some zero-velocity areas between the two pillars in
these two shapes of pillar posts. We found that the fluid velocity in the circular pillar posts was much
greater than that of the triangular ones. We thus optimize the shape of the pillars and analyzed the
effect of velocity on the motion and stress levels of the microspheres.
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The paraments in these DLD devices are all in Δλ = 3.5 μm, Dc = 2.82 μm, G = 3 μm, and ε = 0.4375
in Figure 10. The liquid gap between the microspheres and the pillars are clear, while the boundary is
slightly weaker. We can see that the microspheres tend to move closer to the pillars in the triangular
DLD device, and that the stress level is uniform. This indicates that triangular pillars can increase the
levels of interaction with the microspheres, significantly affecting their trajectories.

Figure 9. The flow velocity distribution within different shapes of the pillars. The row shift fraction
is the same as ε = 0.1111. All velocity in the flow direction (x-axis) is represented by the maximum
velocity values (m/s) observed in the DLD array, where red indicates a high flow rate region and dark
blue a boundary with a no-slip condition, i.e., a zero-flow velocity region.

  
(a) The circular pillar pressure (b) The triangular pillar pressure 

Figure 10. The movement of microspheres identical in size in two types of DLD devices.
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According to the setting of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, it was found from the simulation
that the deformation of the microspheres was almost consistent with that of RBCs. To better observe
RBC deformation in the DLD device with triangular pillars, we decided to combine the RBC model
with the triangular pillars to attain the trajectory of the RBCs in the DLD device. And the Figure 11
shows the schematic diagram of the RBCs in 2-D and 3-D.

 
 

(a) 2-D (b) 3-D 

Figure 11. The RBCs model (2-D and 3-D).

3.5. The Deformation of Red Blood Cells

We analyzed the deformability of RBCs; asphericity needs to be introduced her eto describe the
deviation from the spheric geometry [28],

δ =
(λ1 − λ2)

2

(λ1 + λ2)
2 , (18)

where λ1 and λ2 are the square roots of two non-zero eigenvalues of the radius of the rotation tensor.
The δ from 0 to 1 reflects the extent to which perfect RBCs or microspheres changed in terms of
elongation. In the 2-D model, δ equalled 0.29.

A DLD device with triangular pillars and with a gap of s = 3 μm and height of D = 5 μm was
selected to analyze the level of deformation of RBCs. It was found that there was no clear flow layer
between the RBC model and the pillars, indicating that the DLD device has considerable sensitivity. In
Figure 12a, the RBCs stayed near the top of the pillar for a long time, and could not continue to move.
To explore the relationship between the trajectories of RBCs and the pillar scale, we compared the size
of the pillars with a gap of s = 10 μm and a height of D = 15 μm.

  
(a)  = 3 μm, s =3 μm and D = 5 μm (b)  = 4 μm s = 10 μm and D = 15 μm 

Figure 12. Snapshot of RBCs in the triangular arrays with s = 3 μm and D = 5 μm and s = 10 μm and
D = 15 μm.

In Figure 12b, it can see that the RBCs are able to pass through the DLD device of the pillar
structure when D > 6 μm. Simultaneously, by increasing the diameter and the gap of the pillars, the
flow velocity of the pillars decreases from the top to the bottom. The velocity of the RBCs near the
pillars is less affected by the flow field, and the deformation is negligible.
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To characterize the separation model of RBCs, the function of row shift fraction ε and capillary
number Ca was used to verify the trajectories of the microspheres. It was found that the boundary
between the displacement model and the “zigzag model” was very close to a simple exponential
function [19].

ε(Ca) = 2.9 + 5.4e−1.72Ca (19)

According to Equation 20, ε(Ca) = 3 μm, Ca = 2.1 within the “zigzag mode” and the trajectory
of RBCs is “zigzag mode” in the row shift ε = 3 μm. ε(Ca) = 4 μm and Ca = 0.9 in “displacement
mode” and when the trajectory of RBCs is in “displacement mode” in the row shift fraction ε = 4 μm.
Following Ref. [19], we know that the softer and more rigid gradient of the RBC yield Ca ranges from
0.4 to 1.2.

4. Conclusions

We studied RBC separation with a DLD device using the finite element simulation. This research
will provide an essential reference for further research of RBC separation using DLD devices in the
future. The following conclusions were obtained:

(a) The trajectories of the RBCs are related to the row shifts. We found that the RBCs enter
“displacement mode” under conditions of low row-shift (Δλ < 1.4 μm) and “zigzag mode” with
large row-shift (Δλ > 1.5 μm).

(b) The velocity and the surface stress of the microspheres are related to the shape of the pillars. The
triangular pillars will produce high velocities and the uniform stress on the microspheres, which
will enhance separation.

(c) By considering the deformation of RBCs, the row shift fraction ε and the capillary number Ca are
used to determine the RBC separation mode.
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Abstract: We developed an epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM)-based positive method
and CD45/CD66b-based negative method for isolating circulating tumor cells (CTCs) by lateral
magnetophoresis. The CTC recovery rate, white blood cell depletion rate, and purity of CTCs isolated
using the positive and negative methods were analyzed using blood samples spiked with cancer cells
with different expression levels of EpCAM. The aim was to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the
positive and negative isolation methods for CTC-based diagnostics, prognostics, and therapeutics for
cancer. The EpCAM-based positive method yielded CTCs of high purity, while the CD45/CD66b-based
negative method yielded a large number of CTCs. In conclusion, the positive method shows promise
for detecting somatic oncogenic mutations and the negative method shows promise for discovery of
cellular and transcriptomic biomarkers of cancer.

Keywords: circulating tumor cell; positive isolation; negative isolation; lateral magnetophoresis

1. Introduction

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are an important biomarker for the diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatment of cancer [1–3]. Despite their clinical importance, there is no standard method for isolating
CTCs [4] due to their extreme rarity, typically 1–100 CTCs per 1 mL of peripheral blood [5,6]. Therefore,
novel methods for isolating CTCs are required, e.g., the CellSearch system (Menarini Silicon Biosystems),
the gold-standard CTC isolation system that was the first to be approved by the United States Food
and Drug Administration. Most label-dependent positive isolation methods are dependent on the
epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM; epithelial-specific surface marker) on CTCs [7,8]. Because
EpCAM-based positive isolation methods are based on immunoaffinity, they have high selectivity
and specificity for isolating CTCs from blood. However, their specificity decreases if CTCs acquire
a mesenchymal-like phenotype (including decreased surface expression of EpCAM) following the
epithelial–mesenchymal transition and is low for CTCs derived from non-epithelial origin cancers
(e.g., melanoma) [9–11]. In addition, CTCs expressing mesenchymal markers are related to a poor
prognosis [12,13]. Consequently, current EpCAM-based positive isolation methods are inadequate due
to the rarity and heterogeneity of CTCs and may miss important subtypes of CTCs [14–16].

Negative methods of isolating CTCs from blood involve the removal of white blood cells
(WBCs) [17–20]. Negative methods can be used to harvest all types of CTCs, because they do not
depend on the surface-marker profiles or the size of CTCs. In addition, because negative methods
do not use antibodies specific to CTCs, they are suitable for downstream analyses, such as genetic
assays, CTC culture, and xenografts [21,22]. Several negative methods for isolating CTCs have been
developed, but they have lower specificity than positive methods. To date, no study has compared
positive and negative microfluidic methods for isolating CTCs under identical conditions.
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In this study, we introduce the microfluidic NegCTC-μChip, a negative method of isolating
CTCs by lateral magnetophoresis. Anti-CD45/CD66b magnetic nanobeads are used to remove WBCs,
which are typically expressed on the membrane of leukocytes and granulocytes, respectively. In
addition, we used the previously developed PosCTC-μChip [23] (positive method) to isolate CTCs
using anti-EpCAM magnetic nanobeads. We compared the CTC recovery rates, WBC depletion rates,
and CTC purity of the PosCTC-μChip and the NegCTC-μChip, using blood samples spiked with cancer
cells with different expression levels of EpCAM. Finally, we discussed the strengths and weaknesses of
the two methods for CTC-based diagnostics, prognostics, and therapeutics for cancer.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design and Working Principle

The PosCTC-μChip is a microfluidic device for isolating CTCs, based on an immunomagnetic
approach that contains a lateral magnetophoretic microchannel where CTCs bound to anti-EpCAM
magnetic nanobeads are positively isolated by lateral magnetophoresis (Figure 1a). The NegCTC-μChip
consists of a free-bead capture microchannel (for removing free magnetic nanobeads) and a lateral
magnetophoretic microchannel (for depleting WBCs bound to anti-CD45/CD66b magnetic nanobeads)
(Figure 1b). The lateral magnetophoretic microchannels of both the PosCTC-μChip and the
NegCTC-μChip include ferromagnetic wires, which are inlaid into the substrate at 5.7◦, relative
to the direction of flow. Large numbers of magnetic nanobeads are used in negative isolation methods,
because each milliliter of blood contains 5 × 106 WBCs. This results in the presence of unbound residual
magnetic nanobeads. As blood flows through the lateral magnetophoretic microchannel, the residual
magnetic nanobeads bind to the ferromagnetic wires. Furthermore, DNA strands and serum factors
adhere to the stacked nanobeads, and the agglomeration of WBCs and CTCs clogs the microchannel.
This phenomenon decreases the recovery rate of CTCs and the depletion of WBCs, which in turn
degrades the overall isolation performance. Therefore, residual magnetic nanobeads must be removed
prior to isolation of CTCs by negative methods. Because positive methods require fewer magnetic
nanobeads, no free-bead capture microchannel is needed. The free-bead capture microchannel is 1 mm
in width, 50 μm in height, and 42.5 mm in length to promote capture of residual magnetic nanobeads
and to provide stable fluid flow by acting as a fluid impedance, and consists of zones 1 and 2. Because
the ferromagnetic wires in the free-bead capture microchannel are parallel to the direction of fluid
flow, the nano-sized residual magnetic beads are captured, but micro-sized WBCs are not, thereby
preventing microchannel blockage. The ferromagnetic wires in zone 2 are arranged so as to capture
any residual magnetic nanobeads not captured in zone 1. The lateral magnetophoretic microchannel
of the NegCTC-μChip is 2.8 mm in width and 100 μm in height, which is 5.6-fold larger than the
cross-sectional area of the free-bead capture microchannel. Because the buffer solution is injected at a
rate equal to that of the blood sample, the mean flow rate is 2.8-fold lower than that of the free-bead
capture microchannel. This prolongs WBC exposure to the lateral magnetophoretic force, promoting
depletion. To promote isolation of CTCs, the CTC and waste outlets of the NegCTC-μChip are 2.24
and 0.56 mm in width, respectively.
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Figure 1. Schematic of (a) the PosCTC-μChip, which contains a lateral magnetophoretic microchannel
where circulating tumor cells (CTCs) labeled with anti-EpCAM magnetic nanobeads are isolated by
lateral magnetophoresis; and (b) the NegCTC-μChip, which has a free-bead capture microchannel for
removing free magnetic nanobeads and a lateral magnetophoretic microchannel for depleting white
blood cells (WBCs) tagged with anti-CD45/CD66b magnetic nanobeads.

When a uniform external magnetic field is laterally applied to the free-bead-capture and the lateral
magnetophoretic microchannels, the external magnetic field near the wires is deformed, generating a
high-gradient magnetic field over the microchannels. For the PosCTC-μChip, CTCs are labelled with
magnetic nanobeads and behave as paramagnetic particles. When the magnetized CTCs pass over the
wire, they simultaneously experience a magnetic force, Fm, and a hydrodynamic drag force, Fd, which
generates a lateral magnetic force, Fl, on the CTCs (Figure 1a). Next, the CTCs flow into the CTC outlet
and other blood cells flow into the waste outlet. In the case of the NegCTC-μChip, WBCs are tagged
with magnetic nanobeads and behave as paramagnetic particles. As a blood sample passes through
the free-bead capture microchannel, residual magnetic nanobeads, but not WBCs, are captured on the
ferromagnetic wires. Because WBCs are 6−10 μm in diameter, they experience a high drag force and so
pass through the free-bead capture microchannel into the lateral magnetophoretic microchannel. As
magnetized WBCs pass over the ferromagnetic wires in the lateral magnetophoretic microchannel,
they are forced laterally into the waste outlet, while other blood cells (including red blood cells (RBCs)
and CTCs) flow into the CTC outlet. Because RBCs lack a nucleus, the sample can be used directly for
monitoring CTC populations and for CTC-based genetic analyses.

2.2. Fabrication Process

Both the PosCTC-μChip and the NegCTC-μChip were produced by vacuum assembly of a
disposable microchannel superstrate and a reusable substrate with inlaid ferromagnetic wires (Figures
S1 and S2) [24]. The disposable microchannel superstrate was made by bonding a 12-μm-thick
silicone-coated polymer film to a microstructured PDMS replica. An SU-8 mold on a glass master
was first fabricated to create a PDMS replica with a microchannel and vacuum trench. An SU-8
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3050 photoresist (MicroChem Corp., Westborough, MA, USA) was spun to create the SU-8 mold-pattern
for the microchannels on the glass master, and an evaporated 1000 Å Cr layer was applied to promote
adhesion between the SU-8 and the glass master. The SU-8 mold pattern for the lateral magnetophoretic
microchannel of the PosCTC-μChip was 50 μm in thickness. The free-bead capture and lateral
magnetophoretic microchannels of the NegCTC-μChip were 50 and 100 μm in thickness, respectively.
Next, an acrylic square bar of 2 × 2 mm2 was bonded to the glass master to define the vacuum trench
(Figures S1a and S2a). An aluminum mold frame was used to pour the liquid PDMS. The SU-8 mold
was completed by assembling the glass master and the aluminum mold frame. Liquid phase PDMS,
prepared by mixing resin and curing agent at a 10:1 ratio (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning, Midland, MI,
USA), was poured into the SU-8 mold and cured for 1 h at 75 ◦C in an oven (Figures S1b and S2b).
After peeling the PDMS replica off the SU-8 mold, the inlet and outlet reservoirs and the vacuum hole
of the PDMS replica were generated using a 1.5-mm-diameter punch. Next, the PDMS replica and the
12-μm-thick silicone-coated polymer film (5 g release force, Shanghai Guangtai Adhesive Products
Co., Shanghai, China) were bonded by oxygen plasma treatment for 60 s at 6.8 W radiofrequency
power (PDC-32G-2; Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA) (Figures S1c and S2c). The reusable substrate
was fabricated using a 0.7-mm-thick glass slide (Borofloat33 Pyrex; Schott, New York City, NY, USA).
A Ti/Cu/Cr seed layer was first evaporated by electron beam onto the glass slide, and an SU-8 3050
photoresist was spun and patterned to create 40-μm-thick micromolds for ferromagnetic wires (Figures
S1d and S2d). Permalloy (Ni0.8Fe0.2) was electroplated onto the glass slide (Figures S1e and S2e) and
40-μm-thick ferromagnetic wires were formed by chemical and mechanical polishing and inlaid in the
reusable substrate (Figures S1f and S2f).

To set up the instrument, the reusable substrate was first placed at the center of two stacked
neodymium–iron–boron (Nd–Fe–B) permanent magnets. After alignment of the disposable superstrate
to the reusable substrate, an air vacuum pressure of −50 kPa was applied through the vacuum hole to
induce bonding of the superstrate to the substrate (Figure 2). The vacuum contact also removed the air
gap between the polymer thin film and the ferromagnetic wires, enabling the high-gradient magnetic
field generated by the ferromagnetic wires to penetrate the micrometer-thick polymer film into the
microchannel and manipulate magnetized CTCs (PosCTC-μChip) or WBCs (the NegCTC-μChip). Two
syringe pumps were used to inject the blood sample and the buffer, and another syringe pump was used
to suck the solution from the waste outlet to create a stable fluidic flow in the lateral magnetophoretic
microchannel. The sample and the buffer flow rates of the PosCTC-μChip were both 2 mL/h and
the suction flow rate was 3.2 mL/h, resulting in a flow rate to the CTC outlet of 0.8 mL/h. For the
NegCTC-μChip, the sample and the buffer injection flow rates were 2.8 mL/h, to promote the capture
of free magnetic nanobeads, but not WBCs, on the ferromagnetic wires and prolong the residence time
of WBCs in the lateral magnetophoretic microchannel, promoting their depletion. A high flow rate
hampers depletion of WBCs, due to the low capture efficiency of residual magnetic nanobeads in the
free-bead capture microchannel and the reduced residence time of WBCs in the lateral magnetophoretic
microchannel. A low flow rate results in capture of WBCs in both the free-bead capture and the lateral
magnetophoretic microchannels, decreasing the CTC yield. CTCs and WBCs in the CTC outlet were
enumerated under a fluorescence microscope and the CTC recovery rate, WBC depletion rate, and
CTC purity were calculated.
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Figure 2. Photographs of the NegCTC-μChip, which consists of free-bead capture and lateral
magnetophoretic microchannels. Enlarged views of (i) residual magnetic nanobeads captured on
the ferromagnetic wires and (ii) zones 1 and 2 in the free-bead capture microchannel. In the lateral
magnetophoretic microchannel, (iii-a) WBCs (green) bound to magnetic nanobeads are forced laterally
into the waste outlet, and (iii-b) spiked cancer cells (red) flow into the CTC outlet.

2.3. Sample Preparation

Human peripheral blood was obtained from healthy donors, using a protocol approved by the
institutional review board of Inje University (Inje 2017-05-013-003), collected in Vacutainer tubes
(G-Tube™, Green Cross, Yongin, Korea) containing anticoagulant ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid,
and processed within 6 h. MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA), whereas PC-3 and SKBR-3 cells were
grown in RPMI-1640 culture medium (Invitrogen) in a 95% humidified atmosphere and 5% CO2 at
37 ◦C. Both media contained 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 1 mg/mL
insulin. Prior to use in experiments, they were harvested from culture plates, using 0.25% trypsin
at 37 ◦C for 3 min and transferred to 15 mL conical tubes. The harvested cancer cells were stained
with a membrane-permeable red fluorescent nucleic acid dye (SYTO 64, Invitrogen) for 10 min at
room temperature. The fluorescently stained cancer cells were washed in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) with 0.2% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and suspended to a density of approximately 104 per
mL. Non-tumor cells in 500 μL of healthy whole blood were stained with a membrane-permeable
green fluorescent nucleic acid dye (SYTO 13, Invitrogen). Next, 100 fluorescent-stained CTCs were
spiked into the 500-μL blood sample in a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube. The spiked blood sample
was added to antibodies (anti-EpCAM antibody (Human EpCAM Positive Selection Kit, STEMCELL
Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) for the PosCTC-μChip and anti-CD45 and -CD66b antibodies
(EasySep Human CD45 Depletion Kit and EasySep Human Whole Blood CD66b Positive Selection Kit,
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STEMCELL Technologies) for the NegCTC-μChip) and magnetic nanobeads (about 50 nm in diameter)
in sequence and incubated on ice for 60 and 90 min, respectively, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (STEMCELL Technologies). During incubation, the antibodies bound to target cells and
magnetic nanobeads, because they were bispecific to combine surface antigens expressed on target
cells and dextran coated on magnetic nanobeads [25]. Finally, the sample was diluted with a fourfold
volume (2 mL) of ice-cold PBS containing 0.2% BSA.

3. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the PosCTC-μChip and the NegCTC-μChip, MDA-MB-231, PC-3,
SKBR-3, and MCF-7 cancer cells were used. The EpCAM expression levels of the cancer cell lines
were quantified by flow cytometry (FACSCalibur, BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), using a
fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled anti-EpCAM antibody (anti-human CD326, BioLegend) (Figures
S3 and S4). The CTC recovery rate, WBC depletion rate, and CTC purity were calculated using the
following equations:

CTC recovery rate (%) =
The number of isolated cancer cell lines
The number of spiked cancer cell lines

×100 (1)

WBC depletion rate (Log) = log
( The initial number of WBCs

The number of contaminated WBCs

)
(2)

CTC purity (%) = The number of isolated cancer cell lines
The number of isolated total nucleated cells (cancer cell lines and WBCs)×100 (3)

CTCs and WBCs were enumerated by counting red-fluorescent and green-fluorescent cells,
respectively. The number of isolated total nucleated cells is the sum of the number of isolated CTCs
and WBCs. We confirmed the number of spiked CTCs by counting those in the CTC outlet and in the
sample syringe, microfluidic device, and waste outlet.

The CTC recovery rate, WBC depletion rate, and CTC purity were evaluated using three
measurement datasets. Using the PosCTC-μChip, the recovery rates of SKBR-3 and MCF-7 cells (high
EpCAM expression) were 93.9 ± 1.0% (mean ± SD) and 98.4 ± 1.5%, respectively (Figure 3). In contrast,
the recovery rates of MDA-MB-231 and PC-3 cells (low EpCAM expression) were 0% and 5.1 ± 1.7%,
respectively. Thus, the EpCAM-based positive method had limited ability to isolate CTCs with low
EpCAM expression. Using the NegCTC-μChip, the recovery rates of SKBR-3 and MCF-7 cells were
85.2 ± 4.2% and 80.7 ± 7.6%, respectively, and those of MDA-MB-231 and PC-3 cells were 91.0 ± 2.0%
and 75.7 ± 9.3%, respectively. Therefore, the NegCTC-μChip enabled isolation of CTCs with a mean
recovery rate of 83.1%, irrespective of their EpCAM expression level (Figure 3). CTC recovery rates of
the negative isolation method showed greater variations than those of the positive isolation method,
because spiked cancer cells could easily be damaged during the sample preparation procedure, causing
non-specific binding with magnetic nanobeads.
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Figure 3. CTC recovery rates using the PosCTC-μChip and NegCTC-μChip from 500-μL blood
samples spiked with CTCs with different expression levels of EpCAM. The data are means of
triplicate determinations.

For the positive isolation method, the number of contaminating WBCs was 22-213 per 500 μL
of blood (Figure 4). The mean number of contaminating WBCs was 92; thus, based on a value of
2.5 × 106 WBCs per 500 μL of blood, the average WBC depletion rate was 28,261-fold (4.5 log). For
the negative isolation method, the number of contaminated WBCs was 605-1830 per 500 μL of blood
(Figure 4). The mean number of contaminating WBCs was 1379 cells, for a mean WBC depletion
rate of 1813-fold (3.3 log). Therefore, some WBCs were not labeled with anti-CD45/CD66b magnetic
nanobeads, suggesting the presence of WBC subtypes with low CD45 and CD66b expression.

 
Figure 4. Number of contaminating WBCs using the PosCTC-μChip and the NegCTC-μChip from
500-μL blood samples spiked with CTCs. Data are means of triplicate determinations.

We calculated the purity of the CTCs isolated using the PosCTC-μChip and the NegCTC-μChip as
the ratio of the number of CTCs to the sum of the number of CTCs and WBCs (Equation (3)). Using the
positive method, the purities of SKBR-3 and MCF-7 cells (high EpCAM expression) were 38.9 ± 8.7%
and 51.3 ± 1.6%, respectively (Figure 5). In contrast, the purities of MDA-MB-231 and PC-3 cells were
0% and 7.7 ± 3.9%, likely due to their low expression level of EpCAM. CTC purities of the positive
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isolation method showed large variations, because the number of contaminating WBCs showed a
significant variation, despite being 10 times lower than that of the negative isolation method. Using
the negative method, the purities of MDA-MB-231, PC-3, SKBR-3, and MCF-7 cells were 9.0 ± 3.8%,
4.6 ± 0.2%, 5.7 ± 1.7%, and 4.2 ± 0.4%, respectively. Despite the high recovery rate, the purity of CTCs
isolated using the NegCTC-μChip was insufficient, due to the number of contaminating WBCs.

 
Figure 5. Purity of cancer cells isolated using the PosCTC-μChip and the NegCTC-μChip from 500-μL
blood samples spiked with the CTCs. Data are means of triplicate determinations.

4. Conclusions

We compared an EpCAM-based positive isolation method and a CD45/CD66b-based negative
isolation method, using MDA-MB-231, PC-3, SKBR-3, and MCF-7 cancer cells, which have different
surface expression levels of EpCAM. The recovery rates of the positive isolation method increased
with increasing EpCAM expression level. In contrast, the negative method enabled isolation of cancer
cells from blood samples with an average recovery rate of 83.1%, irrespective of the expression level
of EpCAM. Therefore, the negative isolation method yielded a larger quantity of CTCs from blood
samples than the positive method, irrespective of their EpCAM expression level. WBCs were also
extracted from the blood samples using the positive and negative isolation methods. In the case of the
positive isolation method (mean, 92 WBCs per 500 μL of blood), this may have been due to non-specific
binding of WBCs to anti-EpCAM magnetic nanobeads. In the case of the negative isolation method,
the contaminating WBCs (mean 1379; 10-fold increase compared to the positive isolation method) were
those not bound to anti-CD45/CD66b magnetic nanobeads, due to their abnormally low expression of
CD45 and CD66b. Of note, the number of contaminating WBCs was similar in both the positive and
negative isolation methods (Figure 4). The results of CTC recovery rate and WBC depletion rate are in
line with studies reported by the Toner group [17], although they did not use the same cancer cells for
positive and negative isolation.

Regarding the purity of isolated CTCs, because the positive method showed a relatively constant
number of contaminating WBCs, CTC purity increased with increasing EpCAM expression level.
In the case of the negative method, because the numbers of isolated CTCs and WBCs were similar,
irrespective of the EpCAM expression level of the former, CTC purity was 4.2-9.0%. The purity of
isolated CTCs was higher with the positive method than with the negative isolation method, with
the exception of MDA-MB-231 (low EpCAM expression), due to the larger number of contaminating
WBCs using the latter method. Our results indicate that the positive isolation method can be used to
obtain highly pure CTCs, enabling detection of somatic oncogenic mutations using advanced genetic
analysis techniques (such as next-generation sequencing) that require genomic DNA samples of >5%
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purity [26,27]. The negative isolation method has a higher yield than the positive isolation method,
making it suitable for discovery of cellular and transcriptomic biomarkers of cancer. Therefore, the
isolation method suitable for the application in question should be selected.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/10/6/386/s1,
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Figure S3: EpCAM expression level of cancer cell lines used.
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Abstract: The capability of isolating and sorting specific types of cells is crucial in life science,
particularly for the early diagnosis of lethal diseases and monitoring of medical treatments. Among all
the micro-fluidics techniques for cell sorting, inertial focusing combined with the laminar vortex
technology is a powerful method to isolate cells from flowing samples in an efficient manner.
This label-free method does not require any external force to be applied, and allows high throughput
and continuous sample separation, thus offering a high filtration efficiency over a wide range of
particle sizes. Although rather recent, this technology and its applications are rapidly growing, thanks
to the development of new chip designs, the employment of new materials and microfabrication
technologies. In this review, a comprehensive overview is provided on the most relevant works which
employ inertial focusing and laminar vortex technology to sort particles. After briefly summarizing
the other cells sorting techniques, highlighting their limitations, the physical mechanisms involved in
particle trapping and sorting are described. Then, the materials and microfabrication methods used
to implement this technology on miniaturized devices are illustrated. The most relevant evolution
steps in the chips design are discussed, and their performances critically analyzed to suggest future
developments of this technology.

Keywords: inertial micro-fluidics; inertial focusing; lab on a chip; micro-fluidics; vortex technology

1. Introduction

Many research studies in the biomedical field need to analyze individually specific cell types or
micro-particles, contained in heterogeneous samples. For this purpose, the target components have to
be isolated and sorted from the original mixture, in order to allow cell analysis. Stem cells studies,
tissue and organs regeneration [1–4], lethal disease diagnosis and therapy [5,6] and drug screening [7]
are made possible, thanks to the development of isolation, sorting and separation techniques for
specific target cells or micro-particles. As an example, isolating rare circulation tumor cells (CTCs)
from blood allows early an diagnosis and prognosis of cancer disease and its progression [5,8–11].

Conventional techniques like fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), magnetically-activated
cell sorting (MACS) and centrifugation methods have been proven successful to separate and extract
the targeted cells. Nevertheless, they are affected by some technical limits, since they need labeled cells,
long processing times, high operating costs and skilled personnel, despite having a low efficiency [12].

Significant advantages have been introduced by micro-fluidics and lab-on-a-chip (LoC) technology,
which promotes novel techniques for cells sorting in a downsized scale. In fact, thanks to their reduced
dimensions, LoCs ensure a good portability, paving the way for building a miniaturized platform for
medical analysis, thus making this technology suitable for rapid diagnostics and therapy.

Active and passive methods have been implemented in micro-fluidic devices for cell sorting
purposes: In the first case, external field forces are applied to the fluid sample to sort cells. On the other
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hand, passive methods do not employ external forces, but do rely upon the inherent characteristics of
the cells, such as shape, dimensions, deformability [13–15].

Among the active methods, acoustophoresis (acoustic levitation) is based upon applying an
acoustic force, by means of continuous ultrasound waves [16]. Here, particles suspended in a liquid are
exposed to an acoustic standing wave, which causes them to move in the sound field. The magnitude of
the exerted force depends on the features of particles, such as size, density and deformation. Therefore,
cells separation can be obtained according to these characteristics [17–20]. However, care should be
taken due to the large amount of ultrasound, causing temperature increase which can damage the
cells, thus affecting their viability. Nevertheless, CTCs separation with a recovery rate of 83% at a
throughput of 103 cells has been reported in [21]. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) uses an electric field as an
external excitation source and relies on the dielectric characteristics of most of the biologicals cells in
suspension. The magnitude and the direction of the exerted force is determined by the polarizability of
the cells, besides the applied electric field. Therefore, a continuous electric field affects the cells’ motion,
and is capable of moving particles in different equilibrium positions. High purity (84%) and efficiency
(92%) have been reported in [22] the case of stem cells. Magnetophoresis, instead, is based on the use of
an external magnetic field to separate particles. In this case, magnetic beads attached to the target cells
can be moved under the effect of a strong magnetic field, usually generated by a permanent magnet
or electromagnets. This method has been reported for example for Escherichia coli (E. coli) separation
from bovine blood [23], and for removing blood cells infected by malaria [24]. However, label-free
magnetic methods have been also reported, for separating red blood cells (RCBs) and white blood cells
(WBCs) [25,26], exploiting their native magnetic properties.

Optical methods have also been demonstrated very successful in cell sorting. Here, the optical
force depends upon the refractive index and the size of the particles, and can be used to separate cells
according to these features [27]. In particular, its magnitude decreases as the refractive index of the
particle compared to the host fluid and its volume reduces. Therefore, within the photon description of
light, each photon travels according to a geometrical optics ray description, and transfers momentum
to the particles in the sample fluid by mean of collisions (elastic or inelastic) [28]. One of the most
common optical sorting methods is the optical tweezer, where only one highly focused laser beam is
used to exert a force on particles [29]. The possibility of manipulating particles of different dimensions
relies on the capability of focusing a Gaussian beam on a very small area, i.e., the beam waist, where
a strong electric field gradient is generated which attracts particles and makes them change their
motion. Despite the Gaussian beams are the most used for such an application, being the fundamental
selectable laser mode, also other transverse modes have been used, e.g., the doughnut beam [30].

Thanks to its simplicity, microfiltration sets as the most known passive method for cells sorting.
Using membranes [31,32], pillars [33,34] and weirs [35], this microfiltration allows cell separation
depending on their size. Among the advantages of these methods, the simple structures, the high
separation efficiency and the precise control achievable with this kind of device, can be highlighted,
despite suffering from clogging, which strongly affects their durability.

Hydrodynamic forces and channel shape are the key elements of the deterministic lateral
displacement methods (DLD) [36], capable of separating cells depending on their sizes. This method
uses the laminar flow hypothesis for the fluid sample motion. Therefore, the target particles suspended
in the fluid move according to parallel streamlines, which define the parallel adjacent layers of the
fluid. Thus, by placing on their trajectories arrays of obstacles in different directions with respect to the
sample flow, the streamlines are bent, and the particles separated. A critical diameter determined by
the size of the obstacles, their mutual distance and the distance at which they are separated after each
row, defines the performances of the device. In fact, particles smaller than this critical diameter can be
separated from bigger ones.

In this case, diffusion can limit the efficiency of these devices, leading particles to move laterally
with respect to the streamlines, towards other rows, thus causing a mix between particles and the
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reduction of selectivity. However, a recovery of 99% and a cell viability higher than 87% [37] have been
reported in the case of CTCs clusters isolation.

Recently, the possibility to exploit inertial effects for cell sorting has also been investigated, and
several inertial effects are beginning to find a utilization in micro-fluidic systems. The predominantly
used effects for inertial sorting are: (i) Inertial migration of particles in a straight channel and
(ii) secondary flows in curved channels. As we will better describe in Section 2.1, inertial focusing in
straight channels consists of particles’ migration across streamlines, due to the onset of inertial forces
whose intensity depends upon the particles size [14,38–43]. This phenomenon has been extensively
studied for Reynold numbers between 1 and 1000 [44–46]. In this regime, the inertial effects become
predominant on the viscous one, but a laminar flow is always possible.

Inertial focusing in a straight micro-channel has found various applications thanks to its ease of
fabrication and use. High aspect ratio straight rectangular channels have been used for example by
Hur et al. [47] for separating the murine adrenal cortical progenitor from the adrenal gland digest.
In particular, they have shown that the inertial focusing depends on the particles’ dimensions, finding
that bigger cells were collected close to the channel center and separated from the smaller ones flowing
in positions closer to the channel walls. Di Carlo et al. [48] have reported about the counting and
differentiation process of red and white blood cells, with a device consisting of 256 high aspect ratio
straight rectangular channels. A novel channel geometry has been introduced by Mach et al. to
separate pathogen bacteria cells from blood [49]. They proposed to gradually expand the channel
section. In particular, their device consisted of 40 single straight channels, each of them having three
segments with different cross-sections. The parallel channels allowed a high throughput sorting
process, with a >80% removal of pathogenic bacteria from blood after two passes of the single channel
system. Zhou et al. [50] have in turn proposed a device designed on a two-stages inertial migration
principle [51]. First, the sample fluid flows through a channel characterized by a high aspect ratio.
Here, the particles are focused near the side walls, at half of the channel height. The second channel has
a lower aspect ratio, thus focusing the particles at the center. The size-based differentiation between
particles is achieved by the higher speed of the bigger particles, which allows them to relocate very
quickly, keeping the smaller ones almost unaltered. Rectangular channels with innovative design have
also been successfully exploited for other types of particles besides the cells. For example, Li et al. [14]
have realized a device for the inertial focusing of a single-celled alga, Euglena gracilis, by using a straight
channel followed by a gradually expanding chamber and five outlets.

Though particle migration in straight channels has been deeply studied, devices based on this
principle are characterized by long channels, which leads to high resistance to the flow and limits the
possibilities of miniaturization. That is why devices based on the secondary flow effect, known as
“Dean flow”, and originated by channel curvature changes, have been introduced.

The secondary flow effect strongly depends on the particle size; therefore, when two different
particles are injected into a curved channel, they can be separated based on their different equilibrium
positions. On this basis, Di Carlo et al. have demonstrated the focusing and sorting of cells under
laminar flow using a serpentine pattern [12].

Kuntaegowdanahalli et al. [52] demonstrated, for the first time, the size-dependent focusing
of particles at distinct equilibrium positions across the micro-channel cross-section in a spiral LoC.
The device enabled them to separate neuroblastoma and glioma cells with 80% efficiency and high
relative viability (>90%). The isolation and retrieval of circulating tumor cells using centrifugal forces in
a spiral channel has been demonstrated by Hou et al. [53]. They obtained 85% cancer cell recovery from
blood using an approach named Dean flow fractionation. Similarly, the study of Nivedita et al. [54]
reports on an optimized Archimedean spiral device which, in few centimeter squares, reached a
separation efficiency of about 95%, and high throughput with rates up to 1 × 106 cells per minute.

Warkiani et al. [55] successfully demonstrated CTC isolation and detection in blood samples of
patients with a metastatic tumor, achieving ≥85% recovery of spiked cells across multiple cancer cell
lines, and 99.99% depletion of white blood cells in whole blood. Further studies have been conducted
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by Guan [56] et al. and Warkiani et al. [57] to enhance the sorting performance of the spiral device,
optimizing the channel cross section.

A comprehensive study on spiral inertial micro-fluidics for cell separation and biomedical
applications can be found in [58].

Despite all the existing works on inertial particles sorting, the capability of significantly
concentrating the target population into a smaller volume after operation is still unsatisfactory [44,59].
This issue has been addressed by combining inertial focusing in a straight channel, together with
microscale laminar vortices, as first theoretically proposed in [60,61]. The combination of inertial
focusing and this vortex trapping technique presents several advantages with respect to other sorting
methods in performance, fabrication and operation. It does not need any filtering systems [62], obstacle
structure or mechanical or electrical parts. Furthermore, the micro-fluidic system can be easily operated
by only one syringe pump without the use of sheath flow, and aims to be a high throughput method
by appropriately designing the devices.

Considering the growing interest in sorting methods based on inertial focusing and the continuous
improvements implemented by groups all over the world, a review summarizing the evolution,
achievements and indicating the perspectives of this method would be beneficial for the scientific
community working in this field. Different reviews con be found in literature dealing with inertial effect
in micro-fluidics. One of the most cited and complete one is by Di Carlo [41], which however does not
include all the most recent results. Also devoted to inertial micro-fluidics is the review of Zhang et al. [40],
where the perspectives of employing fluid inertia in micro-fluidics for particle manipulation are also
discussed. Here, the inertial focusing with vortex technology is only partially treated.

The reviews of Sajeesh et al. [63] and Shields et al. [15] are specifically focused on micro-fluidics
for particle sorting. Both of them provide to the reader a very comprehensive panorama of the
developments in LoC cell sorting, reserving one section to the passive and label-free methods, but
without mentioning the vortex technology, which has been only recently developed.

More recent is the Dalili et al. work [64]. Here, inertial-based devices specifically devoted to
the biomedical application are treated. Unfortunately, most of the latest results exploiting vortex
technology are missing, and the evolution of this method is not deeply discussed.

This review article aims to give a comprehensive overview on the development and diversity of
this technology, which is still missing in literature, and in addition, to provide perspectives for future
directions. We focus on the inertial sorting combined with microscale laminar vortices technology,
by first explaining the physical mechanisms underlying inertial focusing. Successively, the particle
trapping obtainable by laminar vortex is described, by highlighting the capability of such an approach
for cell enrichment. Materials and methods usually employed for the LoC fabrication and testing are
then illustrated.

What follows is a description and critical analysis of the most relevant evolution steps in the chips
design. In this section, only the works strictly inherent to inertial focusing in combination with laminar
vortices are treated, in order to provide to the reader a linear and clear picture of this technique, serving
as a basis for future improvements.

2. Inertial Focusing and Laminar Vortex Technology

2.1. Working Principle

Segrè and Silberberg were the first in 1961 to observe that macroscopic, neutrally-buoyant,
spherical particles, diluted in a liquid passing a laminar flow through a straight channel, collect in a
thin, annular region at a position 0.6 times the radius of the pipe [65,66]. They experimented that the
effect was proportional to the mean velocity of the flow Um, and to the fourth power of the ratio of
particle radius r to the tube radius R, and independent of the overall particle concentration at least up
to the largest volume fraction 0.4% they used. Furthermore, the results were symmetrical around the
axis (Figure 1a) of the tube, and were independent of the shape of the mouth of the tube.
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Figure 1. A schematic of inertial particle focusing in a (a) tubular, (b) square, and (c) rectangular channel.

Further works have demonstrated the same particles’ focusing effect also in straight, non-circular
cross-section micro-channels, e.g., square (Figure 1b) [67], rectangular (Figure 1c) [68], triangular [69],
non-conventional shape [70] and gradually changing geometrical structures [38], providing also
numerical methods for the fast prediction of the focusing patterns of particles along the channels’
cross section [71,72]. Several experimental results on curved [73], serpentine [74] and spiral [55]
micro-channels are also reported.

The ease of fabrication and the reduced number of equilibrium positions (only two located near
the widest faces of the channel) have made the straight micro-fluidic channels with rectangular cross
sections one of the mot studied geometries for inertial focusing [75].

Regardless of the geometry, different studies have tried to explain the origin of the focusing
effect [76,77], bringing it back to the fluid inertia and drawing the particles as spheres. Two types of
forces exert on neutrally buoyant particles randomly suspended in a laminar fluid flowing through a
micro-channel, i.e., viscous drag forces and inertial lift forces [76]. The firsts, due to the viscous nature
of the carried fluid, allow the particles to entrain along the flow streamlines. The parabolic nature of
the laminar velocity profile in Poiseuille flow produces a shear-induced inertial lift force (FLS) [59],
pushing the particles away from the micro-channel center, or rather leading them towards the walls.
Here, fL, a, and Wc are the dimensionless lift coefficient, the particle diameter and the channel width
(i.e., shorter face of the rectangular channel), respectively.

FLS =
fLρU2

ma3

Wc
(1)

On the other hand, particles experience a wall-effect-induced lift force (FLW) [59]

FLW =
fLρU2

ma6

Wc
, (2)

which becomes more prominent as particles migrate closer to the channels’ walls in two different ways.
First, the wall generates an extra drag force making the particles lag behind the fluid. The bounded
sphere undergoes a slower relative fluid velocity on the wall side than on the centerline side, thus
causing an increased pressure upon the wall side, which pushes the sphere away. Second, the presence
of the adjacent wall alters the streamlines around the sphere causing a dissymmetry of the wake
vorticity distribution generated around its surface. This phenomenon induces a higher pressure on the
wall side, repulsing the sphere away from the wall [78].

The equilibrium position of the lateral migration is then achieved by the balance of the two
opposite lift forces FLS and FLW acting bi-directionally on a sphere (Figure 2a) [44,75].

The effect of the inertial forces increases proportionally to the flow velocity and to the particle
size relative to the channel dimension. The particles’ Reynolds number Rep gives an estimation of this
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fluid dynamic phenomenon. This number represents the particle motion in a channel flow, and can be
expressed as [75].

Rep = Rec
a2

D2
h

=
Uma2

vDh
, (3)

where Rec is the channel Reynolds number, defined as the ratio of inertial force (density x velocity) to
viscous force (viscosity/length-scale) (Rec = UmDh/ν); Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel, Um

is the mean flow velocity and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, while a is the particle diameter.
The particle Reynolds number is additionally dependent on the particle size. The inertial lift forces
become dominant to drive the particles in the equilibrium position when Rep > 1, conversely when
Rep << 1 the drag force promotes the longitudinal particle migration.

In case of a channel expansion, the wall effect lift force becomes negligible due to the longer
distance of the particles from the sidewall. As a consequence, the particles undergo a non-equilibrium
situation, being pushed by the shear lift force in the expansion volume (b). Since the shear-gradient
lift force scales with a3, larger particles experience a stronger lateral lift force than the smaller ones.
Furthermore, assuming that FLS is balanced by the viscous drag force (FD = 3πμaUL), the lateral
migration velocity of particles scales with particles size as UL ∝ U2

ma2, consequently the larger particles
migrate across the streamlines faster than the smaller ones.

When the Reynolds number is sufficiently high, multiple microscale laminar vortices (i.e., Moffatt’s
corner eddy flow [79]) are created in the chamber. In such situations, particles with different size are
subjected to different lateral migration, which drives them across streamlines crossing the boundary
between the main flow and the vortex (separatrix), where they remain isolated, orbiting in it. Therefore,
size-selective trapping is achieved. Indeed, particles do not migrate at a sufficient rate to pass the
separatrix if their size is below a cutoff ac, and thus they remain in focused streams, flowing out of
the device. Theoretical analyses have shown that the lateral equilibrium position of focused particles
shifts toward the wall as Rec increases. This effect brings the focused streams of flowing particles closer
to the boundary streamline at the reservoir and enhances the capturing efficiency proportionally to
their size [77].

2.2. Fabrication and Testing Methods

The core of the sorting device based on inertial focusing and laminar vortex technology usually
consists of a rectangular cross-section micro-channel with an expansion (micro-chamber). Different
channel and chamber dimensions have been investigated, but usually a high-aspect ratio channel of
height H around 70–100 μm and width Wc of 40–50 μm are used. Indeed, high aspect ratio channels
restrict the particles’ equilibrium positions to two, in order to achieve an efficient cell sorting.

The chamber has the same height of the channel and width WR of about 400–600 μm.
The micrometric dimensions of the channels require techniques capable of achieving micrometric
resolution and a high quality of the edge.

The most used technique to rapid prototyping lab on a chip is soft lithography [80], due to its
high resolution and simplicity. Accordingly, the devices are made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), an
elastomeric polymer often used in LoC fabrication due to its optical transparency, thermal stability,
low cost, biocompatibility, gas permeability and its ease of fabrication. The conventional procedure to
fabricate micro-fluidic patterns using a standard soft-lithography technique requires the prototyping
of a master template, PDMS replica molding and plasma oxidation [81,82]. The master template is
made using a mask in contact photolithography.
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Figure 2. (a) The particles randomly flowing in a straight channel undergo two opposite lift forces:
The wall effect lift force FLW and the shear-gradient lift force FLS, resulting in lateral equilibrium
positions depending on the channel section. (b) At the entrance of the reservoir, the particles experience
FLS, which increases with their size: The larger blue particles are pushed toward the vortex center and
trapped, meanwhile the smaller red ones flow in the main stream. Adapted from [83].

In order to avoid the expensive and time-consuming production of masks and the necessity
of a clean room, femtosecond-laser micromachining technology (FLM) for the rapid prototyping of
inertial sorting LoCs has been developed [83]. Thanks to the short timescale which characterizes
the energy deposition during femtosecond-laser irradiation, material is removed with a negligible
heat-affected zone, thus allowing micro-milled features with high precision and resolution [84] to be
created. Moreover, being a non-clean room process, FLM provides an economical and flexible way to
fabricate micro-fluidic patterns by simply varying the laser parameters. Moving the beam, designs are
directly transferred from a computer file to the device, in a one-step fabrication protocol.

The fabricated and sealed micro-fluidic chips can be firstly tested by injecting dry polystyrene
microspheres (density ~1.05 g/cm3) into the micro-fluidic channels using a syringe pump at a specific
flow rate, usually from a few μL/min to a few mL/min, in order to work in a laminar regime where
the net inertial forces are strong enough to affect the particle motion [44–46]. The microspheres have
diameters ranging from 1 to 15 μm, depending on the target application [81], and are suspended in an
aqueous solution. The beads’ density is close to the density of the liquid in which they are suspended
in order to consider them neutrally buoyant. In the case of devices without lateral exit channels [62,85],
the beads captured in the vortices are removed from the device (releasing step) by a final flush at a
lower flow rate.

As soon as the device is validated with synthetic beads, it can be tested for the specific application
with cells. For example, Hur et al. successfully validated such inertial devices separating breast cancer
cells and cervical cancer cells spiked in blood [62]. Sollier et al. [85] extracted and enumerated CTCs
from the blood of patients with breast and lung cancer.

2.3. Evolution of the Devices Design

The inertial lift forces combined with turbulent secondary flows generated in a
topographically-patterned micro-channel was exploited in a new and simple way by Park et al. [81].
Their novel micro-fluidic method for focusing micro-particles exploited only the hydrodynamic forces
exerted on suspended micro-particles as they passed through a series of contracting and expanding
micro-channels. The influence of the micro-channel geometry was investigated on the particle focusing
performance. In particular, two geometries were developed: (i) A straight micro-channel (Figure 3a),
(ii) a multi-orifice micro-channel (Figure 3b).
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3. Design of the micro-channels used by Park et al. [81]. (a) Straight square channel. For the
experiments, the micro-channel length was varied between 0.5 and 3 mm. (b) Multi orifice channel. All
the structures are 70 μm high (H). Adapted from [81].

The authors observed how these innovative geometries generated secondary flows, i.e., vortices,
with a low Reynolds number at the corners of the expansion chambers. This vortex formation
depended on several factors, including flow velocity, surface roughness and the cross sectional area
of the chamber. Computation fluid dynamic simulations helped to study vortex shape as a function
of these parameters. The experimental tests, in agreement with the simulations, showed analogous
vortex geometry as a function of the channel Reynolds number. The vortex zone increased with
the Rec, covering almost all of the cavity area when Rec is over 78. The particle distribution as a
function of the Rep, i.e., of the flow rate, has been extensively studied. For a Rep of 0.78–2.33, two
distinguished distributions near the chamber expansions were observed, which disappeared as the Rep

increased due to the high-speed vortex flow generated in the expansion chamber. This phenomenon
was ascribed to the vortex developed in the expansion at a high flow rate, generating a pressure in
the main stream, which can substitute the wall-effect lift force. Since all of the mentioned tests have
been carried out with a fixed particles’ size, the description of the relationship between the particle
Reynolds number and the focusing process was not possible from the experimental data. However, the
authors suggested that continuous, non-intrusive, and high throughput techniques usable with real
bio-samples can be built by exploiting the hydrodynamic focusing method in multi-orifice channels.
Hur at al. presented a passive, continuous micro-fluidic device that isolated larger cancer cells from
the smaller blood cells [62]. The core of the device was essentially a single straight high-aspect ratio
channel (Wc = 50 μm, H = 70 μm and L = 4.5 cm), consisting of one inlet with coarse filters, two
reservoirs/micro-chambers (Wr1 =Wr2 = 400 μm), and one outlet (Figure 4). The high-aspect ratio
straight channel was implemented so that flowing particle/cells were inertially focused to two distinct
lateral focusing positions closer to the channel walls. To increase the device efficiency, the tests were
conducted on a device with eight parallel channels, each with ten trapping reservoirs.
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Figure 4. Design and working principle of the device of Hur et al. [56]. The larger cells remain trapped
in the lateral chamber, while the smaller ones flow within the main channel, due to the dependence
of the lift force on the particles’ dimension. Wr1 and Wr2 indicate the chamber dimensions, and Wc
is the chamber width. All of the structures are 70 μm high (H). The dashed paths indicate the fluid
streamlines followed by the large (blue) and small (red) particles. Adapted from [62].

As found by [81], the vortex geometry highly depended upon the flow rate, i.e., the vortices
gradually increased with an increasing flow rate, up to Rec = 215, where the vortices occupied the
entire reservoir. In addition, the authors empirically found that particles/cells with a diameter greater
than a critical value ac experience a shear-gradient lift force FLS, which was strong enough to direct
those particles into the reservoir, while the smaller particles remained in the main stream. The critical
diameter depended on the Rec, i.e., decreased when Rec increased, and it is even greater for living
cells with respect to synthetic beads. This outcome suggests that deformation-induced lift forces
co-act in superposition with inertial lift forces, thus leading to modified lateral equilibrium positions,
which result, dependent upon particle deformability. Consequently, deformability-induced target cell
enrichment can be aimed based on the different lateral equilibrium positions among cell types and
addressing the entrained target cells to distinct designated outlets. The maximum number of particles
that each reservoir could trap and sustain was found to be 25, achieving an enrichment of cancer cells
to a factor of up to 7.1, with a capturing efficiency of 23%. The authors suggested that these values can
be further enhanced by simply parallelizing more channels or optimizing the reservoir geometry.

Sollier et al. [85] further improved this design using a vortex chip composed of 64 reservoirs, with
eight paths in parallel and eight reservoirs per path (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Vortex chip design of Sollier et al. [83]. The chip consists of eight channels (40 um wide,
80–85 um high) in parallel, with eight reservoirs (WR = 480 um, LR = 720 um) for each of them. The input
channels of length LC allow the focus of the randomly injected particles. Adapted from [85].

To identify the optimal design of the device for particle trapping, different geometric parameters
were systematically compared with a set of experiments. In particular, the channel length before the
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first reservoir and the channel aspect ratio were fabricated and tested at different flow rates (from 2 to
11 mL/min), in order to study how these parameters influenced the inertial focusing and vortex flow
patterns. They found that as the length before the reservoir was increased, the particles were more
accurately focused, closer to the channel wall, increasing their chance to cross the separatrix and enter
into the vortices, thus enhancing capture capability and reproducibility. Furthermore, higher aspect
ratio AR rectangular micro-channels have been demonstrated to provide better capture efficiency,
confirming previous results [41]. For high AR, particles are focused at two positions centered near the
long channel walls. Under the right flow conditions, these particles can pass through the separatrix and
enter in the recirculating vortex regions. In contrast, for square cross-section channels, the particles are
distributed along four focusing positions (top, bottom and both side positions). Consequently, only the
lateral particle streams can be trapped by the vortices, while the top and bottom ones flow undisturbed.
In addition, the flow rate was also found to affect the capture efficiency, which is maximum for an
optimal range. As previously found by [62], the vortices evolution depended on the flow rate, finally
occupying the entire reservoir. Increasing the flow rate, the vortex center was progressively shifted
towards the back of the reservoir.

Then the capture efficiency decreased, due to the larger particles, which hit the back wall leading
to unpredictable trajectories, causing particles to re-enter into the main flow, rather than to move them
laterally into the vortex region. Therefore, this design was particularly appropriate for capturing rare
cells, and is more suitable for applications where there is the need to capture as many cells as possible.
A dependence of the particle trapping efficiency on the reservoir position was also detected. This was
probably due to the deformation of PDMS at high pressures, which modified the channel aspect ratio
as well as the focusing position [86]. Due to the low elastic modulus of PDMS, at higher flow rates the
channels cross-section undergoes deformation, losing the focusing.

Exploiting the size difference between cancer cells and blood cells, the authors demonstrated a
high-throughput and label-free capture of cancer cells spiked into healthy human blood, independently
of marker expression, suggesting that this approach can be used for the extraction of a large range of
tumor cell types. A purity of the extracted sample of 80–100% has been demonstrated, in spite of a
lower capture efficiency compared to other techniques, which can be compensated by processing a
larger blood volume.

New reservoir layouts have also been investigated by Paiè et al. [87], in order to increase the
trapping efficiency of the chip in Figure 5. Indeed, the billions of blood cells, in their flow through the
device, can still interfere and interact with the target cells trapped in the vortices, thus affecting their
trapping stability. In order to limit the particle–particle interactions, side channels were added to the
standard reservoirs of [85], as shown in Figure 6.

These channels, by splitting the fluid stream lines, influence the path of the cells trapped in the
vortex and force some of them to flow in the lateral fluidic circuit, where they remain trapped over
many cycles of the main vortex. Through simulations and experimental validations, the authors have
been able to properly choose the lateral fluidic circuit dimensions (namely L and W in Figure 6), in
order to increase the maximum number of particles that can be stably trapped in each reservoir, and
consequently, the total efficiency of the chip.

A trapping efficiency 19% higher than the value obtained by the standard Vortex chip [85] has
been demonstrated using fluorescent beads. Also in this case, the trapping efficiency was found to
be highly dependent on the reservoir position in the chip. This phenomenon was ascribed to the
PDMS deformation effects, suggesting that a higher efficiency could potentially be reached with a rigid
substrate which prevents from the flow-induced deformation at high flow rates.
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Figure 6. Schematic layout of the reservoir geometry tested by Paiè et al. [80]. Lateral channels of length
L were added to the standard reservoirs [85] and joined together by a connection channel W wide.
The dashed paths indicate the fluid streamlines followed by the big (blue) and small (red) particles.
Adapted from [87].

A micro-fluidic chip based on inertial migration that achieves an efficient multimodal separation
of mixtures of three types of micro-particles with small differences in size was demonstrated by
Wang et el. [88] on PDMS. Their approach improved the designs described above, based on a
straight micro-channel to pre-focus micro-particles, followed downstream by a channel expansion
(micro-chamber), adding lateral siphoning outlets (Figure 7), thus offering a continuous, washing
step-free operation device without any vortex saturation effect. Their numerical and experimental
results showed that the position of the boundary streamline (i.e., the separatrix) could be precisely
varied by tuning the input flow velocity Um and engineering the channel fluidic resistance ratio r/R,
where r is the resistance of a side outlet channels, and R is the resistance of the main outlet. Figure 8
shows the position of the separatrix (white dashed line) at increasing values of the r/R ratio. At a low
r/R, the initial equilibrium position of all particles is within the flow exiting from the lateral outlets,
leading to a non-selective extraction of all particles. As the r/R ratio increases, the boundary streamline
moves towards the channel walls, leading to a possible size-based separation. In particular, the authors

found that the cutoff diameter ac increases with r/R, following the relationship ac ∝
(

r
R

)1/2
. Furthermore,

the experimental results with synthetic micro-particles suggest that ac scales as the first order of the
input flow velocity ac ∝ Um. This offers the possibility of tuning the cutoff diameter through the input
flow velocity and the resistance modification of the outlet channels. These results were also supported
by the work of Volpe et al. [89], where 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations based on
the lattice Boltzmann method were exploited to evaluate the performance of a micro-fluidic device,
specifically designed to trap and extract particles by inertial focusing and microscale vortices, and
whose scheme is similar to that in Figure 7. The simulations allowed them to characterize the flow
properties of the micro-fluidic device as a function of the Reynolds number (Re), the input flow velocity,
the chamber dimensions and the outlet channels resistance ratio r/R. In particular, they found a shift of
the separatrix towards to the channels walls when r/R increases, with a consequent increase of the
cutoff diameter, as also confirmed by the experimental results.
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Figure 7. Scheme of the size-selective separation in micro-chambers with three outlets proposed by
Wang and Papautsky [88]. At the chamber entrance, the particles are arranged in a two-focus position
near the channel walls. The large particles (blue) undergo a larger shear-gradient induced lift force,
being pushed in the chamber and exiting through the two later outlets (LAT), while the smaller particles
(red) remain in the main channel exiting through the main outlet (OUT). The dashed paths indicate the
fluid streamlines followed by the big (blue) and small (red) particles. Adapted from [88].

Figure 8. Cross-sectional view of the boundary surface (white dashed line) at the entrance of the
micro-chamber increasing the r/R ratio. The red area represents the main flow exiting through the main
outlet, while the blue area indicates the flow exiting through the lateral outlets. Increasing the r/R ratio,
the boundary shifts toward the channel walls, allowing the sorting of particles of different dimensions.
Adapted from [89].

To achieve multimodal separation, in [88] a combination of two (Figure 9) chambers in series has
been developed. The resistance ratio was modulated in order to finely tune the cut-off diameter in
each chamber. The capability of separating a heterogeneous sample into three distinct distributions
was demonstrated by injecting a mixture of micro-particles with diameters continuously distributed in
the range from 10 μm to 27 μm.
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Figure 9. Inertial micro-fluidic multimodal separation designed by Wang et al. [81]. The micro-fluidic
resistance network comprises two sorting chambers and three exits for particles, relying on their
dimensions. Adapted from [88].

A similar continuous vortex-aided sorting device, integrating two units by connecting the outlets
of the first unit into the inlet of the second unit, has also been tested (Figure 10) [90].

 

Figure 10. Schematic picture of two vortex sorting units integrated into a device for double sorting and
purification. In the insets, a schematic detail of the device operation (I) at the second inlet stage IN2,
and (II) in the second chamber. Adapted from [90].

The device operation can be summarized as follows: The first sorting unit splits the larger cells
from the smaller background cells. To get further purification, the sorting product flows downstream
from the side outlets of the first unit into the second unit, where a buffer solution is introduced from
inlet 2 to accelerate the flow. By properly designing the fluidic resistance of the network, the condition
for sorting the target cells larger than a cutoff diameter are created. After a double-sorting process, the
target cells are thus extracted from outlet 3 (O3). The remaining small background cells flow through
outlet 2 (O2). The feasibility of rare cells sorting, as well as the efficient removal of a large number of
background cells, has been demonstrated for the continuous sorting of spiked human cancer stem-like
cells from human blood with >90% efficiency and enhanced purity, as well as for the removal of red
blood cells with ~99.97% efficiency [90]. Also in this work, the authors reported a channel deformation
during the device operation due to the poor rigidity of PDMS. To this phenomenon could be ascribed
the changes in channel resistance strongly affecting the cutoff diameter, which, nevertheless, could
be compensated by slightly tuning the flow rate. The main advantage of this vortex-based device
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compared to the conventional ones was the continuous nature of the device operation, which led to
high throughput and high volume applications. Conversely, owing to the presence of the lateral outlet
channels, this approach prevents the possibility of packing many reservoirs in a compact footprint that
would allow us to parallelize the sorting process and decrease the sample processing time.

The work of Volpe et al. [83] aimed at improving the throughput of previous implementations,
while keeping the sorting efficiency high. In particular, the micro-fluidic devices presented in [83]
consisted of micro-channels with expansion chambers in series. Partially inspired from the work of
Wang and Papautsky [88], the chambers were supplied with siphoning outlets exiting from the backside
of the chip. Relying on the simulation results presented in [89], the dimensions and number of chambers
were varied, and different collecting geometries investigated at different flow rates. The layout with
maximized trapping efficiency and enhanced throughput (Figure 11) comprised two-branch with two
chambers for each of them, one inlet IN, one main outlet OUT and eight lateral outlets LAT.

 

Figure 11. 3D sorting Lab on a Chip developed by Volpe et al. [75] on PMMA through fs-laser technology.
The particles exiting through the lateral outlets (LAT) are collected in a multi-well plate, while the
others flow through the main exit OUT. The ratio between the resistance of the LAT and the OUT is
20. The channels are 60 μm high and 50 μm wide. The chamber’s dimensions are 480 μm × 540 μm.
Adapted from [83].

The channels were 60 μm high and 50 μm wide, meanwhile the chambers had a width of 540 μm
and a length of 480 μm. The drops coming out from the lateral outlets were directly collected in
the multi-well plate with no tubes, thus increasing the simplicity of the experiments. The device
characterizations were performed using separately 6- and 15-μm fluorescent beads, whose dimensions
mimic the red blood cells and the CTC ones, respectively. About the 84% of the injected bigger particles
were collected by lateral outlets, while just 10% of the smaller ones exited through the main one, thus
preserving the purity of the sample.

This quasi-3D design demonstrates the possibility of multiplying the throughput of the device,
by simply adding parallel micro-chambers. Furthermore, this LoC is fully inertial, reducing the
complexity of other previously-reported, high-throughput devices [91,92]. It is worth mentioning
that in the latter work, the fs-laser micro-machining technology was employed to fabricate the device.
This technology offers the possibility to choose other polymers than PDMS as substrate material. In this
work, PMMA was used, which is a biocompatible, transparent and much stiffer polymer than PDMS,
thus withstanding higher flowing pressures without suffering from deformations.

3. Conclusions and Perspectives

In this work, a review on the evolution of the inertial particle sorting combined with microscale
laminar vortices technology has been presented.
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Recent works on micro-fluidic sorting techniques based on the combination of inertial focusing
in a straight micro-channel and vortex technology have been critically presented, evidencing the
limits and opportunities of each design. As emerged by this excursion, the main drawbacks of the
first prototypes, i.e., the limited number of particles trapped per vortex and the deformation of the
chamber at high pressure, have been gradually overcome, adding syphoning outlet and changing the
fabrication technology from soft lithography to ultrashort laser micro-machining, and consequently, the
material from PDMS to much stiffer polymers as PMMA. Furthermore, the possibility for increasing the
throughput, without affecting the purity of the sample, has been demonstrated through a parallelization
of the extraction process.

Inertial sorting combined with vortex trapping presents several pros in terms of performance,
fabrication and operation with respect to other sorting techniques. In fact, it requires neither
further mechanical nor electric parts, nor obstacle structures for filtering particles. Moreover, it is
label-free, and employs only a simple single-layered micro-fluidic device, offering the possibility to
parallelize the sorting process for reaching high purity and throughput. Furthermore, this technique
exploits just passive fluid physics, without any complex high-resolution features, instrumentation or
surface chemistry.

Thus, the per-sample cost for one chip provided of this pressure control system to run samples is
expected to be much lower than ~$500 per test with respect to other traditional systems. Furthermore,
this technology can be applied to various samples and cancer types, without adversely damaging the
cells and ensuring high-purity. All of these advantages make the combination of inertial focusing in a
straight micro-channel and vortex technology a successful technology in a clinical setting. The next
step for realizing this goal will be the automation of the device operation, which is especially important
for clinical adoption even by the non-specialized user.
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Abstract: Optofluidics is an exciting new area of study resulting from the fusion of microfluidics and
photonics. It broadens the application and extends the functionality of microfluidics and has been
extensively investigated in biocontrol, molecular diagnosis, material synthesis, and drug delivery.
When light interacts with a microfluidic system, optical force and/or photothermal effects may occur
due to the strong interaction between light and liquid. Such opto-physical effects can be used for
optical manipulation and sensing due to their unique advantages over conventional microfluidics
and photonics, including their simple fabrication process, flexible manipulation capability, compact
configuration, and low cost. In this review, we summarize the latest progress in fiber optofluidic
(FOF) technology based on optical force and photothermal effects in manipulation and sensing
applications. Optical force can be used for optofluidic manipulation and sensing in two categories:
stable single optical traps and stable combined optical traps. The photothermal effect can be applied to
optofluidics based on two major structures: optical microfibers and optical fiber tips. The advantages
and disadvantages of each FOF technology are also discussed.

Keywords: optofluidics; optical force; photothermal effect; optical manipulation; optical fiber sensors

1. Introduction

Optofluidics is a reconfigurable, sensitive, and portable technology that combines microfluidic
systems and the optical systems [1]. Microfluidic technology makes an optofluidic system more
reconfigurable because the liquid of microfluidics has a unique flexibility for solid materials.
Optical technology can enhance the sensitivity of optofluidics by introducing new functionality
and opto-physical effects and can work at very small sizes in microfluidic channels. As a result,
with the integration of microfluidics and an optical system, optofluidics has become suitable for
multiple applications, such as medical diagnosis and treatment, environmental analysis, and substance
analysis [2].

Fiber optofluidic (FOF) technology is an important branch of optofluidics. As shown in Figure 1,
FOF has four major types of structures, the fiber-optic interferometer, fiber grating, microstructured
optical fibers (MOFs), and optical micro/nano fibers. In practice, FOFs show several notable
superiorities [3,4]. FOF devices are inexpensive and simple thanks to the mature manufacturing
technology of optical fibers. An FOF system can easily couple light into a chip with channels at
a submillimeter scale because of the tiny cross-section of optical fibers and can accurately interact
with liquid samples based on its low loss transmission. Additionally, an FOF system can improve
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performance with the notable fabricability of its optical fibers. For example, optical micro/nano
fibers fabricated with commercial fibers can enhance the sensitivity of the environment through the
evanescent field. Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) can serve as both light transmission and
microfluidic channels, due to their specific structures, such as a suspended core, a hollow core, and air
cladding [5].

 
Figure 1. Fiber optofluidic (FOF) studies based on the structures of (a) the fiber-optic interferometer,
(b) fiber grating, (c) microstructured optical fibers, and (d) optical microfibers.

Fiber-optic interferometers can be divided into several major categories according to their
structures, including a Fabry–Perot interferometer (FPI), whose interference is based on single arm
incident laser oscillated in a cavity; and Mach-Zehnder, Michelson, and Sagnac, whose interference
occurs via a two-arm optical laser split from the incident laser [6]. The typical structures of fiber-optic
interferometers are summarized in Table 1.

A Fabry–Perot interferometer (FPI) can be used for optofluidic sensing based on either an extrinsic
or intrinsic cavity, which is usually fabricated with two parallel mirrors, as shown in Figure 1a. The FPI
can be designed for sensing with high performance by filling the special material or optimizing the
mirrors of the cavity. A high-visibility in-line with the optofluidic Fabry–Perot cavity was demonstrated
by splicing a silica capillary tube into two single mode fiber (SMFs) and polishing the latter optical
fiber of the FPI [7]. Refractive index detection with a high sensitivity of 1148.93 nm/RIU was achieved
thanks to the smooth end faces of the SMFs. Another sensing probe based on FPI was fabricated by
sandwiching a cavity between the single mode fiber (SMF) facet and a Nafion film [8]. The results
indicated that Nafion could be used for temperature and humidity sensing.

Traditionally, two-arm interferometric structures, i.e., a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI),
a Michelson interferometer (MI), and a Sagnac interferometer (SI), are composed of two separate fibers [6].
Recent studies show that these two-arm interferometric structures can also be implemented as an in-line
fiber optic core-cladding-mode interferometer, and thus have the advantage of compactness, simplicity,
easy alignment, high coupling efficiency, high stability, and low-cost. Two-arm interferometric
structures are promising for many sensing applications, such as label-free biosensing [9], humidity
sensing [10,11], temperature-immune refractive index (RI) sensing [12,13], temperature sensing [14],
and pressure sensing [15,16].

Table 1. A summary of sensing application based on fiber-optic interferometer.

Device Types Structures Applications Ref.

FPI Extrinsic/intrinsic cavity RI sensing [7]
Temperature and humidity sensor [8]

MZI/MI Waist-enlarged fiber taper
Label-free biosensing [9]

Temperature-immune humidity sensing [10,11]
Temperature-immune RI sensing [12]

MZI/MI Core-offset Temperature-immune RI sensing [13]
MZI Two micro-cavities RI-immune temperature sensing [14]

SI Fiber loop mirror Temperature-immune pressure sensing,
High-temperature sensing [15,16]

FPI is Fabry-Perot interferometer, MZI is Mach-Zehnder interferometer, MI is Michelson interferometer, SI is Sagnac
interferometer, and RI is refractive index.
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The optical fiber grating (OFG) is inscribed in the fiber core to form a sensing probe with the
grating on the fiber tip or along the fiber axis. OFG can detect the changes of parameters in microfluids
by mode coupling between the forward and backward transmission modes in the fiber core, or between
the transmission mode in the core and in the cladding [17,18]. A sensing probe based on fiber Bragg
grating inscribed in the photonic crystal fiber (PCF) was proposed for DNA detection, which is the first
direct measurement of genomic DNA without a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or other amplification
reactions [17]. An in-line fiber optofluidic RI sensor was also proposed based on long-period fiber
grating inscribed in a side-channel photonic crystal fiber [18]. A linear response and a sensitivity of
1145 nm/RIU was demonstrated.

Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) are an excellent structure for optofluidic sensing due to
their effective sample delivery and optical transmission. In [19], a side-channel photonic crystal fiber
(PCF) was designed as a compact and ultrasensitive all-in-fiber optofluidic sensing platform. The large
channel on one side of the fiber core enables a strong light-matter interaction and easy lateral access of
liquid samples. It offers promising applications in chemical and biological analysis for monitoring
the environment or biological/medical diagnosis. The working principle of optical micro/nano fiber
sensors is based on an evanescent field. The electromagnetic field will partially penetrate into the
cladding region to form an evanescent field, when the photon beam propagates through the core [20].

For the micro/nano fiber with a subwavelength diameter, the evanescent field is improved and
interacts with the microfluid for sensing, as shown in Figure 1c. A microfiber, for which the diameter
of the narrowed region is 7.8 μm, can achieve high humidity sensing [21]. A three-dimensional
(3D) graphene network coated on the cladding of the microfiber can enhance the interaction
between the moisture molecules and the three-dimensional graphene network (3-DGN) cladding.
The relative humidity (RH) sensor displayed a fast response time of 4.0 s and an ultrahigh sensitivity
of −4.118 dB/%RH in a relative humidity range from 79.5% RH to 85.0% RH.

Optofluidics not only structurally combine optics and microfluidics, but also induce new
opto-physical effects from the energy transfer between light and microfluid and thus allows new schemes
and functions for manipulation and sensing. However, few papers have comprehensively summarized
the state-of-art fiber optofluidic (FOF) technologies in the literature. Recently, Vaiano et al. published an
excellent review article about fiber optofluidics, which for the first time summarized the developments
of the “lab on fiber (LOF)” concept for biological sensing applications [22]. They introduced the LOF
technologies in three classes: lab on tip, lab around fiber, and lab in fiber, according to the integration
location of functional unit. They compare the LOF technologies in terms of principle of operation,
fabrication method, versatility in the design, and performance. They mainly focused on the functional
material and structure of fibers in a microfluidic environment. The interaction between optics and
microfluidics deserves another review to reflect its progress.

In this review, we summarize the latest progresses in fiber optofluidic (FOF) technology and analyze
the correlation between fiber optics and microfluidics. Specifically, we mainly consider the optical
force and photothermal effect, because they have been studied extensively, and many applications of
manipulation and sensing in optofluidics have been demonstrated. Other photo-physical effects, such
as the photoacoustic effect, are beyond the scope of this review.

The optical force can be generated by radiation pressure. It was first reported in 1970s, when Ashkin
observed particle acceleration by a single laser beam [23]. Optical trapping with single laser beam was
achieved in 1986 [24]. After that, researchers realized that optical force might be an effective tool for
manipulating objects at a microscale [25–28]. Optical manipulation is a noncontact and nondestructive
method and thus has great potential in the biological and healthcare sectors [17,25,26]. Additionally,
optical force can be used for optofluidic sensing because its characters would be influenced by the
trapped object or the microfluidic environment [29–32].

The photothermal effect may cause a thermal rise from laser beam, when liquid or objects in
the microfluid absorb the laser energy. More specifically, the status of the target particle and/or
the solvent may vary when the laser beam irradiates. The variations of charge carriers, molecular
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orientation, electrostriction, and radiation pressure in materials influence the conversion process of
light energy to thermal energy. The changes in thermal energy further affect the temperature, refractive
index, and the volume of the components in optofluidics, including liquid, objects, and the optical
structure. In 1880, Bell and his coworkers reported the photothermal phenomenon in their paper on
the photoacoustic effect [33], and the mechanism was reported by Terazima [34]. The photothermal
effect has several unique advantages and can be used in optofluidics for multiple applications. First of
all, the photothermal effect is applicable to a mix of solid, gas, and liquid matters states. Therefore,
this effect is helpful to investigate the energy transfer between these states. Secondly, the photothermal
effect has the potential for optofluidic multi-parameter detection and control. Lastly, the photothermal
effect provides a non-contact method, which reduces the risk of mechanical damage in optofluidics.

The rest of this review is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces FOF technology based on
optical force. The applications of optical trapping, manipulation, and sensing can be achieved with
the stable single optical trap (SSOT) and stable combined optical trap (SCOT). The SSOT is formed
only with optical force, while the SCOT is formed with the help of microfluidic flow force. Section 3
introduces FOF technology based on the photothermal effect. This device is mainly performed with
two structures: the optical microfiber and optical fiber tip.

2. FOF Technology Based on Optical Force

Conventionally, optical force was often generated based on light beams in free space focused
by a high numerical aperture (NA) microscope objective, which is known as optical tweezers [24,35].
This bulky device makes optical tweezers difficult to use and expensive. The optical force based on
the optical fiber structure offers many advantages over conventional methods, such as its low cost,
compact configuration, easy integration, flexibility, and long transparent distance. It can serve as a
versatile tool for optical manipulation and sensing. However, it is challenging to generate a stable
trap for the optical fiber structure due to the low NA of the fiber. To resolve this problem, two main
categories of optical traps (i.e., the stable single optical trap (SSOT) and stable combined optical trap
(SCOT)) have been developed. The SSOT is formed only with the optical force, which is mainly based
on the structures of the lensed fiber or fiber taper, dual-beam fiber trap, and special constructions.
SCOT is formed with a balance of optical force and microfluidic flow force, which can provide more
flexible manipulation with a longer distance.

2.1. Stable Single Optical Trap with Optical Force

A stable single optical trap (SSOT) can be formed only with optical force to achieve trapping
and manipulation. Since the optical force generated by a flat fiber tip usually pushes the object away,
SSOT either utilizes a single optical force formed by a lensed fiber or fiber taper to enhance convergence
(see Figure 2a) or utilizes the dual-optical forces formed by dual beams from different directions to
maintain balance (see Figure 2b).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. The schematic principle for stable single optical trap generation by (a) a fiber taper and (b) a
dual-beam fiber trap.
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2.1.1. SSOT Based on Single Optical Force

A fiber taper is a straightforward way to form an SSOT by enhancing the trapping efficiency
of a single optical fiber. The fiber taper can strongly focus the laser beam with a lens-like structure,
allowing a 3D SSOT to be achieved [36]. This structure is easy to fabricate with a commercial optical
fiber by chemical etching [37–39], polishing [40], or heating-and-drawing [36]. However, it has the
limitation of a short working distance and fixed SSOT due to the firm, sharp structure of the fiber taper.
The fiber taper can trap an object, but it hardly changes the object’s position without moving itself.

Yuan et al. reported a series of pioneering studies and demonstrated several new methods to solve
this problem. In 2013, they first demonstrated controllable SSOT without moving the fiber [37]. A yeast
cell can be manipulated for a distance of approximately 3 μm with the power ratio of a fundamental
mode beam (LP01) and the low-order mode beam (LP11) generated in a normal single-core fiber
taper. Then, they achieved multidimensional manipulation by using the LP11 mode beam excited
with a special fiber taper [38]. In 2015, they achieved optical trapping and launching based on
dual-wavelength single fiber optical tweezers [39]. As shown in Figure 3, a 980 nm laser was used to
trap the object towards the fiber taper, and a 1480 nm laser was used to launch the object with a certain
velocity. The trapping force and the launching force can be controlled independently with different
laser powers at different wavelengths.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the dual-wavelength single fiber optical tweezers [39]. (a) Optical
trapping force generated by the 980 nm laser beam. (b) Optical launching force generated by the
1480 nm laser beam, where the power of the 1480 nm laser beam is smaller than the power of the 980 nm
laser beam, and thus the target is trapped while other objects are blown away. (c) If the power of the
1480 nm laser beam is larger, the launching force can launch the target away with a certain velocity.

An SSOT based on microfibers or nanofibers can achieve long-range manipulation due to its
surface evanescent fields. Li and his coworker have done much research in this field and produced
many theoretical and experimental results [40–42]. A nanofiber can trap the objects on its surface
by the optical gradient force and propel trapped objects along the surface by the optical scattering
force [42]. Further, as the evanescent field around the nanofiber can interact with the surrounding atoms,
SSOT based on nanofibers can be used as an effective tool for atom manipulation and detection [43–47].
Recently, Li et al. developed a special nanofiber by embedding a silver nanowire (AgNW) into a
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) nanofiber [40]. This nanofiber achieved trapping with a low laser
power with a broad wavelength range because the AgNW enhanced the optical gradient force.

An SSOT based on a single optical force can trap a single object on or close to the fiber taper in
a 3D fashion with a strongly focused beam. A manipulation length of several micrometers can be
achieved with optical mode multiplexing and wavelength multiplexing, since the structure of the fiber
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taper is critical for functional performance, which also causes defects, such as the poor reconfigurability
of devices and a short manipulation length [48–50].

2.1.2. SSOT Based on Dual-Optical Force

A dual-beam fiber trap (DFT). This DFT has the special advantage of stable and flexible
manipulation between two laser beams based on its fiber. The typical structures of DFTs are shown
in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4a, the primary DFT can achieve long-range optical manipulation
between two aligned flat or lensed fiber tips with the help of two optical forces. The aligned fiber
tips provide two coaxial and opposite optical forces for the object, and the magnitude of optical force
is determined by laser power and the distance between the fiber tip and the object. In this case,
the position of the object can be controlled by the balance point of the optical forces, which can be easily
adjusted by the laser power from each fiber [30]. A misaligned DFT further increases the manipulation
dimension to implement precise object rotation [31]. In addition to the structure based on two strictly
collimated fibers, hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF) [32] (Figure 4b) and inclined fibers [33]
(Figure 4c) can also form a dual-beam trap with more functional advantages.

 
Figure 4. Optical trapping micro-objects based on a dual-beam fiber trap. (a) Aligned fibers; (b) Hollow-
core photonic crystal fiber; (c) Inclined fibers.

In [51], a DFT was used for multiple object trapping and manipulation, as shown in Figure 5.
Two aligned fibers with flat facets were separated by 160 μm, and each fiber emitted 100 mW of
laser with two 980 nm laser diodes, which created a platform for optical trapping and manipulation.
Figure 5a shows multiple polystyrene microspheres (PSMs), with 1 μm diameters, stably trapped
between two fiber ends. The PSMs form linear arrays by themselves and get closer with more PSMs.
When the number of PSMs is 13 or more, they start self-sustained oscillations with a range of 20 μm
for a period of 0.5 s, as shown in Figure 5b. The DFT with an offset of about 5 μm can keep PSMs
oscillating as a loop. The trajectory of the outermost PSM for eight-PSM oscillation loops is shown in
Figure 5c.

Figure 5. Multiple trapping and manipulation with the dual-beam fiber trap [51]. (a) Optical trapping
of multiple objects. (b) Optical oscillating of a linear array of 13 objects. (c) Trajectory of the outermost
polystyrene microsphere (PSM) for eight PSMs. The laser power of each fiber is 100 mW at 980 nm, and
the objects are PSMs of with 1 μm diameters.
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In addition to optical trapping and manipulation, DFT may also deform a soft object, such as a
living cell. Guck and coworkers achieved measurement of cell membrane elasticity with a unique
DFT [25]. They stably trapped a single cell in a DFT formed by two SMFs. Then, they stretched it along
the optical axis because the force on each side of the cell membrane may be about several hundred pN.
Additionally, the unfocused laser beams can avoid thermal damage to the living cell, even if the laser
power is several watts. This has potential use in biological and medical research.

DFT can also be used for sensing. Force sensing was achieved by DFT with an inclination angle
(θ) [52]. The inclination angle (θ) between the two fibers was used for function selection. For object
trapping, θ should be ≤45◦, and for object lifting and force sensing, θ should be ≥50◦. A temperature
sensor was developed with a trapped microparticle in the DFT [30]. The DFT was formed by two
aligned fibers with concave tips and sealed in a quartz capillary. For temperature sensing, they used a
980 nm laser to adjust the position of the microparticle and a 1550 nm laser to form the interference
spectra for sensing. Li and his coworkers also demonstrated an inclined DFT with two optical fiber
tapers for cell regulation and analysis [53,54]. One fiber taper was used for trapping the cell or forming
cell chain. The other fiber taper was used to manipulate the targeted cell. This method has the potential
for investigation of cell growth, the intercellular singling pathway, and pathogenic processes.

As fabrication technology improves, SSOTs based on special constructions, such as multi-core
fibers, PCFs, and nanofibers, are proposed with better performance. Multi-core fibers can increase
the manipulation dimension combined with a special fiber taper [55]. Yuan and his coworkers used
a dual-core fiber [53], four-core fiber [56], and coaxial core optical fiber [57] to achieve controllable
optical manipulation, oscillation, and object shooting. Cristiani et al. proposed an SSOT based on a
multicore optical fiber [58]. The cores were shaped with the proper angles to reflect the laser beams into
a tight focus, which is the SSOT. A strong gradient optical force generates the SSOT for 3D trapping.
This SSOT can trap and manipulate microparticles over a relatively long distance with better flexibility
than a DFT. The hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF) is an excellent carrier for optofluidics,
as it is a combined channel for both laser and microfluid. A centimeter-scale long distance optical
manipulation was achieved by HC-PCF [59]. A focused laser beam vertical to the fiber was used
to trap the object in front of the core of the HC-PCF, and then a horizontal laser beam was used to
push the object in the HC-PCF. After that, the object could be manipulated along the HC-PCF with
the laser power from each end of the HC-PCF. Additionally, this research could lead to a promising
new approach for biomechanical detection, because it can achieve cell deformation with the help of
shear force. SSOT formed by HC-PCF can also be used for sensing. The multiple-parameter sensing
of temperature, transverse mechanical vibration, and electric/magnetic fields was achieved with the
help of a trapped object in the HC-PCF [32]. The object was trapped and adjusted to the sensing
area with the counter-propagating laser in the HC-PCF. The change of optofluidics was reflected by a
back-scattered light.

SSOT based on a single optical force is easy to integrate and move but has the disadvantage
of a short and fixed trapping/manipulation range. An SSOT based on dual-optical force uses two
counter-propagating laser beams to effectively extend its trapping/manipulation range. Moreover,
this method reduces the requirements of the fiber facet, thus makes the system simpler and
reconfigurable for fabrication and also harmless to the trapped object. However, SSOT based
on fiber inherently has an inflexible manipulation range as it uses optical force only to control its
trapping position. Introducing the flow force in microfluidics is helpful to achieve a flexible and
controllable scheme. To be specific, by adjusting both the optical force and flow force, the object can be
manipulated along the optical axis, as discussed below.

2.2. Stable Combined Optical Trap with Optical Force and Microfluidic Flow Force

In this sub-section, we will introduce a stable combined optical trap (SCOT), which is formed
with the combination of optical force from a single optical fiber and the flow force from the microfluid.
Optofluidic applications based on SCOT will be introduced in two categories according to the type of
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optical force. One is a SCOT based on the optical scattering force from the fiber tip, and the other is a
SCOT based on the optical gradient force from optical microfibers.

2.2.1. SCOT Based on Optical Scattering Force

The principle of the SCOT near the optical scattering force is shown in Figure 6. The optical
manipulation, along with the optical axis, is based on the force balance on the object between the axial
optical force, Fao, and the microfluidic flow force, Fv. The flow force can be calculated by Stokes law,

Fv = k1v. (1)

Here, k1 = 6πηa, where η is the coefficient of viscosity of water, and a is the radius of the microparticle.
As the direction of Fv is the same with the microfluidic flow, Fv is directed toward the fiber tip.
In contrast, Fao, consisting of the scattering force, Fas, and the axial gradient force, Fag, forms a counter
force to push the object away from the fiber end. The Fag is negligible compared to Fas, due to low
acceleration of light intensity generated by the optical fiber tip. Fao is directly proportional to the laser
power and inversely proportional to manipulation length, Lm, which is the vertical dimension between
the center of the microparticle to the fiber tip. The object can be trapped at a certain Lm, corresponding
to the position of the SCOT, because the total force on the object is zero. This process can be described as

Fv(v) = Fao(Lm) (2)

Henceforth, Lm can be controlled by both the flow rate (v) and the laser power (P), and v can also be
calibrated by P and Lm.

 
Figure 6. The principle of the stable combined optical trap based on a single optical fiber tip.

In comparison to the SSOT on the fiber taper, the SCOT over the fiber tip possesses the advantage
of being easy to fabricate, flexible to manipulate, and compactable to be integrated. Moreover, it greatly
extended the manipulation length based on the balance between the optical force and fluid flow and
shows the potential for truly 3D optical manipulation.

The SCOT over the fiber tip can achieve controllable manipulation of single object with a long
range along the optical laser beam. Gong and his coworkers made much progress in this respect.
They achieved long range optical manipulation with the graded-index fiber (GIF) due to its periodic
focusing effect [29]. In [60], a controllable manipulation length of over 177 μm was achieved by
integrating a GIF taper with a microcavity. In this work, the manipulation length Lm was directly
controlled by adjusting the laser power, the flow rate, or the length of the air cavity (Lc), where the air
cavity was formed by the two flat fiber ends of the GIF and SMF.

Figure 7 shows the principle of manipulation based on the air cavity (Lc). In brief, the Lc affects the
incident angle and the coupling intensity of the laser beam from the SMF to GIF. Due to the periodic
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focusing effect of the GIF, the different incident angle and the coupling intensity produced a different
light distribution from the GIF taper. The optical force was controllable, and the object could be
manipulated according to the newly balanced SCOT.

 
Figure 7. Principle of controllable optical manipulation based on air cavity length.

In 2016, a strain controllable optical manipulation was proposed with a longer range up to
1314.1 μm [61]. This method manipulates the object by directly stretching the GIF. As the light beam
converges and diverges periodically in the GIF, the change of fiber length can be used to control the
distribution of the emergent field. Figure 8a shows a sequence of microscopic images of stretching the
52.5 cm GIF with a step of 50 μm. Compared to the optical manipulation of the SCOT with an optical
fiber taper, the method in [61] consists of a simpler fabrication process with high repeatability and
more stable performance. Figure 8b showed that the manipulation length (Lm) changes by controlling
the strain on the GIF.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Microscopic images of strain controllable optical manipulation by increasing the strain to
0, 95 με, 286 με, 571 με, 667 με, 1048 με, 1143 με, and 1238 με, respectively. (b) Manipulation length
versus strain at flow rate of v = 150 nL/min [61].

Although the GIF provides a new optical manipulation method based on the periodic focusing
effect, it is difficult to mass-produce it with consistent performance by precisely controlling the GIF
length. The distribution of the emergent field is sensitive to the length of the GIF, so the performance
of optical manipulation may vary substantially even with very slight difference between each GIF.

The introduced flow force reduces the requirement of the light convergence so that the SCOT can
be achieved with a flat SMF. This is the simplest scheme, with the advantage of being easy-to-fabricate
and use, having high uniformity and availability for mass production, and low cost. Optofluidic flow
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rate detection was also achieved with a structure similar to that in Figure 6. According to Equation (2),
the flow rate can be calculated by laser power or manipulation length [61–63].

The performance of the flow rate sensing with SCOT based on the cleaved SMF is shown in
Figure 9 [62]. By coordinating the proper laser power, this device can detect the flow rate in a large
dynamic range from 20 nL/min to 22 μL/min and can manipulate the object from 3 μm to 715 μm.
The method calculating the flow rate with the laser power is named the open-loop mode, which is
particularly useful for detecting a low flow rate but limited for detecting a high flow rate, because
the manipulation length, Lm, is reversely proportional to the flow rate, v. In this case, the dual-mode
detection induced a closed-loop mode method and enlarged the dynamic-range by four orders of
magnitude, from 10 nL/min to 100,000 nL/min [63]. The sensing performance of the dual-mode
flowmeter is shown in Figure 10. The mode switching threshold was set as 5000 nL/min with an initial
laser power of 23.5 mW.

Figure 9. The performance of the flow rate sensing with the stable combined optical trap (SCOT) based
on the cleaved single mode fiber (SMF) [62].

Figure 10. Sensing performance of the dual-mode flowmeter [63].

Optical trapping and orientation were achieved with an abruptly tapered SMF [64]. Microfluid
delivered the Escherichia coli cell to the fiber tip with a velocity of 16 μm/s. A single E. coli cell was
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trapped with a laser power of 30 mW at a 980 nm wavelength, as shown in Figure 11a. The cell with an
arbitrary azimuthal angle θ (Inset I of Figure 11b) was trapped with a fixed orientation in the final
stable state. Figure 11b shows the calculated restoring torque on the object, with a θ at the central axis
of the fiber tip. As shown in inset II of Figure 11b, the most stable orientation for trapping occurred at
θ = 0, as the torque is 0. Figure 11c reflected the trapping ability of the abrupt tapered SMF. The cell
was trapped at θ = 0 (Inset I of Figure 11c) with the energy density distribution simulated as Inset II of
Figure 11c. It can be seen that the cell can be manipulated with a range of less than 8 μm and with a
trapped optical force of more than 2 pN when the velocity of microfluid is 16 μm/s.

 
Figure 11. Optical trapping of a single E. coli cell [64]. (a) Optical microscope images of the trapping
and orientation process of a single E. coli cell. The blue, red, and yellow arrows indicate flow velocity
(16 mm/s), the input laser with an optical power of 30 mW, and the orientation of the E. coli, respectively.
(b) The calculated torque acting on an E. coli cell as a function of azimuthal angle. (c) Calculated
trapping force (FT) exerted on a single E. coli cell as a function of distance (D) between the cell and the
fiber tip.

The SCOT over the fiber tip can also achieve the organization and transport of multiple objects. In
2013, Li and his coworkers reported an optofluidic method for realizing and retaining stable cell–cell
contact and controlling the trapped cells number using an abrupt tapered fiber (ATF) [64]. As shown
in Figure 12, an optical power of 30 mW at a 980 nm wavelength was launched into the ATF. Cells
delivered by the microfluid with a flow velocity of 3 μm/s were trapped onto the fiber tip one after
another, thereby forming a highly organized cell chain. All the trapped and connected cells were
aligned with the same orientation. In 2017, they achieved controllable organization of the cell chain
with a large-tapered-angle fiber probe, and demonstrated the performance with E. coli cells, yeast cells,
and human red blood cells [65]. The cell chain can be moved by a change of laser power and flow rate.
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Figure 12. Schematic of cell–cell contact realization and retaining process. A laser at 980 nm was
launched into an abrupt tapered fiber (ATF), which was placed in the microfluidic channel with a
flowing suspension of E. coli cells. Multiple cells were trapped and connected in order at the tip of the
ATF [64].

Microstructured optical fibers have customized structures for some unique applications. A hollow
annular-core fiber taper (HAFC) was used to manipulate and transport living cells [66]. A schematic
diagram of optical manipulation based on the HACF is shown in Figure 13. The hollow structure of
the HACF helps to realize the sterile transport of particles in the optical fiber and provides a flow force
by liquid viscous resistances (LVR). LVR is determined by the size of the object and the relative flow
rate. Thus, the HACF tweezers were used in object selection and manipulation. Moreover, it is easy to
clean the fiber probe and convenient for repeated use.

 
Figure 13. Schematic diagram of optical manipulation based on the hollow annular-core fiber taper
(HACF) [66].

A SCOT based on optical scattering force can achieve controllable long-range optical manipulation
and a sensitive flowmeter with an optical fiber probe. A larger optical scattering force is generated
by laser irradiation from the fiber probe, which can be balanced with the flow force generated by the
microfluid from the opposite direction of the laser irradiation. The optical scattering force can be
adjusted by the laser power, and the flow force can be related to the flow rate. In this case, controllable
long-range optical manipulation is achieved by adjusting the optical laser’s power and flow rate,
and the flow rate is calculated from the manipulation length or the laser power.

2.2.2. SCOT Based on Optical Gradient Force

A SCOT around the microfiber could achieve long-range manipulation along the fiber. The optical
gradient force plays a crucial role in optical trapping based on SCOT. A microfiber with a subwavelength
diameter enhances the evanescent field and exerts a large optical gradient force perpendicular to the
fiber surface. When the microfluid flows against the optical gradient force, the object can be trapped
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with the combination of optical force generated by the light leaked from the optical fiber and the
dragging force induced by the fluidic flow and then move along the surface via the optical scattering
force that occurs in the direction of light propagation [67].

A SCOT around the microfiber can achieve optical transport along the fiber with the help of
flow force, optical gradient force, and optical scattering force. Li et al. reported the backward optical
transport of Polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles (713 nm in diameter) using an optical nanofiber with a
diameter of 710 nm [68]. Figure 14 shows the schematic of the experiment. The optical forces, including
gradient force (Fg) and scattering force (Fs), were generated and controlled using a diode laser with a
980 nm wavelength, and the flow force (Fd) induced by the microfluid was dependent on flow rate.
When the laser was on, the evanescent field of the nanofiber applied Fg and Fs to the PS particle.
Fg, directed towards the stronger optical intensity region, traps the particles to the surface of the
nanofiber. The Fs with a direction parallel to the light propagation propels the particle to move along
the nanofiber. By varying the laser power from 0 to 90 mW and flow velocity from 0 to −20 μm/s,
the backward transport velocity exhibits a linear dependence. Furtherly, bidirectional optical transport
can be achieved with two counter-propagating laser beams from each end of the optical nanofiber [42].
The transportation direction and velocity of the particles can be controlled by changing the difference
between the laser power from each side of the nanofiber.

 

Figure 14. Schematic diagram of the experiment. Fd shows the drag force on the particle (in blue)
induced by the fluidic flow. Fg and Fs denote the gradient and scattering forces, respectively, from the
evanescent field [68].

Following this scheme, a particle separation method was demonstrated [69]. Figure 15 shows a
schematic of the SCOT around the microfiber. A 1.55 μm laser was launched into the microfiber for
particle separation. The microfiber with a 1.2 μm diameter was placed in a channel. The suspensions
flowed into the channel for separation. Three types of particle mixtures were successfully separated,
including 5/10 μm PMMA particles, 2.08 /5.65 μm SiO2 particles, and 2.08 μm SiO2/yeast cells.

Figure 15. Schematic diagram for particle separation in fluidic flow by an optical fiber. The inset shows
the scanning electron microscope image of a 1.2 μm optical fiber [69].
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In conclusion, a SCOT based on optical scattering force (Fs) achieves force balance within a small
cross-section along the optical axis. Thus, it can accurately trap or manipulate a single object, even far
from the fiber probe. A SCOT based on optical gradient force (Fg) achieves force balance vertical to the
microfiber surface. Thus, it can simultaneously trap or manipulate a larger number of objects.

The major difference between a SCOT and SSOT is that a SCOT utilizes the flow force in the
microfluidic system as an extra control factor. By tuning the flow force, a SCOT can achieve more
flexible and longer-range trapping or manipulation, without requiring sophisticated fiber structures as
a SSOT does. In addition, a SCOT can calibrate the flow rate by measuring the laser power and the
manipulation length.

3. FOF Technology Based on a Photothermal Effect

Photothermal effects can be used for optical manipulation and sensing in optofluidics.
The photothermal effect is usually weak and needs to be enhanced by increasing laser radiation
or absorption. In FOFs, laser radiation is usually increased by applying a microfiber, and laser
absorption is usually increased by integrating special materials with different components of the
optofluidic system.

3.1. FOF Technology Based on Photothermal Effect with Microfibers

In a standard optical fiber, the optical field is well confined to the fiber core, unable to interact
with microfluid from the side [70]. Therefore, the key to generating a photothermal effect is improving
the radiation of the optical laser from the fiber core to the microfluid. The optical microfiber provides
an efficient solution for radiation enhancement, which has been extensively investigated.

Optical microfibers can easily be fabricated from commercial optical fibers by heating at a melting
temperature and stretching to an appropriate size, enabling much higher flexibility and compatibility
over conventional fiber-based systems [71,72]. Laser at a wavelength with high absorption to the
solution is often launched into the microfiber to further enhance the photothermal effect. This can
achieve optical manipulation and sensing for optofluidic applications.

The photothermal effect can achieve massive particle trapping and manipulation based on its
derivative effects, i.e., the photophoresis effect and temperature gradient effect. The photophoresis
effect is generated by an uneven heat distribution when the photothermal effect acts on the particles in
the microfluid [73]. Uneven heat distribution will increase the movement of the surrounding water
molecules, and eventually generate negative photophoresis or positive photophoresis to drive the
particle towards or away from the light source, separately. The temperature gradient effect is based on
the strong laser absorption of the liquid in the microfluid and can drive the particles to move to the
colder region [74].

Li and his co-workers have been achieved massive photothermal trapping and manipulation
with different structures, such as tapered optical fiber (TF) [75], subwavelength diameter optical fiber
(SDF) [76], and optical fiber ring (FR) [77], as shown in Figure 16 Using a TF with a diameter of 3.1 μm
for the taper (Figure 16a), plenty of particles were assembled into a spindle-shaped region, when the
laser power was 170 mW at 1550 nm. There was a space of about 380 μm between the assembled
particles and the TF after 15 min. Using an SDF (Figure 16b), particles were assembled around the SDF
with a laser power of 200 mW, and reached saturation after 360 s. With an FR (Figure 16c), particles
were trapped and assembled in the center of the FR with a power of 97 mW.
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Figure 16. Massive photothermal trapping and assembly of particles using (a) tapered optical fiber [75],
(b) subwavelength diameter optical fiber [76], and (c) optical fiber ring [77].

Photothermal effect can achieve optofluidic sensing based on the evanescent field around the
microfiber during laser transmission. The microfiber with a diameter of several micrometers or less
can enhance the evanescent field and is sensitive to the ambient temperature around it [78].

An optofluidic flow rate sensor based on the photothermal effect in a microfluid has been proposed
by Gong and coworkers [79]. The side view and the cross section of the sensor are shown in Figure 17.
A microfiber with a waist of approximately 3 μm was fabricated by heating and drawing a commercial
SMF. A hollow round capillary acted as an optofluidic ring resonator perpendicular to the microfiber.
A small fraction of the incident light of the microfiber was coupled into the capillary due to the
evanescent field and kept circulating in the wall due to the total reflection of the smooth inside of the
round capillary. A part of the reflection was coupled into microfiber and transmitted to the detector.
The wavelength shift of the transmission spectrum can be used as a function of the flow rate. As the
full width at half magnitude (FWHM) of the linewidth is narrow, this structure can achieve flow rate
sensing with high sensitivity.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 17. (a) The side view and (b) the cross section of the sensor of the optofluidic ring resonator [79].

A laser at 1480 nm coupled into the fiber taper was used to heat the liquid in the capillary for
temperature change. The fiber taper can be easily fabricated with a commercial fiber by different
methods, such as chemical etching, mechanical polishing, and flame heating. Since the fundamental
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mode of the evanescent field was powerful due to its larger radius near the capillary and the effective
index (neff), it has often been chosen as the output for sensing. The microfiber was close to the outside
of the round capillary. Therefore, while the fundamental mode can act on the capillary, it cannot pass
through to change the parameters of the microfluid. As a result, the difference of temperature can be
calibrated with the relative wavelength shift as

Δλ
λ

=

(
α+
κwall
ne f f

∂ne f f

∂nwall

)
ΔT (3)

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient of the resonator, which can be calculated by 1/r (∂r/∂T),
and κwall = ∂n/∂T is the photothermal effect coefficient of the capillary. The photothermal effect occurs
near the fiber taper. First, the temperature of the microfluid increased near the fiber taper and then
transferred to the round capillary. The wavelength shift is dependent on two factors in Equation (3):
the thermal expansion of the capillary and its photothermal effects.

Optical microfibers can enhance the effective photothermal effect for manipulation and sensing
applications. For optical manipulation, the photothermal effect enables massive objects manipulation
with high flexibility. For optical sensing, the photothermal effect could be employed together with
another microresonator for local detection of the microfluidic flow rate with high sensitivity by detecting
the wavelength shift.

3.2. FOF Technology Based on a Photothermal Effect with Special Materials

Recently, materials with strong laser absorption, such as gold nanoparticles (Au NPs), graphene
oxide (GO), and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have been extensively investigated to improve the efficiency
of photothermal conversion. These kinds of materials can enhance the photothermal effect for FOF
to achieve applications of optical manipulation and sensing [80]. Photothermal materials are mostly
integrated with optical fibers or microfluids, as introduced below.

3.2.1. Materials Integrated with Optical Fiber (MIFs)

It is difficult to generate an optimal photothermal effect with an untreated optical fiber due to its
low light-thermal conversion efficiency. Integrating photothermal materials with the fiber (MIF) is a
useful method to improve the photothermal effect. MIF can achieve optical trapping and manipulation
based on the photothermal materials coated on the optical fiber tip or on the cylindrical surface.

Xing and co-workers investigated an optical manipulation method based on a graphene-coated
microfiber probe (GCMP) [81]. As shown in Figure 18a, a 980 nm laser coupled into the GCMP
can effectively trap erythrocytes based on photothermal effect induced thermophoresis and natural
convection flow and can arrange the trapped erythrocytes over a long distance, combining with the
optical scattering force. The MIF of the graphene oxide on the cylindrical surface of the fiber achieved
mobile vortex arrays with high stability for the no-time-delay, non-contact delivery of massive trapped
objects along the arbitrary direction [82], as shown in Figure 18b. When a 1070 nm laser was coupled
into the coated fiber, a temperature gradient was generated and excited the oscillatory wave to trap
and deliver the particles.

Optical sensing can also be achieved with MIF. Fiber optofluidic microbubble-on-tip (μBoT)
sensors, featuring a flat fiber tip coated with carbon nanotube (CNT) film [83] or gold nanofilm [84],
have been proposed. The process and sensing mechanism are mainly based on a reconfigurable
microbubble. When the laser was irradiated on the coated fiber tip, a microbubble was generated
and gradually expanded. The generation of the microbubble can be monitored using both the
microscope and interference spectrum of the interferometer formed by the fiber tip and the surface of
the microbubble, and the changes of parameters in microfluidics can be calibrated with the growth rate
of the microbubble.
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Figure 18. Schematic diagrams of optical trapping and manipulation based on the photothermal
materials coated (a) on the optical fiber tip [81] or (b) on the cylindrical surface [82].

A CNT-coated μBoT sensor can detect the temperature and flow rate with the laser at 980 nm.
The sensing signal was the free spectral range (FSR) of the microbubble heated with the same duration.
As the diameter of the μBoT interferometer increases over time, the FSR decreases. For temperature
sensing, the microbubble expands mainly based on gas generation from liquid vaporization around
the fiber tip. The principle of flow rate sensing is mainly based on microbubble expansion with the
dissolving gas in the flow fluid.

A gold-coated μBoT sensor can detect the concentration of the solution with a laser at 1550 nm.
Sucrose and H2O2 were chosen as models to demonstrate sensing performance, which represents two
different sensing mechanisms. One is based on the evaporation of liquid near the fiber tip, and the
other is based on heat-induced chemical decomposition. For sucrose sensing, the μBoT sensor achieved
a dynamic range of two orders of magnitude, from 0.5 wt% to 50.0 wt%. For H2O2 sensing, the
μBoT sensor achieved a dynamic range of five orders of magnitude, from 10−5 M to 1 M, as shown in
Figure 19. The microscopic images of the microbubbles generated with different concentrations of
H2O2 were recorded at different heating times (Figure 19a). The imaging method was chosen due to its
low cost, and Δd as a function is shown in the log-log scale in Figure 19b.

(a) (b) 

Figure 19. (a) Microscopic images of the microbubbles and (b) H2O2 concentration detection [84].

The result of sensing shows a large dynamic range and high sensitivity, which demonstrate the
high performance of sensing based on this mechanism. This is the first report on concentration sensing
based on a reconfigurable μBoT structure. This technique shows many advantages for optofluidic
detection, such as flexibility, reconfigurability, low cost, ease of fabrication, and ease of use.

Besides coating the photothermal materials on the fiber tip, compact fiber-optic sensors also
can be achieved by integrating materials into the optical fibers. A miniature, all-optical, fiber-optic
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sensor has been demonstrated for thermal conductivity measurements [85]. A vanadium doped fiber
spliced with an SMF was used as a highly absorbent part and coated with a thin zirconia film to create
a semi-reflective surface. Thus, the short section of vanadium doped fiber formed an all-fiber F–P
interferometer for sensing. The all-silica design makes the sensor compatible with most chemical
environments and has good potential for use at elevated temperatures and high pressures.

3.2.2. Materials Integrated with Microfluids

Materials with strong laser absorption abilities can also be directly integrated with microfluids,
such as the channel of microfluidics or the objects in the microfluid. This method increases photothermal
conversion efficiency and shortens the response time for manipulation or sensing.

Photothermal materials on the channel have been widely applied to handling liquids [86–88],
manipulation in microfluid [89–91], and micromaching processes [92] because the photothermal effect
on the channel can cause fluid dynamics, phase changing, interfacial action, and a strong vertical
temperature gradient. A laser induced microbubble-based device was introduced as an example of
a photothermal effect on the channel [93]. Graphene oxide (GO) was integrated with the channel,
which could serve as a miniature heat source to generate a microbubble and control dynamic behaviors
of flow by adjusting optical laser power at the micrometer scale. A microfiber was used to simulate
the photothermal effect at the locality of the microfluid with a 1070 nm CW laser. This device can be
used for optical manipulation based on the thermal convection around a microbubble, which can be
controlled by an optical laser. A simulation of thermal convection is shown in Figure 20. Based on
controllable thermal convection, i.e., vertical convection and Marangoni convection, the microfluidic
flow around the microbubble can be controlled easily, and the massive objects around the microbubble
can be manipulated.

 
Figure 20. Simulation of thermal convection when the bubble is located at H = 230 μm and 500 μm and
P = 40 mW and 70 mW [93]. (a) Schematic model of different functional flows. (b) Simulated model
of the microfluidic system. (c) Vertical convection when a 160 μm diameter microbubble is located
above the heater with T = 400 K at H = 500 μm and P = 40 mW. The longest arrow shows the maximum
velocity of 40 μm/s. (d) Horizontal convection induced by the heater when the 160 μm diameter
microbubble is located at the side of the graphene oxide (GO) heater with T = 450K at H = 230 μm and
P = 70 mW. The longest arrow shows that the maximum velocity of 900 μm/s. Marangoni convection
(green arrows) at the surface of the bubble would influence movement of particles when the thickness
of the N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) was less than 300 μm. Flow-induced deformation of the bubble
is not considered in these simulations.

Photothermal materials integrated with the object have received great attention because the
materials can efficiently convert adsorbed photons into thermal energy, and this function can directly
act on the target with minimally invasive effects [94,95]. Based on these characteristics, photothermal
therapy and other bio-medical applications based on IT have been increasingly and widely investigated
as facile oncological treatment methods [96]. In 2003, Halas and co-workers first demonstrated the
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selective destruction of breast carcinoma cells based on the target region integrated with gold-on-silica
nanoshells [97]. After that, a variety of hybrid materials with different compositions or structures have
been explored for photothermal therapy (PTT) [98,99]. Optical fiber used to induce laser power to a
target are minimally invasive due to their flexibility, optical conductivity, and biocompatibility.

A hybrid material with components of zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), polyethylene glycol
(PEG), core–shell nanoparticles (NPs), a gold (Au) core, and graphene oxide nanocolloid (GON)
(ZnPc-PEG-Au@GON NPs), were successfully applied to the in vitro photothermal ablation of HeLa
(Human cervical cancer cell line) cells [98]. A 660 nm fiber coupled laser was used to generate a effect
on treated HeLa cells, and induced death of nearly all of them, as shown in Figure 21a. Figure 21b
shows the contrast of the cell viability of HeLa cells treated with ZnPc and ZnPc-PEG-Au@GON NPs.
The results clearly indicated that ZnPc-PEG-Au@GON NPs could enhance photothermal efficiency for
medical treatment.

 
Figure 21. (a) Bright-field and fluorescence microscopy images of control, ZnPc, and ZnPc-PEG-
Au@GON nanoparticle (NP) treated HeLa cells wgucg were exposed to a 660 nm fiber coupled laser
with 67 mW/cm2 for 15 min and subsequently stained by a lince/Dead assay reagent, green: live cells,
red: dead cells. (b) Cell viability of HeLa cells treated with ZnPc, and ZnPc-PEG-Au@GON NPs and
subsequent exposure to 808 nm with 0.67 W/cm2 for 20 min, 660 nm with 0.2 W/cm2 for 10 min, or both
light sources with the same condition, sequentially [98].

In conclusion, FOF technology based on a photothermal effect can achieve massive object
manipulation and microfluid sensing with microfibers or with special materials, which enhance laser
radiation or absorption, respectively. However, because light energy needs a relatively long time
to be converted to heat energy, FOF technology based on a photothermal effect usually has a long
response time for manipulation or sensing. Therefore, photothermal materials are often used to further
increase photothermal conversion efficiency. However, this method maybe unstable in some cases,
as photothermal materials could be washed away by the microfluid.

4. Conclusions

This review mainly introduces the fiber optofluidic technology (FOF) based on two major
opto-physical effects: optical force and the photothermal effect. Optical force is used for optofluidic
manipulation and sensing with a stable single optical trap (SSOT) and a stable combined optical trap
(SCOT), and the photothermal effect is used for various microfluidic control applications with an
optical microfiber and special absorption materials.
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SSOT and SCOT exploit different types of forces in optofluidic systems. SSOT is formed only by
optical force and can be further subdivided into those based on a single optical force and those based
on a dual-optical force. The former often uses fiber taper to generate a large optical force through a
strong convergent laser beam, while the latter uses two beams to generate a pair of balanced optical
force via two counter-propagating laser beams. SCOT is formed with a balance of optical force and
flow force in the microfluid. Furthermore, according to the components of optical force balance with
flow force, SCOTs can be subdivided into those based on optical scattering force (Fs) and those based
on optical gradient force (Fg). The SCOT based on Fs is often generated by a fiber tip, whose end is
against the fluid flow direction. This SCOT can consciously adjust the position of the trapped object
along the optical axis with a large manipulation range. Further, it can also be used for flow rate sensing
with excellent performance in dynamic range and sensitivity. The SCOT based on Fg is often generated
by an optical microfiber, which is perpendicular to the fluid flow. This SCOT is an effective method for
massive trapping and manipulation of objects at the micro/nano scale.

The photothermal effect is used for FOF technology in two major ways: by using the optical
microfiber and by using special absorption materials. The optical microfiber is often used for enhancing
laser radiation and can achieve massive object manipulation, as well as for flow rate sensing. Integration
with photothermal materials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and gold (Au), is a common and
effective method to enhance laser absorption. Photothermal materials can be flexibly integrated with
any FOF components when required. FOF technology can be integrated with fibers and generate a
laser-controlled thermal field to achieve optical manipulation and sensing. Materials integrated with
a channel can be used for handling liquids, manipulation in microfluid, micromachining processes,
and other applications of microfluidic control. Materials integrated with a target can directly act on
the target with a certain position and less thermal energy loss. This method has broad prospects in
biological research and medical treatment.

The main results of fiber optofluidic technology based on optical force and photothermal effects
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Using optical force and photothermal effects,
FOF technology present various advantages, including easy fabrication, miniaturization, low cost,
high sensitivity, and a large dynamic range. We believe that many new applications will be explored
for physical, chemical, and biological use based on FOF technology in the near future [100,101].

Table 2. A summary of fiber optofluidic technology based on optical force.

Device Types Principle Fabrication Features

Stable Single Optical Trap based
on single optical force

Strongly focused beam Fiber taper Single object trapping with short range
[36–39]

Surface evanescent fields Micro/nanofiber Massive object trapping on the fiber surface
[40–47]

Stable Single Optical Trap based
on dual optical force

Balance of two optical
forces

Two aligned fiber probes Object manipulation (~200 μm) [30].
Object deformation [25]

Two misaligned fiber
probes

Object rotation [31]
Object oscillating, and moving around [51]

Object lifting, and force sensing [52]
Cell regulation and analysis [53,54]

HC–PCF
Multiple parameter sensing [32]

A centimeter-scale long distance optical
manipulation, cell deformation [59]

Stable Combined Optical Trap
based on optical scattering force Fs = Fv Fiber probe

Long range manipulation and large
dynamic range flowmeter [60–63]

Multiple object organization [64,65]
Manipulation and transportation [66]

Stable Combined Optical Trap
based on optical gradient force Fg = Fv Microfiber Massive trapping, manipulation, and

selection [42,67–69]
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Table 3. A summary of fiber optofluidic technology based on a photothermal effect.

Device Types Principle Fabrication Features

FOF technology based on
a photothermal effect

with a microfiber

Enhancing the laser
radiation

Fiber taper Massive particle trapping and manipulation [75]

Micro/nanofiber Massive object trapping on fiber surface [76]
Flow rate sensing [80]

optical fiber ring Massive object trapping in center of ring [77]

FOF technology based on
a photothermal effect
with special materials

Enhancing the laser
absorption

Materials integrated with
the fiber

Massive object trapping and delivering [81,82]
Multiple parameter sensing [83–85]

Materials integrated with
the channel

Microfluid control [86–88],
massive object manipulation [89–91],

micromaching processes [92]

Materials integrated with
the channel

Medical treatment with minimally invasive effects
[94–99]
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